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m ^soarch Bulletin 
MARCH PROCUREMENT PULSE: BUSINESS OUTLOOK MIXED, 
INVENTORIES RISE 

The Procurement Pulse is a monthly update 
of critical issues and market trends based on sur
veys of semiconductor procurement managers. This 

bulletin explains what inventory and order rate 
conections mean to both semiconductor users and 
manufacturers. 

Figure 1 
Averaged Monthly Semiconductor Orders 
Order Index, 12/88 = 100 
360 T 
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Figure 3 
Actual vs. Target Inventory Levels 

(All OEMs) 
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Figure 2 
Averaged Semiconductor Lead Times 
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Figure 4 
Actual vs. Target Inventory Levels 

(Computer OEMs) 
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Source: Dataquest (March 1991) 
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MARCH PROCUREMENT PULSE: BUSINESS OUTLOOK MIXED, INVENTORIES RISE 

SEMICONDUCTOR ORDER LEVELS 
DOWN, SYSTEM BUSINESS OUTLOOK UP 

Figure 1 shows that this month's respondents 
expect to slightly reduce (by 6.5 percent) their 
semiconductor order levels in March relative to 
February. This small reduction in anticipated order 
activity does not signal a lowering of general 
demand but rather inventory correction measures 
being made for specific components. For the past 
two months, the six-month system sales oudook 
has ebbed and flowed with the status of the situa
tion in the Persian Gulf. The current procurement 
managers' six-month outlook for system sales 
improved from last month's 3.7 percent to 
5.2 percent. The computer sample raised its six-
month systems outlook even higher, from 5.9 to 
8.4 percent. It appears that the prewar slow-growth 
trend in system sales has resumed now that the 
Gulf War is successfully concluded. Dataquest con
tinues to expect slow growth in the systems market 
and related semiconductcn: arena due to the lack of 
any high-volume new product that could puU 
grovilh higher. 

LEAD TIMES REMAIN BORING 
AND STABLE 

Figure 2 illustrates, with actual data points, a 
semiconductor market at a textbook supply-demand 
equilibrium. February's lead time average of 
8.4 weeks is slightly down from last month's 
8.6 weeks and 2 days less than December's 
9 weeks. The semiconductor market has been 
balanced in this manner for the last nine months 
(six months shovm) to the extent that some mem
ory suppliers shifted production levels to change 
demand to the next-generation (and higher-profit) 
devices. With the exception of 1Mb DRAMs, lead 
times have remained stable as demand and supply 
have weathered both peace and wartime economic 
uncertainties with little variance in delivery 
schedule. Overall prices continue to remain flat or 
slowly declining (except for the 1Mb DRAM) as 
buyers continue to seek cost-based price reductions 
where q>plicable. Dataquest sees the possibility 
that as early as May 1991 some DRAM suppliers 
could take advantage of the current firming of 
1Mb DRAM contract prices and relatively longer 
(10+ weeks) lead times by increasing production 
now and later undercutting the ASP. If enough 
incremental 1Mb shipments are made (beginning 
late in Q2 1991), the pre-Ql 1991 average price 
erosion could resume. Except for the lMb-4Mb 
DRAM supply situation, Dataquest does not fcoe-
see any supply or price volatility over the next six 
months. 

SEMICONDUCTOR INVENTORIES UP, 
CORRECTIONS UNDER WAY 

Semiconductor inventory levels rose for the 
second consecutive month, while targeted levels 
were lowered to force adjustments. The overall 
targeted and actual levels went from last month's 
respective 20.7 and 30.6 days to this month's 
reported 19.8 and 32.9 days. The qomputer seg
ment of the survey again this month reported a 
diverging of targeted and actual inventory levels, 
going from last month's respective 19.5 and 
29.0 days to this month's reported 17.6 and 
32.2 days. The overall incremental increase in 
semiconductor inventory since December (19 per
cent in days) is being addressed and corrected with 
a lowering of order levels (negative 18 percent in 
dollars since January's high) combined vdth antici
pated increased demand-driven usage. Because 
availability is not a problem, Dataquest continues 
to observe inventories being a very closely watched 
and manageable cost-control index and expects 
actual levels soon to come into line with the histor
ical actual average of 30 days. 

DATAQUEST PERSPECTIVE 

Historically, the Gulf War wiU be seen as 
having little effect on real-time electronics busi
ness, other than compounding the overall market's 
uncertainty level. The cessation of hostilities and 
coincidental increased market optimism may not be 
the beginning of a trend, but they highlight the 
volatility of the market in the absence of large, 
identifiable demand-generating products. The aver
age slow-growth pattem seen in the second half of 
1990 appears for now to be picking up momentum. 
None of this month's respondents noted any prob
lem products, and a minority noted quality as a 
current concern. In the continued absence of supply 
problems, demand issues are being addressed vnth 
forecast improvements and increased supplier-user 
planning updates. One of this year's Semiconductor 
Supplier-of-Year Award winners mentioned that 
"the trust involved with sharing long-range plans 
with your customer takes a big step, almost like a 
marriage...." In any relationship, good conununica-
tion is key to preventing and solving problems. 
This supplier won the award because his company 
listened and responded to customers' needs. World-
class suppliers and customers communicate. 

Mark Giudici 
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Research Newsletter 
1991 SEMICONDUCTOR SUPPLIER-OF-THE-YEAR AWARDS TO 
MOTOROLA, ANALOG DEVICES, AND MAXIM 

SUMMARY 

The third annual Dataquest Semiconductor 
Supplier-of-the-Year Awards were presented at the 
Forecast '91 Conference on March 5, 1991, at 
Dataquest headquarters in San Jose, California, to 
an audience of over 250 people. For the first time, 
this year's awards were categorized by supplier 
size. For the third consecutive year. Motorola 
eamed the Major Supplier Award, representing the 
category of larger companies. The two new cate
gories created this year are for the midsize and 
niche market segments. The Midsize Supplier 
Award was given to Analog Devices, and the Niche 
Market SuppUer Award went to Maxim Integrated 
Products. To a worldwide semiconductor user sam
ple, these three companies epitomized excellence in 
supporting their customers' requirements based on 
quality, price, delivery, technical support, and cus
tomer service. 

METHODOLOGY 

The Semiconductor Supplier-of-the-Year 
Award is based on data collected from electronics 
companies that purchase semiconductors world
wide. Ym telephone survey, Dataquest collected 
data from companies listed in the Electronic Busi
ness (EB) magazine's Top 200 Electronics Com
panies for U.S. companies, and the respective EB 
Top 50 Electronics Companies for Japan and 
Europe. Dataquest reviewed this list and deleted 
those that manufactured or distributed semiconduc
tors and those that were software companies in 
order to ensure that our sample was made up of 
semiconductor users. 

We identified the main semiconductor pur
chasing location for each company and sent a letter 

explaining the survey and a list of eligible semicon
ductor suppliers from our worldwide supplier 
database. 

The survey asked the respondents for their 
choice of Semiconductor SuppUer of the Year in 
three size categories, as follows: 

• Major suppliers (annual revenue over 
$500 million) 

• Midsize suppliers (annual revenue between 
$50 million and $499 million) 

• Niche ntiarket suppliers (annual revenue under 
$50 million) 

For each size category, the respondent was 
asked which semiconductor supplier ranked highest 
in each of the following areas: 

• On-time delivery 

• Quality 

• Price 

• Technical support 

• Customer service 

In the event that an electronics company 
named its own captive semiconductor source as the 
preferred supplier, the respondent was asked to 
exclude that choice and vote again. 

There was one respondent per company. If the 
first respondent contacted at a company did not 
care to participate, a second respondent was chosen 
at random from our procurement site database. If 
the second did not participate, a third respondent 
was chosen; and if the third respondent did not 
respond, the company was dropped from the sur
vey. Scores were calculated for each of the five 
peiformance areas in each size category. For each 
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1991 SEMICONDUCTOR SUPPLIER-OF-THE-YEAR AWARDS TO MOTOROLA, ANALOG DEVICES, AND MAXIM 

TABLE 1 

1991 Semiconductor Supplier-of-the-Year Rankings 

Rank 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

M ĵor 

Motorola 

Texas Inst. 

Intel 

National 

AMD 

Others 

Total 

Vote 
(%) 

35 

19 

10 

8 

7 

21 

100 

Midsize 

Analog Devices 

Hewlett-Packard 

Cypress 

Linear Tech. 

Bun-Brown 

Others 

Total 

Vote 
(%) 

17 

14 

13 

5 

5 

46 

100 

Niche Market 

Maxim 

Silicon General 

Lattice 

Xilinx 

TRW 

Others 

Total 

Vote 
(%) 

16 

10 

10 

9 

7 

48 

100 
Source: Dataquest (March 1991) 

size category, the five performance scores then 
were aggregated into one score to determine the 
Supplier of the Year for that size category. 

PROCUREMENT RANKINGS 

Table 1 summarizes rankings of each size 
category's top five suppUers as voted on by the 
worldwide Electronic Business sample. 

The relatively high percentage of votes 
received by the top five major suppliers compared 
with the other two categories reflects the large 
number of these smaller suppUers and their frag
mented markets. It is still impressive that the top 
three major suppliers gained 64 percent of the vote 
and that, despite a worldwide sampling, the 
highest-ranked Japanese suppher gained only 3 per
cent of the total major suppUer votes. 

our annual procwement survey. The focus of 
providing excellence in the majority of areas of 
price, product, quality, delivery, and service 
requires listening to the needs of customers and 
deUvoing on commitments. Programs such as 
Motorola's "Six-Sigma" plan have gained momen
tum and are raising the overall level of perfor
mance throughout the industry. Dataquest expects 
to see a continual raising of this overall perfor
mance as companies strive to reduce total costs and 
improve efficiencies in the face of increasing 
domestic and foreign competition. A good start to 
begin improving performance is to refer to the top 
10 procurement issues noted in SUIS newsletter 
number 1991-11, entitled "1991 Semiconductor 
Procurement Survey: Basics Are Back." Good luck 
to those aspiring for next year's award! 

Mark Giudici 

DATAQUEST PERSPECTIVE 

The wiimers of this year's award met or 
exceeded their customers' expectations and require
ments siunmarized in the listing of key issues from 
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1991 SEMICONDUCTOR PROCUREMENT SURVEY: BASICS ARE BACK 

SUMMARY 

This newsletter highlights the results of the 
Sixth Annual Dataquest Semiconductor Procure
ment Survey that was taken in the November-
December 1990 time frame. The three key findings 
of the survey were as follows: 

• Respondents expect to increase their 1991 semi
conductor purchases by 10 percent. 

• The majority (88 percent) of respondents expect 
equipment sales to grow or stay at 1990 levels. 

• The three top issues are price, availability, and 
cost control. 

METHODOLOGY 

As in past procurement surveys, Dataquest 
used the Electronic Business Top 200 company 
listings as a basis for the survey. We removed from 
the sample all companies that made or distributed 
semiconductors or software in an attempt to ensure 
that we dealt with potential semiconductor users 
only. This reduction brought our sample down to 
170 companies. From this base, we surveyed by 
telephone 760 procurement sites of these compa
nies and received 193 responses (25 percent 
response rate). As seen in Figure 1, the majority 
(52.8 percent) of the respondents were from the 
Pacific (29.5 percent) and Northeast (23.3 percent) 
regions because of the larger concentration of tech
nology manufacturing in those areas. 

Figure 2 shows the total respondent break
down by application segment in 1990 purchasing 
dollars. The survey's total respondent 1990 pur
chasing power totaled $2.74 billion, or 15.6 percent 
of the North American semiconductor market. 

SEMICONDUCTOR USER OUTLOOK 

User Expectations 

A strong showing of over three-fourths 
(82.5 percent) of this year's respondents expect to 
either increase or stabilize their system sales in 
1991 relative to 1990 levels, as shown in Figure 3. 
The level of optimism is slightly less than last year, 
with a few more respondents expecting to see 
lower sales (10.9 percent in 1991 versus 
6.5 percent in 1990). Despite the lower system 
sales outlook, buyers still expect to purchase 
10 percent more semiconductors in 1991 than in 
1990. Relative to the past five annual forecasts, this 
level of increase falls sUghdy below the forecast 
mean of 12.4 percent. 

The survey was taken in the midst of a fore
boding economic environment for 1991, and the 
electronic sales oudook has wavered a bit more 
now in response to the Gulf War. Our monthly 
survey data on system sales and semiconductor 
purchases reflect a shght lessening of optimism due 
primarily to the overall economic situation, which 
is being exacerbated by the psychological impact of 
the war. In coir^arison with recent semiconductor 
supplier forecasts that we have seen, the 10 percent 
forecast appears to be a formidable, yet realistic, 
growth target. 

The overall response in terms of 1991 equip
ment sales expectations was split evenly between 
increased sales (44 percent) and sales remaining at 
1990 levels (44 percent). As seen in Figure 3, all 
respondents (except military/aerospace) expect 
their respective applications to increase in eqmp-
ment sales. The application vwth the highest expec
tation to maintain flat business levels (after the 
small transportation sample) is the military/ 
aerospace segment. Figure 4 illustrates that the 
level of growth for more than 90 percent 
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1991 SEMICONDUCTOR PROCUREMENT SURVEY: BASICS ARE BACK 

FiGiniE 1 
Procurement Survey Audience 

Pacific 
29.5% 

Total = 193 Respondents 

Source: Dataquest (March 1991) 

FIGURE 2 

1990 Survey Respondents' Purchasing Dollars 

Transportation 
12% 

Data Processing 
10.8% 

Communications 
7.9% 

Source: Dataquest (March 1991) 
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1991 SEMICONDUCTOR PROCUREMENT SURVEY: BASICS ARE BACK 

FIGURE 3 
1991 Equipment Sales Expectations 

Percentage 

70. I.\X") Increase 
^ ^ n Same 
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Total Data Communications Industrial 
Sample Processing 

Application 

Consumer Military/ Transportation 
Aerospace 

Source: Dataquest (March 1991) 

FIGURE 4 
Growth Expectations of Respondents Forecasting Growth 

Source: Dataquest (March 1991) 
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1991 SEMICONDUCTOR PROCUREMENT SURVEY: BASICS ARE BACK 

(94.7 percent) of the overall sample expecting 
growth ranges from 5 to 30 percent, while Figure 5 
shows that respondents in the industrial application 
expect to have the highest mean growth. 

User Inventory Plans 

The targeted semiconductor level has dropped 
to 40 days, down 15 percent from last year's 
average target of 47 days. As shown in Figure 6, 
close to half (47 percent) of this year's respondents 
maintained average iaventory levels at targeted lev
els of 40 days. Less than one-third (31 percent) of 
the sample were above target last year, averaging 
46 days, and over one-fifth (22 percent) of respon
dents were below target, averaging 33 days of 
semiconductor inventory. This reduction in average 
inventory target levels, including a representative 
military response, reiterates the message that the 
preaching and practice of cost/inventory control is 
being acted upon. Another reinforcing message for 
future inventory control is illustrated by Figure 7, 
where 86 percent of the responding sanq)le will 
either retain or reduce their 1990 semiconductor 
inventory target levels in 1991. This trend of 

FIGURE 6 
Respondents' Inventory Levels 

Targe t I nven to ry - 4 0 Days 

Source: Dataquest (March 1991) 

lowered inventory targets is currently being 
reflected in Dataquest's monthly sample of 
procurement managers, where there now is an 
average 20-day inventory target. 

FIGURE 5 
Growth Expectations by Semiconductor Application 
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Source: Dataquest (March 1991) 
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1991 SEMICONDUCTOR PROCUREMENT SURVEY: BASICS ARE BACK 

FIGURE 7 
Expected Change in Target Inventory Levels 
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30 
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Source: Dataquest (March 1991) 

This year, we included a question regarding 
the use of electronic data interchange (EDI) to 
check the status of this mode of order and inven
tory control. As Figure 8 shows, less than one-
fourth of the respondents (24.5 percent) currendy 
use EDI; of those that use it, close to half 
(48.9 percent) use it for only 10 percent or less of 
their semiconductor orders. The low utilization of 
EDI apparently is due to the real or perceived costs 
involved in setting up the equipment and to the 
relationships necessary for it to work. We wiU 
continue to track this area of proctirement in the 
future. 

Top User Issues Focus on 
Cost Control 

After being the number two issue for the past 
four years, this year's respondents listed semicon
ductor price as the number one issue facing them in 
1991, as shown by T^ble 1. Last year's number one 
issue—on-time delivery—dropped to number six in 
priority, primarily because of improvements in 
forecasting and delivery commitments achieved in 
1990. Tied in closely with price (and rising from 

FIGURE 8 
Electronic Data Interchange Usage 

Use EDI \ 
24.5% \ 

\ Dont Use EDI / 
\ 75.5% / 

Total Response = 183 

Source: Dataquest (March 1991) 

last year's number four), the new number two 
issue is availability, followed closely by an 
unchanged number-three ranked cost control. 
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1991 SEMICONDUCTOR PROCUREMENT SURVEY: BASICS ARE BACK 

Rounding out the top four issues that focus on cost 
control is just-in-time delivery/inventory control. 
Quality/reliability has risen to number five among 
issues for procurement managers in 1991. The shift 
from supplier performance seen in 1990 to a focus 
on overt cost control in 1991 reflects the way that 
most companies are coping with the current eco
nomic environment. Performance to commitments 
is being de-emphasized in part because many com
panies are satisfied with the level of support of 
their suppliers. A new entrant to the top 10 issues 
in 1991 (number nine) is "petroleum-based pricing 
issues," again reflecting cost concerns ntiixed over 
uncertainty with developments in the Middle East. 
As mentioned in our newsletter highlighting the 
annual Semiconductor Supplier-of-the-Year Award 
presentation (number 1991-12, entitled "Semicon
ductor Supplier of the Year—^Awards to Motorola, 
Analog Devices, and Maxim") the following three 
companies exhibited to buyers their commitment to 
meet last year's top issues: 

• Major supplier—^Motorola 

• Midsize supplier—^Analog Devices 

• Niche market supplier—Maxim Integrated 
Products 

Companies wishing to win an award next year 
should take this year's list of top issues to heart to 
best meet their customers' ne»is. 

DATAQUEST PERSPECTIVE 

This year's survey conSims many of the 
trends that Dataquest has previously reported; in 
addition, it also highlights new issues on which 
semiconductor users are focusing. The user com
munity's relatively positive oudook for system 
sales and semiconductor procurement in the face of 
an uncertain economic environment is still being 
reflected in Dataquest's monthly Procurement 
Pulse survey. The perceived or real impediments to 
EDI use were reflected in the relatively low level 
of use by this year's respondents. As ease of use 
improves, EDI implementation should increase for 
future sanipled companies. The overall "back to 
basics" theme of this year's responses reflects the 
concern of many companies that cost-cutting meas
ures come first in uncertain times. SuppUers that 
provide users with both the nuts and bolts of low 
overall prices and superior delivery and service 
(totaling low overall costs) will be meeting most of 
this year's users' needs. 

Mark Giudici 

TABLE 1 
User Issues 

1991 
Rank 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Pricing 

Availability 

Cost control 

JIT/inventory control 

Quality/reliability 

On-time deliveiy 

New products/obsolescence 

Government regulation 

PetFoleum-based pricing issues 

Reducing vendor base 

1990 
Ranking 

2 

4 

3 

5 

6 

1 

7 

10 

-

8 

1989 
Ranking 

2 

1 

7 

6 

4 

3 

8 

-

-

-

1988 
Ranking 

2 

1 

4 

9 

6 

3 

8 

-

- • 

7 
Source: Dataquest (Match 1991) 
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Research Bulletin 
FEBRUARY MARKET WATCH: FLAT EQUIPMENT DEMAND AND 
MANAGED SEMICONDUCTOR SUPPLIES REFLECTED IN STABLE 
AND LOWER BUSINESS LEVELS 

The Market Watch is a monthly Dataquest 
bulletin that is released after the SIA book-to-bill 
Flash Report. It is designed to give a deeper insight 
into the monthly trends in the semiconductor mar
ket and an analysis of what to e}q)ect in the next 
six months (see Figures 1 throu^ 4). 

ANOTHER SLIGHT RISE IN THE 
BOOK-TO-BILL RATIO, BUT THE 
NUMBERS TELL OTHERWISE 

January's book-to-bill ratio rose sligjhdy to 
0.96, up from December's 0.95 level, as seen in 
Figure 1. Although the ratio is up, the actual 
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average booking and billing dollars show a steady 
decline for the last three months. The only bright 
spot in the billing numbers is that last month's 
semiconductor shipments were a meager 4.3 per
cent higher than January 1990's billing equivalent. 
The expected increase in semiconductor purchases 
noted in the January Procurement Pulse did not 
materialize, pardy because of the uncertainty sur
rounding the economy and the Iraq war. The six-
month business outlook for systems buyers is still 
positive (3.7 percent) but down from the last 
month's prewar optimism of 6.9 percent. This 
lowering of expectations will not severely impact 
semiconductor order rates, because user semicon
ductor inventories on average remain at the 30-day 
level. 

COMPUTER BOOKINGS AND SHIPMENT 
RATES MERGE, INVENTORY RATES 
CONTINUE TO DIVE 

Figure 2 illustrates the slippage of the Decem
ber bookings and shqnnent rates of computers and 
business machines to an equal rate of 2.45 percent 
from 4.2 percent and 3.3 percent, respectively, 
reported in November. The decline in inventory 
rates seen in the Department of Commerce's 
December numbers reflects efforts to in^rrove year-
end financials in view of slow sales and confidence 
in die ready availability of raw materials to replen
ish shelves in balance with future needs. The Iraq 
war appears to be adding another layer of psycho
logical uncertainty to an existing soft economy, 
which is resulting in some delays to system orders. 
Dataquest still e?q)ects the year to reflect a steady 
growth pattern in saniconductor business (9 per
cent worldwide), althouĝ h the near term may result 
in lower-than-average growth because of the war. 

SEMICONDUCTOR INVENTORIES RISE TO 
AVERAGE LEVELS 

The levels of respondent users' semiconductor 
inventories rose slightly (by 3 days to 31 days) this 
month; targeted levels also increased (by 1 day to 
21 days). The resulting 10-day difference is 3 days 
more than last month's difference and generally 
reflects lower system sales that most likely will be 
adjusted for next month. The oudook for system 
sales during the next six months still is positive at 
3.7 percent but is not as rosy as last month's 
prewar 6.9 percent forecast. The continued positive 
business outlook is ê qpected to be maintained 

regardless of the war and could be negatively 
affected only by a dramatic financial mishap. 
Dataquest e^qiects s^niconductor users to continue 
to hold semiconductor inventories at about a 
30-day average and will balance this padding with 
their system sales levels. 

OVERALL PRICES FLATTEN, 
AVAILABILITY REMAINS GOOD 

Largely because of the recent flattening of 
DRAM prices, the overall price level as per the 
most recent DQ Monday Report has remained 
unchanged since last month's review. Because of 
selected fourth-quarter 1990 production reductions 
by some Js^anese memory suppliers, the overall 
1Mb DRAM market price has flattened, and non-
Japanese suppliers continue to follow the Ji^anese 
lead in firm pricing for this device. Lead times for 
memcny and most other semiconductor products 
remain consistent and predictable. Dataquest does 
not e:q>ect die current level of price stability to be 
maintained because of the steady/slow growth 
demand pattem now in motion. Memory price 
declines may resume if non-Japanese suppliers in 
aggregate try to take advantage of stable prices by 
increasing shipments. This scenario, if enacted, will 
not be felt in the market for six to eight weeks 
because of the fabrication time needed for the 
additional parts. 

DATAQUEST CONCLUSIONS 

System sales e}q)ectations remain in a low 
growth mode, and procurement plans closely mir
ror this oudook as semiconductor inventories are 
maintained at a constant level. The overall availa
bility of semiconductors remains very good despite 
some memoiy production cutbacks. Forecasting 
continues to inqn-ove, keeping inventories of both 
suppliers and users controllable. In the near term, 
Dataquest expects to see steady semiconductor 
demand levels and stable siqjplies equaling flat 
prices and lead times. Looking beyond the next 
three months involves considering the directions of 
the economy and the war. Low growdi being the 
status quo, a resunq>tion in economic growth and/ 
or a resolution to die war could perk up a reluctant 
electronics market. 

Mark Giudici 

# 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

While the Gulf War wages, IC procurement 
teams grapple with plans for long-term megabit-
density DRAM price trends. Meanwhile, a recent 
abrupt shift in global DRAM market conditions has 
altered die 1991 DRAMA^RAM pricing outlook to 
the joy of suppliers and the constonation of most 
users. As shown in Table 1, this newsletter pro
vides a strategic perspective on Dataquest's Semi
conductor User Information Service (SUIS) fore
cast of North American bookings prices for 

TABLE 1 

Semiconductor Price and Lead Time IVends 
(North American Bookings\ Volume Orders) 

megabit-density DRAMs through the year 1995 
and also sheds instant light on the altered 1991 
price scenario. This newsletter states the critical 
assumptions behind the forecast regarding DRAM 
supply and demand, cost models, trade issues, and 
suppliers' strategies so that users and siq)pliers can 
respond to volatile DRAM market shifts. 

OVERVIEW: AN ALTERED 1991 OUTLOOK 
PLUS THE LONG-RANGE VIEW 

This newsletter focuses on four DRAM price 
estimates: the range of North American bookings 

Part 

IMbxl 80ns 
DRAM, SOJ 

4Mbxl 80ns 
DRAM, SOJ 
(300 mil) 

256Kx4 120ns 
VRAM, ZIP 

4Mbx9 80ns 
SIMM 

Original Price Range 
Expected for 

First Quarter 1991* 

4.00 to 4.90 

17.00 to 28.10 

10.05 to 10.55 

NA 

Long-Range Price IVend (Dollars) 
Preliminary Result 

of Actual Price 
Range for First 1993 Price 
Quarter 1991' Forecast* 

4.25 and 4.90 3.40 

18.00 to 29.00 11.30 

10.05 to 10.55 7.67 

NA 111.8/ 

1995 Price 
Forecast* 

3.20 

8.50 

6.85 

86.05* 
2 l U s SUIS foiecaft is fat Norlli Amencan btxAmgi pricing. Worldwidt bcxdongt pnang is sommdut higher. 
3 Iheie prices coaelile wifii Out SUIS forecast dated December 1990. 

l U s price mige is a prdiminary estimate that cotielties wifii flw SUIS fiaecast diat will be published during Maicfa 1991. J^an-baaed sovpUan cut 
4 ptoduction daring late 1990, which enabled DRAM pricing to iiKrease during eady 1991, as drawn in ttns column. 

P«ti.mrf»H but not by survey. 
NA > Not available 
Scmce: Dataquest (Febtuaiy 1991) 
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prices, originally e:q)ected for the first quarter of 
1991, as garnered through the SUIS year-end 1990 
survey of users and suppliers; the preliminary 
results of the actual prices for the first quarter of 
1991; the 1993 price forecast; and the 1995 price 
forecast. An eiiq)hasis is placed on highlighting the 
assuiiq)tions on which Dataquest bases the forecast 
in order to provide deeps' insight into Dataquest's 
SUIS pricing outlook for 1991 and beyond. 
Because global DRAM market conditions have 
shifted so sharply since the quarterly price survey 
was conducted during November and December 
1990, eitq)hasis will also be made on the altered 
1991 DRAM market^ce outlook. 

The price analysis presented here correlates 
with the quarterly and long-range price tables 
mailed to SUIS cUents on December 20, 1990. For 
SUIS clients that use the SUIS on-line service, the 
quarterly pricing presented here correlates with the 
quarterly and long-range price tables dated Decem
ber 1990 in the SUIS on-line service. The price 
analysis in this newsletter also correlates with the 
Source Dataquest report entitled "Semiconductor 
Price Outlook: First Quarter 1991," dated January 
1991. For additional product coverage and more 
detailed product specifications, please refer to those 
sources. 

DRAM MARKET CONDITIONS 
The 1991 market fra IMbxl DRAMs recently 

changed sharply—and so have Dataquest's assimq)-
tions on the 1991 price outlook. The 4Mbxl 
DRAM scenario remains in line with original 
assumptions, although it is somewhat modified. 
Although the 1991 price forecast for 1Mb DRAMs 
has changed, the assunqjtions for the long-range 
DRAM price forecast have not changed dramati
cally since December 1990: 

1Mb DRAM: Japanese Suppliers Raise 
Prices and Other Suppliers Tag Along 

TEible 1 reveals that the participants in Data-
quest's year-end 1990 price survey originally 
expected the North Amraican bookings price for 
IMbxl 80ns DRAM SOJ in volume contract orders 
to range £rom $4.00 to $4.90 during the first quar
ter of 1991. firom now on, the SUIS price forecast 
on DRAMs will refer to volume orders instead of 
the former specification, which was 100,000-piece 
orders. On diis basis, in December 1990 SUIS 
forecast a price of $4.29 for the first quarter of 
1991. 

A Short'Temn Assumption 
Proves Wrong 
Under Ministry of Intemationfll TYade and 

lodustiy (MI'I'l) guidance, some Japanese suppliers 
have begun to withdraw from this market and have 
either raised the price for the 1Mb DRAM during 
early 1991 or held pricing stable at high levels. 
SUIS anticipated this trend by Japan-based 
supphers but assumed that 1Mb DRAM suppUers 
from other regions would not join Jqjanese com
panies in raising prices. This assumption proved 
wrong. In fact, non-Japanese suppliers for the time 
being have joined J^)an-based suppliers in raising 
the price for 1Mb DRAMs. 

An Early Look at the Updated SUIS 
1991 Price Forecast for IMbxl DRAM 
The SUIS first-quarter 1991 price survey is 

being conducted during February 1991, and the 
updated forecast will be published in March 1991. 
llie early results of this survey indicate, in con
junction with other market information, that the 
actual first-quarter North American bookings price 
for the IMbxl DRAM as specified will be between 
$4.25 and $4.90 versus the Deceniber 1990 forecast 
of $4.29. 

Dataquest assumes that ciirrent market 
conditions—^which are marked by Japan-based 
price "leadership" in terms of upward pressure on 
1Mb DRAM prices, with other suppliers oppor
tunistically following—^will hold true for the first 
half of 1991. Under this assumption. North Ameri
can bookings prices for IMbxl DRAMs could edge 
upward during the second quarter of 1991- The 
early results of the current price survey signal such 
a price trend, followed by a flat or slowly declining 
price profile for the second half of 1991. For the 
fourth quarter of 1991, tiie North American book
ings price forecast for IMbxl DRAMs will likely 
be iuCTcased to $4.25 versus the original Deceniber 
1990 forecast of $3.79 for year-end 1991. 

4Mbx1 DRAM: Demand to Pick Up 
and Prices to Decline during 1991 

I^ l e 1 shows that partic^ants in the fourth-
quarter 1990 price survey originally expected the 
North American bookings price for 4Mbxl 80ns 
DRAM SOJ in volume contract orders to range 
£tom $17 to $28 during the first quarter of 1991. 
On this basis, SUIS forecast a price of $19.80 for 
the first quarter of 1991. 
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No Major Change in the SUIS 1991 
Price Forecast for 4Mbx1 DRAM 

The early tesults of the cunent (February 
1991) price survey indicate that the actual first-
quarter North American bookings price for 4Mbxl 
DRAMs will be quite close to $19.80, which was 
forecast in December 1990. 

Dataquest's operating assumption for 4Mb 
DRAM is that first-tier j£q)anese st^liers, along 
with other worldwide suppliers, wiU ramp up 
production during 1991 and cut prices in order to 
win business in line with historical crossover 
experience. This assumption has proved sound. 
Current market conditions are marked by a strong 
move by Japan-based suppliers from the 1Mb 
DRAM to the 4Mb device with consequent down
ward pressure on 4Mb DRAM prices. Although 
upward pressure on 1Mb DRAM prices reduces the 
incentive for sharp 4Mb DRAM price declines, 
Dataquest still foresees a 4Mb DRAM crossover 
(4:1 uni^nice ratio) for the second quarter of 1991. 

In fact, Dataquest believes that cs^acity for 
4Mb DRAM is likely to exceed demand for 1991; 
however, suppliers will avoid bringing aU of the 
capacity on-line this year in order to avoid a 4Mb 
DRAM market glut The early results of the survey 
also indicate that the SUIS forecast on the North 
American bookings price for 4Mbxl DRAMs for 
the fourth quarter of 1991 will likely be increased 
in nondramatic fashion to a price in the $14.50 to 
$15.00 range versus the original December 1990 
forecast of $14.00. 

MEGABIT-DENSITY DRAM: THE 
LONG-RANGE ASSUMPTIONS 

As noted, most of the assuiiq)tions for die 
long-range DRAM price forecast have not changed 
dramatically since December 1990. Qearly, one 
assun^tion—that non-J2q>anese suppliers will con
tinue to lower prices while Japan-based suppliers 
depart any given DRAM madcet segment—has 
been controverted for the short term. 

The following key assumptions guide die 
SUIS long-range megabit-density DRAM price 
forecast for North America. First, global DRAM 
edacity will exceed market DRAM demand during 
the first half of diis decade. A second assunq>tion is 
that the foreign market value (FMV) system of 
pricing either will terminate during raid-1991 or 
win be replaced by a pricing system Oiat assures 
low-priced DRAMs for North American users. 
Third, cost-based price reductions will assure lower 

pricing for 4Mb DRAMs and conq)etitive pricing 
for 1Mb devices. A fourth assiin t̂ion—^which 
Dataquest still believes will hold true after 
1991— îs that non-Japanese suppliers will again 
continue to lower megabit-density DRAM prices to 
take market share as leading-edge Japan-based 
suppUers migrate to next-generation products. 

During February and March 1991, Dataquest 
Semiconductor Industry Service (SIS) and SUIS 
analysts in San Jose, California, will woik closely 
with SIS DRAM analysts in Tokyo and London to 
reassess these assumptions and die concomitant 
SUIS DRAM price forecast. 

1Mbx1 80ns DRAM: The Critical 
Assumptions 

Under these assumptions and as shown in 
Table 1, Dataquest anticipates that the North 
American bookings price for IMbxl 80ns DRAM 
SOJ in volume orders will be $3.40 for 1993 and 
reach bottom at a price of $3.20 for 1995. 

In terms of the four assunq>tions, diese points 
should be stressed. First, analysts in Dataquest's 
Semiconductor Equipment, Manufacturing, and 
Materials Service (SEMMS) and SIS Memory 
recendy analyzed the combined worldwide demand 
for 1Mb DRAMs and 4Mb DRAMs against die 
megabit-density DRAM fab cq>acity outlook for 
the 1990 to 1994 time frame. This aiialysis conser
vatively estimates that megabit-density DRAM 
ci^acity utilization should reach its highest level, 
77 percent, during 1991 and decline to 74 percent 
for 1994. Succinctly, megabit-density DRAM 
ciq)acity should exceed demand over the long term, 
barring a major and unexpected supplier reduction 
of production Ciq)ability. 

Second, a 1Mb DRAM cost model developed 
by SUIS and SEMMS analysts reveals diat suppli
ers will be able to profitably manufacture this 
device at the prices specified in the SUIS forecast 
(i.e., $3.40 for 1993 and $3.20 for 1995). Next, 
Dataquest anticipates the demise of the FMV 
system—but the remaining 1Mb DRAM suppliers 
win be non-Jf^anese and thus will be unaffected 
even if FMVs do survive in some form. 

An Early Ijooic at the Updated 
Long-Range Forecast for IMbxl 
DRAM 
Because non-Japanese siq̂ pUers opportunis

tically raised IMbxl 80ns DRAM prices early in 
1991, Dataquest realizes that the anticipated 
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long-term decline in 1Mb DRAM pricing is likely 
to start at a higher 1991 level than the original 
1991 forecast price of $4.02. Suppliers may aim for 
continued upward pressure on pricing, but long-
term market forces should dictate otherwise. 
During March 1991, the North American bookings 
price forecast likely will be increased for 1993 to a 
price of about $3.80 and for 1995 to a price range 
of $3.40 to $3.60. 

4Mbx1 80ns DRAM: The Forecast 
Remains Consistent 

In line with the previously mentioned four 
assumptions and supporting analysis, as shown in 
Table 1, Dataquest anticipates that the North 
American bookings price for the 4Mbxl 80ns 
DRAM SOJ in volume orders will be $11.30 for 
1993 and $8.50 for 1995. 

In terms of the four assuiiq)tions, the follow
ing points are stressed. First, as noted, megabit-
density DRAM opacity should exceed demand 
over die long term, bailing an unanticipated cut
back in capsdty. Next, Dataquest's 4Mb DRAM 
cost model conservatively shows that siq>pliers will 
be able to profitably manufacture Has device at the 
price levels indicated in the long-range SUIS fore
cast. Third, the anticipated termination of the FMV 
system—or its replacement by a less onerous pric
ing scheme—would pennit pricing to decline at an 
even more rjqiid rate than projected by the SUIS 
forecast 

A volatile element of risk always lurks in the 
DRAM marke^lace. Regarding the long-range 
4Mb DRAM market/price outlook, one such risk 
would be a juiiq> by several suppliers to the 16Mb 
DRAM, in effect bypassing die 4Mb generation. As 
of early 1991, suppliers speak of such a move, but 
none has done so. 

Changes in the Rules of the Game: 
1Mb VRAMs and 4Mb SIMMs 

In the DRAM business, many of the prior 
rules of the game (e.g., process technology, fab 
funding) will change with the move from 1Mb 
DRAM to 4Mb densities and above. A major 
change derives from system needs in terms of 
video {plications, meaning more n^id growth in 
demand for video RAMs (VRAMs) and system 
size constraints, which translates into increased 
demand for single in-line memory modules 
(SIMMs). In response to client inquiries, this news
letter now shifts attention to two less familiar 

DRAM devices—the 256Kx4 VRAM and the 
4Mbx9 SIMM—^which will command more market 
attention over the long term. 

256Kx4 VRAM: The 1991 Price 
Forecast Remains Consistent 
Table 1 shows that particq>ants in the fourth-

quarter 1990 price survey originally expected the 
North American bookings price for 256Kx4 120ns 
VRAM ZIP in volume orders to range from $10.05 
to $10.55 during the first quarter of 1991. Partly on 
this basis, SUIS forecast a price of $10.10 for the 
first quarter of 1991. The early results of the cur
rent price survey indicate that the actual first-
quarter North American bookings price for this 
1Mb VRAM will be on target with a price of 
$10.10 as forecast in December 1990. 

Conservative Assumptions for 1Mb 
VRAM Price Forecasts 
SUIS assunq>tions for 1Mb VRAM prices 

have been conservative. First, as of late 1990 and 
early 1991, the siq>plier base for devices such as 
256Kx4 VRAM and 128Kx8 VRAM has been 
narrow. Dataquest expects the siqrplier base for 
VRAMs to widen over time. Until die suppUer base 
does in fact widen, SUIS conservatively assumes 
moderate, not aggressive, short- and long-term 
rates of price decline. A second and related 
assumption is that some siq)pliers remain uncertain 
regarding their strategy for this market. The 
VRAM madcet to date seems more similar to the 
fast SRAM micromarkets than to die mainstream 
1Mb DRAM and 4Mb DRAM markets. For exam
ple, not all suppliers wiU offer a full range of 1Mb 
VRAMs. Instead, dqiending on market demand 
patterns—some of which are being set during 
1991—some suppliers will focus on 256Kx4 
VRAM, some on 128Kx8 VRAM, some on bodi 
configurations, and odiers on wider configurations. 
Still other prospective si^liers could choose either 
to not enter the VRAM market or to enter but then 
depart 

The early results of the current survey indi
cate that die SUIS forecast on die North American 
bookings price for 256Kx4 VRAMs for die fourth 
quarter of 1991 will decrease to somewhat 
below—but still near—die $920 diat was forecast 
in December 1990. 

256KX4 VRAM: A More Aggressive 
Long-Term Price Forecast 
Table 1 also shows that Dataquest anticq>ates 

that the North American bookings price for the 
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2S6Kx4 VRAM as specified will decline to the 
$7.67 level for 1993 and to $6.85 for 1995. Some 
survey partic^ants consistently project a price for 
the VRAM that is below the SUIS forecast If die 
supplier base for this IC continues to e:q>and, the 
price for die 256Kx4 VRAM is likely to decline at 
a more rapid pace and could reach just under $6 for 
1995. The early results of the current price survey 
indicate that the long-range SUIS forecast on the 
North American bookings price for 256Kx4 
VRAMs will likely be decreased, aldiough the 
precise changes are not yet known. 

Another Change in the Rules of the 
DRAM Game: More SIMMs 

Dataquest sees continued growth in demand 
and supply of SIMMs. For system design 
engineers, SIMMs can help reduce system size. For 
procurement teams, SIMMs can serve as an effec
tive tool for hedging against volatile price swings 
of different density DRAMs (e.g., 1Mb DRAMs 
versus 4Mb devices). For purposes of this newslet
ter, SUIS makes its prelin^naiy projection of long-
term pricing for 4Mbx9 8Qns SIMMs. 

4Mbx9 80ns SIMM: Conservative 
Assumptions 

Table 1 shows that SUIS expects the North 
American bookings price for 4Mbx9 80ns SIMMs 
in volume orders to be $111.87 for 1993, decreas
ing to $86.05 for 1995. This product is not yet 
covered in the quarterly price survey, so no current 
price range is available. 

The following assunq>tions guide diis fore
cast. First, Dataquest firmly expects the SIMM 
supplier base to steadily expand over die long term. 
The number of suppliers is likely to increase. Also, 
some DRAM suppliers anticq>ate that SIMMs will 
represent a much larger share of their total DRAM 
revenue vis-&-vis past or current levels. Second, 
Dataquest makes a conservative cost model 
assumption in formulating the long-range foreca:̂  
for 4Mb SIMM pricing. The 4Mbx9 SIMM cost 
model correlates directly with the conservative 

assumption on which the 4Mb DRAM price out
look is based. Should 4Mb DRAM prices decrease 
more rapidly than is now forecast, 4Mbx9 SIMM 
prices are ^ o likely to fall at a faster rate dian 
now expected. 

DATAQUEST CONCLUSIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

Tliis newsletter provides strategic insight into 
Dataquest's SUIS forecast of North American 
bookings prices of IMbxl DRAMs, 4Mbxl 
DRAMs, 256Kx4 VRAMs, and 4Mbx9 SIMMs fotr 
today (1991), tomorrow (1993), and the distant 
future (1995). It spells out the critical assumptions 
on supply/demand, cost models, FMVs, and sup
pliers' strategies on which SUIS bases the forecast. 
Under the current volatile market conditions. Data-
quest makes the following recommendations. 

Users should adjust to a new reality: Suppli
ers of 1Mb DRAMs will hold pricing power over 
the first half of 1991. Siq>ply/danand patterns do 
not fully explain the current market shortage, 
which means that 1Mb DRAM prices should 
decrease over die second half of this year, perhaps 
abnq>dy. 

liie market should stiU plan for the 4Mb 
DRAM crossover during the second quarter of 
1991. Early survey results indicate that prices for 
4Mb DRAMs will continue to erode in line widi 
prior expectations and that the current 1Mb DRAM 
shortage should /tor be a stabilizing factor on 4Mb 
DRAM pricing. 

Users must coordinate closely with suppliers 
of devices such as 4Mb DRAMs, 1Mb VRAMs, 
and 4Mbx9 SIMMs over the long term in order to 
avoid scenarios such as today's spot shortage of 
1Mb DRAMs. The rules of the DRAM games are 
changing, and users and suppliers must work 
together to ad^^t to the new market forces. 

Ron Bohn 
Marii Giudici 

Sam Young 
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Research Bulletin 
FEBRUARY PROCUREMENT PULSE: BUSINESS LEVELS FLATTEN, 
INVENTORY LEVELS STABILIZE 

The Procurement Pulse is a monthly update 
of critical issues and market trends based on sur
veys of semiconductor procurement managers. This 

bulletin explains what inventory and order rate 
corrections mean to both semiconductor users and 
manufacturers. 

Figure 1 
Averaged Monthly Semiconductor Orders 
Order Index, 12/88 = 100 
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Figure 3 
Actual vs. Target Inventory Levels 

(All OEMs) 
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Figure 2 
Averaged Semiconductor Lead Times 
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Figure 4 
Actual vs. Target Inventory Levels 

(Computer OEMs) 
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Source: Dataquest (February 1991) 
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WARTIME WORRIES COMPOUND 
BUSINESS UNCERTAINTY 

As seen in Figure 1, the expected order levels 
for semiconductors in February should decline 
slightly—12 percent— f̂rom last month's increased 
expectations. The events that occurred between this 
and last month's survey (i.e., the hraq war, reces
sionary fears) have added an additional level of 
uncertainty to the fragile order-inventory balance 
that was adroitly being maintained during the past 
six months. Aldiough the purchasing expectations 
were lower than expected in January, the overall 
trend in order-level activity continues to be posi
tive, in line with a lower but positive system sales 
forecast. This month's six-month system sales out
look averaged 3.7 percent compared with last 
month's 6.9 percent figure. Prewar optimism that 
the Iraq crisis could be resolved peacefully may 
have biased some of last month's responses that 
were recorded in the January 1 through 10 time 
firame. Dataquest continues to expect slow growth 
in syston sales because of replacement and isolated 
new product introductions that will directly corre
late with slow semiconductor sales for the next two 
quarters. 

HO-HUM, LEAD TIMES REMAIN 
EFFECTIVELY UNCHANGED 

Figure 2 shows how little lead times have 
deviated from their 9-week average of the past six 
months. The current level of 8.6 weeks is two days 
less than last month's average of 9 weeks. Overall 
semiconductor availability remains excellent, with 
all of this month's respondents noting no problem 
devices. Lead times for 1Mb and 4Mb DRAMs are 
being watched closely. Because of production 
reductions by major Japanese suppliers, prices have 
firmed for these products. Lead times remain 
stable, but there are isolated increases for the 4Mb 
density as crossover pressure continues to raise 
demand levels for ttiis part. Non-Japanese DRAM 
suppliers are currently taking advantage of the 
finning of 1Mb DRAM prices but may resume 
downward pricing once fab adjustments now being 
made reach the market in two to three months. 
Suppliers capable of producing the 4Mb DRAM 
are focusing all effotts to maximize shipments in 
order to meet pent-up crossover demand and gamer 
attractive p;ofits and maiket share. Dataquest does 

not foresee extension in the overall lead time for 
semiconductors, but isolated DRAM increases may 
occur in the next few months. 

INVENTORIES RISE SLIGHTLY, YET 
REMAIN VERY MANAGEABLE 

Overall reported targeted and actual inventory 
levels rose from a respective 19.7 and 27.6 days to 
20.7 and 30.6 days. The computer segment's inven
tory levels moved in opposite directions this 
month. For computer manufacturers, the respective 
targeted and actual levels changed from 20.5 and 
28 days to the current 19.5- and 29-day average. 
Both Figures 3 and 4 illustrate how, amid business 
uncertainty, procurement operations have controlled 
inventory at about a 30-day actual level while 
striving for an ideal avCTage 20-day target. As 
mentioned in last month's Procurement Pulse^ 
average inventory levels rose in response to last 
month's anticipated increase in orders. The 
expected drop in orders this month is also being 
tempered by this small blip in inventories, 
Dataquest foresees no long-term shortage of semi
conductors (including DRAMs) that would require 
inventory increases. 

DATAQUEST ANALYSIS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

The war with Iraq has not direcdy impacted 
the overall direction of system demand, but it has 
blunted the traditional quick rise in order activity in 
the first quarter. Orders for both systems and semi
conductors on average appear to be on a slow 
growth curve, with both industries experiencing 
pockets of above- and below-normal sales. 
Although non-Japanese DRAM suppliers are 
following the upward price trend, availability 
remains very good for the 1Mb device. The shift to 
the 4Mb DRAM in the next few months may 
increase some suppUers' lead times, but this situa
tion wiU be corrected by the end of the second 
quarter as the number of suppliers increase and 
production yields improve. Dataquest forecasts the 
low growth in demand for electronics ejsperienced 
before the war to continue for the next six months, 
and this growth trend may increase when hostilities 
end. 

Mark Giudici 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

In the midst of war, system houses continue 
to plan for long-tenn IC price trends. As shown in 
Table 1, this newsletter provides semiconductor 
users with a strategic perspective on Dataquest's 
Semiconductor User Industry Service (SUIS) 

TABUS 1 
Semiconductor Price and Lead Time Trends 
(North American Bookings, Volume Orders) 

microprocessor (MPU) price forecast through 1995. 
The long-range forecast is based in part on the 
results of Dataquest's most recent price survey. 
This newsletter assesses the critical "whys" behind 
the forecast—^Dataquest's assumptions on sup
pliers' strategies, marketing trends, and legal 
issues—so users can adq>t to the shifting market. 

Part 
1991 Price 
Forecast 

Long-Range Price 1Y%nd (Dollars) 
Q4 1992 Key Assumptions 

Price 1995 Price behind Long-Term 
Forecast Forecast Forecast 

80286-12 PDIP 

80386SX-20 CPGA 

80386-25 CPGA 

8.47 

89.85 

155.93 

7.82 

79.82 

146.00 

7.15 

77.10 

143.00 

80486-25 CPGA 

68020-25 CPGA 

68030-25 CPGA 

68040-25 CPGA 

SPARC-25 

530.75 

94.00 

161.00 

538.85 

88.74 

416.00 

85.00 

140.00 

400.90 

66.55 

394.00 

80.60 

130.00 

365.00 

53.66 

Supplier base will remain competitive. 

Intel's war to kill the 80286 will shift 
to ICs such as the 80386SL. 

Users must coordinate system life 
cycles widi Intel's MPU product 
path—or else suffer negative conse
quences. 

Intel will change the rules of the 
MPU game. 

The ceramic package makes the 
difference. 

As users move to the 68040, Moto
rola has less incentive to lower 
25-MHz 68030 prices. 

The 68040 will have a \aag and 
healthy life cycle. 

Suppliers of RISC processors will bat-
tle on price. 

Somoe: Dataqueit (Febniny 1991) 
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USERS' LONG-RANGE PRICE OUTLOOK—80X868 VERSUS AMX86s VERSUS 680X0s VERSUS RISC PROCESSORS 

As reflected in Table 1 and by the title of this 
newsletter, users can plan for corrq>etidve MPU 
pricing over the long term. 

Overview 

This newsletter focuses on three price 
estimates—die 1991 price, the fourth quarter 1992 
price, and the 1995 price— f̂or select micromponent 
devices in order to assess long-term price trends. 
Enq)hasis is placed on highlighting the assumptions 
on which Dataquest bases the long-range forecast 
to provide users with deeper insight into Data-
quest's SUIS pricing outlook for 1993 and beyond. 

The pricing analysis presented here correlates 
with the quarterly and long-range price tables 
mailed to SUIS clients on December 20, 1990. For 
SUIS chents that use the SUIS on-line service, the 
quarterly pricing information presented here corre
lates with the quarterly and long-range price tables 
dated December 1990 in the SUIS on-line service. 
The price analysis in this newsletter also correlates 
with the Source Dataquest report entitled "Semi
conductor Price Outlook: First Quarter 1991" dated 
January 1991. For additional product coverage and 
more detailed product specifications, please refer to 
those sources. 

MICROPROCESSOR PRICING ISSUES 
Table 1 shows fbat users of high-speed 16-

and 32-bit MPUs can expect continued price com
petition over the long term among major siq)pliers 
of CISC ^ d RISC ICs. The following issues 
should heavily influoice these price trends from 
now untU 1995: the evolution of Intel's 80X86 and 
Motorola's 680X0 families of CISC products; the 
possible wild-card role of AMD's 80386-type 
device (AMX86s); and the inq>act of RISC devices 
on die CISC market. 

Will the 80286-80386SX Battle 
Ever End? 

Table 1 shows that the North American book
ings price for die 12-MHz 80286 device (PDIP) in 
15,000-piece orders should be $8.47 for 1991. 
Dataquest forecasts a price of $7.15 for die fourth 
quarter of 1992. 

A key assunq>tion behind this forecast is that 
the siqjplier base wiU remain conq)etitive over the 
long term. Two siq)pliers—^AMD and Siemens— 

have been and are expected to be strongly siq[>por-
tive of users of the 80286. Both suppliers 
experienced a surge in new orders from Eastern 
Europe during 1990, which should extend the 
product's life cycle well into the 1990s, especially 
in that world region. 

To answer the question of will the 
80286-80386SX battle ever end, AMD and 
Siemens will continue the batde, although one of 
the companies may eventually be forced from this 
market. For exanq>le, Dataquest projects a price of 
$7.15 for diis device for 1995. Pricing at diis low 
level means a narrow profit margin and signals a 
future contraction of the stq>pUer base. 

Intel's 80386SX: Flat—or Rising-
Prices after 1992 

Table 1 shows that the North American book
ings price for 20-MHz 80386SX devices in a 
ceramic pin-grid array (CPGA) package in orders 
of 1,000 to 5,000 pieces should be $89.85 for 1991. 
Dataquest forecasts a price of $79.82 for the fourdi 
quarter of 1992. Users should anticq>ate stable 
prices thereafter. 

A key assuiiq)tion behind the price fc»ecast 
for bodi 20-MHz 80386 IC and 12-MHz 80286 
devices is that Intel will continue its canq>aign to 
kill die 80286 but wiU shift die fight from die 
80386SX to odier products such as die 80386SL. 
For exaniple, Dataquest expects Intel to attack the 
portable and l^top PC markets—key applications 
for siq>pliers of the 80286—^with innovative and 
ultimately price-conq>etitive newer ICs such as die 
80386SL. While maintaining pricing pressure on 
the 80286, Intel will halt pricing declines for 
80386SX products over the long term. 

Table 1 shows that Dataquest e3q)ects a price 
of $77.10 for die 20-MHz 80386SX during 1995. 
Dataquest forecasts a flat price profile for diis 
device ($77.10) during die 1993 through 1995 
period. 

Why? Because of a sec(»id assumption behind 
the 20-MHz 80386SX forecast: Intel will strongly 
and favorably sappoa users that coordinate system 
life cycles with Intel's MPU production migration 
schedules. In essence, users that migrate to higher-
speed and higher-priced devices (or to oitirely new 
replacement devices) in line widi btel's migration 
paidi can e3q)ect to e:q)erience fewer spot shortages 
and fewer rising price scenarios. The forecast says, 
in effect, that Intel wants users to migrate from the 
20-MHz 80386SX during die second half of 1992, 
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if not sooner. Users that do not can expect stable 
prices at best and run the risk of long-term price 
increases, which occurred to some us»s of the 
16-MHz 80386 IC during 1990. 

The 25-MHz 80386: Users Should 
Migrate as Price Stabilizes 

Table 1 reveals that the North American 
bookings price for the 25-MHz 80386 IC (CPGA) 
in orders of 1,000 to 5,000 pieces should be 
$155.93 for 1991. Users can expect relatively sta
ble prices after 1991. For exanq>le, during the 
fourth quarter of 1992, Dataquest forecasts a price 
of $146 and a price of $143 for 1995. 

The critical assim^tion behind the 25-MHz 
80386 price forecast was stated in regard to the 
20-MHz 80386SX fraecast: Intel will most favora
bly support users that coordinate system life cycles 
with Intel's product migration schedules. Intel's 
commitment to the 25-MHz 80386 has started to 
decrease. Daring the second half of 1991 and over 
the long term, users diat shift from the 25-MHz 
80386 MPU to higher-performance devices such as 
the 33-MHz 80386 or the 80486 can exp&A sharper 
declines in price for diese higher-priced ICs—and 
also reduce the risk of untimely spot shortages or 
extaaded lead times. 

micTocomponents to users* micromarket needs 
regarding product jmce/performance trade-offs. For 
example, during 1991 Intel might introduce a 
lower-perfonnance version of the 80486 (e.g., with 
no floating-point capability) in order to accelerate 
the move by users away &om the 25-MH2 80386. 

A second and related assunqition is behind 
the 80486 long-range price forecast Intel plans to 
become more iiiq)ervious to external pricing pres-
suie than had been the case widi tibe 80286 and 
80386SX devices and, to a lesser extent, the 80386. 
Users of Intel devices will be able to sacrifice (or 
gain) product performance in exchange for a some
what lower (or higher) price, but Intel will ignore, 
to the best of its ability, competitors' pricing for 
similar-type products. This strategy dovetails with 
Intel's aim of obscuring clear and simple speed-
based price structures for a family of devices. 

As Efaown in T^le 1, DfUaquest forecasts that 
the North American bookings price for the 25-MHz 
80486 IC (CPGA) in orders of 1,000 to 5,000 
pieces will be $530.75 for 1991. Leaming-corve 
cost savings should bring the price for the fourth 
quarter of 1992 to the $416 leveL Under Oie 
assun^ons outlined above, pricing will grudg
ingly move down to $394 for 1995. After 1992, 
users of the 80486 are likely to migrate to the 
80586 device, a RISC product, or special versions 
of the 80486. 

The 25-MHz 80486: A Change in 
inters Rules of the Game? 

In the DRAM business, many of the prior 
rules of the game regarding such filings as process 
technology and fab funding changed with the move 
from 1Mb DRAMs to the 4Mb density. Likewise, a 
basic assumption behind the price forecast for the 
80486 is that Intel will set new rules as users move 
to the 80486 and later to its likely successes, the 
80586. 

Why? A new element has been added to the 
equation—fiiese MPUs (unlike in prior generations) 
incorporate on-board microperipheral functions 
such as floating-point and memory management, 
whidi can be maintained or dropped from the MPU 
depending on individual customers' needs. Over 
tiie long term, brtel's product^nicing strategy wUl 
no longer be based on a simple and straightforward 
premium charge for a higher-speed vision of a 
device (e.g,, the 25-MHz 80386 versus the 33-MHz 
80386), Instead, by varying flie MPU's architec
tural mix or other features such as power manage
ment, Intel will be able, in effect, to tailor future 

A Wild-Card Role for AMD's 
80386-Type Device? 

Many clients hanre asked Dataquest what 
long-term effect will AMD's entry into the 
80386-typc product segment have on titel product 
pricing if such entry results in maiist acceptance. 
To date, Dataquest assumes that there wHl be little 
market effect from AMD's 386-type offering on 
Intel's 80386—and even less on die 80486 and 
successors. This assun^tion, in turn, is tied to two 
odier assumptloiis. 

Rrst, Dataquest fiilly expects Intel to use, 
with some success, every legal and marketiag 
attack possible to delay or disconcert users from 
using this IC in systems. Dataquest foresees no 
impact from AMD's 80386-type part on flie market 
until Has middle of 1991 at ttie very earliest. More 
likely, Intel will be able to use die courts of law in 
conjunction wUb an aggressive marketing cam
paign to stifle the initial effect, if any, of die new 
AMD chip until die end of 1991- Second, as 
already indicated, Dataquest assumes that Intel will 
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fiercely and successfully resist being drawn into 
any more pricing battles with AMD. If AMD's 
80386-type device survives the anticipated legal 
and mariEeting onslaught and proves a winner in the 
marketplace, Intel would accelerate the shift of 
users from the 80386 family to the 80486 family or 
to RISC processors. 

SUIS analysts recognize diat other members 
of the industry—including some Dataquest 
analysts—believe that AMD's device will have a 
sharper market inq)acL That difference, in perspec
tive, is a major rationale for this newsletter—to 
explain Hbs assumptions behind the forecast so 
users can better understand and use the pricing 
information. 

Motorola Microprocessors 
As of early 1991, the major news concerns 

the ramp up by Motorola—or the reduction in 
users' backlogged demand— f̂or the 68040 IC. Ilie 
68020 and the 68030 devices remain Motorola's 
workhorse products. 

25-MHz 68020 Devices: The Ceramic 
Package Makes ttie Difference 

Table 1 shows that die North American book
ings price for 25-MHz 68020 devices (CPGA) in 
1,000- to 5,00&-piece orders should be $94 for 
1991. Dataquest expects a price of $85 throughout 
1992. Users can expect a relatively flat price pro
file for the 1992-through-1995 period. 

The key assunq)tion behind the forecast is 
that Motorola will continue to target high-end PC 
and workstation applications with fhe 25-MHz 
68020 processor, which uses a CPGA, and will 
target lower-performance PC {plications with the 
16-MHz 68020 IC, which uses a plastic quad flat 
pack (PQFP) package. Under this assumption, after 
1991, Motorola wiU be limited by the ceramic 
package cost constraint fixun making sharp reduc
tions in the manufacturing cost and market price 
for the 25-MHz 68020 device (CPGA). Dataquest 
expects the price of $85 for 1992 to edge down 
slowly to just under $81 for 1995. 

25-Mi^ 68030: A Steady—If Not 
Spectacular—Decline In Pricing 

Table 1 shows diat the North American book
ings price for the 25-MHz 68030 device (CPGA) in 

1.000- to 5,000-piece orders should be $161 for 
1991. Dataquest expects a price of $140 for the 
fourth quarter of 1992. Pricing should continue to 
steadily but not dnunaticaUy decline over the long 
term. Dataquest expects pricing to decline to $130 
for 1995. 

Two assuiiq)tions exist behind this outiook. 
First, during 1991 and 1992 Motorola must migrate 
users to the 68040 device, which reduces Motoro
la's incentive for cutting the price of the 25-MHz 
68030 IC for the next two years. 

By contrast. Motorola will be able to lower 
pricing more sharply for the higjher-priced 33-MHz 
68030 MPU during 1991 and 1992; this 33-MHz 
part generates a lower sales volume and a wider 
profit margin than does the 25-MHz 68030, which 
means more room for price decreases. Motorola 
has used this device to satisfy some users that 
endured a delay in delivery of the 68040, and an 
ease in pricing for this NO*U may qipease long-
term customers. 

The second assunq)tion behind die 25-MHz 
68030 forecast signals a steady if not spectacular 
decline in pricing after 1992. .AJthough the ceramic 
package remains an inq>artant cost element of the 
25-MHz 68030 MPU (CPGA), tiie forecast 
assumes diat Motorola will be less constrained 
fiom lowering fbe manufacturing cost and madcet 
price of this part over the long term than wiU be 
the case with die lower-priced 25-MHz 68020 
IC (CPGA). 

The 25-MHz 68040: Competitive Long-
Term Pricing 

Table 1 shows that the North American book
ings price for 25-MHz 68040 devices (CPGA) in 
1,000- to 5,00&-piece orders should be $539 for 
1991. Dataquest expects a price of $401 for the 
fourth quarter of 1992. Prices should continue to 
decline steadily over die Icmg teruL Dataquest 
e3q)ects prices to decline to $365 for 1995. 

Hie main assunq>tion behind tiiis outlook is 
that despite Motorola's inability to attain its origi
nal goal of a ramp during die second half of 1990, 
we do foresee a healthy long-term life cycle for the 
68040. Many users are likely to migrate to die 
68040 device, and over die long term. Motorola 
should be abte to reduce manufacturing costs and 
nuuket price as reflected in our long-term outiook. 
Once Motorola recovers the high cost of develop
ing and bringing this product to market (which 
should occur at about die end of 1992), Motorola 
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could be even more aggressive on 68040 
pricing— în response to market con^tition from 
RISC and other CISC chq>s—resulting in some
what lows' prices than currently projected. 

The 25-MHz SPARC: 
RISC Processor 

A Multisourced 

Table 1 shows that the North American book
ings price for the 2S-MHz SPARC device in 1,000-
to 5,000-piece orders should be $88.74 for 1991. 
Users can anticipate a price of $66.55 for the fourth 
quarter of 1992. Prices should continue to decline 
steadily over the long term. Dataquest expects 
prices to decrease to $53.66 for 1995. 

The key assunq)tion behind this forecast is 
diat supplies of RISC processors will battle on 
price with each other and suppliers of CISC 
processors over the long term in order to win and 
keep system design-ins. The RISC arena will be 
more of a multisourced world ihan will die CISC 
32-bit MPU segment For exaiiq>le, as of early 
1991, users can tum to about 10 suppliers for 
siqjply of the 25-MHz SPARC IC. This siq)plier 
base could narrow over time, but users wiU still 
enjoy multiple sources of siqiply. 

The reality of multisourced RISC ICs will 
keep pricing pressure on all MPU siqiphers during 
die next five years. Suppliers of CISC 32-bit 
processors may elect to avoid pricing battles, but 
the kmg-term threat of RISC IC alternatives should 
moderate sole-source suppli^^' pricing power 
vis-li-vis ±e trend of the late 1980s. 

forecast is based. A key assimqition is tiiat Intel is 
changing the rules of the game for users of its 
pracessors. Another critical assunqition is tiiat the 
availability of RISC devices from multiple sources 
wiU lessen the pncing power of sole-source suppli
ers. A controversial assumption is that as of early 
1991, the SUIS forecast does not foresee great 
market impact from AMD's 80386-type IC on 
Intel's product pricing strategy. 

Under currrait conditions, Dataquest makes 
the following recommendations: 

• Users of the 80286 IC can plan for a coiiq)eti-
tive, although more narrow, siq>plier base over 
die long term. 

• Users of Intel's MPUs—die 80386, 80386SX, 
and 80486—must coordinate long-range system 
life cycles with the Intel MPU migration path or 
else face unfavorable prices and extended deliv
ery schedules. 

• As shown already through the 80386SL and 
80486 devices, users must plan for a change in 
Intel's rules of die game: die IC price^>erfar-
mance trade-offs of the last decade will be 
replaced by the architectural4>rice )̂erfoimance 
trade-offs of the next decade. 

• RISC ICs translate into more favorable prices 
for many users. 

Ron Bohn 

DATAQUEST CONCLUSIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

Table 1 shows Dataquest's pricing oudook for 
critical MPUs and the assunq>tions on whidi the 
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EUROPEAN DRAM PRICE HIKE 

INTRODUCTION 

Market prices for DRAMs in Europe have 
taken a sudden jump upward in the last few weeks. 
Dataquest believes this rise to be related to the new 
DRAM reference prices (RPs) released by the 
European Comniission. These RPs set floor prices 
for Japanese-manufactured DRAMs and are revised 
each quarter. The reference price agreement has 
now been in operation for one year. Further details 
can be found in ESIS newsletters 19904 "Euro
pean Qimmission DRAM Reference Price Agree
ment" and 1990-17 "European Commission 
DRAM Reference Prices Behind the Scenes." 

IMMEDIATE IMPACT 

A summary of the effects of die new RPs is 
provided below: 

• Prices for Ji^anese DRAMs have increased at 
most densities. 

• Many non-J{̂ >anese DRAM siqipUers have also 
increased their prices. 

• Europe is no longer the cheapest region for 
DRAMs. 

• The ratio between 4M and IM DRAM prices 
has dropped. 

For the first quarter of 1991, DRAM RPs are 
believed to have increased over diose of the fourth 
quarter of 1990 at all densities. The net effect has 
been an immediate increase in booking prices for 
all Japanese-sourced DRAMs, which at the IM 
density have been about IS percent As it is esti
mated that Japanese companies supply sqjproxi-
mately SO percent of all DRAMs purchased in 
Europe, the effect on die market has been substan
tial. It is understood that non-Japanese DRAM 
suppliers have taken this opportunity to increase 
their DRAM prices too, althougih maintaining their 

prices just below RPs to remain competitive against 
Japanese companies. Figure 1 shows historical and 
projected European DRAM billing prices. 

CAUSE AND EFFECT 

European Commission DRAM RPs have 
increased because of cutbacks in Js^anese produc
tion during the lull in demand in the third quarter 
of 1990. This led to higher unit costs and affected 
the projected cost of sales for the fourth quarter; 
these are used to calculate DRAM RPs for the first 
quarter of 1991. It is this delay in cause and effect 
that has taken DRAM buyers by surprise. 

Japanese DRAM supplieis should not be so 
surprised and indeed are expected to take full 
advantage of the situation that has arisen. Tht 
lefoence price of Qie 4M DRAM has experienced 
a small rise as it has been inaeasing in production. 
This means that the ratio between 4M and IM RPs 
is significantiy less than in the last quarter and will 
certainly make the adoption of the 4M a more 
attractive proposition. The changeover from IM to 
4M is very inqwitant to Japanese DRAM suppliers 
as they urgently need to differentiate themselves 
from their ooin{)etitoi8. The ratio is now beUeved to 
be under four. 

BUYERS' VIEWPOINT 

Tbroughout the second half of 1990, DRAM 
pricing in Europe was lower than in any other 
world region. TTiis was beheved to have been 
caused by the leakage of the DRAM RPs to buyers, 
which would then accept no other price than the 
absolute minimmn price available, which was none 
other than the reference price. In this way, non-
Japanese DRAM suppliers knew how they could go 
one better and sold at just below the reference 
price. This has worked in the buyers' favor as the 
market price for DRAMs came down. 
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FIGURE 1 

Estimated European DRAM Billings ASPs, IMxl 80ns SOJ 
(U.S. Dollars) 
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Sotuce: Dataquest (January 1991) 

TABLE 1 

Contract Booking Prices for IM DRAM (IMxl 80ns SOJ) 

Market 

Europe 

United States 

South Korea 

Taiwan 

Hoog Kong 

Dec. 14, 1990 ($) 

4.10 

4.58 

5.07 

5.15 

4.85 

4.60 

Jan. 14, 1991 ($) 

4.70 

4.50 

4.92 

5.15 

4.40 

4.60 

Change 

15% up 

2% down 

3% down 

Flat 

9% down 

Flat 
Souice: DQ Monday Report, Ditaqiiut (Iiniiaiy 1991) 

However, reference prices can go up as well 
as down. It is no longer a buyers' market in Europe 
because it is now the vendor that sets the price. 
Non-Japanese siqppliers are understood to have 
raised their prices in order to take advantage of die 
situation. This has driven the market price iq>ward 
and has made Europe one of the most e:q>ensive 
markets in die world. The buyer has now to deter
mine the benefits of procuring outside Europe. 
Table 1 shows last month's DRAM prices com
pared with this month's prices. 

DATAQUEST ANALYSIS 

Japanese DRAM vendors have taken a deci
sive step in ranqnng down IM production. The 
increase in the IM RP is a direct result of this 
action, and Japanese cornpanies have accepted the 
risk of losing IM sales to vendors not bound by 
this lower price limit This is a tenninal condUion 
as any loss of IM sales will result in higher costs 
and therefore an even higher reference price. In the 
second quarter of 1991 Dataquest expects to see an 
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increase in DRAM reference prices at every density 
except 4M. 

DRAM buyers ia Europe will need to deter
mine whether or not now is the time to move up to 
4M. Second-generation versions of die 4M are 
becoming available in vohnoe. These have a 300-
mil instead of 350-mil outline, which is the same 
footprint as the IM device, '^ th the cost per bit of 

the 4M now bordering on parity with that of die 
IM, it would appear that the era of the 4M has 
come at last. 

(This document is reprinted with the permis
sion of Dataquest's European Semiconductor 
Industry Service.) 

Mark Giudici 
Byron Harding 
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USERS' LONG-RANGE PRICE OUTLOOK--SRAM AND 
NONVOLATILE MEMORY 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Even in the face of war, manufacturers of 
electronic systems must still plan for long-term 
trends, challenges, and opportunities. This newslet
ter provides semiconductors users with a practical 
look at the price forecast for SRAMs and nonvola
tile memory through the year 1995 (see Table 1). 
The long-range forecast is based, in part, on the 
results of Dataquest's recent price survey of users 
and suppliers, which collected information as far in 
the future as flie fourth quarter of 1992. Users can 
expect the sharpest price declines for higher-density 
devices—^256K and above in SRAMs, 1Mb and 
above in EPROMs, and 2Mb and above in ROMs— 
but for different reasons. 

OVERVIEW 

This newsletter will focus on three price 
points—the 1991 price, the fourth-quarter 1992 
price range (from the survey), and the 1995 price— 
for select SRAM and nonvolatile memory in order 
to assess long-term price trends. As wiU be shown, 
the ioformation on the price range for the fourth 
quarter of 1992 can serve as a window of insight 
into the industry's pricing outlook for 1993 and 
beyond. 

The price analysis presented here correlates 
with the quarterly and long-range price tables 
mailed to Dataquest's Semiconductor User Infor
mation Service (SUIS) clients on December 20, 
1990. For SUIS clients that use the SUIS on-line 

TABLE 1 
Semiconductor Pricing and Lead Time Trends 
(North American Bookings, Volume Orders) 

Part 
4Kx4 25ns SRAM (PDIF) 

64Kxl 25ns SRAM (PDIP) 

8Kx8 45ns SRAM (PDIP) 

32Kx8 35ns SRAM (PDIP) 

128Kx8 100ns SRAM (PDIP) 

CMOS 128Kx8 150ns+ ROM 
(28-pin PDIP) 

CMOS 512Kx8 200ns+ ROM 
(32-pin PDIP) 

Long-Range 

1991 Price 
Forecast 

2.36 

3.41 

3.26 

8.98 

16.29 

2.29 

3.91 

Price Trend ($) 
Price Range Forecast 

for Q4 1992 
1.50 to 3.00 

2.67 to 3.90 

2.57 to 3.25 

6.00 to 7.75 

11.35 to 11.45 

1.60 to 2.25 

3.50 to 5.50 

1995 Price 
Forecast 

2.40 

2.80 

3.00 

5.60 

7.00 

2.05 

3.22 
Souice: Dataquest (Jaouaiy 1991) 
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USERS' LONG-RANGE PRICE OUTLOOK—SRAM AND NONVOLATILE MEMORY 

service, the quarterly prices presented here corre
late with the qxiarterly and long-range price tables 
dated December 1990. The price analysis in this 
newsletter also correlates with the Source: 
Dataquest report entitled "Semiconductor Price 
Outlook: First Quarter 1991," dated January 1991. 
For additional product coverage and more detailed 
product specifications, refer to those sources. 

SRAM TRENDS 

The supplier bases for fast SRAMs and slow 
SRAMs dififer, so users can e3q)ect different long-
term pricing and market trends for these devices. 

Fast SRAMs: A Shifting Supplier Base 

The supplier base for 16K and 64K fast 
SRAMs wiU shift during the early 1990s. Japan's 
Ministry of International Trade and Industry 
(Mill) has advised Japanese suppliers to migrate to 
devices with densities of 256K and above. M m 
also sets pricing guidelines, below which (as wiU 
be discussed) Japanese suppliers are not to price 
16K or 64K products. Suppliers from North Ameri
ca, Europe, and Korea will move in to fill any 
supply void. For example, at the time diis newslet
ter was written. Micron, Motorola, and Samsung 
were increasing their roles in the fast SRAM busi
ness. Non-Japanese suppliers can ignore Mil l ' s 
pricing guidelines. 

16K Fast SRAMs: As Low as $1.50? 
Table 1 shows that Dataquest ejqpects the 

North American bookings price for 4Kx4 25ns 
SRAMs (PDIP) in 20,000-piece orders to be 
$2.36 for the year 1991. The table also reveals that 
participants in Dataquest's year-end 1990 price sur
vey expect the price for this device as specified to 
range widely—from $1.50 to $3.00—during tihe 
fourth quarter of 1992. M m guidelines call for a 
price of at least $2.00 for 16K fast SRAMs—which 
means the departure of Japanese suppliers, ^ t h a 
few suppliers eyeing a price as low as $1.50 for 
this IC, under current market conditions, users can 
expect continuing price competition in this segment 
through 1993. After 1993, the supplier base should 
contract somewhat, with the price edging upward 
to the level of $2.40 by 1995. 

64K Fast SRAMs: As Low as $2.57? 
M i l l advisories set $3.00 as the minimirai 

benchmark for pricing by J^pan-based suppliers of 

64K fast SRAM. The price survey shows that some 
of the global network of suppliers plan to price 
below that level. 

64Kx1 25ns SRAMs 

Under present market conditions, the long-
range oudook for 64K fast SRAM prices is similar 
to that for 16K fast devices but slightly different. 
For example, the information in Table 1 forecasts 
that the North American bookings price for 
64Kxl 25ns SRAMs (PDIP) in 20,000-piece orders 
win be $3.41 for 1991. Users and suppliers expect 
the price for this part to range from as low as $2.67 
to a high of $3.90 for the fourth quarter of 1992. 
M i l l guidelines call for a price of at least $3.(X) for 
the 64K fast SRAM—^which again means a shift 
away by Japanese suppliers. 

Because the 64K fast SRAM has a longer 
product life cycle than the older 16K device, more 
suppliers wiU be likely to break the $3.00 barrier 
for 64K ICs over the long term (than are willing to 
price below $2.00 for the 16K part). Under current 
market conditions, users can expect continuing 
pricing competition for 64Kxl 25ns SRAMs 
throughout the period from 1991 through 1995. 
Dataquest forecasts a price of $2.80 for this 
64K device during 1995. 

8Kx8 45ns SRAMs 

Users can expect the fast SRAM business to 
become more of a commodity-product arena over 
the long term, but some "micromarket" charac
teristics wiU persist. The pricing outiook—^which in 
part is a function of the the user and supplier 
base—for 8Kx8 45ns SRAMs (PDIP) differs from 
other 64K fast SRAMs (e.g., 64Kxl 25iis SRAMs 
or even 8Kx8 25ns SRAMs). 

The information in Table 1 projects the North 
American bookings price for 8Kx8 45ns SRAMs 
(PDIP) in 20,000-piece orders to be $3.26 for the 
year 1991. Users and sxqjpliers anticipate the price 
for this part to range from $2.57 to $3.25 for the 
fourth quarter of 1992. The price of $2.57 is the 
lowest price collected from the survey for a 
64K fast SRAM for that period. 

This 45ns device has a narrower user and 
supplier base, however, than other 64K fast 
SRAMs such as 64Kxl 25ns SRAMs, 16Kx4 
25ns SRAMs, or 16Kx4 35ns SRAMs. Several 
major users may enjoy a low price of $2.57 for 
8Kx8 45ns SRAMs in the future. However, 
Dataquest does not believe that the market wiU 
receive this price. The supplier base for this 
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USERS- LONG-RANGE PRICE OUTLOOK—SRAM AND NONVOLATILE MEMORY _ 3 

45ns part might narrow somewhat after 1993. We 
expect a flat pricing profile for 1993 through 1994 
(at a price of $2.81), with the price rising to the 
level of $3.00 for 1995. 

256K slow S R A M over the long term can antici
pate a flat pricing profile during the 1993 through 
1995 period. Dataquest projects a price of $3.54 for 
the year 1995. 

• 

A Long-Term Decline in Prices for 
256K Fast SRAMs 

Users can expect prices for 256K fast SRAMs 
to decline over the long term, especially as Je^an-
based suppliers battle for market share. There could 
be some micromarket differences in terms of sap-
pliers and priciag, but this segment should become 
much more of a commodity market over time than 
lower-density devices such as 16K fast SRAMs. 

For example, the information in Table 1 fore
casts the North American bookings price for 32Kx8 
35ns SRAMs (PDIP) in 20,000-piece orders to be 
$8.98 for 1991. Survey participants e3q)ect the price 
for this 256K IC to range widely—from $6.00 to 
$7.75— f̂or the fourth quarter of 1992. This wide 
spectrum of prices for a device that is still in the 
growth stage of the life cycle—and will be fuUy 
supported by Japan-based suppliers—signals com
petitive, if not aggressive, prices in the years ahead. 
Dataquest expects prices to decline to the level of 
$5.60 by 1995. 

Slow SRAM: A Different Scenario 

The long-range scenario is different in the 
slow SRAM marketplace, where Japanese 
suppliers—^who are heavily influenced by M i l l 
directives—control the business. For example, in 
early 1991, M i l l bluntly directed Japanese suppli
ers to raise the price of surface-mount versions of 
slow 256K SRAMs in order to avoid charges of 
dumping in the United States. Users can expect 
continuing Mi l l surveillance and influence over 
the long term in the slow SRAM segment, barring 
a major (and unexpected) change in the supplier 
base. 

32Kx8 100ns SRAMs (PDIP) 
Dataquest forecasts the bookings price in 

North America for 32Kx8 100ns SRAMs (PDIP) in 
50,000-piece orders to be $4.03 for 1991. As noted, 
the MITI directive appears aimed mostly at 
surface-mount versions of this product For 1993, 
users can expect a sUghtly lower price of $3.76 for 
the PDIP version. Users who contiaue to use this 

Steady Declines in Prices for 1Mb 
Slow SRAMs 

J^an-based suppliers wiU be more willing to 
give ground on prices for 1Mb slow SRAM over 
the long term because this product is still ia the 
growth stage of its life cycle. The North American 
bookings price for 128Kx8 100ns SRAMs (PDIP) 
in 50,000-piece orders should be $16.29 for 1991. 

As shown in the table, survey participants 
forecast a price of just under $11.50 for this 
1Mb part during the fourth quarter of 1992—a 
clear sign of continuing price erosion. By 1993, the 
1Mb slow SRAM will just be ^yproaching the 
maturity (or peak) stage of its product life cycle— 
with several years of high-level demand to follow. 
In line with this supply-demand outlook, users can 
expect a 1993 price of $9.30 for volume orders of 
128Kx8 100ns SRAMs, dropping to $7.00 for 
1995. 

NONVOLATILE MEMORY: COMPETITIVE 
LONG-RANGE PRICES 

North American users of nonvolatile manoiy 
devices such as ROMs and EPROMs can look for
ward to price trends more competitive in the 1990s 
than in prior periods (for exan:q>le, ROM prices 
during the late 1980s). A major factor is the 
approaching demise of the foreign market value 
(FMV) system, which should enable J^^an-based 
suppliers to become more price-competitive in 
North America (such as for EPROM). Another 
factor is the aim of suppliers of flash memory to 
win new design-ins. A third factor is global eiapan-
sion of the supplier base for products such as 
ROMs. 

128KX8 ROMs 

Users can anticipate somewhat stable long-
term prices for ROMs in densities of 1Mb or less, 
but sharper price declines for higher-density parts. 
For exaniple, as shown in Table 1, Dataquest fore
casts a price of $2.29 for CMOS 128Kx8 150ns 
and above ROMs (28-pin PDIP) in 50,000-piece 
orders during 1991. For the fourth quarter of 1992, 
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the price for this 1Mb ROM as reported in 
Dataquest's quarterly survey of users and supphers 
should run from $1.60 to $2.25. The low end of 
this price range indicates the possibility of 
sub-$2.00 pricing over the long term. Dataquest 
expects a flat price profile, however, during the 
1993 through 1995 period—at the level of 
$2.05—because this product will then be moving 
througlh the late saturation and decline stages of its 
life cycle. 

Table 1 shows a different outlook for 
4Mb ROMs. Life cycle analysis partly explains the 
difference. Two trends—the emergence of non-
Japanese suppliers of ROMs and system applica
tions that require wider ROM configurations—are 
two "whys" behind the 4Mb ROM scenario. 

512KX8 ROMs 

Dataquest forecasts a price of $3.91 for 
CMOS 512Kx8 200ns ROMs and above (32-pin 
PDIP) in 50,000-piece orders during 1991. Survey 
participants anticipate a wide price range of $3.50 
to $5.50 for this 4Mb ROM during the fourth 
quarter of 1992. By 1993 the 4Mb ROM wiU be at 
the peak stage of its product life cycle. The spec
trum of pricing and life cycle analysis points to 
continuing long-term declines in prices. Users can 
expect the price of this 512Kx8 ROM to move 
down to $3.22 for 1995. 

256KX16 ROMs 

Dataquest clients have requested prices on 
ROM devices in the less familiar xl6 configuration 
(that is, 64Kxl6 and 256Kxl6), which is used in 
new system applications, where suj^Uers confront 
a new set of challenges and opportunities in terms 
of meeting market demand for higher-density 
and/or higher-speed ROMs in wider configurations. 
One resulting trend is increased price competition 
as a growing base of global suppliers battle for 
system designs. The pricing outlook for CMOS 
256Kxl6 ROMs (ISOns and above; 40-pin PDIP) 
reflects this change in the ROM marketplace. 

Dataquest expects the North American book
ings price for diis 256Kxl6 ROM in 50,000-piece 
orders to be $5.17 for 1991. Survey participants 
expect prices for this device during the fourth 
quarter of 1992 to range widely—^from a low of 
$4.00 to a high of over $7.25 (the latter being a 

new market entrant). This price spread reflects the 
entirely different strategies and capabilities of 
suppliers—more famiUar conq>anies as well as new 
entrants—^in terms of winning business in the 
4Mb ROM arena over the long term. Because the 
suppUer base for this xl6 device is ultimately likely 
to be narrower than for x8 products, Dataquest con
servatively forecasts a relatively flat price profile 
for the 1993 through 1995 period. The price should 
hit $3.92 for the year 1995. 

32Kx8 EPROMs: Rising Prices Ahead? 

Users should be prepared for possible price 
increases for EPROMs with densities of 256K and 
less. Dataquest forecasts a price of $1.97 for 32Kx8 
150ns and above EPROMs (windowed CERDIP) in 
50,000-piece orders during 1991. For the fourth 
quarter of 1991 (survey participants did not provide 
year-end 1992 pricing information on EPROMs), 
the price for this 256K EPROM as reported in 
Dataquest's quarterly survey of users and supphers 
should run from $1.90 to $2.02. Dataquest expects 
price increases during the 1992 through 1995 
period because this product will move through the 
saturation and decline stages of its life cycle, with a 
likely contraction of the supplier base. We forecast 
a price of $3.00 for this 256K EPROM in 1995. We 
wiU carefully monitor trends associated with this 
product. Market changes such as the expiration of 
FMVs could change the long-term price outlook. 

128Kx8 EPROMs: Declining Prices 
Ahead 

The pricing outlook differs for EPROMs with 
densities of 1Mb and above. Japan-based suppliers 
wiU be free of FMVs during the earUer stages of 
the product life cycle of these devices, which 
means pricing con:q)etition for all market players. 

Dataquest expects a price of $4.78 for 
128Kx8 EPROMs at 150ns and above (windowed 
CERDIP) in 50,000-piece orders during 1991. Sur
vey participants forecast a price range of $4.50 to 
$5.00 for this 1Mb EPROM during the fourth 
quarter of 1991. By 1993 the 1Mb ROM wiU stand 
at the maturity or peak stage of its product life 
cycle. The life cycle analysis signals lower prices 
over the long term. Users can expect the price of 
this 1Mb EPROM to decrease to the level of $4.01 
for 1994 and then to stabilize at that level. # 
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DATAQUEST CONCLUSIONS 

Despite the occurrence of war, Dataquest 
believes Hhat system manufacturers must plan for 
long-term IC price trends. This newsletter has 
looked— f̂rom a user's perspective—^at the long-
term price forecast in North America for SRAMs, 
ROMs, and EPROMs. We predict the sharpest 
price declines in the higher-density devices, such as 
256K and above in SRAMs, 1Mb and above in 
EPROMs, and 2Mb and above in ROMs. 

DATAQUEST RECOMMENDATIONS 

Under current conditions, Dataquest makes 
the following recommendations to North American 
users: 

Users of both slow and fast SRAMs must moni
tor Mm's actions and advisories regarding 
SRAMs in order to anticipate pricing/supply 
trends that are directly influenced by this 
quasigovenimental group. 

Users of ROM should plan for a change in the 
supplier base, which is still largely Japanese. It 
will become more price competitive as suppliers 
from North America, Europe, and Korea move 
into this business. Suppliers wUl fight hard for 
both mainstream x8 and emerging xl6 design 
implications. 

Users of EPROMs can expect increased com
petitive pricing on the part of Japan-based sup
pliers as the threat of FMYs diminishes. 

Ron Bohn 

9 

• Users of 16K and 64K fast SRAMs must plan 
for a change in the supplier base. Suppliers from 
North America, Europe, and Korea will displace 
some Japan-based supphers. In turn, Japan-based 
firms \̂ dU migrate to fast SRAMs with densities 
of 256K and above. 
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JANUARY MARKET WATCH: NEAR-TERM CHIP DEMAND WAVERS 
WHILE INVENTORIES AND PRICES REMAIN UNDER CONTROL 

The Market Watch is a monthly Dataquest 
bulletin that is released after the SIA book-to-bill 
Flash Report. It is designed to give a deeper insight 
into the monthly trends in the semiconductor mar
ket and an analysis of what to expect in the next 
six months (see Figures 1 through 4). 

THE BOOK-TO-BILL RATIO RISES, YET 
THE OUTLOOK REMAINS MIXED 

The book-to-bill ratio for December rose to 
0.95, up from November's nadir of 0.90 as seen in 
Figure 1. The actual numbers that make up this 

Figure 1 
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ratio teU a different story, however. The three-
month average booking and billing numbers both 
declined in December, a five-week month, com
pared with November. This decline also runs 
counter to the traditional year-end semiconductor 
sweep outs that often resulted with this same mate
rial coming back as returns in the following quar
ter. The year-end drop in shipments is also a sign 
that semiconductor suppliers are running operations 
with low finished goods inventories and did not 
have excess parts to ship. The overall low-
inventory levels of users and improved forecasting 
now experienced in the industry also have affected 
the resistance to this year-end "tradition." As men
tioned in January's Procurement Pulse, SUIS 
NewslettCT 1991-02, semiconductor users expect to 
buy more semiconductors in January in line with 
an improved six-month systems sales outlook of 
6.9 percent growth. 

COMPUTER BOOKING AND INVENTORY 
RATES SLIP, SHIPMENTS FLATTEN 

The Department of Commerce data shown in 
Figure 2 noted a leveling off of die annualized 
shipment and inventory rates compared with year-
ago levels, while the bookings rate slipped less 
than 1 percent. The 12/12 rates for November 
shipments and bookings are a respective 3.3 per
cent and 4.2 percent, conq)ared with Octoba-'s 
rates of 3.3 percent and 5.0 percent. Currently 
occurring from month to month is a seesaw pattem 
of quarterly booking rates that historically confirms 
the slow/low growth trend e^ipected in the near 
term. For example, the 3/12 booking rate of change 
for computers was 4.4 percent in November, 
1.4 percent in October, 4.2 percent in September, 
and 0.03 percent in August. With no new product 
expected to greatly increase demand, combined 
with the uncertainty surroimding developments in 
the Middle East, Dataquest expects this slow/low 
growth demand pattem to continue for the next six 
months. 

SEMICONDUCTOR INVENTORY TARGET/ 
ACTUAL LEVEL STABILIZES 

The difference between targeted and actual 
semiconductor inventory levels improved less than 
one (0.7) day (see Figure 3) per this month's 
procurement manager survey. The respective tar
geted and actual semiconductor inventory levels 
now are 19.6 and 27.6 days versus last month's 

corresponding 19.0 and 27.7 days. The relatively 
unchanged inventory picture continues to cement 
the notion that cost control and forecasting 
accuracy have become a standard procedure and 
not the latest fad. The increased positive outlook of 
systems companies (see January 1991 Procurement 
Pulse, SUIS Newsletter 1991-02) should quickly be 
reflected in increased semiconductor orders due to 
the current low-inventory levels once the actual 
systems orders are backlogged. 

PRICE DECLINES CONTINUE DESPITE 
PRODUCTION CUTBACKS 

Prices continue their downward slide per this 
month's review of The DQ Monday Report, as seen 
in Figure 4. Memory prices have slowed their rate 
of decline and in some cases have stabilized or 
risen slightly due to aggregate fear of an "upcom
ing shortage" prophesied by some Japsaiese suppli
ers. Once the shortage is seen for what it is, (i.e., 
hype) prices (including memory) are e^)ected to 
continue to decline at a slow and steady rate due to 
the lack of sustained increase in demand that can 
overshoot planned ci^acity levels. This steady level 
of demand is being tested by uncertainties about 
the Middle East, which also will danq>en price 
levels. As mentioned in last month's Market Watch, 
overall semiconductor prices will continue to 
decline regardless of supplier or Middle East 
actions. 

DATAQUEST CONCLUSIONS 

The demand picture for the overall electronics 
market remains positive, but at a sustainable slow 
growth rate. Semiconductor availability remains 
very good, which should not hanq>er reactions to 
any increases in system demand. Cost control is 
forcing both users and chip suppliers to keep inven
tories as lean as possible, again allowing them to 
adjust quickly to demand changes at the order 
level. The best method to avoid surprise price 
swings is to maintain regular forecast schedules 
with suppliers, communicating demand needs as 
soon as possible. Dataquest does not expect to see 
dramatic shifts in near-term demand that would 
alter the current supply/demand situation. 

Mark Giudici 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

A Middle East war wages. The North Ameri
can electronics market is in weak but not terrible 
shape. The war has not yet affected market 
conditions. For example, Dataquest's recent price 
survey reveals that major DRAM buyers can still 
look forward to lower prices—^widely publicized 
claims of a "shortage" notwithstanding (see 
Table 1). The J^anese Ministry of Intemational 
Trade and Industry (Mill) still exerts "administra
tive guidance" in the SRAM arena. Big news 

ahead: Users of the 80486-25 can look forward to a 
major price cut by the second quarter of 1991. 
Dataquest recommends that users plan for little 
market intact from AMD's 80386-type IC until 
midyear 1991 at the earliest—^but to plan now for a 
1991 contraction of the standard logic supplier base 
(fanuly-by-fanuly basis). 

NOTICE: The pricing analysis presented here 
correlates with the quarterly price tables mailed to 
Semiconductor User Information Service (SUIS) 
clients on December 20, 1990, and the Source 

TABLE 1 
Semiconductor Pricing and Lead-Time IVends 
(North American Bookings, Volume Orders) 

Part 

IMbxl DRAM—SO-lOOns, 

DIP/SOJ 

4Mbxl DRAM—80-lOOns, 

300- to 350-iml SOJ 

64Kx4 SRAM—25ns, PDIP 

512Kx8 RO\^-CMOS, 32-pm 
PDIF, 200ns & above 

Price I^end (Dollars) 

Q4 

Price Range 

475 - 4.82 

21.25 - 25.10 

11.90 - 12.70 

4.25 - 5.90 

Ql 
Forecast 

4.29 

19.80 

11.00 

4.02 

1 

2 

4 

4 

Lead Times 

Current 

- 8 weeks 

- 10 weeks 

- 12 weeks 

- 12 weeks 

IVend 

1 - 2 weeks 

longer 

Steady 

Steady 

Steady 

Other 'n-ends 

No 4Mb crossover till 

.Q2 1991 

Demand accelerates; 

maiket trend toward 

300-iml SOJ 

Growth stage of life 

cycle 

Wide spectrum of pricing 

80486-25—CPGA 

74AC138—H>IP 

685 - 704 

0.35 - 0.387 

CMOS 22V10—25ns to < 35ns 3.00 - 4.80 

690 6 - 8 weeks Steady 

0.345 2 - 6 weeks Steady 

3.88 2 - 6 weeks Steady 

Major price cut during 

Q2 1991 

Early maturity stage of 

life cycle 

Narrow supplier base 

Source: Dataquest (Jonuaiy 1991) 
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Dataquest report entitled "Semiconductor Price 
Outlook: First Quarter 1991" and dated January 
1991. For SUIS clients tiiat use the SUIS on-line 
service, the quarterly priciug presented here 
correlates with the quarterly price tables dated 
December 1990 in the SUIS on-line service. 
For additional product coverage and more 
detailed product specifications, please refer to 
those sources. 

MEMORY TRENDS 

North American users of 1Mb DRAMs con
tinue to enjoy competitive pricing during the first 
quarter of 1991, The DRAM spot maiket remains 
volatile. The latest rumor is that DRAM prices wiU 
rise as the supply contracts. Major buyers can 
expect little impact from this "shortage." Other 
memoiy devices such as SRAMs and nonvolatile 
products remain in ample supply, with few 
exceptions. 

Megabit-Density DRAI\/I 
As shown in Table 1 and Figure 1, large-

volume contract buyers in North America can 

expect a steady decline in prices for IMbxl 80 to 
100ns DRAMs (DIP/SOJ) during the first half of 
1991. In North America, the large-volume book
ings price for the 1Mb DRAM should decline 
to die level of $429 during the first quarter of 
1991 and to $4.08 for the second quarter. 

Look for a Second-Quarter 
Crossover to the 4Mb DRAM 
Despite the challenge for some suppliers 

regarding yield rates. Table 1 and Figure 1 also 
show that the large-volume price for 4Mb 80ns 
DRAMs should decrease to the level of $19.80 
during the first quarter of 1991 and to a price of 
$16.55 for the second quarter. This rate of price 
attrition means a second-quarter crossover (4:1 
unit-price ratio) to the 4Mb DRAM. 

The Range of DRAM Pricing 
As noted in prior newsletters, survey con

fidentiality limits disclosure of exact pricing points; 
however, the survey responses capture the dynam
ics behind Dataquest's forecast. For example, 
Dataquest bases the first quarter 1991 forecast price 

FIGURE 1 

Estimated DRAM Price TV-ends (North American Bookings) 
(Volume: 100,000 Units) 
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of $4.29 for the IMbxl DRAM on actual fourth 
quarter 1990 prices that ranged from $4.25 to 
$4.82. 

Likewise, the first quarter 1991 forecast price 
of $19.80 for the 4Mbxl DRAM is based on actual 
prices during the fourth quarter of last year that ran 
from $21.25 to $25.10. As an indication of future 
pricing volatility, survey participants expect prices 
for this device to range widely—from $11.00 to 
$18.75—during the fourth quarter of 1991. 

Dataquest Recommendation on 
Megabit DRAM 

As noted, Dataquest anticipates diat major 
users win not face rising DRAM prices during the 
first half of 1991, although the rate of price 
declines might be slower than originally expected. 
We contiaue to reconunend weekly monitoring of 
worldwide DRAM pricing trends through 
Dataquest's On-Line DQ Monday service. 

Fast SRAM 

Lool( for MITI's Influence 

Despite shifts in the supplier base, users can 
anticipate lower prices for most fast SRAMs during 
1991. Japan's M m still exerts powerful "adminis
trative guidance" ia this arena, however, which for 
users translates into a bottom floor on pricing. 

16K Fast SRAMs: A $2.00 Barrier 

Although some suppliers and users e:qpect 
prices for 16K fast SRAMs to break $2.00 by the 
end of 1991, the market price should remain above 
this leveL Dataquest anticipates that the North 
American bookings price for 4Kx4 25ns SRAMs 
(PDIP) in 20,000-piece orders will decrease to 
about $2.51 during the first quarter of 1991. 

Based on our survey of users and suppliers, 
this 25ns product should range in price from $1.80 
to $2.55 during the fourth quarter of 1991. Data-
quest foresees a $2.25 price in the fourth quarter of 
1991. Why this price? Prices below $2.00 could 
force some suppliers from the market during 1991. 

64K Fast SRAMs: A $3.00 Floor 

Under present market conditions, users can 
continue to expect steady price declines for 64K 
fast SRAMs during 1991. As revealed in Figure 1, 
the survey results and analysis for the 64K segment 
parallel those of the 16K market: In the 64K 

madset, a floor of $3.00 serves as ttie key pric
ing point for many Jq>an-based suppliers. 

256K Fast SRAM Suppliers Compete 
on Pricing 
Prices for 256K fast SRAMs continue to 

decline as suppliers compete for users' business. 
Dataquest forecasts that the North American book
ings price for 64Kx4 25ns SRAMs (PDIP) in 
20,000-piece orders wiU decrease to the level of 
$11.00 during the first quarter of 1991 and to $9.90 
in die second quarter. Supplier competition is likely 
to heighten during 1991 and result in a price of 
$8.60 for the fourth quarter. 

Slow SRAM 

MITI's Effect on the 256K Slow 
SRAM 
As 1991 begins, users remaia concerned 

regarding the availability and pricing of the slow 
SRAM. At press time, MTTI was attempting to 
make J^an-based suppliers increase 256K slow 
SRAM prices through production cutbacks to avoid 
charges of dumping in the United States. Dataquest 
forecasts that the North American bookings price 
for 32Kx8 100ns SRAMs (PDIP) in 50,000-piece 
orders will decline to $4.27 during the first quarter 
of 1991. The MTIT directive î jpears aimed mosfly 
at surface-mount versions of diis product. 

As noted, we recommend that users of slow 
SRAMs monitor lead time, pricing, and related 
market trends via the On-Line DQ Monday service. 

The Impending 1Mb Slow SRAM 
Crossover 
The market now q>proaches the crossover 

(4:1 unit-price ratio) to the 1Mb slow SRAM. The 
North American bookings price for 128Kx8 100ns 
SRAMs (PDIP) in 50,000-piece orders should fall 
to $1927 during die first quarter of 1991 and to 
$17.00 for the second quarter. Tliis rate of 1Mb 
slow SRAM price attrition indicates a crossover to 
the 128Kx8 product by early in the third quarter of 
1991 or late in the second quarter. 

Dataquest Recommendation on 64K 
Slow SRAMs 
Dataquest restates its prior recommendation 

that users of this device be prepared to forge spe
cial long-term arrangements with suppliers to 
assure a steady supply of the device. Users also can 
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redesign systems using this product in order to 
incorporate higher-density slow SRAMs. 

Nonvolatile Memory—ROM 

As the year 1991 begins, prices for nonvola
tile memory continue to be conqwtitive. For exam
ple, ROM prices for densities of 1Mb or less have 
stabilized but at conq)etitive levels. A wider price 
spectrum exists for higher-density ROM, however, 
as shown in Table 1. During the fourth quarter of 
1990, the price for CMOS 512Kx8 ROM (200ns 
and above; 32-pin PDIP) in 50,000-piece orders 
ranged from $4.25 to $5.90, as reported in Data-
quest's quarterly survey of users and siq>pliers. 

The North American bookings price for 
CMOS 4Mb ROM, as specified, should decrease to 
$4.05 during the first quarter of 1991. Users can 
anticipate that prices wiU move to the level of 
$3.92 for the second quarter of 1991. Survey par
ticipants e3q)ect prices for this device to run from 
$3.80 to $5.76 during the fourth quarter of 1991. 

MICROPROCESSOR TRENDS 

Litigation—in one form or another— 
continues to rear its head as an MPU market 
dynannic. In the process, more fundamental market 
factors must not be ignored. 

The Law as a 1991 Market Dynamic 

Litigation to detemiine the right (subject to 
ultimate legal scrutiny) of Advanced Micro 
Devices (AMD) to market an 80386-type device 
has generated much noise to date but Uttle market 
effect. The market impact of AMD's sale of the 
80386-type IC will not be known until midyear 
1991 at the earUest. 

Litigation in the form of Intel's suit 
against Cyrix over the 80387 adds another law case 
to the list of cases to be tracked by users of 
microcomponents. 

MPU Marltet Trends 
As this newsletter was being written, Moto

rola stUl was shipping a limited supply of 68040s. 
Users can expect lower pricing for Motorola's 
25-MHz 68020 device. The North American book
ings price for the 25-MHz 68020 IC (CPGA) in 
orders of 1,000 to 5,000 pieces should reach the 

$100 level during the first quarter of 1991 and 
decrease to $89 for the fourth quarter of 1991. 
Users of the 16-MHz 68030 part may see a flat 
price profile ($120.50) during 1991 as Motorola 
de-emphasizes this coniponent. Users can expect 
continued decline in pricing for the 25-MHz 68030 
(CPGA) IC. The North American bookings price 
for this Motorola part in orders of 1,000 to 5,(X)0 
pieces should be $167 for the first quarter of 1991, 
dropping to $155 during the fourth quarter. 

The supply of Intel's 80386 devices balances 
with demand; however, users should eysped Intel's 
commitment to the 80386 to decrease this year. 
Intel also will shift users to the 20-MHz 80386SX 
and 80386SL. Lead times for 80386SX devices 
now run as low as nine weeks, and there is as yet 
no end to the 80286-80386SX battle. 

25-MHz 68040 IC: Production Keys 
Pricing Outloolc 

Dataquest forecasts that the Nordi AmCTican 
bookings price for the 25-MHz 68040 part (CPGA) 
in orders of 1,000 to 5,000 pieces should decline to 
the level of $635 during the first quarter of 1991 if 
output successfully ramps. The price should decline 
to the level of $491 for the fourth quarter of 1991 
if, but only if, volume ramps. 

A Major Brealc in Pricing for tiie 
25-MHz 80486? 
As shown in Table 1, the North American 

bookings price for the 25-MHz 80486 part (same 
volume) should hover at a price of $690 for the 
first quarter of 1991. Users should e:q)ect a major 
price break by the second quarter—& drop in price 
to $524 as Intel ranips up. By the fourQi quarter, 
users can anticipate a price of $434. 

STANDARD LOGIC TRENDS 

The long-term supply and supplier base 
remain subject to change as suppliers evaluate their 
product strategies and commitments to this busi
ness. The prices of standard logic products have 
become more stable. Lead times run in the range of 
two to seven weeks. 

Products such as the 74S, 74HC, and 
ECLIOK are at a late stage of the product life 
cycle. Others such as the 74F, 74AS, and 
74ALS have hit the maturity stage of the cycle. 
Users should expect a narrowing of the standard 
logic siq)plier base during 1991 on a family-
by-family basis. 
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At the other end of the life-cycle spectrum, 
suppliers are introducing new BiCMOS/advanced 
BiCMOS parts targeted at bus drive applications. 

ASICs 

ASIC prices remain competitive. As shown in 
Figure 2, price declines for 1.0-micron, 1.2-micron, 
and 1.5-micron CMOS gate arrays and 1.0-micron, 
1.2-micron, and 1.5-micron cell-based ICs (CBICs) 
in terms of millicents per gate can be anticipated 
during 1991— b̂arring supplier base contraction. 
J^anese suppUers have been more competitive on 
their quotes as the demise of FMVs approaches. 

Higher NRE Charges 

Users should also e}q>ect higher nonrecurring 
engineering (NRE) charges, however. For example, 
many suppUers that were among the low-cost lead
ers in terms of NRE have withdrawn from the 
market. The trend among suppliers is to require 

users to pay NKE charges in the early stage of the 
ASIC life cycle. Previously, users could amortize 
NRE cost over a device's full production cycle. 

PLDs: A Sharp Break in CMOS PLD 
Prices? 

PLD suppliers continue to battle for design 
wins. Now CMOS PLD stq>pliers send signals of a 
sharp break downward in pricing, leading to more 
pricing pressure for suppliers of TTL devices. For 
example. Table 1 shows a wide range of prices for 
CMOS 22V10S (25ns to < 35ns)—3. sign of 
impending price competition. As shown in 
Figure 3, under present market conditions, most 
PLD users can expect sharp price declines in the 
first half of 1990. 

DATAQUEST CONCLUSIONS 
With a Middle East war waging, the North 

American electronics market remains weak—but 

FiGintE 2 

Estimated 1991 ASIC Price Trends (North American Bookings)* 
(Volume: 10,000 Units; Utilized Gates; Excluding NRE) 

Price (Millicents Per Gate) 
110 

100 

• 1.5-IVIicron Cell-Based IC A 1.5-Micron CMOS Gate Array 
• 1.25-Mlcron Cell-Based IC + 1.25-Mlcron CMOS Gate Array 
X 1.0-Mlcron Cell-Based IC ^ 1.0-Micron CMOS Gate Array 

0-1.99K 2K-4.99K 5K-9.99K 10K-19.99K 

Density (Thousands of Gates) 
•Note: 84-pln PLCC for <10K gates and 160-pin PQFP for >10K gates 

20K-S0K 

Source: Dataquest (January 1991) 
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FiGUKE 3 

Estimated PLD Price IVends (North American Bookings)'*' 
(Volume: 10,000 Units; PDIP or PLCC) 
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Source: Dataquest (January 1991) 

Stable. Dataquest's November-December 1990 sur
vey of semiconductor users and SD^pliers shows 
that major buyers of DRAMs can look forward to 
lower prices. For example, the rate of 1Mb DRAM 
price attrition might be slower than the pace of 
prior quarters, but pricing for major buyers is not 
expected to increase. Users of the 25-MHz 80486 
can expect a major price cut by the second quarter 
of 1991. Users of ASICs should anticipate more 
aggressive pricing for CMOS PLDs—^but higher 
NRE costs for other ASICs. M m has been exert
ing considerable "administrative guidance" in the 
SRAM arena. Nevertheless, users can anticipate 
lower prices for most fast SRAMs during 1991. 

DATAQUEST RECOMMENDATIONS 

Under current conditions, Dataquest makes 
the following recommendations: 

• Users should plan for 4Mb DRAM crossover in 
the second quarter of 1991—and continue 
weekly monitoring of worldwide DRAM pricing 
trends through Dataquest's On-Line DQ Monday 
service. 

Users of 64K slow SRAMs should prepare to 
forge special long-term arrangements with sup-
pUers to assure a steady supply of this device. 
As with DRAMs, users of 256K slow SRAMs 
should monitor market trends via the On-Line 
DQ Monday service—^with an eye on M m . 

Users should plan for Uttle market impact from 
AMD's 80386-type IC until midyear 1991 at the 
earliest. 

Users should evaluate and then communicate 
with their suppliers of standard logic—in Qispec-
tation of a 1991 contraction of the supplier base 
(on a family-by-family basis). 

Ronald A. Bohn 
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Dear Client: 

Enclosed is a newsletter that was researched and written by an 
analyst in Dataquest's ASIC service. The ASIC group of 
Dataquest's Semiconductor Division regularly does research on 
the trends and issues of the changing ASIC market. 

If you have any questions about this newsletter, please call me 
at (408) 437-8258. I will continue to keep an eye on research 
pertinent to semiconductor users done by other groups here at 
Dataquest. 

^Sincerely, 

".c^^K 

Mark Giudici 
Product Manager 
Semiconductor User Information Service 
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Research Bulletin 
JANUARY PROCUREMENT PULSE: BUSINESS UPTICK 
FORESEEN: AVAILABILITY REMAINS GOOD 

The Procurement Pulse is a monthly update 
of critical issues and market trends based on sur
veys of semiconductor procurement managers. This 
bulletin explains what inventory and order rate 
corrections mean to both semiconductor users and 
manufacturers. 

PLANNED INCREASES IN 
SEMICONDUCTOR ORDERS BACKED BY 
SYSTEM SALES EXPECTATIONS 

Figure 1 shows how this month's respondents 
expect to increase their semiconductor order levels 
conq)ared with the last five months. The large 

Figure 1 
Averaged Monthly Semiconductor Orders 
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Averaged Semiconductor Lead Times 
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JANUARY PROCUREMENT PULSE: BUSINESS UPTICK FORESEEN; AVAILABILITY REMAINS GOOD 

(37.1 percent) expected jump in orders is attributa
ble to a combination of the following: 

• Inventory replenishment, now that year-end 
financials have been recorded 

• Positive system demand signals 

• Additional purchases of some safety stock 
DRAMs on the off chance that Japanese supplier 
warnings of DRAM production cutbacks affect 
availability 

For the second consecutive month, the six-
month oudook for overall system and computer 
sales has increased from a respective 4.1 percent 
and 6.7 percent for last month to a current 
6.9 percent and 8.5 percent. Dataquest stiU expects 
to see continued low growth in electronics, even if 
the worst-case scenario occurs in the Middle East. 

LEAD TIMES REMAIN FLAT, EDGING 
UP TO 9.0 WEEKS 

Figure 2 illustrates that, for all practical pur
poses, semiconductor lead times have centered 
around a 9.0-week average for the past six months. 
This month's average response of 9.0 weeks is up 
two days from last month's 8.9 weeks, reiterating 
that availability is very manageable. Aside from the 
problems with video RAM availability mentioned 
by one respondent, there were no problems with 
semiconductor deliveries despite stated cutbacks in 
production by some Japanese suppliers. Some 
smaller users of 32-bit microprocessors have been 
notified that allocations for these high-end parts 
will remain in effect through 1991. Midsize to large 
system companies should not have avaHabUity con
cerns through the next six to nine months, as 
capacity levels are more than adequate to meet 
current demand levels. A wild card to watch is 
AMD's "386-type" product. When and if it is 
legally produced, it wiU further improve an already 
improved availability situation for the high-end 
Intel microprocessor offerings. The key issues this 

month are cost reductions and domestic ECL 
supphes. 

INVENTORIES STABILIZE AT 
SUB-30-DAY LEVELS 

The overall average targeted and actual inven
tory levels stabilized at a respective 19.6 and 
27.6 days from 19.0 and 27.7 days noted last 
month, a sub-30-day average inventory that 
remains a very laudable achievement. The com
puter subset's targeted and actual inventory levels 
declined from last month's 21.5 and 30.0 days to 
this report's 20.5 and 28.0 days, respectively. The 
minor increase in overall inventories is a by
product of last month's uptick in orders that 
weren't quickly shipped out. In line with this 
month's expected order increase, it is likely that 
another slight increase in inventories may be 
reflected in next month's Procurement Pulse. 

DATAQUEST ANALYSIS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

Despite increased Middle East tensions, the 
outlook for system sales and semiconductor orders 
remains increasingly positive. Inventory levels are 
low, which will force any shift in system demand 
to correlate with semiconductor demand. In spite of 
Japanese suppliers' continued statements of limited 
DRAM supplies, these parts are expected to remain 
abundant for the foreseeable future as other suppU-
ers are capable of picking current levels of demand. 
The continued ease of semiconductor availability is 
allowing predictable prices and delivery schedules 
that help system conq)anies cope with the uncertain 
economic situation. Dataquest stiU sees a low-
growth market for both systems and semiconduc
tors for the next six months as the economy reacts 
to the outcome of the Middle East crisis. 

Mark Giudici 
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January 10, 1991 

Dear Client: 

Enclosed is a newsletter that was researched and written by an 
analyst in Dataquest's ASIC service. The ASIC group of 
Dataquest's Semiconductor Division regularly does research on 
the trends and issues of the changing ASIC market. 

If you have any questions about this newsletter, please call me 
at (408) 437-8258. I will continue to keep an eye on research 
pertinent to semiconductor users done by other groups here at 
Dataguest. 

^Sincerely, 

tcCcK 

Mark Giudici 
Product Manager 
Semiconductor User Information Service 

1290 Ridder Park Drive, San Jose, CA 95131-2398 (408) 437-8000 Telex 171973 Fax (408) 437-0292 
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FPGAS: THE USER'S PERSPECTIVE 

FPGAS ADDRESS MARKET NEED 

Because of their cost-effectiveness and versa
tility, gate arrays have enjoyed considerable market 
success, catapulting the market from a mere 
$135 million in 1981 to today's estimated $4 bil
lion. However, the industry is also driven by die 
desire to reduce its risk in terms of bodi NRE costs 
and time to market. Although gate arrays offer con
siderable economies of scale when ordered in high 
volume, in today's fast-moving markets, the 
increased emphasis is on time to market because of 
ever-diminishing product life cycles. Many com
panies cannot afford the time delays associated 
with custom masked gate array production. 

On the other hand, althou^ standard products 
represent a low risk and offer ready availability, 
they tend to be poor conduits for product differenti
ation. Another product alternative is the PLD, 
which, although a standard product, is customizable 
by the user. However, until recentiy, these devices 
did not offer sufQciently high levels of integration 
to address even the lowest gate array density 
requirements. The shortcomings of diese various 
product implementations represented a challenge 
that some conq)ames viewed as opportunities. In 
1985, Xilinx indx)duced a new product concept to 
the market, which has been coined field-
programmable gate arrays (FPGAs). The advent of 
EPGAs held the promise of addressing some of 
these basic product issues. FPGAs are used as 
replacements for multiple TTL and PAL parts and 
also are affecting low-density/low-volume gate 
array designs today. They could potentially wapad 
medium-density/medium-volume gate array 
designs. Dataquest e:q)ects the FPGA market to 
experience rapid growth, increasing from a 
$61 million market in 1989 to $510 million 
in 1994, a compound aimual growth rate of 
52.9 percent. 

FPGAS: A DESCRIPTION 

FPGAs are user-programmable like PLDs but 
are like gate arrays in that device performance is a 
function of the fixed delays of the logic elements 
as well as the variable delays of the interconnect 
paths. The implications of the variable interconnect 
delays are significant because they necessitate 
timing analysis of the circuit. 

The basic architecture of an FPGA consists of 
its logic block function, interconnection structure, 
and I/O block design. The block diagrams in 
Figure 1 show the implementations of the differing 
architectures of the leading suppliers to this 
market—Xilinx and Actel, respectively. 

Actel's product portfolio is based on antifuse 
technology, and XUinx's products are i[iq>lemented 
in SRAM technology. These fundamentally differ
ent approaches mean that the Xilinx solution 
requires a dedicated EPROM to configure the 
FKJA in start-up mode. An FPGA may share an 
EPROM already on-board or one EPROM may be 
shared among several FPGAs. Although Xilinx 
uses a two-chip approach, it has the advantage of 
offering dynamic reprogrammability. On die other 
hand, the Actel single-chip solution is not 
reprogrammable. This inability to reprogram raises 
the inqxntance of test-biult-in circuitry to facilitate 
factory testing. 

T H E USER'S VIEW 

Things have changed radically in die FPGA 
market since its inception in 1985. Many are just 
learning how to use FPGAs. Basing assuinptions 
on data and experience from first-generation 
products may mean that users could be summarily 
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FPGAs: THE USER'S PERSPECTIVE 

FIGURE 1 

Block Diagrams of Xiiinx and Actel Product Architectures 

Xilinx Device Architecture Actel Device Architecture 
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dismissing FPGAs as a viable product alternative. 
Dataquest decided to reassess market acceptance of 
the product by polling a number of FPGA users for 
their opinions. Below, we present a summary of the 
results of our informal survey. For convenience, we 
have grouped the responses according to the 
following key issues: turnaround time, reduced 
risk, performance, technology, density, cost, and 
tools. Goierally, users were satisfied with FPGAs 
as a design solution. High on dieir wish lists were 
(of course) denser, faster parts at a lower cost. But 
as things continue to change riq)idly in this market, 
the e:q)ectation is that some of these items will be 
forthcoming. 

Turnaround Time 

Perhaps the number one issue among FPGA 
users we spoke to was time to market, which was 
an ovoridhig consideration in many produa deci
sions. Incorporating an FPGA into a {noduct design 
often allows the company to design, demonstrate, 
and manufacture in a timely manner. 

Reduced Risk 

The prospect of reduced risk through FPGAs 
is an important benefit. FPGAs offer reduced risk 

on at least two fronts. On one hand, they offer an 
alternative to the upfront design time, potential 
risk, and expense incurred in a gate array 
implementation. On the other hand, as a long-term 
strategy, the use of FPGAs facilitates a more 
aggressive product strategy. System coiiq)anies diat 
frequently experience design changes quite far 
along in the design of a system value FPGAs fcH' 
the flexibility they ensure in their product designs. 
A company can introduce several high-risk 
products to the marke^lace, migradng the success
ful ones to a gate array inq>lementation while 
replacing unsuccessful products with new ones. 
This ability to react quickly to the market mitigates 
the downside when taking an aggressive £q)proach 
to product introduction and gives a cornpany the 
opportunity to prove its product and technology. 

Performance 
Wtih system clocks running at SO MHz, speed 

was an inopoitant user ciiterian. Some users diose 
to do hand routing to eke out some extra speed. 
Many users did not choo^ to incorporate FPGAs 
in the speed-critical portions of their design. New 
product annoiuicements from FPGA siq)plLers show 
ihai they are also tackling the issue of system 
paformance by incorporating enhanced system 
feature on-chip. 
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# 

Technology 
Users of both Actel and Xilinx products 

espoused the merits of their chosen solution. Their 
different approaches represent an exercise in trade
offs. For example, there is a trade-off between cell 
size and device performance. The larger kernel of 
Xilinx's logic blocks can increase performance, but 
a larger cell size does entail the risk that, in some 
cases, the cell may not be fully utilized. Actel 
users, however, laud its minimum building-block 
approach, whose granularity facilitates migration to 
a gate array. Although Xilinx places no restrictions 
on the number of interconnections that can be 
made, Actel aims for greater timing predictability 
by limiting the number of coimections between 
blocks. Some Xilinx product users thought of the 
product's volatility as a feature because it enables 
dynamic programming. 

Density 
From an integration standpoint, FPGAs com

pete with low gate-count gate arrays. However, the 
issue of utilization of FPGAs is not a straightfor
ward one. A large number of users could not 
describe their utilization in gate terms, instead 
referring to utilization of logic modules and 
CLBs (configurable logic blocks)— t̂erminology 
enq)loyed by Actel and Xilinx, respectively. Most 
users estimated that their logic block utilization 
was in the 85 to 95 percent range. This does not 
translate exactly into a gate count because use of 
the entire block internally must also be determined. 
One experienced Xilinx user hazarded the view that 
actual total gate usage most likely averaged about 
55 to 60 percent, wbiie an Actel user estimated 
usage at about 75 to SO percent of the total gates. 
EHfferent applications affected these percentages 
quite substantively. 

FPGA companies continue to work on 
increasing product density. Actel has introduced a 
next-generatioa product family, the Act-2 family, 
claiming as many as 8,000 usable gates. According 
to Xitinx, its next-generation product, the XC4000 
fanuly, will provide up to 20,000 usable gates. 
San^le shipments of the first family number offer
ing 5,000 equivalent gates wUl commence in the 
first quarter of 1991. 

Cost 
With first- and second-generation parts cost

ing between $15 and $50 (and even less in very 

high volumes) and recent products listing for 
several hundred dollars, the device cost for FPGAs 
is considered to be quite high. From the survey 
feedback we received, tboe is a perception among 
users that Actel products are more expensive than 
those from Xilinx. However, it is very difficult to 
assess the accuracy of this perception because the 
con^lexity of a comparative price-per-gate analysis 
is compounded by the fact that each supplier counts 
gates differently. 

Xilinx positions its products as the volun^ 
solution and has been forthcoming about price 
reductions on its older-generation products. 
Although Xilinx offers a hardwired Logic Cell 
Array (LCA), the company does not actively pro
mote a pa& to a gate array alternative. This point is 
a major distinction between the two companies' 
philosophies. Actel has aggressively aligned itself 
with other merchant semiconductor supphers to 
facihtale the route to gate arrays. For a cost-
reduction f̂ pproach, Dataquest still expects volume 
shqnnents or products with long life cycles to 
migrate to gate arrays. Moreover, aldiiough it is 
possible that not as many users will avail them
selves of this migration path as inquire about it, it 
is an option that assuages users' concerns about the 
cost of going to volume production. With tiie next-
generation product announcements and new supph-
exs entering the market, it can be expected that 
price conq>etition will beset this maricet, too, in the 
future. 

Tools 
Generally, users indicated that tools for these 

devices were at least adequate. As a long-term 
strategy, product e3q)erts agreed that the best design 
approach is to manage the schematic in order to 
ensure automatic forward compilation. The auto
matic place-and-Toute tools for Actel products were 
viewed favorably. Conq>anies that use EDA tools to 
perform schonatic cs^ture for Actel products like 
the easy migration this apjptoacb. provides to gate 
arrays. Many users woe acquainted with Xilinx 
products and expressed dissatisfaction with their 
tools. Perfasps because Xilinx was first wi& prod
uct to market, it is not fair to compare more recent 
product support for Actel products with what was 
initially offered for Xilinx products. Xilinx has 
been addressing Has issue of EDA tools, and 
although no one we spoke to could commoit on Has 
new tools, we believe that they are considerably 
more user-firiendly than before. Users are not only 
becoming increasingly more sophisticated in their 
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needs but also becoming more ambitious. In 
response to customer feedback, the con^any has 
recently announced the XACT 4000, a completely 
redefined development system promising 100 per
cent automatic place and route. 

DATAQUEST CONCLUSIONS 

FPGA suppliers should keep in mind that 
their gate array competitors are a moving target. 
Leading gate array vendors profess themselves 
unconcemed by the con^titive threat posed by 
FPGAs as the gate array vendors target high gate-
count users. Gate array vendors continue to keep 
the pressure on their FPGA competitors by con
tinued improvements in turnaround times as well as 
by offering very economical silicon and sophisti
cated tools. 

Although more e}q)ensive than gate arrays on 
a per-gate basis, FPGAs can provide greater 
flexibility and can prove more economical in tams 
of time, test, and inventory savings. However, the 

user must be willing to accept trade-offs. The 
attractiveness of FPGAs in their current stage of 
evolution relies on a delicate balance between eco
nomic and engineering savings to offset considera
bly higher prices and less-than-optimum perfor
mance. The justification for using an FPGA can 
evaporate quite nqpidly if the savings do not materi
alize. The realization of the time-to-maritet advan
tage lies in the ease of use of the tools. Poor, 
user-hostile tools can cause users to forfeit the 
time-to-market advantage achievable through 
FPGAs, and trying to compete with gate arrays on 
the basis of price and performance is not a winning 
platform for FPGAs. In Dataquest's opinion, con
tinued investment in more user-fiiendly, sophisti
cated tools will reap significant dividends for the 
FPGA supplier. 

(This document is reprinted with the per
mission of Dataquest's Semiconductor Industry 
Service.) 

Mark Giudici 
Patricia Galligan 

# 
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The following is a list of the newsletters in this section: 

• January Procurement Pulse: Orders and Inventories Rebound Up, Prices and Lead 
Times Fall (1990-01)—^The Procurement Pulse is a monthly update of critical issues and 
market trends based on Dataquest's monthly survey of major OEM semiconductor 
procurement managers. This month's Procurement Pulse discusses order rates picking up 
appreciably, primarily in anticipation of new systems sales and partially to refill key 
inventory levels. Dataquest believes that the next six-month system sales outlook is 
moderately optimistic and that component availability is at a 12-month high. 

• January Market Watch: The Market Pickup May Be a False Start (1990-02)—The 
Market Watch is a monthly bulletin that is released after the SIA book-to-bill Flash 
Report. It is designed to give a deeper insight into the monthly trends in the semiconduc
tor market and an analysis of what to expect in the next six months. This month's Market 
Watch focuses on the existing optimism in the systems markets. Semiconductor suppliers 
are doing an excellent job of supporting their customers through these highly competitive 
times. Until a definite change in the end markets takes sh£q)e, we expect this static 
shipment/demandAnventory situation to continue. 

• Semiconductor Price Survey: Megabit-Density DRAM Crossover, Single-Sourced 
ICs Highlight the Start of 1990 (1990-03)—Semiconductor users can continue to look 
forward to lower prices (with several exceptions), although the overall pace of price 
declines should slow somewhat from the pace of 1989. The first quarter of 1990 should 
be a period of declining semiconductor prices, although the declines will not be as sharp 
as during 1989. This newsletter discusses Dataquest's three-pomt recommendation. 

• Users' Microprocessor Dilemma: The Limited Future of the 80286 Versus a Limited 
Allocation of the 80286SX (1990-04)—Chirrently, systems manufacturers are experienc
ing a change from a multisourced component world to an increasingly sole-sourced 
arena. For users, this strategic concern means a tactical challenge—decicting whether to 
continue building machines based on the 80286 or to move to a product such as Intel's 
80386SX, which is single-sourced. Dataquest believes that the move from a multisourced 
component world to a single-sourced arena means changing strategies and tactics for 
supply-base managers. 

• February Procurement Pulse: Billings, Lead Times, Orders Flat While Inventories 
and Sales Expectations Remain Up (1990-05)—^This month's Procurement Pulse 
examines how stabilizing order rates and lowering lead times, combined with an upbeat 
system sales outlook, set the stage for a moderate growth scenario that hinges on 
accurate forecasting. 

• Will There Be Another DRAM Shortage in 1990? (1990-06)—Dataquest has not 
eliminated the possibility of a DRAM shortage in 1990, considering recent events that 
are similar to those that sparked the two-year DRAM shortage that began in 1987. 
However, other factors make this situation different than in 1987, leading us to conclude 
that a shortage, if it does occur, should be short and temporary. DRAM purchasers 
should continually give the suppliers a true and accurate forecast of their future 
requirements and not rely excessively on spot buys. 
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February Market Watch: Market Still Growing, but Mixed Signals Appear 
(1990-07)—^This month's Market Watch discusses how once again mixed signals are on 
the rise. Dataquest still expects the first quarter of 1990 to be a mild improvement over 
the last quarter of 1989 despite the return of mixed market signals. It is becoming 
increasingly difficult to characterize the improvement because, as in any weak market, 
some companies will feel it and some will not 

1990 Semiconductor User Survey Focus Changes from Availability to Supplier 
Performance (1990-08)—^Three key findings were a result of the Fifth Annual 
Dataquest Semiconductor User Survey. Respondents expect to increase their 1990 
semiconductor purchases by 9.6 percent Medium-size semiconductor users are the most 
optimistic about growth opportunities in 1990. The top three issues are on-time deliveiy, 
price, and cost control. This newsletter summarizes the presentation given at the 
Semiconductor User and Apphcations Conference and highlights the key findings of this 
survey. 

True or False: User/Supplier Relationships to Change in the 1990s? (1990-09)—This 
newsletter summarizes die conference by discussing the changes affecting the semicon
ductor industry today, ways in which Dataquest clients can seize opportunities while 
hedging the downside. It also covers industry forecasts for the 1990s, and Dataquest's 
second annual "Semiconductor Supplier of the Year" award. 

Global Regional Pricing Strategy Brings Key Advantages to Semiconductor Users 
and Suppliers (1990-10)—At Dataquest's Semiconductor Users and Applications 
Conference, the authors of this newsletter spoke of strategic and tactical IC pricing 
trends. This newsletter highlights Dataquest's key strategic recommendations, with 
special emphasis on the advantages of a global regional pricing strategy. In addition, 
Dataquest recommends that suppliers and users actively track and manage world regional 
IC pricing differentials. 

March Procurement Pulse: Bookings and Sales Outlook Steady; Inventories, Lead 
Times, Prices Decline (1990-11)—Stable semiconductor order rates and the low-key 
optimism forecast in system sales continue to provide optimum conditions for predictable 
supply cost forecasts. Frequent forecasts will allow for the current supply situation to 
continue. 

March Market Watch: The Market Keeps Slowly Chugging Along (1990-12)—This 
month's Market Watch examines rising book-to-bill ratios, computer demands stabilizing 
while inventories plummet, and prices rising slowly. The overall market continues to 
bump along with steady but unspectacular demand, and suppliers have cut supplies to 
match this unexciting goal. Dataquest believes that the test is whether or not users can 
accurately forecast their real six-month needs and suppliers can meet this test 

Chips & Technologies Product Expands Beyond PC Boundary (1990-13)—Chips & 
Technologies, Inc., recently introduced a new chip set product—^The Multi-Processor 
Architecture Extension (MPAX). MPAX is a modular system architecture (MSA) 
standard that is designed to allow system OEMs to easily implement multiple-processor 
computer products based on PC platforms. The introduction of a new standard is a 
departure from the typical Chips strategy of bringing to market products based on 
established standards. 
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IBM and Siemens in 64Mb DRAM Project (1990-13)—Siemens, the laigest European 
manufacturer of DRAMs, and IBM have teamed up to develop the technology required 
for the 64Mb DRAM. This bulletin discusses the implications of this joint venture for the 
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PRELIMINARY GRAPHICS CHIP SET FORECAST 
SHOWS REVENUE DECLINE 

SUMMARY 

Dftfaquest is expecting substantial growth in 
the DOS PC market as a result of high growth in 
the notebook and hand-held computer segments. 
This equ^es to an improved market for PC graph
ics chip sets. Based on survey results, Dataquest 
estimates the size of the merchant chip set market 
to be 8.4 million units in 1989, increasing to 
10.6 million units in 1990 (see Figure 1), This 
market had 12 vendors in 1989, and die number is 
growing; therefore, Dataquest anticipates intense 
competition, coupled with declining prices and 
profit margins. VGA wiU become the dominant 
graphics standard in the low-end market as HGA, 
CGA, and EGA become obsolete. 

FIGURE 1 
Total Low-End Merchant PC Graphics Chip Sets 
Estimated Worldwide History and Forecast 
(Units) 

T H E FORECAST 

Volume Up, Revenue Down 

Based on preliminary forecasts firom Data-
quest's Personal Computer Group, we derived the 
total low-end graphics chip set solution forecast 
through 1990 (see Table 1). The merchant chip set 
market is expected to continue its growth to 
10.6 million units in 1990, up 25.8 percent over 
1989. Avera^ selling prices (ASPs) took a dra
matic drop as a direct result of conq)etition and fell 
18.4 percent to $19.50 in 1989. Merchant chip set 
revenue increased 36.1 percent to $163.8 miUion 
but is expected to decline slightly in 1990 as rising 
unit shipments are unable to offset falling ASPs. 

VGA Dominates with 65 Percent 
of the Market 

Figure 2 depicts the gr^hics survey results 
by graphics standard. As discussed, VGA is the 
dominant standard in the low-end market. Data-
quest believes that over time HGA, CGA, and EGA 
wiU become obsolete as VGA prices decline. VGA 
and SVGA (super VGA) will be the key PC graph
ics solutions through the mid-1990s. 

We expect to see a new graphics standard 
begin to erode VGA growth in the long term; 
however, the shift to a new standard will not occur 
as rapidly as it has in the past Dataquest believes 
that the BBM 8514/A will be the eventual successor 
to VGA in the mainstream PC market. 

As die PC market grows, Dataquest predicts 
that almost every PC produced will have a graphics 
ch^ set by the mid-1990s. As the portable note
book and laptop markets take off, we can expect 
VGA to be a standard item found on these PCs. 

0006859-1 Source: Dataquest 
May 1990 
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PRELIMINARY GRAPHICS CHIP SET FORECAST SHOWS REVENUE DECLINE 1 TABLE 1 
Merchant Graphics Chip Set Market—Estimated Worldwide History and Forecast (Millions of Units) 

Total DOS PC Shipments 
Growth Rate 

Low-End Giaphics 
Growth Rate 

Satuiation 

Merchant Graphics 
Growth Rate 

Saturation^ 

Merchant Graphics 
Growth Rate 

Merchant Graphics 
Revenue ($M) 
Growth Rate 

Chip Sets 

Chip Sets 

Chip Set ASP 

Chip Set 

1987 

10.6 

5.0 

46.7% 

2.3 

47.0% 

$26.1 

$60.8 

1988 

13.7 
29.2% 

8.7 
75.7% 
63.5% 

5.0 
116.5% 
57.9% 

, $23.9 
(8.6%) 

$120.3 
98.0% 

1989 

16.5 
20.4% 

11.9 
36.6% 
72.0% 

8.4 
66.7% 
70.7% 

$19.5 
(18.4%) 

$163.8 
36.1% 

1990 

18.8 
13.9% 

14.5 
21.9% 
77.0% 

10.6 
25.8% 
73.0% 

$15.0 
(23.1%) 

$158.5 
(3.2%) 

As a fuocticD of DOS PCs 
2 
As a fancoaa of low-end giaphica chip sets 

FiGintE 2 
1989 PC Graphics Survey Results 
Shipments by Solution Type 

/ \ EGA 
/ \ 15.7% 

\ VGA 
\ 65,7% 

' SVGA \ 
12.4% \ 

^.--''fDthera \ 
-^ 6.2% 

0006859-2 Source: Dataquest 
May 1990 

WHO ARE THE PLAYERS? 

Table 2 represents the product matrix for the 
13 vendors in the PC graphics chip set market. 
Notice that all 13 vendors offer VGA products. The 
top three merchant vendors—Western Digital, 
Tseng Labs, and Cirrus Logic—accounted for 

Souice: Dataquest 
May 1990 

56.8 percent of the merchant revenue in 1989. hi 
compaiison, in 1988, the top three vendors— 
Western Digital, Chips & Technologies, and Ciirus 
Logic—accounted for approximately 75.0 percent 
(see Figure 3). Market shares will continue to shift 
among vendors as more chip set vendors enter the 
market Major semiconductor manufacturers will 
begin to enter the market As the business shifts 
firom add-in boards to motherboard implem^ita-
tions, an extended product line including mass 
storage, communication solutions, and system logic 
will be a key success factor in this market 

Western Digital 

Western Digital emerged firom the lethargic 
times following the Faraday acquisition to become 
a streamlined, highly focused opo^on. The com
pany is one in a handful that offers an extended 
product line including core logic, storage, data 
communications, and video chip sets. With this 
broad product offering. Western Digital is able to 
service multiple segments as well as offer a fiiU-
system solution. 

Tseng Labs 

Founded seven years ago, Tseng Labs has 
emerged as the number two player in the PC 

0006839 <O1990 Dataquest Incorporated May—Reproduction Prohibited 
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TABU; 2 
Vendor Product Matrix 

Vendor SVGA VGA EGA CGA 8514/A TIGA 
Chips & Technologies X 

Ciiros Logic 

Goioa 

Headland 

Intel 

NSI Logic X 

Oak Teciuiology X 

Rraiaissaoce GRX X 

Texas Mstruments 

Tridoit Microsystems 

Tseng Labs 

Weston Digital 

ZyMOS X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

Somca: DMaqoen 
May 1990 

FIGURE 3 
1988 and Preliminary 1989 Low-End PC Graphics Merchant Chip Set 
Revenue Market Share by Manufacturer 

3.7% 
Othsrs 

1988 1989 

0006859-3 Source: Dataquesc 
May 1990 
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PRELIMINARY GRAPHICS CHIP SET FORECAST SHOWS REVENUE DECLINE 

gr^hics chip set market. Emplo}dng 36 people and 
based in Newtown, Pennsylvania, the conq)any 
uses outside foundries to make its ch^s. As a small 
company, Tseng is better equipped to take advan
tage of technological changes. Following standards 
announced by IBM, Tseng offers both EGA and 
VGA solutions, selling the boards to large computer 
makers and the chips to gn^hics board makers. 

Cirrus Logic 

Founded in 1984, Cirrus Logic offers a grow
ing product portfolio including mass storage, dis
play graphics, data communications, and print 
gn^hics solutions. The company was the first to 
offer a product that brought VGA quality to liquid 
crystal display (LCD) panels. Capitalisdng on its 
display graphics capabilities. Cirrus is targeting the 
portable PC market. 

Zyl\/IOS/Renaissance 

ZyMOS recendy acquired Renaissance GRX, 
a manufacturer of TIGA gr^hics boards. In acquir
ing Renaissance, ZyMOS will enter tbs high-end 
graphics chip set market by offoing devices that 
support Texas Instruments' (TI's) TIGA standard. 
ZyMOS apparently believes that it can carve out a 

niche for itself in this high-end market by support
ing TIGA. Dataquest believes that this is probably 
a sound strategy for a small cinp set company. In 
choosing TIGA, ZyMOS wiU not have to compete 
with the likes of Chips & Technologies, Headland, 
and Western Digital, all of which have committed 
to adopt the IBM 8514/A grs^hics standard. In the 
long run, if TIGA is to move down the product 
curve and penetrate the mainstream PC market, the 
TIGA solution wiU likely have to be implemented 
on the motherboard, suggesting a one- or two-chip 
solution. 

DATAQUEST CONCLUSIONS 
Dataquest believes that VGA will be the dom

inant PC gr^hics standard through die mid-1990s 
as the market moves along the product life cycle to 
maturity. In the high-end gn^hics chip set market, 
the 8S14/A standard wiU begin its path along the 
product life cycle. Dataquest believes that extended 
product lines and complete solutions wiU be factors 
to success for companies wishing to compete in the 
volatile PC gri^hics chip set market. We can 
expect to see those vendors that have had success 
focusing on graphics begin to enter the systems 
logic maiket if they have not already done so, and 
vice versa. 

Lori Kulwin 

1 
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Research Newsletter 
IBM AND SIEMENS IN 64M DRAM PROJECT 

SUMMARY 

Siemens, the largest European manufacturer 
of DRAMs, and IBM have teamed up to develop 
the technology required for the 64M DRAM. This 
joint venture highlights the concern that developing 
state-of-the-art DRAM products is becoming pro
hibitively expensive, and the cost must be shared if 
any return on investment is to be made wiHiin the 
product lifespan of the device, typically little more 
than three years. The R&D and total factory invest
ment costs of the 64M DRAM are estimated to be 
in the region of $7.0 billion, as shown in Table 1, 
which is to be compared to the estimated world
wide total available market (TAM) for aU densities 
of DRAM, forecast to be $7.7 billion in 1990, as 
shown in Figure 1. 

This bulletin discusses the implications of this 
joint venture, both for the DRAM market and for 
each respective company. 

OUT OF THE SHADOWS 

IBM has never directly featured in the mer
chant DRAM market, as it only ever suppHes one 
customer: itself. This makes it difficult to estimate 
the company's strength in terms of DRAM unit 
production, but we estimate IBM is one of the top 
three worldwide, presently supplying at least half 
its internal demand for DRAM, with the remainder 
being purchased from the merchant market. To a 
certain extent this places the company at the mercy 
of foreign DRAM suppliers, the majority of which 
are vertically integrated and therefore competitors 
to IBM in the computer equipment market. Also, a 
percentage of every dollar spent with a foreign 
DRAM supplier is fed back into these suppUers' 
R&D and capital for future generation DRAMs. 
IBM has attempted to change this by planting the 
seeds for a homegrown supply of DRAMs, 
in offering its DRAM technology to a nimiber of 

TABLE 1 
Estimated DRAM Investment by Generation 
(Billions of U.S. Dollars) 

Cost 64K 

R&D 0.12 
Factory 0.19 

Investment* 
Total 0.32 
•Over useful lifetime 

256K 

0.18 
0.40 

0.58 

IM 

0.36 
1.30 

1.66 

4M 

0.38 
1.60 

1.98 

16M 

0.51 
3.70 

4.21 
Souice: 

64M 

1.00 
6.00 

7.00 
Siemens 

FlGUK£ 1 
Worldwide DRAM TAM Forecast 
Billions of U.S. Ooiiars 

85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 
Years 

0006596-1 Source: Dataquest 
March 1990 

North American semiconductor suppliers (Micron 
Technology, Cypress, the defunct U.S. Memories 
consortium, to name a few). However, the success 
of these efforts has been limited. 

This latest announcement marks the compa
ny's first semiconductor alliance with a foreign 
DRAM supplier. Interestingly, Siemens is also a 
competitor to IBM in the computer industry, partic
ularly in Europe's largest computer market. West 
Germany, where Siemens now has a controlling 
interest in Nbtdorf Computer. IBM and Siemens 
(including Nixdorf) rank first and second in terms 
of European computer shipments value. Dataquest 
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IBM AND SIEMENS IN 64M DRAM PROJECT 

estimates that in 1988, IBM totaled $20.1 billion in 
European computer shipments and Siemens (in
cluding Nixdorf) $7.9 billion. 

Development of the 64M DRAM generation 
is planned to be undertaken at Siemens' R&D 
facilities in Munich and at IBM's Advanced Semi
conductor Technology CentCT in East FishMU, New 
York State, where the company has already been 
investing in X-ray lithography equipment to attain 
the short wavelength radiation to produce the 
0.35-micron architectures needed for this com
plexity. Finally, 64M DRAM production witL take 
place at each company's plants in the United States 
and West Germany. 

Oxford Instruments, based in the United 
Kingdom, won the order from IBM for the X-ray 
synchrotron system and, coincidentaUy, joined 
forces with Siemens in May last year to launch a 
new medical electronics company called Oxford 
Magnet Technology Ltd. This, together with 
Siemens' takeover of Rolm, IBM's private branch 
exchange (PBX) equipment subsidiary, late in 
1988, provides momentum for the DRAM joint 
venture to work. 

AN INVITATION TO THE PARTY 

A further timely development has been the 
invitation from the board of the Joint European 
Submicron Silicon (JESSI) program for IBM 
Europe "to participate in selected JESSI projects." 
One of JESSI's goals is to have pilot production of 
64M DRAM in 0.35-imcron architecture by 1996. 
JESSI made it clear in its planning outline in 
February 1989 that the industry has to be free to 
look outside the European framework, in the case 
of an inadequate European base to develop essen
tial advanced equipment. JESSI has said that the 
Siemens/IBM agreement wiU speed up the Euro
pean industry's market access to 64M DRAM. IBM 
is also a prominent member of the U.S. Semicon
ductor Manufacturing Technology (Sematech) con
sortium, and it is thought that the company may be 
influential in opening the door to cooperation 

between the two research programs as, till now, 
Sematech has been firm on its policy of U.S.-only 
membership. Dataquest expects both research pro
grams to be swiftly reviewed following these 
developments, with announcements to follow. 

DATAQUEST ANALYSIS 

Dataquest e^}ects Siemens and IBM to form 
a strong partnership. Both companies already have 
trench capacitor 4M DRAM process in production, 
with 16M DRAM devices at the design stage, so 
strengthening their commitment to common 
DRAM technology. Continuing price erosion and 
oversupply of IM DRAM devices will hurt siq)-
pliers in 1990, as the market turns sharply in the 
buyers' favor. There may be a shakeout of those 
suppliers which decide to curtail their investment in 
further generations of DRAM, as occurred in the 
1984 industry downturn. This could Umit the 
potential number of 64M DRAM players, which 
would be good news for IBM and Siemens, both 
for their merchant business and for the competitive 
edge their computer divisions would gain through 
the 4M, 16M, and ultimately, 64M DRAM 
technology. 

There is another possibility to consider. Data-
quest believes that IBM is acceleratiag its 8-in. 
wafer 4M DRAM production such that it is likely 
to be the number one worldwide unit producer of 
DRAMs in the very near future. If this production 
ever exceeds internal demand during computer 
industry downturns, the company will need to 
decide whether to build inventory or sell to the 
merchant market. The latter option would be diffi
cult, as IBM has no semiconductor marketing/dis
tribution network, but an established vendor could 
act as distributor. This could be Siemens. 

(This document is reprinted with the permis
sion of Dataquest's European Semiconductor 
Industry Service.) 

Mark Giudici 
Byron Harding 
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BEYOND PC BOUNDARY 

SUMMARY 

Chips and Technologies, Inc., recently 
introduced a new chip set product—^the Multi-
Processor Architecture Extension (MPAX). MPAX 
is a modular system architecture (MSA) standard 
that is designed to allow system OEMs to easily 
implement multiple-processor computer products 
based on PC platforms. The introduction of a new 
standard is a departure from the typical Chips 
strategy of bringing to market products based on 
established standards. For the MPAX to be success
ful, system OEMs must be convinced of its viabil
ity as an MSA standard that will gain broad accep
tance. If successful, Chips is likely to see a change 
in its customer base that will reflect the different 
distribution channels and greater technical support 
required for these products as compared with 
single-user PC or workstation products. 

THE CHANGING CUSTOMER BASE 

Chips is weU known for its role in pioneering 
the PC chip set market, offering VLSI implementa
tions of PC system logic that have enabled systems 
DMnufacturers to reduce costs, speed design time, 
and decrease time to market. It has been argued 
also that chip sets have accelerated the rate at 
which leading-edge technologies and products are 
brought within reach of the mainstream end user. 

The MPAX product continues the Chips tradi
tion of facilitating systems design and introduction, 
but the systems we are now talking about are not 
single-user PC products. Multiprocessor systems, 
which are typically multiuser, multitasking environ
ments, are the domain of the mainframe and super
minicomputer vendors, and selling iato this seg
ment requires more sophistication and support than 
might be expected from some of Chips' current PC 

chip set customers. Because of this. Chips is likely 
to see a whole new type of customer—^mainframe 
and superminicomputer vendors. 

OPPORTUNITIES AND POSSIBLE 
ALLIANCES 

For PC vendors, a product such as the MPAX 
offers the opportunity to build minicomputer 
products using familiar PC architectures, enabling 
them to expand into higher-performance markets. 
To accomplish this expansion, PC vendors will 
require increased technical support from Chips, and 
they will need to restructure their support and 
distribution channels. 

Viewed from the mainframe and super
minicomputer vendor position, this is an opportu
nity to expand into die departmental computing 
market These vendors have the incentive to pro
duce such a product and the distribution channels 
and support capabOities to bring it to market. 

It is probable that MPAX and similar products 
that are likely to be introduced will spawn alliances 
between some of the PC vendors and mainframe or 
minicomputer vendors. PC vendors offer PC plat
form manufacturing expertise and capacity, and 
mainframe and minicomputer vendors offer access 
to distribution channels and technical support. 

STANDARDS 

The MPAX represents a proposal by Chips for 
a new computing standard, a modular system 
architecture. Thus, MPAX represents a departure 
from the typical Chips strategy of offering only 
products based on established standards. From the 
proliferation of computing standards proposed by 
system vendors, it would be difficult to guess that 
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in survey work and focus groups the system end 
users have been pleading for fewer standards and 
more compatibility. If one looks at just the IBM 
PC-compatible arena alone, end users (translates to 
"paying customers") have to decide among bus 
architectures (XT, AT, MCA, EISA); microproces
sors (8086, 80286, 80386SX, 80386DX, 80486); 
speed grades (4, 8, 10, 12, 16, 20, 25, 33, 
40 MHz); and graphics platforms (EGA, VGA, 
8514/A, TIGA). 

The fact is that end users don't care what is 
on the inside of the computer. They don't care 
whose standard it is or what it is called. They only 
care about whether or not the box will adequately 
perform the intended function and application, if it 
is compatible with their current investment in hard
ware and software, if it wiU be upgradable and 
compatible with their future investments in hard
ware and software, and if there is a sufficient 
support organization to back them up now and in 
the future. 

Because MPAX would allow multiprocessor 
systems to be buUt based on a PC platform, an 
MPAX system would be 100 percent DOS-PC 
compatible but could also run UNIX and have a 
combination of RISC and CISC processors. The 
benefit of the MPAX is that it allows complete 
backward compatibility (in terms of hardware, soft
ware, and connectivity) to the PC environment 

while implementing UNIX without any loss in 
performance. The ability to bmld multiprocessor 
systems that are compatible with and can be con
nected to existing PCs could be a key competitive 
advantage. Current multiprocessor systems 
typically do not allow mixed processors and run 
DOS through emxilation. The loss of performance 
associated with the DOS emulation may not be 
acceptable to users. 

DATAQUEST CONCLUSIONS 

It is difficult to achieve technical progress 
without occasionally having to generate new stan
dards. But standardization issues are the prime 
concem of customers, and customers confused by 
these issues wiU put off making buying decisions 
or may not buy at aU. This is the environment in 
which Chips must work, and the job is to convince 
both the system OEM and the end user that the 
MPAX is an acceptable solution. 

(This document is reprinted with the permis
sion of Dataquest's Semiconductor Industry 
Service.) 

Mark Giudici 
Ken Pearlman 
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Research Bulletin 
MARCH MARKET WATCH: THE MARKET KEEPS SLOWLY 
CHUGGING ALONG 

Market Watch is a monthly Dataquest buUetin 
that is released after the SIA book-to-bill Flash 
Report. It is designed to give a deeper insight into 

the monthly trends in the semiconductor market 
and an analysis of what to expect in the next sue 
months (see Figures 1 through 4). 

Figure 1 
U.S. Semiconductor Book-to-Bill Ratio 
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Figure 2 
DOC Computer Demand 
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Figure 3 
Semiconductor Inventory Level 
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Figure 4 
U.S. Weighted Semiconductor 

Price Indicator 
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THE BOOK-TO-BILL CONTINUES TO RISE 

The February book-to-bill ratio of 1.05 (see 
Figure 1) appears on the surface to bode well for 
the semiconductor industry, but the actual numbers 
teU a different story. For the last two months, both 
three-month average bookings and billings have 
declined in dollar terms. In effect, the billings 
dollar average has declined faster than the bookings 
average! This phenomenon primarily is due to the 
last five months' price erosion, which now is being 
felt as billings. The volume of units stiU remains 
steady, and there are signs of unit growth in the 
upcoming months. With the recent stabilization in 
memory prices, bookings dollars should rise faster 
even if unit shipments remain flat. 

JANUARY COMPUTER DEMAND STABLE, 
BUT INVENTORIES PLUMMET 

The bookings and shipments of computers 
have remained relatively flat, but system inven
tories have dropped substantially (see Figure 2). 
The 3/12 booking rate-of-change indicator is still 
rising faster than the annualized 12/12 rate 
(4.5 percent versus 2.7 percent). This early indica
tor of annualized growth reflects what buyers have 
been saying in our monthly procurement surveys 
(see the Procurement Pulse bulletins). What is 
encouraging is the trend of inventory rates relative 
to shipment and bookings rates. For the first time 
in eight months, the 1/12 inventory rate is equal to 
the annualized bookings rate for computers. Inven
tory control of both systems and components is 
allowing for quicker response time to the needs of 
the market. 

SEMICONDUCTOR INVENTORIES OF 
USERS ALSO FALL 

The reduced gap in actual versus targeted 
inventory levels dipped this month, as shown in 
Figure 3, evai though targeted inventory levels 
declined slightly. The bulge of semiconductor 
inventories in February was worked down by 
increasing system shipments and slowing some 
order levels. The importance of inventory control 
was emphasized by the reduction of average inven
tories by more than one week in a month's time 

(30.0 days versus 37.3 days). This fairly brisk 
12 turns of inventory per year is a remindCT to 
semiconductor suppUers that low inventories con
tinue to require very close communication between 
buyer and seller. 

PRICES ON AVERAGE ACTUALLY 
CREEP UPWARD! 

Semiconductor supphes in aggregate have at 
last come into balance with demand; the price 
indicator has risen $0.24 since our last analysis (see 
Figure 4). DRAM production cutbacks announced 
late last year are being felt now as anticipated. 
Coinciding with the memory supply situation is the 
Intel 32-bit microprocessor supply hiccup that has 
stretched lead times out to 18 weeks and flattened 
steady price reductions. Intel expects to meet 
demand within three months, but the DRAM sup
ply is dependent on how well users forecast their 
next six to nine months of requirements and how 
well suppUers meet that demand. It wiU take three 
months to see a trend change in the market once 
any uptick in demand is acted upon with increased 
wafer starts. Therefore, until at least June, Data-
quest expects to see stable prices while system 
demand remains flat. 

DATAQUEST CONCLUSIONS 

The overall market continues to bump along 
with steady but unspectacular demand, and suppU
ers have cut suppUes to match this unexciting goal. 
Inventories of both systems and components are 
under control and are expected to remain so for the 
near future as a result of the close communication 
most suppUers have with their key customers. We 
continue to see positive outlooks coming from our 
monthly procuranent sxirveys, concurring with the 
historical Department of Commerce .trend lines. 
Now that supply has slowed and met demand, 
Dataquest beUeves that the test is whether or not 
users can accurately forecast their real six month 
needs and whedier or not suppUers can meet this 
test. Overall cost levels for 1990 hang on the 
results of this exercise. 

Mark Giudici 
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GLOBAL REGIONAL PRICING STRATEGY BRINGS KEY ADVANTAGES 
TO SEMICONDUCTOR USERS AND SUPPLIERS 

At Dataquest's Semiconductor Users and 
Applications Group conference (held in San 
Francisco, California, on February 12 and 13), the 
authors of this newsletter spoke on strategic and 
tactical IC pricing trends. This newsletter highlights 
Dataquest's key strategic recommendations, with 
special emphasis on the advantages of a global 
regional pricing strategy. For example, Dataquest 
expects the 4:1 unit/price crossover from the 
IMbxl DRAM to die 4Mbxl device (100ns ver
sions) to occxir in North America during the first 
qiuirter of 1991. For DRAM users and suppliers, a 
global regional strategy emphasizes insight into the 
factors— încluding government mandates—that wUl 
affect the timing of this critical crossover in differ
ent world regions. 

STRATEGIC RECOMMENDATIONS 

Dataquest analysts made the following five 
pricing strategy recommendations during the con
ference: 

• Semiconductor users and suppliers must learn to 
jointly manage higher IC prices for enhanced 
system value. 

• Users, in alliance with suppliers, must manage 
competitiveness despite single-sourced IC 
products. 

• Users should develop component pricing and 
procurement strategies based on system cost 
impact analysis. 

• Suppliers and users must manage world regional 
pricing differentials. 

u Suppliers and users should stay close to each 
others' manufacturing activities and production 
plans. 

This newsletter shows how management of 
global regional price trends helps suppliers and 
users control rising IC prices. 

RISING IC PRICES? 

Figure 1 shows a surprising component price 
trend: the weighted average IC price has increased 
since the mid-1980s and Dataquest predicts that it 
wiU climb even higher in the 1990s. 

What is the fundamental reason for higher 
average IC prices? The integration of functions, or 
system capability, onto the average IC has been 
happening so rapidly that the IC system integration 
process has slowed IC unit shipment growth rela
tive to dollar growth. 

The trend of rising IC prices underscores the 
first strategic recommendation: users and suppliers 
must leam to jointly manage IC supply, demand, 
and pricing in order to increase system value, 
especially as users employ more single-sourced ICs 
in systems, ^ i h many aspects of semiconductor 
technology really becoming systems-on-a-chip, 
both OEMs and semiconductor suppliers need to 
approach pricing on a system value basis. This 
strategy rings most true for products such as 
ASICs, 32-bit microprocessors, and application-
specific standard products (ASSPs), in which price 
comparisons often are not possible because of the 
uniqueness or single-source nature of the product. 
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FIGURE 1 
Overall Average 
IC Selling Price Is Up 
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GLOBAL REGIONAL SOURCING AND 
SUPPLY STRATEGIES 

The challenge of managing higher IC prices 
connects directly with the next element of the 
pricing equation—strategic management of global 
regional trends in IC prices. For example, suppliers 
must manage world regional pricing differences in 
order to assess and respond to their competitive 
strengths and weaknesses in the world regions. 
Users must learn to manage a search for world 
regional differences in IC pricing that can mean 
significantly lower total system costs and higher 
system profit margins. 

WORLD REGIONAL PRICE TRENDS 

Figure 2 uses information from the on-Une 
DQ Monday service to illustrate world regional 
price differences as of February 12, 1990, for three 
critical products: the IMbxl DRAM 100ns, the 
32Kx8 SRAM 100ns, and the 16-MHz 80386SX. 
The U.S. price serves as the base, and Figure 2 
shows the pricing difference—the percentage 
greater or less than the U.S. base price. The prod
uct mix includes two multisourced devices 
(DRAMs and SRAMs) and a sole-sourced part (the 
80386SX). Pricing in Europe and South Korea has 
moved sharply since the mid-February conference, 
which reinforces the need for users and suppliers to 
monitor global regional trends constantly. 

Figure 2 shows that as of February 12, users 
that source the IMbxl DRAM in Japan pay 
12 percent more dian users that source in the 
United States. By contrast, buyers of the 32Kx8 
slow SRAM pay 13 percent less in Japan than in 
the United States. Users that procure the 80386SX 
microprocessor in Japan pay almost 20 percent 
more than buyers that source in the United States. 

Users that buy memory products in Europe 
pay prices that are in the same range as U.S. prices, 
but buyers that source the 16-MHz 80386 
microprocessor in Europe pay 5 percent more than 
in the United States. 

Buyers that procure in South Korea—which 
typically are members of a vertically inte^ated 
finn—^pay prices that are 10 to 11 pCTcent lower 
than U.S. prices for the memory products specified 
above. In contrast, users that source in Taiwan— 
which typically are not part of vertically integrated 
enterprises—pay much higher prices across the 
board. 

FACTORS BEHIND GLOBAL REGIONAL 
PRICING VARIATIONS 

Two main factors lie behind global pricing 
variations: the strength of regional system-
application markets and the home region of major 
IC suppliers. For example, the United States is a 
strong application market for workstations and 
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FiGUKE 2 
Price Trends by World Region Compared 
with U.S. Price 
(as of February 12, 1990) 
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PCs, both of which are DRAM-intensive systems, 
SO users that source DJlAMs in the United States 
now enjoy favorable pricing. Regarding the home 
regions of major suppliers, ]apasx is a world leader 
in production of slow SRAMs and ROMs, so buy
ers that source in Japan currently pay less for those 
devices. 

DRAMS 
Dataquest notes that in the case of DRAMs, 

the United States' strength in DRAM-intensive 
applications means conqwtitive DRAM pricing in 
the United States despite Japan's world leadership 
in DRAM production. DRAM pricing was higher 
in United States than in Japan during die supply 
crunch of 1987 and 1988. The presence today of a 
global network of DRAM suppliers (European, 
South Korean, and U.S. suppliers as well as Japa
nese firms), which competes for strong U.S. 
demand, has kept DRAM pricing lower in the 
United States tiian most regions, "'̂ ^d card DRAM 
suppliers such as Samsung of South Korea and 
Siemens of West Germany, impede trends toward 
formation of supplier cartels. 

Looking to the future, Japan might emerge as 
a strong application market for high-definition tele
vision (HDTV), a DRAM-intensive system for the 
mid-1990s and beyond. That prospective reality, 

Source; Dataquest 
March 1990 

combined with Japan's likely continuing strength in 
DRAM technology, could translate over the long 
term into a distinct pricing advantage for users that 
source DRAMs in Japan. 

T H E iMb-TO-4Mb DRAM PRICE 
CROSSOVER BY WORLD REGION 

Global regional differences, particularly in 
DRAM pricing, mean immediate challenges and 
opportunities for semiconductor suppliers and 
users. Users that track world pricing trends will 
discover large pricing differences that can lower 
system costs. For suppliers, accurately forecasting 
world regional DRAM demand and operating fabs 
to support this demand means risky but potentially 
lucrative busiaess. 

For DRAM users and siqjpUers, a central 
issue now is the timing of the 4:1 uiut/price 
crossover from the 1Mb DRAM to the 4Mb prod
uct. As presented at the conference. Figure 3 shows 
North America megabit-density DRAM price 
trends by quarter for 1990 and 1991. The top line 
of this figure is read along with the right axis to 
show the 4Mbxl:lMbxl DRAM unit/price ratios 
during this period. For North America, Figure 3 
forecasts the 4:1 unit/price crossover from 1Mb 
DRAMs to 4Mb DRAMs to occur during the first 
qiiarter of 1991. 
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FiGintE 3 
North American 
Megabit-Density DRAM Price Trends* 
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After the speech, a member of the audience 
asksd how North America's fair market value 
(FMV) system and Europe's floor reference pricing 
system would affect the crossover scenario. First, 
the effect of FMVs on North American DRAM 
pricing was considered in the crossover projection 
shown in Figure 3. Dataquest still expects the 
crossover in North America to occur during the 
first quarter of 1991. 

Second, European DRAM pricing controls to 
date are delaying the crossover in Europe. The 
pricing mandate currently means 1Mb DRAM 
price decliQes in Europe because the reference 
price sits below the market price—^with users 
demanding the lower reference price in current 
negotiations. The effect of European government 
controls on 1Mb DRAM pricing can not be fiiUy 
assessed at this time, but Dataquest expects the 
megabit-density DRAM unit/price crossover in 
Europe to occur during early 1991 at the earliest. 

Third, in Japan, first-tier suppliers of 
4Mb DRAMs plan to move users to the 4Mb 
device by the end of this year; however, suppliers 
are backing down from this goal. Recent cutbacks 
in 1Mb DRAM production by suppliers in Japan 
signal some price stabilization for the 1Mb device. 
The elusive issue of the internal transfer price 

for DRAMs within vertically integrated firms will 
play a major role in the crossover in this region. If 
leading-edge suppliers of 4Mb DRAMs in Japan 
reach all of their goals on yield rates, design wins, 
and production ramp up, users that soiu-ce in Japan 
might cross over later this year or during early 
1991. 

Finally, the continuing drop in 1Mb DRAM 
pricing in South Korea signals a crossover after 
other world regions—during the second or third 
quarter of 1991. 

DATAQUEST CONCLUSIONS 

At the conference, Dataquest recommended 
that semiconductor users and suppliers learn to 
jointly manage rising IC prices toward the goal of 
enhanced system value. To meet that objective, we 
make an allied recommendation: suppliers and 
users must actively track and manage world 
regional IC pricing differentials. 

For DRAM users and suppUers, a global 
regional pricing strategy links a host of factors— 
such as the home region of suppliers, the strength 
of regional application markets, government con
trols, internal-transfer pricing—that will affect the 
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tuning of the critical megabit-DRAM crossover in 
different world regions. The effects of U.S., 
Jq)anese, and European government controls on 
the crossover scenario are as follows: 

• The effect of FMVs on North American DRAM 
pricing were considered in the crossover 
projected for the first quarter of 1991. 

• European pricing controls as currently proposed 
are starting to extend the crossover in Europe, 
which should occur (^er the North American 
regional crossover. 

First-tier suppliers of 4Mb DRAMs in Japan 
now appear to be retreating from their prior goal 
of crossing users over fixjm the 1Mb device to 
the 4Mb product by the end of this year. The 
DRAM transfer price within vertically integrated 
firms plays a special role in Japan's crossover, 
which is likely to happen during early 1991. 

In other world regions, the crossover should 
occur by mid-1991. 

Ronald Bohn 
Gregory Sheppard 
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TRUE OR FALSE: USER-SUPPLIER RELATIONSHIPS 
TO CHANGE IN THE 1990s? 

Strategic partnering was proposed in the 
early 1980s to describe how semiconductor cus
tomers and suppliers should conduct business with 
each other. But when the industry had a severe 
downturn in 1985, suppUers scrambled after every 
deal, and prices fell through the flocnr. When the 
industry finally had a miM boom in 1988, buyers 
chased after every available part, DRAM shortages 
developed, and spot-market lead times and prices 
went through the roof. Then in 1989, DRAMs 
became plentiful again and prices fell to record 
lows. 

Is strategic partnering the solution to reduc
ing the wild swings (see Figure 1) that have 
occurred in the semiconductor industry during the 

past 25 years? Buyers and sellers had a chance to 
find out at Dataquest's annual conference for semi
conductor users and suppliers, held again this year 
in San Francisco, California. The more than 
180 attendees to the two-day February conference 
included buyers (45 percent), sellers (40 percent), 
and persons ftom government agencies, investment 
firms, and the trade press (15 percent). Eleven of 
the top 15 North American users (e.g., those that 
purchased more than $7 billion of semiconductors 
in 1989) were represented, along with delegates 
from 13 of the top 15 worldwide semiconductor 
suppUers. 

This newsletter siunmarizes the conference by 
discussing the changes affecting the semiconductor 

FIGURE 1 
Estimated Worldwide Semiconductor Industry Revenue 
(Would Closer User-Supplier Relationships Reduce the Swings?) 
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industry today, ways in which Dataquest cUents can 
seize opportunities while hedging the downside, 
industry forecasts for the 1990s, and Dataquest's 
second annual "Semiconductor Supplier of the 
Year" award. 

CHANGES AFFECTING THE INDUSTRY 
TODAY 

The worldwide electronics industry continues 
to evolve, and developments in microelectronics 
show no signs of slowing down. Regions and tech
nology are the two major areas of change affecting 
the industry today. 

Regions 

A supplier with headquarters located in one 
world region must deal effectively with customers 
located in different world regions. "(Having) resi
dent experts in foreign countries is the key to 
success," explained Linn Nelson, executive vice 
president and cofounder of Bamel Intemational. 
"To be global means to act local," echoed Kevin 
McGarity, senior vice president and manager of 
worldwide marketing for Texas Instruments' Semi
conductor Group. 

Distributors will either decline or prosper in 
the 1990s as the electronics industry becomes more 
global in scope. It all depends on whether or not 
distribution channels can adapt to changing needs 
such as VLSI/ULSI and customer-specific 
products. "Distribution must skate to where the 
puck will be," urged Oiarles Qough, president and 
chief executive officer of Wyle Laboratories, "if 
U.S. distributors are to increase the competitiveness 
of American equipment manufacturers and max
imize die marketing efficiency of American semi
conductor manufacturers." 

What should a U.S. or Asian semiconductor 
supplier do to be competitive in the European 
Community? "Learn how to communicate," 
replied Jean-Pierre MeUa, member of the board of 
Fiat Semelco and purchasing director of its 
Magneti MareUi France division. True buyer-
supplier partnershqis are inq»rtant for risk sharing, 
forecastingj and long-term commitment, with tech
nical cooperation preserving mutual interest during 
booms and crises. "The European electronics 
industry believes in 1992, European industry is 
restructuring now, and new opportunities exist 
beyond 1992," predicted London-based Jim 
Eastlake, senior industry analyst for Dataquest's 
European Semiconductor Industry Service. 

Technology 
The high R&D food chain of specification 

through design is collapsing as semiconductor com
panies focus on implementing systems with 
application-specific standard products (ASSPs). 
"System and semiconductor companies are coming 
together," stated John Rizzo, vice president of mar
keting for Momenta Corporation. 

During 1989, 1Mb DRAMs went from short
ages in the first half, to oversupply and multitier 
pricing in the third quarter, to production cutbacks 
and severe price erosion in the fourth quarter. The 
4Mb DRAM is expected to have an unusually 
difficult market introduction in 1990. "The rules 
for memory ICs have not changed; each cycle is 
just different," concluded Fi-ed Jones, associate 
director of Dataquest's Semiconductor Industry 
Service and manager of the Memory segment. 

ASICs are integrated circuits that are dedi
cated to a single usex. One type of ASIC, the MOS 
gate array, will have an increase in usage of 
25 percent between 1984 and 1994. "ASICs allow 
a shorter time to market for a greater total product 
revenue," reported Jerry Banks, soiior industry 
analyst for Dataquest's Semiconductor Industry 
Service. Mixed-mode ASICs, which combine both 
digital and analog circuits on die same IC, allow a 
reduction in the number of ICs in the equipment 
and reduce the problems of interconnection 
between ICs while optimizing circuit operation. 
"Users must learn about mixed-signal ASICs and 
suppliers must leam to specialize in markets and 
applications for this segment of ASICs to max
imize its potential," advised Gary Grandbois, 
senior industry analyst for Dataquest's Semicon
ductor Industry Service. 

SEIZING OPPORTUNITIES WHILE 
HEDGING T H E DOWNSIDE 

Change brings uncertainty, which creates risk. 
The indus^ can hedge risk by specializing in a 
segment of the electronics manufacturing cycle, 
forming closer user-supplier relationships, and 
exploring the possibility of a futures market for key 
electronic components. 

Specializing 

Greater product complexity and new market 
and product needs have led to specialized markets 
and products, which in turn have kd to innova
tions such as fabless semiconductor companies. 
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Executives now have a greater choice in organizing 
an enterprise to serve a market, and customers 
benefit from the better service. "Semiconductor 
companies in 1990 are based on either technology, 
specialized products and technology, or design," 
summarized Michael Canning, vice president of 
manufacturing for fabless Cirrus Logic. 

Relationships 
What's in store for the 1990s is the sharing of 

problems to develop joint solutions users and sup
pliers need to form partnerships for R&D, appUca-
tions, design, process, and s^lications success. 
"Do what the customer wants when he wants it 
done," recommended Charles Thon^)son, senior 
vice president and director of world marketing for 
Motorola's Semiconductor Products Sector. 

Japanese semiconductor coiiq)anies assimilate 
the local culture and business practices when they 
form a subsidiary in a foreign country because their 
customers demand it. "U.S. equipment manufac
turers want to be treated the same all over the 
world and at the same time treated as a Japanese 
equipment manufacturer would be treated in 
Japan," revealed Robert Brown, senior vice presi
dent of semiconductor operations for Toshiba 
America Electtonic Components. "Global service 
issues include early access to new technology, tech
nical assistance, logistic sufyport, local manufactur
ing, flexibility, and quality products." 

The automotive industry is sometimes cited as 
a role model for the electronics industry because of 
close relationships between the users and sup
pliers of automotive assemblies. "Improved 
supplier responsiveness is (a) win/win (situation)," 
proclaimed Gene Richter, executive director of 
corporate procurement for Hewlett-Packard. 
Mr. Richter's newness to data processing elec
tronics—he has been in this field for 18 months— 
enables him to evaluate the issues of the day with 
the objective eye of an outsider. Based on more 
than a decade of experience in the industrial and 
automotive sectors (with Black and Decker and 
Ford Motor Company), he challenged suppliers to 
pay more attention to fundamentals (e.g., planning, 
commimicating, meastuing, and follow-up) and to 
upgrade sales organizations (e.g., more resources, 
more training, more clout, and more global in 
scope). 

Users today expect minimal inventory, 
guaranteed lead times, and a reduced vendor base. 
Sole-sourced components, however, still make 
users nervous unless they have formed a mutually 

dependent partnership with a supplier. A supplier, 
in turn, can use this opportunity to provide a total 
cost and value analysis for the usex. To keep sole-
source suppliers honest, Frank GiU, senior vice 
president of sales for Intel, reminded the audience 
that "a socket may be sole-sourced, but the elec
tronic function is not." 

MuMchip modules are packages with two or 
mcae VLSI die, which make it possible to build 
higher-performance systems. Many technical and 
business challenges still face this new but 
promising idea. "Relationships between single IC 
suppliers, system houses, and strong package sup
pliers are required," recommended Dr. William 
Steingrandt, director of product development and 
marketing for Alcoa Electronic Packaging. 

Futures 
DRAM price vok^ility, coupled with its com

modity nature, suggests fiUures as a familiar risk-
managranent tool for modon business. "A DRAM 
is a small sliver of highly refined sand," explained 
Hoon Won, chief executive officer of Memory 
Clearing Corporation, "and can be traded like any 
other commodity." If the DRAM futures market 
does beccHne a reality in upcoming months, it 
would be regulated by the Commodity Futures 
Trading Commission. 

INDUSTRY FORECASTS FOR THE 1990s 
Every year at this conference, Dataquest fore

casts markets, applications, and prices for the 
upcoming year and the next five years. Dataquest 
and The IXin & Bradstreet Corporation presented 
these latest forecasts. 

Marlcets 
The U.S. economy is going global in the 

1990s because of structural changes taking place in 
the intem^onal economy. "Real GNP for the U.S. 
econtmiy is expected to grow only 2.4 percent in 
1990 and 3.4 percent in 1991," summarized Joseph 
Duncan, vice president, corporate economist, and 
chief statistician for The Dun &. Bradstreet 
Corporation. 

The U.S. equipment industry is healthy with 
an orders-to-shipments ratio at parity or greato' and 
an equipment inventory that is being well managed. 
"Worldwide electronic equipment production is 
expected to grow 5.4 percent in 1990, 7.3 percent 
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in 1991, and 8.6 percent in 1992," predicted 
Terrance Birkholz, research analyst for Dataquest's 
Semiconductcff User and Applications Group. 

Although equipment production increases 
each year at a steady 5 to 10 percent, semiconduc
tor production swings between negative 20 and 
positive 50 percent (see Figure 1). "The sranicon-
ductor industry pauses every five years to catch its 
breath," concluded Hal Feeney, group vice presi
dent and director of Dataquest's Components 
Group. The industry is projected to grow at a 
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 18 per
cent between 1990 and 1994 (see Figure 2), 

In every region of the world, offshore semi
conductor manufacturers are becoming local 
producers. "The next five years wiU continue the 
trends of new sources and regions. There wiU be 
adequate capacity," predicted George Bums, indus
try analyst for Dataquest's Semiconductor Equip
ment and Materials Service. Because of the effects 
of trade policies and subsidies, however, the 
possibility of overcapacity in 1995 looms on the 
horizon. 

Costs, not availability, are the overall key 
issues among users this year. "Top user issues in 
1990 include on-time delivery, pricing, and cost 
control," summarized Mark Giudici, product man
ager and senior industry analyst for Dataquest's 
Semiconductor User and Applications Group. 
Overall, respondents to Dataquest's annual purchas
ing survey plan to have a 9.6 percent semiconduc
tor purchasing growth in 1990, with medium-size 

semiconductor companies the most optimistic about 
growth. However, "survey respondents expect 1990 
growth to be at almost half that of 1989," reported 
Carolyn Doles, industry analyst for Dataquest's 
Central Research Group, which supports the Com
ponents Group. 

Applications 
Multimedia PCs are expected to have a major 

impact on semiconductor demand by 1994. 
Between now and then, however, semiconductor 
conq)ames have to keep their lines filled with 
wafers if they want to remain in business. "Market 
drivers for 1990 include 386-based PCs, worksta
tions, rigid drives, LANs, laser printers, and facsi
mile machines," explained Kevin Landis, industry 
analyst for Dataquest's Semiconductor User and 
Applications Group. 

vr 

Prices 
The sticker shock of higher-priced, sole-

sourced ICs is mitigated by high value. "Develop 
priciag and procurement strategies based on the 
system cost impact and keep close to manufac
turers' activities and production plans," advised 
Greg Sheppard, senior industry analyst in 
Dataquest's Semiconductor User and Applications 
Group. Microprocessor, memory, and ASIC prices 
are expected to continue to decline in 1990 and 
1991. (The estimated worldwide 1Mb DRAM 

FIGURE 2 
Worldwide Semiconductor Industry Revenue Forecast* 
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TRUE OR FALSE: USER-SUPPLIER RELATIONSHIPS TO CHANGE IN THE 19908? 

pricing for 1987 to 1990 by quarter is presented in 
Figure 3.) "The crossover from 1Mb DRAMs to 
4Mb DRAMs is expected to occur as early as the 
fourth quarter of 1990," predicted Ron Bohn, 
industry analyst for Dataquest's Semiconductor 
User and Applications Group. 

SEMICONDUCTOR SUPPLIER OF 
THE YEAR AWARD 

For the second consecutive year. Motorola's 
Semiconductor Products Sector was the recipient of 
Dataquest's annual "Semiconductor Supplier of the 
Year" award. Charles Thonq)son, senior vice presi
dent and director of marketing for Motorola's 
Semiconductor Products Sector, accepted die award 
from Gene Norrett, corporate vice president and 
general manager of Dataquest's Ibchnology Infor
mation Division and Hal Feeney, group vice presi
dent and director of Dataquest's Components 
Group (see Figure 4). 

The award is based on an aimual Dataquest 
survey of more than 800 procurement site person
nel representing the top 200 U.S. electronics com
panies that use semiconductors. Those surveyed 
were asked to rate semiconductor suppUers in the 
following five areas: quality, on-time delivery, pric
ing, technical support, and customer service. Moto
rola received the highest overall rating, with Texas 
Instruments ranking second. National Semiconduc
tor third, Hamilton-Avnet fourdi, and Mel fifdi. 

DATAQUEST ANALYSIS 

Conclusions . 
Dataquest concludes that user-supplier rela-

tionshq>s will indeed change for the better in the 
1990s. We beUeve that the adversary attitudes of 
users and suppliers helped cause the wild swings 
experienced by the industry in the past 25 years 
(see Figure 1). Practices reflecting such attitudes as 
"ttiey got us last time, so we'll get them this tune" 
must give way to partnertike cooperation because 
the fates of users and suppUers are becomiag more 
tightly linked than ever before. 

the confereace did provide a forum to dis
cuss changes that currently are under way in world 
regions and semiconductor technology, as well as 
how these changes are likely to affect users and 
suppUers. For example, the stakes in microelectron
ics are rising, with state-of-the-art fabs e^wcted to 
cost as much as $1 bUUon by the year 2000. No 
suppUer would ever make such an investment with
out first establishing that markets exist for the 
production, because the cost of an error is just too 
great—that is why users must share their technol
ogy and purchasing needs with suppUers. Likewise, 
no user would ever jeopardize its equipment busi
ness by depending on con^nents ihat are inap-
propiate or unavailable for its needs—that is why 
suf^Uers must share their technology and capacity 
plans widi users. 

FlGUKE 3 
Estimated Worldwide 1Mb DRAM Pricing 
Quarterly: 1987-1990 

0006471-3 Source: Dataquest 
March 1990 
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TRUE OR FALSE: USER-SUPPLIER RELATIONSHIPS TO CHANGE IN THE 1990s7 

FIGURE 4 
Second Annual Semiconductor Supplier of the Year Award 
(left to right) Gene Norrett, Charles Thompson, Hal Feeney 

O0OM72-i Source: Dataquest 
March 1990 

Recommendations 
Dataquest recommends that clients watch 

component market developments closely if they 
want to stay ahead. For that purpose, Dataquest 
publishes monthly reports such as the following: 

• Market Watch—A bulletin released after the SIA 
book-to-bill Flash Report to give deeper insight 
into the mondily trends in the semiconductor 
market and an analysis of what is expected 
during the following six months 

• OEM Monthly—To provide insig|ht into appli
cation markets so diat Dataquest clients can 
make better strategic and technical marketing 
decisions 

• Procurement Pulse—^An iqxlate of critical issues 
and market trends based on Dataquest's monthly 
survey of major OEM semiconductor procure
ment managers 

• SAMonitor—An update that closely monitors 
changes in key electronic equipment markets 

We also recommend that field and factory 
personnel have a basic understanding of electronics 
since this technology has become pervasive. For 
exsaaple, if a company has people who define 
CMOS (pronounced "SEA-moss") as green plants 
that grow on rocks at the beach rather than a 
semiconductor technology that offers high density 
and low power consumption, that conq>any may 
consider implementing a training course at its 
facility. 

Roger Steciak 
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1990 SEMICONDUCTOR USER SURVEY 
FOCUS CHANGES FROM AVAILABILITY 
TO SUPPLIER PERFORMANCE 

SUMMARY 

Results of the Fifth Annual Dataquest Semi
conductor User Survey were presented at Data-
quest's Semiconductor User and Applications Con
ference held in San Francisco, California, on 
February 12 and 13. The three key findings were as 
foUows: 

• Respondents expect to increase their 1990 semi
conductor purchases by 9.6 percent. 

• Medium-size semiconductor users are the most 
optimistic about growth opportunities in 1990. 

• The top three issues are on-time delivery, price, 
and cost control. 

This newsletter summarizes the presentation 
and highlights the key findings of this survey. 

METHODOLOGY 
As in the past, Dataquest used the Electronic 

Business Top 200 company listings as a basis for 
the survey. We removed the sample companies that 
made or distributed semiconductors or software to 
ensure that we dealt with .potential semiconductor 
users. This reduction brought our sample down to 
188 companies. From this base, we surveyed by 
telephone 882 procurement sites of these compa
nies and received 324 responses (37 percent). As 
seen in Figure 1, the majority (53.7 percent) of the 
respondents were from the Pacific and Northeast 
regions because of the larger concentration of tech
nology manufacturing in those areas. 

Table 1 shows the total respondent breakdown 
by application segment. 

The military/areospace segment had the 
highest percentage in terms of response, partly 
because of the higher average seUJng prices (ASPs) 

relative to commercially priced semiconductors. 
The purchasing power of the 1989 sample 
represented 26.4 percent of total U.S. merchant 
shipments and is forecast to rise to 28.8 percent of 
the U.S. total in 1990. 

SEMICONDUCTOR USER OUTLOOK 

User Expectations 

More than one-half (51.5 percent) of the 
respondents e}q)ect to have higher system sales in 
1990. This figure, combined with 33.6 percent of 
those expecting flat sales, adds to a healthy total of 
85.1 percent of the respondents that expect steady-
to-increased sales this year. Mirroring this opti
mism in system sales, the respondents expect to 
purchase 9.6 percent more semiconductors in 1990 
than in 1989. Relative to the past forecasts, this 
less-than-10 percent increase is historically conser
vative. Compared with semiconductor supplier 
forecasts that we have seen, this is an optimistic 
forecast in an otherwise flat market. Since the 
survey was taken, many large system companies 
have announced lower growth expectations, but our 
monthly survey data to date stiU show steady 
growth outiooks firom the purchasing managers and 
mixed outiooks firom the supplier community. 

The brightest outiook for procurement growth 
is coming from midsize data processing and nuli-
tary/aerospace companies. TTie data processing 
respondents foresee higher growth opportunities in 
the high-end PC/workstation market and positive 
growth in the high-density storage and add-on 
memory board sectors of the industry. Countering 
common wisdom, midsize nmilitary/aerospace com
panies expect to see higher-than-average purchases 
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1990 SEMICONDUCTOR USER SURVEY 

FIGURE 1 

Procurement Survey Audience 

Pacific 
34.6% 

Total = 324 Respondents 

0006475-1 Source: Dataquest 
March 1990 

TABLE 1 

1989 Survey Respondents' Purchasing Dollars 

Military/Aerospace 

Industrial 

Communications 

Data Processing 

Consumer 

Transportation 

Total 

35.6% 

23.9 

17.9 

12.8 

8.1 

1.7 
100.0% 

Source: Dataquest 
March 1990 

this year due to the clear status of many key 
programs. Last ycT, these programs had uncertain 
futures because of budget cuts. The programs that 
remain are comparatively secure and will receive a 
higher portion of funding than in 1989. More than 
one-half (55.7 percent) of the respondents used 
ASIC devices last year. A potentially larger market
ing opportunity stOl remains for ASIC suppUers 
because 44.3 percent of the respondents either 

don't know if they use ASICs or simply don't use 
them at this time. The 1989 expenditure and fore
cast for 1990 are shown in Figure 2. 

User Plans 

The U.S. supply base for this year's respon
dents gained market share in 1989 at the expense 
of Japanese suppUers as a result of the unproved 
availability of DRAMs relative to 1988. The 
17.4 percent Japanese market share for the sample 
now reflects pre-1988 levels of market support. 
The trend toward manufacturing sites to offshore 
locations has abated, and 84.5 percent of the 
respondents plan not to move at all. Those that 
have facilities overseas now are beginning to use 
them to supply the local markets in addition 
to their traditional use as a source of low-cost 
production. 

Last year's plans to reduce inventory levels 
have occurred, as seen in Figure 3. More than 
three-fourths (81 percent) of the respondents plan 
on either reducing or stabilizing their inventory 
levels this year. The respondent-targeted inventory 
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FIGURE 2 
ASIC Usage 

1989 Usage 
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1990 Forecast for the 
55.7% that use ASICs 
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FIGURE 3 
Expected Change in Target Inventory Levels 
(Percent of Total Respondents) 
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1990 SEMICONDUCTOR USER SURVEY 1 level averaged out to 47 days. This relatively high 
target level is partly due to the inclusion of the 
military inventory requirement to have, on average, 
180 days of inventory on hand. Our monthly sur
vey reflects a target level for February of 19 days, 
which is more representative of the overall 
commercial market. 

Top User Issues—The Focus Now Is 
on Supplier Performance 

The biggest change in this year's survey was 
noting the shift of key issues away from product-
related to supplier-related problems (see Table 2). 
For instance, the fifth-ranked problem for both 
1988 and 1989 was memory. This year, memory 
availability was not even ranked as a top 20 issue! 
Focus has shifted to how well a given siq}plier 
performs on its commitments in terms of delivery, 
price, and meeting forecast needs. The number 
three issue, cost control, is the subthone this year 
with aU of the issues revolving around it. AU 
semiconductor suppliers should take note that now, 
more than ever, meeting customer needs will be the 
determining factor in supplier loyalty this year. As 

TABLE 2 
User Issues 

mentioned in the Dataquest newsletter entitled 
"True or False: User-Supplier Relationships to 
Change in the 1990s," that chronicled the confer
ence, Motorola again won the Semiconductor Sup
plier of the Year Award as voted by this year's 
respondents. In the buyers' eyes. Motorola met 
these needs by being perceived as the best in 
overall delivery, price, quality, technical support, 
and customer service. Next year's winner would be 
wise to address this new list of issues. 

DATAQUEST CONCLUSIONS 

This year's survey confirmed many trends 
that Dataquest had previously noted and also 
provided new insights as to what the user com
munity is planning for 1990. The relatively conser
vative procurement estimates for this year reflect 
the uncertain outlook for system sales, yet most of 
the respondents were optimistic about the end mar
kets at the time of the survey. Current surveys still 
show a steady undercurrent of semiconductor sales 
that is keeping low growth forecasts on track. It is 
important to note that the most growth in semicon
ductor procurement will be coming from 

1990 
Ranking 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

On-time delivery 

Pricing 

Cost control 

Availability 

JTr^ventoiy control 

Quality/reliability 

New pFoducts/obsolescence 

Reducing vendor base 

Forecasting 

Government regulation 

1989 
Ranking 

3 

2 

7 

1 

6 

4 

8 

— 

—; 

— 

1988 
Ranking 

3 

2 

4 

1 

9 

6 

8 

7 

— 

— 
Source: Dataquest 
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midsize companies, primarily in the data process- Dataquest believes that the overall change of 
ing and military/aerospace industries. These two theme from availability issues to supplier perfor-
markets have the largest potential for higher sales mance underlines the efforts to reduce overall costs 
for the following reasons: from every angle. Those companies that excel in 

. J , . J , . , ^ supporting their customers will differentiate them-
• New products in the workstation and high-^d ^^^^ ^ accordingly. 

PC markets as well as for more powerful 
P ^ P ^ « ^ Mark Giudici 

• Completed military budget cuts, resulting in Carolyn Doles 
steady procurement plans for surviving programs 
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January-March Index 

The following is a list of the newsletters in this section: 

• Japanese Semiconductor Industry Update: Will Industry Conditions Remain 
Strong? (1989-01)—Dataquest is forecasting that consumer and nonconsumer 
electronic equipment production will grow at rates of 7.6 percent and 
17.2 percent, respectively. Japanese suppliers enjoyed brisk business in 1988, 
especially the companies that manufacture memory products. Dataquest 
observes that in spite of the current DRAM shortage, overall there should be 
strong future growth in the Japanese semiconductor industry. 

• High-Definition TV: Is America Finally Waking Up? (1989-02)~The United 
States Department of Defense (DOD) announced its intention to finance the 
development of an advanced, high-resolution video display screen. Dataquest 
concludes that with the recent announcements by U.S. government agencies 
regarding HDTV, the U.S. industry will move ahead, and potential suppliers of 
both equipment and semiconductors will be more willing to make the necessary 
investments in products for the HDTV application. 

• January Procurement Survey: Order Rates Remain Unchanged as Inventory 
Levels Decline (1989-03)—Respondents to this month's survey noted that 
inventory levels were reduced and that targeted levels also declined. This 
bulletin discusses the current actual versus target semiconductor inventory 
levels for all OEMs and for computer OEMs. Dataquest concludes that the 
overall electronics industry is relatively healthy, and the outlook is for a 
realistically steady growth year in 1989. 

• Northern Telecom: Strategy, Technology, and Semiconductors (1989-04)— 
Northern Telecom has become one of the world's largest suppliers of 
telecommunications equipment. This newsletter focuses on the company's 
$260 million consumption, $140 million procurement, and $120 million 
production of semiconductors. Dataquest recommends that Northern Telecom 
(and the other participants in the industry) continue to tighten the links 
between design, manufacturing, and marketing in order to respond as quickly 
as possible to changing customer needs. 

• Unisys: Successful Merger, Bright Future (1989-05)—Unisys, formed in 1986 
by the merger of Sperry and Burroughs, is a fine example of the power of 
synergy. This newsletter discusses the company's directions product line, 
divisions and subsidiaries, and semiconductor procurement. Dataquest 
concludes that compatibility, leverage, and cost control are perhaps the best 
terms to describe the success of the Unisys merger. 
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• February Procurement Survey: Lead Times Fall while Order Rates Stabilize 
(1989-06)—Lead times for semiconductors are improving and order rates are 
steady, yet overall inventory levels have increased since last month's survey. 
This bulletin discusses the current actual versus target semiconductors 
inventory levels for all OEMs and for computer OEMs. Dataquest concludes 
that the easing of lead times and coinciding increases of inventory levels may 
be an aberation that will smooth out as companies strive to achieve their 
targeted goals. 

• The Cost of Quality: Prevention versus Cure (1089-07)—The total cost of a 
semiconductor component can be broken down into three main categories: 
unit price, inventory cost per unit, and rework costs due to component or 
system failure This bulletin discusses the break-even point where the 
preventative cost of quality and the remedial cost of quality are equal. 
Dataquest concludes that by analyzing quality cost, one can quantify where 
improvements are needed and prove the adage that "Quality is free." 

• Chips & Technologies Enters' the Mass Storage Controller Business 
- (1989-08)—Chips & Technologies' newly formed Mass Storage Organization 

announced its first drive controller chip set, the Micro Channel Fixed Disk 
Adapter CHIPSet, on February 21. This bulletin analyzes the company's 
strategy and estimates the hard drive controller market. Dataquest concludes 
that the entry of a first-rate chip set vendor such as Chips & Technologies 
into this market will have a catalytic effect, enhancing competition and 
therefore innovation among all chip set manufacturers. 

• March Procurement Survey: Equipment Sales Up, Orders and Lead Times 
Down (1989-09)—This month's respondents continued to see overall lead 
times fall as systems sales climbed relative to February. This bulletin 
discusses the current actual versus target semiconductor inventory levels for 

. all OEMs and for computer OEMs. Dataquest concludes that as the current 
business cycle rolls on, the specter of semiconductor supplies overshooting 
aggregate demand is rearing its disruptive head. 

• The Analog IC Market: A Barometer for the Semiconductor Industry 
(1989-10)—A well-known fact is that the analog IC market neither grows as 
fast nor suffers the same severe downturns as the digital market. This 
newsletter provides a new look at analog IC market growth and how it relates 
to the total market. Dataquest concludes that the movement of the analog IC 
market should be of interest to more than the suppliers and users of analog ICs. 
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Fourth Annual Procurement Survey: Old Issues Remain Hot; Accurate 
Forecasting is the Key (1989-11)—The fourth annual Dataquest procurement 
survey results were announced at the Semiconductor User and Applications 
Conference that was held in San Francisco, California, in late February. This 
newsletter discusses the survey structure and findings. Dataquest concluded 
that the underlying thread that ran through this year's survey was that the 
availability of key components pervaded all areas of procurement. 

Strategic Implications of Living in a DRAM Technology-Dependent World 
(1989-12)—At Dataquest's recent Semiconductor User and Applications Group 
Conference, users and suppliers of cutting-edge semiconductors such as 
DRAMs and ASICs expressed deep concern about industry survival, given the 
challenge of technology dependence. This newsletter focuses on the serious 
strategic implications for systems manufacturers and chip suppliers in a 
technology-dependent world. Dataquest concludes that suppliers should make 
the necessary capital expenditure and strategic plans for their companies to 
survive profitably over the long term by dependably meeting user demand for 
cutting-edge semiconductors such as DRAMs and ASICs. 
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TRUE OR FALSE: USER-SUPPLIER RELATIONSHIPS 
TO CHANGE IN THE 1990S? 

Strategic partnering was proposed in the 
early 1980s to describe how semiconductor cus
tomers and suppliers should conduct business with 
each other. But when the industry had a severe 
downturn in 1985, suppliers scrambled after every 
deal, and prices fell through the floor. When the 
industry finally had a mild boom in 1988, buyers 
chased after every available part, DRAM shortages 
developed, and spot-market lead times and prices 
went through the roof. Then in 1989, DRAMs 
became plentiful again and prices fell to record 
lows. 

Is strategic partnering the solution to reduc
ing the wild swings (see Figure 1) that have 
occxined in the semiconductor industry during the 

past 25 years? Buyers and sellers had a chance to 
find out at Dataquest's annual conference for semi
conductor users and suppliers, held again this year 
in San Francisco, California. The more than 
180 attendees to the two-day February conference 
included buyers (45 percent), sellers (40 percent), 
and persons from government agencies, investment 
firms, and the trade press (15 percent). Eleven of 
the top 15 North American users (e.g., those that 
purchased more than $7 billion of semiconductors 
in 1989) were represented, along with delegates 
firom 13 of the top 15 worldwide semiconductor 
suppliers. 

This newsletter summarizes the conference by 
discussing the changes affecting the semiconductor 

FIGURE 1 

Estimated Worldwide Semiconductor Industry Revenue 
(Would Closer User-Supplier Relationships Reduce the Swings?) 

0006471-1 Source: Dataquest 
March 1990 
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TRUE OR FALSE: USER-SUPPLIER RELATIONSHIPS TO CHANGE IN THE 1990s? 

industry today, ways in which Dataquest chents can 
seize opportunities while hedging the downside, 
industry forecasts for the 1990s, and Dataquest's 
second annual "Semiconductor Supplier of the 
Year" award. 

CHANGES AFFECTING THE INDUSTRY 
TODAY 

The worldwide electronics industry continues 
to evolve, and developments in microelectronics 
show no signs of slowing down. Regions and tech
nology are the two major areas of change affecting 
the industry today. 

Regions 

A supplier with headquarters located in one 
world region must deal effectively with customers 
located in different world regions. "(Having) resi
dent experts in foreign countries is the key to 
success," explained Linn Nelson, executive vice 
president and cofounder of Bainel Intemational. 
"To be global means to act local," echoed Kevin 
McGarity, senior vice president and manager of 
worldwide marketing for Texas Instruments' Semi
conductor Group. 

Distributors wiU either decline or prosper in 
the 1990s as the electronics industry becomes more 
global in scope. It all depends on whether or not 
distribution channels can adapt to changiag needs 
such as VLSI/ULSI and customer-specific 
products. "Distribution must skate to where the 
puck wiU be," urged Charles Qough, president and 
chief executive officer of Wyle Laboratories, "if 
U.S. distributors are to increase the competitiveness 
of American equipment manufacturers and max
imize the marketing efficiency of American semi
conductor manufacturers." 

What should a U.S. or Asian semiconductor 
suppHer do to be competitive in the European 
Community? "Learn how to communicate," 
replied Jean-Pierre MeUa, member of the board of 
Fiat Semelco and purchasing director of its 
Magneti Marelli France division. True buyer-
suppUer partnerships are important for risk sharing, 
forecasting, and long-term commitment, with tech
nical cooperation preserving mutual inierest during 
booms and crises. "The European electronics 
industry believes in 1992, European industry is 
restructuring now, and new opportunities exist 
beyond 1992," predicted London-based Jim 
Eastlake, senior industry analyst for Dataquest's 
European Semiconductor Industry Service. 

Technology 

The high R&D food chain of specification 
through design is collq)sing as semiconductor com
panies focus on implementing systems with 
application-specific standard products (ASSPs). 
"System and semiconductor companies are coming 
together," stated John Rizzo, vice president of mar
keting for Momenta Corporation. 

During 1989, 1Mb DRAMs went from short
ages in the first half, to oversupply and multitier 
pricing in the third quarter, to production cutbacks 
and severe price erosion in the fourth quarter. The 
4Mb DRAM is expected to have an unusually 
difficult market introduction in 1990. "The rules 
for memory ICs have not changed; each cycle is 
just different," concluded Fred Jones, associate 
director of Dataquest's Semiconductor Industry 
Service and manager of the Memory segment. 

ASICs are integrated circuits that are dedi
cated to a single user. One type of ASIC, the MOS 
gate array, wiU have an increase in usage of 
25 percent between 1984 and 1994. "ASICs allow 
a shorter time to market for a greater total product 
revenue," reported Jerry Banks, senior industry 
analyst for Dataquest's Semiconductor Industry 
Service. Mixed-mode ASICs, which combine both 
digital and analog circuits on the same IC, allow a 
reduction in the number of ICs in the equipment 
and reduce the problems of interconnection 
between ICs while optimizing circuit operation. 
"Users must learn about mixed-signal ASICs and 
suppliers must leam to specialize in markets and 
applications for this segment of ASICs to max
imize its potential," advised Gary Grandbois, 
senior industry analyst for Dataquest's Semicon
ductor Indusdy Service. 

SEIZING OPPORTUNITIES WHILE 
HEDGING THE DOWNSIDE 

Change brings uncertainty, which creates risk. 
The industry can hedge risk by specializing in a 
segment of the electronics manufacturing cycle, 
forming closer user-supplier relationships, and 
exploring the possibility of a futures market for key 
electronic con^nents. 

Specializing 

Greater product complexity and new market 
and product needs have led to specialized markets 
and products, which in turn have led to innova
tions such as fabless semiconductor companies. 
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Executives now have a greats choice in organizing 
an enterprise to serve a market, and customers 
benefit from the better service. "Semiconductor 
companies in 1990 are based on either technology, 
specialized products and technology, or design," 
summarized Michael Canning, vice president of 
manufacturing for fabless Cirrus Logic. 

Relationships 

What's in store fOT the 1990s is the sharing of 
problems to develop joint solutions users and sup
pliers need to form partnerships for R&D, {plica
tions, design, process, and applications success. 
"Do what the customer wants when he wants it 
done," recommended Charles Thoii:q)son, senior 
vice president and director of world marketing for 
Motorola's Semiconductor Products Sectcff. 

Japanese semiconductor companies assimilate 
the local ciilture and business practices when they 
form a subsidiary in a foreign country because their 
cxistomers demand it "U.S. equipment manufac
turers want to be treated the same all over the 
world and at the same time treated as a Jq)anese 
equipment manufacturer would be treated in 
Japan," revealed Robert Brown, senior vice presi
dent of semiconductor operations for Toshiba 
America Electronic Componoits. "Global service 
issues include early access to new technology, tech
nical assistance, logistic support, local manufactur
ing, flexibility, and quality jwoducts." 

The automotive industry is sometimes cited as 
a role model for the electronics industry because of 
close relationships between the users and sup
pliers of automotive assemblies. "Improved 
supplier responsiveness is (a) win/win (situation)," 
proclaimed Gene Richter, executive director of 
corporate procurement for Hewlett-Packard. 
Mr. Richter's newness to data processing elec
tronics—he has been in this field for 18 months— 
enables him to evaluate the issues of the day with 
the objective eye of an outsider. Based on more 
than a decade of experience in the industrial and 
automotive sectors (with Black and Decker and 
Ford Motor Company), he challenged suppliers to 
pay more attention to fundamentals (e.g., planning, 
communicating, measuring, and foUow-up) and to 
upgrade sales organizations (e.g., more resources, 
more training, more clout, and more global in 
scope). 

Users today expect minimal inventory, 
guaranteed lead times, and a reduced vendor base. 
Sole-sourced components, however, stiU make 
users nervous unless they have formed a mutually 

dependent partnership with a supplier. A supplier, 
in tum, can use this opportunity to provide a total 
cost and value analysis for the user. To keep sole-
source suppliers honest, Frank GUI, senior vice 
president of sales for Intel, reminded the audience 
that "a socket may be sole-sourced, but the elec
tronic function is not" 

Multichip modules are packages with two or 
more VLSI die, which make it possible to build 
higher-performance systems. Many technical and 
business challenges still face this new but 
promising idea. "Relationships between single IC 
suppliers, system houses, and strong package sup
p le s are required," recommended Dr. WUiliam 
Steingrandt, director of product development and 
marketing for Alcoa Electronic Packaging. 

Futures 

DRAM price volatility, coupled with its com
modity nature, suggests futures as a familiar risk-
management tool for modem business. "A DRAM 
is a small sliver of highly refined sand," explainsd 
Hoon Won, chief executive officer of Memory 
Oearing Corpore^on, "and can be traded like any 
other commodity." If the DRAM futures market 
does become a reality in upcoming months, it 
would be regulated by the Commodity Futures 
Trading Commission. 

INDUSTRY FORECASTS FOR THE 1990s 
Every year at this conference, Dataquest fore

casts markets, applications, and prices for the 
upcoming year and the next five years. Dataquest 
and The Ehm & Bradstteet Corporation presented 
these latest forecasts. 

iMarlcets 

The U.S. economy is going global in the 
1990s because of stroctural changes taking place in 
the international economy. "Real GNP for the U.S. 
economy is expected to grow only 2.4 percent in 
1990 and 3.4 percent in 1991," summarized Joseph 
Duncan, vice president, corporate economist, and 
chief statistician for The Dun & Bradstreet 
Corporation. 

The U.S. equipment industry is healthy with 
an orders-to-shipments ratio at parity or greater and 
an equipm^it inventory that is being well managed. 
"Worldwide electronic equipment production is 
expected to grow 5.4 percent in 1990, 7.3 percent 
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in 1991, and 8.6 percent in 1992," predicted 
Terrance Birkholz, research analyst for Dataquest's 
Semiconductor User and Applications Group. 

Although equipment production increases 
each year at a steady 5 to 10 percent, semiconduc
tor production swings between negative 20 and 
positive 50 percent (see Figure 1). "The semicon
ductor industry pauses every five years to catch its 
breath," concluded Hal Feeney, group vice presi
dent and director of Dataquest's Components 
Group. The industry is projected to grow at a 
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 18 per
cent between 1990 and 1994 (see Figure 2). 

In every region of the world, offshore semi
conductor manufacturers are becoming local 
producers. "The next five years wiU continue the 
troids of new sources and regions. There will be 
adequate capacity," predicted George Bums, indus
try analyst for Dataquest's Semiconductor Equq)-
ment and Materials Service. Because of the effects 
of trade policies and subsidies, however, the 
possibility of overcq)acity in 1995 looms on the 
horizon. 

Costs, not availability, are the overall key 
issues among users this year. "Ibp user issues in 
1990 include on-time delivery, pricing, and cost 
control," summarized Mark Giudici, product man
ager and senior industry analyst for Dataquest's 
Semiconductor User and Applications Group. 
Overall, respondents to Dataquest's annual purchas
ing survey plan to have a 9.6 percent semiconduc
tor purchasing growth in 1990, witti medium-size 

FIGURE 2 
Worldwide Semiconductor Industry Revenue Forecast* 

semiconductor companies the most optimistic about 
growth. However, "survey respondents expect 1990 
growth to be at almost half that of 1989," reported 
Carolyn Doles, industry analyst for Dataquest's 
Central Research Group, which supports the Com
ponents Group. 

Applications 
Multimedia PCs are expected to have a major 

impact on semiconductor demand by 1994. 
Between now and then, however, semiconductor 
coiiq)anies have to keep their lines filled with 
wafers if they want to remain in business. "Market 
drivers for 1990 include 386-based PCs, worksta
tions, rigid drives, LANs, laser printers, and facsi
mile machines," explained Kevin Landis, industry 
analyst for Dataquest's Semiconductor User and 
Applications Group. 

Prices 

The sticker shock of higher-priced, sole-
sourced ICs is mitigated by high value. "Develop 
pricing and procurement strategies based on the 
system cost in:q>act and keep close to manufac
turers' activities and production plans," advised 
Greg Sheppard, senior industry analyst in 
Dataquest's Semiconductor User and Applications 
Group. Microprocessor, memory, and ASIC prices 
are expected to continue to decline in 1990 and 
1991. (The estimated worldwide 1Mb DRAM 

Billions of Dollars 
140 

1988 

'Excludes captive 

1989 tasiQ 1991 1992 1993 1994 
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pricing for 1987 to 1990 by quarter is presented in 
Figure 3.) "The crossover from 1Mb DRAMs to 
4Mb DRAMs is expected to occur as early as the 
fourth quarter of 1990," predicted Ron Bohn, 
industry analyst for Dataquest's Semiconductor 
User and Applications Group. 

SEMICONDUCTOR SUPPLIER OF 
THE YEAR AWARD 

For the second consecutive year. Motorola's 
Semiconductor Products Sector was the recipient of 
Dataquest's annual "Semiconductor Supplin of the 
Year" award. Charles Thompson, senior vice presi
dent and director of marketing for Motorola's 
Semiconductor Products Sector, accepted the award 
from Gene Norrett, corporate vice president and 
general manager of Dataquest's Ibchnology Infor
mation Division and Hal Feeney, groiq) vice presi
dent and director of Dataquest's Components 
Group (see Figure 4). 

The award is based on an annual Dataquest 
survey of more than 800 procuranent site person
nel representing the top 200 U.S. electronics com
panies that use semiconductors. Those surveyed 
were asked to rate semiconductor suppliers in the 
following five areas: quality, on-time delivery, pric
ing, technical support, and customer service. Moto
rola received the highest overall rating, with Texas 
Instruments ranking second. National Semiconduc
tor third, Hamilton-Avnet fourth, and Intel fifth. 

FIGURE 3 

Estimated Worldwide 1Mb DRAM Pricing 
Quarterly: 1987-1990 

DATAQUEST ANALYSIS 

Conclusions 
Dataquest concludes that user-siq>plier rela

tionships will indeed change for the better in the 
1990s. We believe that the adversary attitudes of 
nsexs and suppliers helped cause the wild swings 
ê qperienced by the industry in the past 25 years 
(see Hgure 1). Practices reflecting such attitudes as 
"they got us last time, so we'll get them this time" 
must give way to partnerlike cooperation because 
the fates of users and suppliers are becoming more 
tightly linked than ever before. 

The conferMice did provide a forum to dis
cuss changes ihat currently are imder way in world 
regions and semiconductor technology, as well as 
how these changes are likely to affect users and 
suppliers. For example, the stakes in microelectron
ics are rising, witii state-of-the-art fabs expected to 
cost as much as $1 billion by the year 2000. No 
supplier would ever make such an investment with
out first establishing that markets exist for the 
production, because the cost of an error is just too 
great—diat is why users must share their technol
ogy and purchasing needs with suj^Uers. Likewise, 
no user would ever jeopardize its equipment busi
ness by depending on com|)onents that are inap
propriate or imavailable for its needs—that is why 
suppliers must share their technology and capacity 
plans with users. 

0006471-3 Source; Dataquest 
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FlGUKE 4 
Second Annual Semiconductor Supplier of the Year Award 
(left to right) Gene Norrett, Charles Thompson, Hal Feeney 

0006+724 

Recommendations 
Dataquest recommends that clients watch 

component market developments closely if they 
want to stay ahead. For diat purpose, Dataquest 
publishes monthly reports such as the following: 

• Market Watch—A bulletin released after the SIA 
book-to-bill Flash Report to give deeper insight 
into the monthly trends in the semiconductor 
market and an analysis of what is e}q)ected 
during the following six months 

• OEM Monthly—To provide insight into ^jpli-
cation markets so that Dataquest clients can 
make better strategic and technical marketing 
decisions 

• Procurement Pulse—An update of critical issues 
and market trends based on Dataquest's monthly 
survey of major OEM semiconductor procure
ment managers 

Soince: Dataquest 
Match 1990 

• SAMonitor—^An update that closely monitors 
changes in key electronic equipment markets 

We also recommend that field and factory 
personnel have a basic understanding of electronics 
since this technology has become pervasive. For 
example, if a company has people who define 
CMOS (pronounced "SEA-moss") as green plants 
that grow on rocks at the beach rather than a 
semiconductor technology that offers high density 
and low power consumption, that company may 
consider implementing a training course at its 
facility. 

Roger Steciak 
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Research Bulletin 
MARCH PROCUREMENT PULSE: BOOKINGS AND SALES OUTLOOK 
STEADY; INVENTORIES, LEAD TIMES, PRICES DECLINE 

The Procurement Pulse is a monthly update 
of critical issues and market trends based on 
Dataquest's monthly survey of major OEM 
semiconductor procurement managers. This 

bulletin explains what inventory and order rate 
corrections mean to both semiconductor users and 
manufacturers. 

Figure 1 
Averaged Monthly Semiconductor Orders 
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Figure 2 
Averaged Semiconductor Lead Times 
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Figure 3 
Actual vs. Target Inventory Levels 

(All OEMs) 
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Figure 4 
Actual vs. Target Inventory Levels 

(Computer OEMs) 
Days 
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MARCH PROCUREMENT PULSE 

SEMICONDUCTOR ORDER RATES 
STABILIZE, MATCHING SYSTEM 
SALES EXPECTATIONS 

This month's respondents expect to balance a 
forecast increase in system sales with slightly 
higher semiconductor order levels. This increase in 
orders is being tempered by the sUght bulge in 
inventories that existed last month. Figure 1 shows 
that since January there has been a steady, higher 
level of order rates, which was partly due to the 
replenishment of exhausted inventory but primarily 
was in response to higher system sales. The overall 
sales oudook continues to increase in optimism, 
going from a six-month forecast of 6.0 percent in 
January to 7.2 percent in Febmary and resulting in 
a current 9.5 percent outlook for March. The 
respective outlook for the computer company 
respondents is positive, but it has stabilized 
slightly—January at 5.8 percent, February at 
8.2 percent, and March at 7.4 percent For the 
second consecutive month, no respondents antici
pated negative sales during the next six months (the 
range lonains from a flat growfli rate to positive 
20 percent). Combined with current sales of 
2.3 percent over last year's levels seen for the 
whole sanq>le, the steady optimistic sales oudook 
for the next six months allows for manageable 
conq)onent forecasting. 

AVAILABILITY REMAINS GOOD WITH 
ISOLATED POCKETS OF LENGTHY 
LEAD TIMES 

The overall availability of semiconductors 
remains excellent, as seen in Figure 2, with overall 
lead times now running at 9.5 weeks. The only 
smudge in an othenvise clear picture is the con
tinued lengthy lead times for SOIC standard logic 
and 80386SX products. Currently, there is much 
Juror over rumored DRAM shortages and the avail
ability outlook for the next three to six months. As 
stated in last December's Procurement Pulse, the 
production cutbacks that were set then would most 
likely affect the spot market in February, which did 
happen. Spot pricing and lead times have risen 
slightly, but contractual orders continue to receive 
priority by all DRAM suppliers. Users should place 
top priority on accurate and frequent forecasting 
for the next six to nine months to ensure adequate 
memory supplies. 

INVENTORY TARGETS STABILIZE WHILE 
ACTUAL LEVELS FALL 

Actual inventory levels have fallen in 
aggregate, as seen in Figures 3 and 4. Cost control 
programs that are religion in most companies con
tinue to ensure that invent(ny costs remain manage
able. A relatively teight sales outlook is allowing 
order rates to remaia up while concurrent inventory 
reduction programs continue. The overall targeted 
inventory levels declined less than a day for both 
the overall and computer OEM samples, down to 
18.1 and 17.2 days, respectively. The large drop in 
actual inventories for ovaall sand computer OEMs 
resulted in levels of 30.0 and 32.5 days on hand, 
respectively. This drop results in an average reduc
tion of more than a week of inventory in one 
month! If DRAMs are taken out of the actual 
inventory equation, the results are 27.8 and 
29.2 days for die ovoall and conq)uter samples, 
respectively. This fact implies that user DRAM 
inventories are adequate and negates the need for a 
panic-buy psychology that could cause supply 
shortages. 

DATAQUEST ANALYSIS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

Stable semiconductar order rates and the low-
key optimism forecast in system sales continue to 
provide optimum conditions fen- predictable siqiply 
cost forecasts. Dat»]uest has heard that some sys
tem companies are shirking the responsibility of 
forecasting DRAM requirements on a regular basis, 
preferring instead to take opportunistic pricing on 
short notice. With DRAM supplies remaining sta
ble for the next three to six months and system 
demand i^pearing to increase, it is imperative that 
users commimicate their ^ort- and long-term sup
ply needs on a regular b a ^ . What applies to 
memory also is key for other critical components— 
for instance, 32-bit micrcq^ocessors and SOIC 
logic parts also require ccmstant focus. Product 
pricing remains s tea^ and in many cases continues 
to decline. Lead times for most fmxlucts remain 
within e i ^ weeks. Suppliers that are unsure of 
demand often c^t for ttie safe course of the status 
quo. In times of incremental demand increase, stay
ing with the st^us quo can result in shortages. 
Frequent, accurate forecasts will allow for the 
current sujq}ly situ^ion to ccmtinue. 

Mark Giudici 
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FEBRUARY MARKET WATCH-. 
MARKET STILL GROWING, BUT MIXED SIGNALS APPEAR 

INDUSTRY BOOK-TO-BILL EXPECTED 
TO RISE ABOVE PARITY 

Dataquest expects the January book-to-bill 
ratio to rise above parity to approximately 1.01 
because of convincing indications of improved 
bookings by major semiconductor manufacturers 
and a jump in semiconductor orders (see the 

January Procurement Pulse). It is mostly non-
memory manufacturers that are seeing the order 
improvements. Despite the continuing severe price 
drops in all DRAM densities, even memory 
manufacturers see some users beginning to order 
two to three months ia advance because of rumors 
of potential shortages in 1990. 

Figure 1 
U.S. Semiconductor Bool<-to-Bill Ratio 
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Figure 2 
DOC Computer Demand 
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Figure 3 
Semiconductor Inventory Level 
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Figure 4 
U.S. Weighted Semiconductor 
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FEBRUARY MARKET WATCH: MARKET STILL GROWING BUT MIXED SIGNALS APPEAR 

DECEMBER COMPUTER ORDERS 
SLOW DOWN 

The December computer order growth rate 
slowed, reflecting typical December performance, 
while shipment growth rose to use up part of the 
inventory that built up heavily during November. 
These year-end patterns offer little conclusions 
other than the fact that inventories have risen and 
did not decline enough in December to alleviate 
semiconductor industry concems. What wiU matter 
will be the results of the upcoming months: will the 
computer industry bounce back from its woes? 
Again, the trend in the past four months would 
suggest so, with order rates stabilizing and the 
computer industry book-to-bill reaching parity 
since September. 

OEM SEMICONDUCTOR 
INVENTORY LEVELS RISE 

Although January order rates were inspiring, 
OEM semiconductor inventory levels have risen 
dramatically in February, suggesting a slower usage 
of purchased products. Surveyed users have revised 
their target inventory levels downward by 14 per
cent as a result, while actual inventory levels rose 
by 14 percent. Semiconductor manufacturers 
should cautiously watch this trend in inventory 
buildup. 

PRICE TRENDS ARE ENCOURAGING 

Dataquest's price index of a basket of key 
semiconductor products has returned to its original 
rate of decline after a worrisome December drop. 
Memory prices still are rapidly declining, but the 
index is being held up by firming prices in 
microprocessors tibiat are the result of spotty short
ages of the 80386 and 80386SX and stable prices 
of logic devices. 

DATAQUEST CONCLUSIONS 

Dataquest still expects the first quarter of 
1990 to be a nuld improvement over the the last 
quarter of 1989 despite die retum of mixed market 
signals. It is becoming increasingly difficult to 
characterize the improvement because, as in any 
weak market, some companies wiU feel it and some 
will not. Microcon^nent and logic-based suppli
ers should see shipment and order improvements, 
while memory manufacturers should see continued 
price-driven revenue declines. Large users may see 
inventory buildup and mild order rates, but 
Dataquest's surveys show that midsize OEMs are 
likely to carry most of the semiconductor purchas
ing growth in the first half of 1990. 

Victor de Dios 
, Mark Giudici 
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WILL THERE BE ANOTHER DRAM SHORTAGE IN 1990? 

SUMMARY 

Dataquest has not eliminated the possibility of 
a DRAM shortage in 1990, consideiing recent 
events that are similar to those that sparked the 
two-year DRAM shortage that began in 1987. 
However, other factors make this situation differ
ent, leading us to conclude that a shortage, if it 
does occur, should be short and temporary. 

THE FIRST SHORTAGE SCENARIO: 
DEMAND VERSUS SUPPLY 

DRAM shortages cost the computer industry 
billions of dollars in revenue each time they occur. 
Today, rumors of an impending shortage are rush
ing through the market despite the fact that we just 
emerged from one six months ago. Can we possi
bly have another shortage so soon? Some facts, 
listed as follows, seem to indicate so: 

• The computer industry has been improving, 
reaching book-to-bill parity in September 1989 
and experiencing accelerating order growth rates 
since dien. Dataquest's surveys indicate a high 
level of optimian among semiconductor pur
chasers since January, with purchases forecast to 
grow by 9.6 percent from 1989. Already, the 
market sees spot shortages of key advanced 
microprocessors. 

• As in early 1987, DRAM manufacturers do not 
share the same opinion. Most major Jq)anese 
manufacturers have cut production in the past 
six months after seeing a rush of cancellations, 
increasing turns business, and plunging prices. 
Many companies are losing sight of their cus
tomers' future requirements. In 1987, this short
sightedness led to a DRAM shortage that lasted 
two years. 

• OEM inventory levels are low, especially for 
DRAMs, because of the abundance of product 
and very short lead times. Any sudden increase 
in coniputer demand will require sudden DRAM 
purchases. 

• DRAM manufacturers may not be able to 
respond quickly to a sudden increase in demand 
because their production rates have been 
reduced, their inventory levels are high but not 
exceedingly so, and they would need at least 
three months to increase production rates. 

• In any transition period from excessive to defi
cient DRAM supply, gray market channels tend 
to play a significant role. The channels compete 
in the bujdng of products for resale, thereby 
exacerbating the shortage. 

Dataquest believes that if a shortage occurs, 
however, it will be short and temporary, lasting less 
than six months. There are major differences 
between the 1987 shortage and a potential 1990 
shortage. Manufacturers have learned to manage 
the FMV system, unlike in 1987. South Korean and 
other siq>pliers have gained a more significant role 
in the DRAM market, minimizing the impact of 
Japanese production cuts. Although demand may 
suddenly increase, it is not expected to be as strong 
as it was in 1987 and 1988. 

THE SECOND SCENARIO: DUMPING 
PENALTIES AGAIN? 

The obvious market share gains of South 
Korean manufacturers may tempt their competitors 
to push for dunging penalties. Although South 
Korean manufacturers have observed and hopefully 
have learned from the misfortunes of their Japanese 
counterparts, the investigation alone may prove 
disruptive to South Korean DRAM availability. 
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WILL THERE BE ANOTHER ORAM SHORTAGE IN 19907 

If penalties are imposed, an immediate shortage 
would take effect that would certainly not be short 
in duration. 

The likelihood of dumping penalties against 
South Korean companies seems remote today. The 
purchasing community would probably not take 
this action lightly. As a definitive move to ensure 
survival, U.S. computer companies have effectively 
opened the door to South Korean DRAM manufac
turers as a safeguard against increasing Japanese 
compway control over the DRAM market There 
sqjpears to be a weaker and less united front among 
semiconductor manufacturers in pushing for 
South Korean dumping penalties, what with 
Texas Instruments' reliance on Hyundai for 

256K DRAMs and Intel's DRAM sales agreement 
with Samsung. 

DATAQUEST RECOMMENDATIONS 

Knowledge of a potential shortage can help 
prevent one. DRAM purchasers should continually 
give their suppliers a true and accurate forecast of 
their future requirements and not rely excessively 
on spot buys. Accurate forecasts and closer com
munications will be invaluable in preventing a 
severe and extended DRAM shortage. 

Victor de Dios 
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FEBRUARY PROCUREMENT PULSE: BILLINGS, LEAD TIMES, 
ORDERS FLAT WHILE INVENTORIES AND SALES EXPECTATIONS 
REMAIN UP 

The Procurement Pulse is a monthly update 
of critical issues and market trends based on 
Dataquest's monthly survey of major OEM 
semiconductor procurement managers. This 

bulletin explains what iaventory and order rate 
corrections mean to both semiconductor users and 
manufacturers. 

Figure 1 
Averaged Monthly Semiconductor Orders 
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Figure 2 
Averaged Semiconductor Lead Times 
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Figure 3 
Actual vs. Target Inventory Levels 
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FEBRUARY PROCUREMENT PULSE: BILUNGS. LEAD TIMES, ORDERS FLAT 

SEMICONDUCTOR ORDER RATES 
STABILIZE, MIRROR BILLINGS 

This month's respondents maintained their 
overall order rates, wifli slight downward adjust
ments made to account for inventory growth trends. 
As shown ID Figure 1, the relative increases in 
semiconductor orders that began in January have 
been maintained, while optimistic system sales 
expectations promise to keep the current semicon
ductor pipeline flowiag. Compared with last 
month's 6.0 percent growth forecast, the next six-
month outlook is for an average of 7.2 percent 
overall growth, while con^uter companies expect 
an 8.2 percent increase in sales versus their 
5.8 percent outlook last month. Another bright sign 
is that, for the first time in six months, no negative 
sales expectations appear in this month's responses 
(the range is from flat to positive 20 percent). This 
rosy oudook, combined with higher current sales 
relative to the last six months (2.8 percent versus 
1.1 percent), shows a steady, moderate growth 
pattern that has become very manageable. 

CURRENT AVAILABILITY GOOD, 
OUTLOOK MURKY—LEAD TIMES 
DIP TO 9.6 WEEKS 

Another drop in the average semiconductor 
lead time, as shown in Figure 2, is evidence that 
overall semiconductor availability is good. What is 
clouding an otherwise fine picture are continued 
spot shortages of SOIC standard logic parts and 
some 32-bit microprocessors, and the threat of 
J^anese DRAM supplies being controlled to the 
point of undershooting lowered demand forecasts. 
Lead times currently range from four to eight 
weeks for mature commodity DIP logic, 8- and 
16-bit microprocessors, most EPROMs, and 120ns 
DRAMs. The high-speed RAM and 32-bit 
microprocessors, along with SOIC logic, are 
currently keeping overall lead times up. 

INVENTORY TARGETS DROP AGAIN, BUT 
ACTUAL LEVELS RISE-^ANUARY 
SEMICONDUCTOR BOOKINGS COME 
HOME TO ROOST 

Ready availability of devices and last month's 
higher order rate have translated into a slight 
inventory bulge versus targeted levels. This 
increase in component iaventory in users' hands 

points out how important accurate forecasting is in 
balanciag system demand with component order 
rates. For example, a slight change in inventory 
level has developed between the computer OEMs 
and the overall sample, with targets of 18.0 days 
and 18.7 days, respectively, being fairly consistent. 
The actual levels show the main difference, with 
computer OEMs showing an average of 40.2 days 
of inventory while the overall sample is now 
37.3 days. Although diis e^arent relaxation of 
component forecasting reflects only two months of 
data (see Figures 3 and 4), ongoing cost-control 
programs will not allow this minitrend to continue. 
We expect to see contractions in specific compo
nent booking rates in order to balance inventory 
levels within targeted ranges. 

DATAQUEST ANALYSIS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

Dataquest believes that stable semiconductor 
order rates and lowering lead times, combined with 
an upbeat system sales oudook, set the stage for a 
moderate growth scenario that hinges on accurate 
forecasting. As seen this month, dependent compo
nent inventories wiU rise quickly due to the ready 
availability of products on the market if system 
sales levels are not realized. The effects of memory 
production cutbacks have not been seen yet; 
commodity prices and lead times stiU are very 
reasonable. There still are some spot delays for 
orders of SOIC standard logic and in some areas of 
80386SX products. We expect the standard logic 
situation to ease within the next one or two months, 
as some suppliers fear that they have put in too 
much SMT capacity to meet current market needs. 
Again, accurate forecasts are critical. Specific 
32-bit microprocessor availability/shortages 
have been seen sporadically and appear to have 
been caused by a combination of forecast error and 
a shift of production capacity from the 16-MHz 
device to the newly announced 20-MHz 386SX 
part Aside from these current minor annoyances, 
semiconductor availability, pricing, and service lev
els are very good and should continue to be for the 
next three months. Memory production levels and 
how well they are controlled will determine if any 
spot shortages occur beyond three months. 

Mark Giudici 
Victor de Dios 
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USERS* MICROPROCESSOR DILEMMA: THE LIMITED FUTURE 
OF THE 80286 VERSUS A LIMITED ALLOCATION OF THE 80386SX 

SUMMARY 
Currently, systems manufacturers are 

experiencing a chjmge from a muitisouiced compo
nent world to an increasingly sole-souiced arena. 
For users, this strategic concern means a tactical 
challenge—deciding whether to continue builcting 
machines based on the 80286, a multisourced 
device, or to move to a {nxxluct such as Intel's 
80386SX, which is single-souiced. As shown in 
Figure 1, the future for 80286-based systems differs 
by world region. Other complicating factors 
include reports by some users of limited allocation 
of the 80386SX 16-MHz device and Intel's 
introduction of a 20-MHz version of this device. 

THE DEMISE OF THE 80286? 
Figure 1 shows • the projected future for 

80286-based and 80386SX-based systems. One 
clear point is th^ the 80286 has not died, although 
the best opportunities for systems that use this 
device lie in markets outside of North America. For 
example, a proposal was just announced that could 
partially open the Eastern European market (i.e., 
Hungary, Poland, Czechoslovakia) to exports of the 
80286 device by early 1991 and of 80286-based 
PCs thereafter. In terms of life cycles, 80286-based 
systems are moving toward their decUne stage in 
the United States and through the maturity/satura
tion stage in other world regions, but are just 

FIGURE 1 

Estimated 80286-Based and 80386-Based PC Shipments 
1989-1993 
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USERS' MICROPROCESSOR DILEMMA 

approaching the introductory stage in the USSR 
and Eastern Europe. 

LIMITED ALLOCATION OF THE 
16-MHZ 80386SX FOR SOME USERS 

Figure 1 clarifies another point: world ship
ments of systems based on Intel's 80386SX chip 
should expand robustly. For systems manufacturers, 
use of this single-sourced device can be a reward
ing strategy; however, the present reality is 
challenging for some users that are now reporting 
limited allocation of the 16-MHz 80386SX. 

Dataquest believes that at least two factors 
account for the supply crunch confronting affected 
users. First, major users made long-term contracts, 
perhaps at higher prices, to ensure uninterrupted 
supply today. Not all users report limited supply. 
Second, Intel, which is the product's only source, 
experienced a tremendous growth in demand dur
ing the second half of 1989, which caught some 
users and Intel off guard. In addition, Intel is 
introducing a 20-MHz version of the 80386SX, 
which, in effect, starts the wind down of the life 
cycle of the 16-MHz part. In terms of life cycles, 
some users are confronting a risk associated with 
use of single-sourced components: miscoordination 
between the system cycle and the component cycle. 

DATAQUEST CONCLUSIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

coordinate system-component life cycles while 
keeping an ever-sharper eye on world regional 
maricets. 

We advise users of the 80286 to pause before 
retiring systems based on this multisourced device. 
Users must develop a path to higher-performance 
systems although some market opportunities still 
exist for 80286-based machines. The U.S. and 
Western European maricets are declining, albeit 
slowly, and developments in the the Soviet bloc 
signal possible extension of 80286-based PC life 
cycles. Users should not only monitor export 
proposals in Washington D.C. and other world 
c^itals but also participate in the decision-making 
process. New geographic markets can extend the 
life cycle of products that are otherwise on the 
decline. 

On a tactical level, Dataquest recommends 
that users of the 80386SX 16-MHz device brace for 
possible shortages during the first half of 1990. 
Limited allocation of supply—not extended lead 
times—will cause the major impact on users of this 
device. Not all users will experience a supply con
straint On a strategic level, users must learn to 
manage the lurking trade-off associated with 
single-sourced ICs such as microprocessors or 
ASICs: enhanced system value may entail some 
sacrifice of control by users over system life cycle. 
In the short term, users must work closely with 
Intel regarding 80386SX 16-MHz supply forecasts 
and be prepared to adjust system production 
schedules. Another alternative is to move to the 
20-MHz version. 

Dataquest believes that the move fi'om a mul
tisourced component world to a single-sourced 
arena means changing strategies and tactics for 
supply-base managers. System manufacturers must 

Ronald Bohn 
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SEMICONDUCTOR PRICE SURVEY: MEGABIT-DENSITY DRAM CROSS
OVER, SINGLE-SOURCED ICs HIGHLIGHT THE START OF 1990 

SUMIVIARY 
As shown in Table 1, semiconductor users can 

continue to look forward to IOWCT ibices (with 
several exceptions), although the overall pace of 
price declines should slow somewhat from the pace 
of 1989. For most users, the lMb-to-4Mb DRAM 
crossover will occur during early 1991—not this 
year. The exceptions to the goieral price trend 
signal new challenges for users, such as managing 
in the single-sourced world of the 1990s. 

STANDARD LOGIC TRENDS 
As shown in Figure 1 and Table 1» suppliers 

are making a market move to newer CMOS 

families such as AC or BiCMOS and will lower 
prices for these products in the process. Us^s also 
should anticipate critical exceptions, however, to 
the downward trend in standard logic pricing (e.g., 
the 74 LS). 

Suppliers Resist Downward Trend In 
Standard Logic Pricing 

The exceptions reflect the reality that suppU-
ers are carefully evaluating which older product 
families (e.g., LS, ALS) they will no longer support 
because of slim profit margins. The anticipated 
result during the first quarter of 1990 is that users 
can expect supplier resistance—^including firmar 

TABLE 1 
Semiconductor Pricing and Lead Time Trends (North American Bookings) 

Part 
74LS 

74F 

32-lat MPUs 

IMxl 
DRAM 100ns, 
DffySOJ 

4Mxl 
DRAM 100ns, 
D P 

Pridng Ibend 

Fourth Quarter 

0.6-Z6% down 
Add 0-3% 

5.6-123% down 
Add 0-5% 

4%-ll% down 

19.0% down 

40.0% down 

Forecast 

0-14% iq) 
for swbae. motntf 

0.7-3.4% down 
for sadacs mount 

4%-13% down except 
for 13% (teclkie in 
80386-16 and 
aB86SX-16 ASPS 

14.0% down 

36.0% down 

Lead Times 

Current T^end 

4-8 weds Steaify 
Add 4 weds for sm&ce mount 

4-8 M%eks Steacfy 
Add 4 wedks for sm&ce mount 

5-10 weefa Steady 

4-16 wedcs 1 wedc dxater 

8-20 wcdcs Steady 
Source: Dataquest 

Januaiy 1990 
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SEMICONDUCTOR PRICE SURVEY 

FIGURE 1 
Standard Logic Price Trends (North American Bookings) (Volume: 100,000 Units) 
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pricing if not some higher price quotes, depending 
on the particular suppUer/product—as suppliers 
narrow their standard logic product lines. 

Some Relief for Users of Surface-
Mount Packages 

Although suppliers remain unable to meet 
aggregate demand for surface-mount devices, mar
ket conditions improved for users during the fourth 
quarter of 1989 and should continue to do so 
teoughout the first half of this year. For volume 
users, the pricing premium for surface-mount 
devices (over the DIP) narrowed at the end of 1989 
from as much as 10 percent to as little as 0. Users 
still face extended lead times of four weeks over 
the lead times for the dual in-line package (DIP), 
an improvement for some users of two weeks since 
last quarter. 

MICROPROCESSOR TRENDS 

In the microprocessor (MPU) marketplace, 
lead times should remain steady in the range of 

four to ten weeks (see Table 1). Two exceptions to 
the overall trend downward in MPU pricing—the 
16-MHz versions of the 80386 and 80386SX 
products—again signal difficult choices for users. 

Limited Allocation of 80386SX 
Products 

As forecast last quarter, suppliers of higher-
speed 80286 MPUs (e.g., 12 MHz and faster) 
continue to wage a fierce pricing battle against 
Intel's 80386SX product. For some users, however, 
the real news during early 1990 has been their 
inability to obtain a full supply of die 80386SX 
device from Intel. Major users increased demand 
for the 80386SX 16-MHz chip during the second 
half of 1989, which now means limited allocation 
for other users. 

As reflected in Dataquest's latest forecast, 
prices for the 80286 12-MHz product should con
tinue to decline under current market conditions; 
however, prices for the 386SX device should be 
stable. For example, the 80286 12-MHz product is 
expected to drop from a fourth quarter 1989 price 
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of $19,26 to a price of $17.25 in the first quarter of 
1990, a decline of 10.4 percent. By contrast, pric
ing for the 80386 16-MHz product should be stable 
with a price of $61.75 during the first quarter of 
1990 versus $62.55 at year-end 1989. 

32-Bit MPUs: User Management in a 
Single-Source World 

In last quarts's forecast, Dataquest noted that 
1990 marks the growth stage in the life cycle of 
32-bit MPUs that opiate at speeds of greater than 
16 MHz. As illustrated by the current allocation on 
80386SX products, 1990 also marks a big step for 
some users into the challenging world of single-
sourced ICs. 

For users, single-sourced products require a 
tr^eoff. The eniuanced system value that users gain 
through use of proprietary processors entails some 
sacrifice of control by users over critical conq)o-
nent procurement decisions—and ultimately users' 
system life cycles. 

The market dynamics of the 32-bit MPU busi
ness at the outset of 1990 clearly reflect this reality. 
As shown in Table 1, users of 32-bit MPUs can 
expect price declines of 4 to 13 percent during this 
quarter except for single-sourced devices that oper
ate at 16 MHz. For example, pricing for the 80386 
16-MHz device—^which currently is sole-sourced 
by Intel—^wiU be relatively stable during the first 
quarter because Intel aims to move users to higher-
speed in'oducts such as the 80386 20 MHz or 
80386 25 MHz. 

$8.72. Users can expect prices for the newer 
4Mbxl product to drop by 36 percent during the 
first quarter to $60.50. However, several major 
suppliers just announced production cutbacks of the 
1Mb product, which translates into heightened 
volatility in this cf^tricious marketplace. 

The Full Range of DRAM Pricing 

Survey confidentiality limits disclosure of 
exact pricing points; howeva:, the survey responses 
cq>ture the dynamics behind the forecast numbers. 
The main point is industry uncertainty about 1Mb 
to 4Mb DRAM pricing. 

For example, the forecast first quarter ASP of 
$8.72 for the IMbxl DRAM is based on prices that 
range from a low of sUghdy more than $7.00 to a 
high of $9.65. One-half of survey participants 
anticq)ated a price in (he $8.00 to $9.00 range. The 
survey average of $8.72 serves as the first quarter 
forecast for the 1Mb product. 

The forecast first quarter ASP of $60.50 for 
the 4Mbxl DRAM is based on prices that range 
from a low of slighdy more than $50.00 to a high 
of $105.00. Users generally forecast a price of 
$67.(X) or less, and suppliers forecast $60.00 or 
more. Additional information, such as a given com
pany's position in the market and global trends, 
was used in making the first quarter projection of 
$60.50 for the 4Mb device. 

The 1Mb-to-4Mb DRAM Crossover 

MEMORY TRENDS 

TTie plunge in price for 1Mb DRAMs and the 
emergence of 4Mb DRAMs set the stage for the 
memory world at the outset of 1990. Given the 
cridcality for users, Dataquest will devote its atten
tion to megabit-density DRAMs in the following 
paragraphs. 

The Volatile Megabit-Density 
DRAM Arena 

As reflected in Figure 2 and Table 1, North 
American users of the IMbxl DRAM can expect a 
first quarter 1990 price decline of 14 percent that 
should drop the average selling price (ASP) to 

Each wedc, Dataquest receives inquiries as to 
the timing of the crossover (4x ratio) to the 4Mb 
DRAM fixjm the 1Mb device. As noted in last 
quarter's forecast, a major factor stimulating the 
downward surge in 1Mb DRAM pricing has been 
the effort by a small group of 4Mbxl DRAM 
suppliers to win an early design-in for this next-
generation product. New factors in the equation are 
recendy aimounced and widely publicized cutbacks 
in 1Mb DRAM production that aim to stabilize 
pricing for this part. 

Dataquest expects the crossover to occur dur
ing the first quarter of 1991. Dataquest foresees a 
fourth-quarter 1990 price of $6.12 for die IMbxl 
DRAM and a price of $29.05 for the 4Mbxl 
product. These prices translate into a 4.7:1 ratio. 
For the first quarter of 1991, we project that the 
price of the 1Mb device wiH be $6.00 and the 
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FIGURE 2 
DRAM Price Trends (North American Bookings) (Voliune: 1(H>,000 Units) 
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4Mb part will be $24.01—^a crossover price ratio of 
4:1. Dataquest recognizes that a limited number of 
first-tier buyers might make the orossover during 
the second half of 1990 but does not anticipate that 
the market as a whole will do so until the first half 
of 1991. 

The 1Mb-to-4Mb DRAM Crossover: 
A Closer Look 

Taking a closer look, forecast prices for the 
fourdi quarter of 1990 are based in part on the 
following survey inputs: IMbxl DRAMs should 
range from a little more than $5.00 to almost $7.75, 
and 4Mbxl DRAMs should range from $40.00 to 
almost $85.00. The forecast prices for the first 
quarter of 1991 are based in part on these inputs: 
IMbxl DRAMs have a range from less than $5.00 
to more than $7.00 and 4Mbxl DRAMs show a 
narrow spread from slightly less than $31.00 to 
almost $33.00. In addition to the survey informa
tion, Dataquest believes that other suppliers of 
4Mb DRAMs aim to drive down the product's 
pricing even more aggressively. 

7776 Crossover Wild Card 

In last quarter's forecast, Dataquest viewed 
the 4Mb DRAM as the wild card, saying that if 
each of the five to seven prosprctive 4Mb DRAM 
suppliers can achieve each of its 1990 goals, then 
some major users of DRAM could make the cross
over by late 1990. 

In this quarter, the pricing of the IMbxl 
DRAM has become the wild card in the crossover 
equation: How low can die price go and during 
what time frame? History shows that as leading-
edge suppliers move to the next generation of 
DRAMs (in this case, the 4Mb device), other sup
pliers of the current-generation part, such as the 
1Mb product, will increase production quickly in 
order to meet unsatisfied demand and drive down 
the price in the process. 

Based on current production plans and survey 
information, Dataquest expects aggressive pricing 
by a changing set of 1Mb DRAM suppliers to 
preclude a 1990 market crossover to the 
4Mb device. 
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ASIC TRENDS 
As shown in Figure 3, ASICs should continue 

to decline in price during 1990. Although declines 
in terms of price per gate should be somewhiU 
moderate this year vosus the torrid pace of 1988 
and 1989, users of gate arrays and cell-based ICs 
can expect sharp declines in nonrecurring engineer
ing expenses (NRE). Dats^uest sees signs of ASIC 
price modCTation during 1991 (see Figure 4). 

glance appeat to be less eiqiensive tiiian CBICs, but 
which may not be the case when a system's MPU 
and memory needs are fiilly factored. 

As noted in last quarter's newsletts', a range 
of technical factors such as syst^n educations, 
ASIC density, and packaging m ^ e ASIC siqjplier-
by-siq>plier pricing comparisons a stiff challenge at 
best. Nevertheless, meaningful pricing information 
can and must be developed as Msas stake syst^ns' 
fudires on a single supplier's product. 

User Management in a 
Single-Sourced World 

As with 32-bit MPUs, the inopending move 
for some users from bipolar standard logic to 
ASICs means a step from the muldsourced/com-
modity wcarld of the past to the single-sourced/ 
value-added world of die 1990s. Users confront a 
new set of challenges wh^i procuring single-
sourced ASICs, including Iks development of a 
new approach to pricing. Users must be able to 
determine the system price^)erformance tradeoffs 
available dep^iding on whether users migrate to 
CMOS gate arrays or to PLDs, which may at first 

Answering Questions 
Never Before Aslced 

For example, for this newsletter, Dataquest 
made a current comparison of 1.5-micron CMOS 
gate arrays and CBICs in terms of price per gate— 
including die, test, and NRE—across a spectrum of 
product densities. The comparison showed the 
obvious price advantage of gate arrays against 
CBICs, but it also showed a subtle and consistent 
relationshq). The fact is that as of today, whether a 
user utilizes 1.5-micron gate arrays or CBICs, the 
user pays the lowest price in terms of fully 
amortized price per gate through use of a 

FIGURE 3 
1990 ASIC Price Trends (North American Bookings) (Volume: 10,000 Units; Plastic Package) 
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SEMICONDUCTOR PRICE SURVEY 

FIGURE 4 
1991 ASIC Price Trends (North American Bookings) (Volume: 10,000 Units; Plastic Package) 
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7,500-gate-count device. In each case, the next best 
user choice in terms of low-cost pricing is a 
15,000-gate-count device. 

The main point is that in order to manage the 
pricing challenge associated with single-sourced 
ASICs, users— în association with Dataquest— 
must ask questions never before asked and then 
develop new approaches for answering them. 

DATAQUEST CONCLUSIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

The first quarter of 1990 should be a period 
of declining s^niconductor prices, although the 
declines wiU not be as sharp as during 1989. Under 
these conditions, Dataquest recommends the fol
lowing: 

• Dataquest still recommends that system 
manufacturers, except for first-tier preferred 
buyers, plan for a 1991 crossover from 1Mb to 
4Mb DRAMs. The megabit-density DRAM 
arena will be as volatile this year as ever, and, 
despite temporary production cutbacks during 
the year, users of the 1Mb device can look 
forward to a year-end ASP of $6.12. 

Users of standard logic should treat the prospec
tive firming of bipolar product prices—an 
exception to the ovaall downward trend in 
pricing—as a signal for decision making. Data-
quest recommends that users of bipolar standard 
logic should forge long-torn procurement con
tracts with a carefully chosen supplier or else 
migrate to younger CMOS or BiCMOS families 
or ASICs. 

Dataquest recomn^nds that users of 32-bit CISC 
MPUs as well as ASICs make strategic plans for 
life in a single-sourced wOTld. Tactically, during 
the first half of 1990, users of 16-MHz versions 
of 32-bit MPUs must work closely widi suppli
ers to miounize as much as possible disruption 
of systems production. Strategically, Dataquest 
advises Mssrs of single-sourced processors and 
ASICs to develop new pricing approaches—^in 
effect, to seek answers to system/pricing ques
tions never before asked in the commercial 
arena—and to expect firm support fi'om Data-
quest toward achievement of that goal. 

Ronald Bohn 
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Research Bulletin 
JANUARY MARKET WATCH: THE MARKET PICKUP 
MAY BE A FALSE START 

Market Watch is a monthly bulletin that is 
released after the SIA book-to-bill Flash Report. It 
is designed to give a deeper insight into the 

monthly trends in the semiconductor market and an 
analysis of what to expect in the next six months 
(see Figures 1 through 4). 

Figure 1 
U.S. Semiconductor Book-to-Bill Ratio 
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Figure 3 

Semiconductor Inventory Level 
Days of Inventory (+/-) over Target 

Figure 2 
DOC Computer Demand 
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Figure 4 
U.S. Weighted Semiconductor 
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JANUARY MARKET WATCH: THE MARKET PICKUP 

THE BOOK-TO-BILL JUMPS TO PARITY 

December's book-to-biU ratio of 1.00 (see 
Figure 1) can be attributed to a combination of two 
forces; orders for replenishment stock of key com
ponent inventories being run down for year-end 
jBnancials and the oblique optimism for system 
sales that also has shown up in past monthly sur
veys. The December increases of 4.2 percent for 
bookings and 6.7 percent for billings over Novem
ber are other positive signs that order rates of 
systems and components are close together. 
Another positive indicator is the month of Decem
ber's 1989-over-1988 growth rates of 6.5 percent in 
bookings and 3.7 percent in biUings that reflect the 
steady system demand diat is pulling the market. 
Dataquest does not expect to see large gains in the 
book-to-biU ratio in the near future, but rather, 
foresees a replacement order scenario until system 
sales move higher. 

COMPUTERS: DEMAND STABILIZES 
WHILE INVENTORIES RISE 

Bookings and shipments of computers have 
remained relatively flat, but system inventories 
have risen substantially (see Figure 2). The 
3/12 booking rate-of-change indicator has again 
risen for the third consecutive month. As men
tioned in last month's Market Watch, this rise is an 
early indicator of where the 12/12 rate of change is 
headed. The recent inventory buildup appears to be 
the result of slower-than-normal year-end system 
sales combined with selected increases of new sys
tems for 1990 introduction. Continued pressure on 
system companies' profit margins is forcing 
retrenchment in selected areas and increased 
demands on supplier flexibility. 

USERS' SEMICONDUCTOR INVENTORIES 
ALSO RISE 

The gap in actual versus targeted inventory 
levels rose this month (see Figure 3) due to 
unchanged average target levels and an increase in 
the number of parts being shipped early to users. 
Even with the increase, the actual level of invento
ries is a relatively low 32.7 days. One healthy sign 
is the users' continued confidence in suppUers to 
meet demand as evidenced in steady, low inventory 
targets (currently 21.7 days or 11.4 tums^ear). hi 

the face of sluggish system demand, efforts to 
adjust inventory levels to the bare essentials is an 
ongoing task at most user sites and will continue to 
force suppliers to excel in delivery commitments. 

PRICES SLIP BUT NOT BY MUCH 

The semiconductor supply juggernaut con
tinues to overshoot demand, resulting in a con
tinued decline in prices (see Figure 4). Most price 
competition continues to be in the commodity 
memory (DRAMs, SRAMs, and EPROMs) and 
microprocessor areas, mirroring the fierce com
puter market competition currently under way. 
Although most of the major Japanese and South 
Korean DRAM suppliers have formally announced 
scaled back production levels to better match 
demand, we do not expect availability and price 
trend changes to be noticeable in the market until 
the latter half of the second quarter. The availabil
ity/market delay is due to suppliers' high inventory 
levels and bureaucratic inertia that will need to be 
altered. We believe that spot and distribution pric
ing for these parts wiU be affected first, with 
long-term contracts the best hedge for consistent 
cost controL 

DATAQUEST CONCLUSIONS 

Optimism in the systems markets remains 
muted but still exists. Semiconductor suppliers are 
doing an excellent job of supporting their cus
tomers through these highly competitive times. 
Although the current inventory hiccup will be 
addressed, the forecasting mechanisms should 
ensure quick correction. The combination of the 
short-term DOC data and the mildly upbeat outlook 
from our surveys leads us to believe that although 
boom times may not be ahead, at least they won't 
be bust times. As mentioned in earlier reports, 
Dataquest e j ec t s the first quarter of this year to be 
relatively strong in semiconductor shipments (com
pared with the rest of 1990) as evidenced by the 
latest book-to-biU ratio. Until a definite change in 
the end markets takes shape, we expect this static 
shipment/demand/inventory situation to continue. 

Mark Giudici 
Victor de Dios 
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Research Bulletin 
JANUARY PROCUREMENT PULSE: 
ORDERS AND INVENTORIES REBOUND UP, 
PRICES AND LEAD TIMES FALL 

Hie Procwement Pulse is a monthly upckue of 
critical issues and market trends based on 
Dataquest's monthly survey of major OEM 
semiconductor procurement managers. This 

bulletin explains what inventory and order rate 
correcticHis mean to bodi samconductixr users and 
manufacturers. 

Figure 1 
Averaged Monthly Semiconductor Orders 
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Figure 2 
Averaged Semiconductor Lead Times 
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Figure 3 
Actual vs. Target Inventory Levels 
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Figure 4 
Actual vs. Target Inventory Levels 

(Computer OEMs) 
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JANUARY PROCUREMENT PULSE: ORDERS AND INVENTORIES REBOUND UP, PRICES AND LEAD TIMES FALL 

SEMICONDUCTOR ORDERS JUMP UP, 
PREPARING FOR HIGHER SYSTEM 
SALE EXPECTATIONS 

Ordo' rates for semiconductors are expcctsd 
to rise above levels set in Octobo: 1989 as conq>a-
nies return to "normal" buying patterns (see 
Figure 1). Year-end financial austoity programs 
have pared operations to the bone and buyers now 
are purchasing cori:q)onents needed for anticipated 
new system sales in the upcoming six months. This 
renewed optimism appears to take off from where 
we left it last November, as system companies are 
ê qjecting an average of 6 percent sales growth 
during the next two quarters (individiial estimates 
range from negative 5 percent to positive 20 per
cent). It is important to note that the lone negative 
forecast originated from a defense systems com
pany and that the other companies in the san^le 
e}q)ect flat to higher growth in the next six months. 
Availability of key semiconductors at predictable 
prices is blowing procurement managers to better 
match their bujdng patterns with system sales 
movement. 

LEAD TIMES DIP SLIGHTLY, BREAKING 
THE AVERAGE 10-WEEK BARRIER 

Semiconductor lead times have declined one 
full week since our last survey and are now down 
to 9.7 weeks, as seen in Figure 2. The only parts 
that are keeping this average up are SOIC-
packaged standard logic devices, which are adding 
a four- to eight-week delivery delay due to lead 
frame shortages. Most other parts, from DRAMs to 
microprocessors, have lead times ranging from four 
weeks (stock) to eight weeks, depending on the 
supplier. 

INVENTORY TARGETS STABLE, 
ACTUAL LEVELS UP SLIGHTLY 

Another indicator of good inventory control is 
how the movement of inventory levels matches 
forecast system sales movements. As seen in 
Figures 3 and 4, both overall OEM target and 

actual inventory levels (21.1 and 32.7 days, respec
tively) and conqmter OEM target and actual inven
tory levels (22.3 and 33.4 days, respectively) are 
still within one day of each other. If DRAMs are 
taken out of the equation, inventory levels remain 
relatively unchanged, with aU OEMs at 20.9/ 
32.3 days and computer OEMs at 21.4/33.3 days 
target versus actual, respectively. This relative sta
bility of inventory levels is prinuirily because of the 
ready availability of DRAMs. Production cut
backs of up to 10 percent by major Japanese and 
South Korean DRAM suppliers targeted at stabiliz
ing prices will test the forecasting accuracy of 
users. Now is the time to ensure die commitment 
of adequate stq)plies of jnroducts through the next 
six months. 

DATAQUEST ANALYSIS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

Order rates have picked up appreciably, 
primarily in antic^ation of new system sales and 
partially to refill key inventory levels. Dataquest 
believes that the next six-montii system sales out
look is moderately optimistic and that component 
availability (based on prices and lead times) is at a 
12-month high. Major memory suppliers are 
attempting to avert a price debacle similar to the 
one in 1984 and 1985 by matching supplies with 
forecast demand. It is key that all major IC users 
accurately forecast their component requirements 
for the next six months because it takes that long 
for any shift in demand to be felt in IC miarket 
availability. As mmtioned in previous bulletins, the 
current cutbacks that began late last year wUl not 
be noticed in the market until February or March. 
Predictable, not dramatic, price declines are a result 
of the combination of good forecasting, good price 
negotiations, and good inventory control. Ensuring 
the first allows for the rest. 

Mark Giudici 
Victor de Dios 
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The following is a list of newsletters in this section: 

• A Sampling of Sub-1.5-Micron Devices: July through December 1988 
(1989-13)—The intent of this newsletter is to provide our clients with a 
barometer of the changes occurring in fabrication technology along with an 
idea of the types of leading-edge products entering production. This 
newsletter lists new microprocessor, microcontroller, and peripheral products 
that were introduced between July and December 1988. Dataquest believes 
that the listing represents a fair cross section of sub-1.5-micron products 
during the six-month period. 

• Semiconductor Price Survey: Spotlight on 1Mb DRAM Price Declines 
(1989-14)—The year 1989 marks an overall downward trend in North America 
semiconductor pricing, with prices continuing to decline in commodity areas 
such as standard logic and nonvolatile memory. This newsletter highlights the 
key points of Dataquest's latest North America-based price survey and 
forecast. Dataquest recommends that, during 1989, semiconductor users 
should structure their supply-based activities by wearing a commodity 
products hat as well as a higher-performance products hat. 

• 1989 Semiconductor User and Applications Conference: Business Remains 
Steacfy; Motorola Wins Supplier of the Year Award (1989-15)—The annual 
Semiconductor User and Applications Conference once again provided both 
users and suppliers of semiconductors with a forum to discuss industry issues in 
both a formal and an informal setting. This newsletter summarizes the 
information presented at the conference, discusses how current issues are 
being addressed, and elaborates on the first annual Dataquest Semiconductor 
Supplier of the Year Award. Overall, the strategies and tactics presented at 
this year's conference, if carefully implemented, should help smooth the ruts 
in the anticipated bumpy road that lies ahead for the electronics industry. 

• April Procurement Survey: Order Rates Steady, Overall Availability Drought 
Over! (1989-16)—The Semiconductor availability bubble has burst, according 
to this month's procurement survey respondents. This bulletin discusses the 
current actual versus target semiconductor inventory levels for all OEMs and 
for computer OEMs. Dataquest recommends that users should write into their 
contracts (if they have not done so already) clauses that allow for quarterly 
price reviews. 

• Distributors: Will They Adapt or Will They Die? (1989-17)—The semiconductor 
industry is changing, and semiconductor distributors must change with it. This 
newsletter examines the needs of component buyers and semiconductor 
suppliers in relationship to innovative distributors. Dataquest believes that 
those distributors who adapt to and meet these needs will both survive and 
thrive in the 1990s. 

K 
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The ASIC Package Proliferation (1989-18)—Surface-mount technology now is 
mainstream. This newsletter discusses the packages currently being used or 
under development for ASICs, and it also reviews the issues and choices 
pertaining to standards involved in ASIC packaging. Dataquest believes that 
package proliferation will continue as the ASIC market develops. 

North American Market Watch, April 1989: Signs of a Weakening Market Ahead 
(1989-19)—The North American Market Watch is a monthly bulletin, released 
after the SIA book-to-bill flash report, that is designed to give a deeper insight 
into the monthly trends in North America semiconductor consumption. It 
indicates that prices have not declined significantly in the first quarter and 
semiconductor bookings remain considerably strong. However, Dataquest 
believes that the signs indicate a second half of 1989 that is not as rosy as the 
first. 

National Semiconductor Restructures (1989-20)—National Semiconductor has 
undergone a tremendous amount of change in its struggle to identify a structure 
that will result in profitable operations. This newsletter brings our 
Semiconductor User clients up to date on National's restructuring efforts. 
Dataquest believes that National's method of positioning its broad line of 
components products will bear watching as the company stakes its future on 
being a pure-play semiconductor company. 

Semiconductor Users Eye the Risky "CISC-Y" World of 32-Bit Microprocessors 
(1989-21)—Systems manufactures are confronting urgent decisions that could 
carry companies to prosperity or doom during the 1990s. They must decide 
which 32-bit CISC, RISC, or MFC to use and from which manufacturer. This 
newsletter highlights key issues of how Intel and Motorola are demonstrating to 
semiconductor users the continuing viability of CISC-based systems in the areas 
of performance, software, pricing, tinie to market, and worldwide 
manufacturing capability. 

May Procurement Pulse: Inventory Levels Improve, DRAM Market Amiss 
(1989-22)—The Procurement Pulse is a monthly update of critical issues and 
market trends based on Dataquest's monthly survey of major OEM 
semiconductor procurement managers. This bulletin presents the results of the 
survey and analyzes what this information means to both semiconductor users 
and manufacturers. Dataquest concludes that accurate forecasting and 
inventory control by both users and vendors will be critical in preventing any 
slowdown from becoming a recession. 

The Super Section 301: 1986 Trade Arrangement Deja Vu? (1989-23)~The May 
30 Super Section 301 announcement raised many of the same questions that 
were asked in the summer of 1986 regarding semiconductors and their 
procurement. This newsletter briefly reviews the chronology of and the most 
common questions asked about this portion of the 1988 Ombudsman Trade Bill, 
analyzes what is in store for users of semiconductors in the wake of the 
announcement, and makes recommendations. 

© 1990 Dataquest Incorporated February SUIS Industry Trends 
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• Japanese Wafer Fab Update: New Fabs, Advanced DRAMs, and 8-inch Wafers 
(1989-24)—In 1988, a three-month joint research project between Dataquest's 
San Jose and Tokyo offices was launched in order to provide in-depth 
information on Japan's semiconductor manufacturing activities. Thirteen 
production and pilot-based silicon fabs went into production during 1988. Japan 
has been very consistent about the addition of new fabs when compared with 
the United States. Dataquest concludes that if the Japanese rapidly adopt the 
single-generation DRAM fab strategy, a large bubble of advanced and low-cost 
capacity would begin to move into ASIC, MCU, and MPU production. By 1992, 
Japanese companies should be enjoying the fruits of their current ASIC and 
MPU efforts, which include many technology exchange agreements and joint 
development projects being conducted on- and offshore. 

• ISDN: Plans, Potentials, and Pitfalls (1989-25)—Integrated Services Digital 
Network (ISDN) is an opportunity with high rewards and high risks for the 
semiconductor industry. This newsletter discusses the purpose behind ISDN, 
circuits and applications, and suppliers and demand. Dataquest concludes that 
ISDN represents an opportunity disguised as a challenge. 

• May Market Watch: System Shipment Rates Decline, Semiconductors 
Temporarily Steady (1989-26)—This month's Market Watch focuses on the 
slowdown in booking growth, system shipment and order growth rates, low OEM 
semiconductor inventories, and the gradual decline reflected in Dataquest's 
price indicator. Despite the projected slowdown in the second half of 1989, 
Dataquest believes that the systems and semiconductor markets will remain 
healthy. 

• June Procurement Pulse: Order Rates Improving; Inventory Mix Changing 
(1989-28)*—This month's Procurement Pulse survey results focus on the 
increased market confidence as June orders rise, lead times remain flat, and 
overall inventory levels drop. Dataquest does not expect the surge in June 
orders to be the beginning of a trend but rather a result of inventory 
adjustments, especially in memories. 

* The number 27 (e.g., 1989-27) has been omitted. 
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Research Bulletin 
JUNE MARKET WATCH: WITNESS A PLACID ELECTRONICS MARKET, 
MADE OF STABLE DEMAND AND ADEQUATE SUPPLIES 

Market Watch is a monthly Dataquest bulletin 
that is released after the SIA book-to-bill Flash 
Report. It is designed to give a deeper insight into 
the monthly trends in the semiconductor market 
and an analysis of what to expect in the next six 
months (see Figures 1 through 4). 

THE BOOK-TO-BILL JUMPS TO A 
ROBUST 1.14! 

Reflecting the positive but slow growth in 
systems demand, the May book-to-bUl ratio rose 
sharply from 1.09 in April to the current 

Figure 1 
U.S. Semiconductor Book-to-BIII Ratio 
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Figure 3 
Semiconductor Inventory Level 
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Figure 2 
DOC Computer Demand 
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Figure 4 
U.S. Weighted Semiconductor 
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2 JUNE MARKET WATCH: WITNESS A PLACID ELECTRONICS MARKET, MADE OF STABLE DEMAND AND ADEQUATE SUPPUES 

1.14 (Figure 1). The actual numbers for May on a 
three-month moving average show a 7.8 percent 
increase in bookings and a 5.7 percent rise in 
billings over April. This strong semiconductor 
booking activity appears to be linked with the 
continued optimistic system sales outlook and con
fidence that inventories can be controlled. As noted 
in last month's Market Watch, the continuation of a 
positive book-to-bill ratio is expected for the 
remainder of the summer because of the sustained 
dynamics of the systems market What was not 
anticipated was the increase in bookings activity 
over the prior month's levels. Dataquest still 
expects a positive book-to-bill ratio for the next 
three months, but at a rate diat is more in line with 
system sales growth. 

APRIL SYSTEM SALES AND BOOKINGS 
REMAIN FLAT WHILE INVENTORIES 
RISE TO NORMALCY 

The US Department of Commerce data on 
computer sales and inventories (Figure 2) illustrates 
that 12/12 system booking and shipment rates of 
4.8 and 4.1 percent, respectively, have been rela
tively constant since the first of the year. Last 
month's dip in inventory levels relative to last 
year's levels appears to be an anomaly that has 
now returned to more traditional levels. While 
annualized computer shipments stabilize at a posi
tive rate, the short-term 3/12 bookings rate con
tinues to grow. (The 3/12 bookings rate is currendy 
at 8.7 percent.) The positive system sales outlook 
that has been reported by our surveyed procure
ment managers for the past four months in the 
Procurement Pulse is being realized in actual book
ings now. Procurement managers' continued opti
mism for the next six months, combined with 
adequate semiconductor supplies, should provide 
for manageable procurement and inventory control 
in the upcoming months. 

SEMICONDUCTOR INVENTORIES 
REASONABLY CONTROLLED 

Both target and actual semiconductor inven
tory levels dipped sUghdy (to 20 and 29 days, 
respectively), resulting in a smaller gap between 
target and actual of 9 days for this month 

(Figure 3). Because of the relative sluggishness in 
system sales, cost-control measures remain the 
main focus on earnings growth for most, if not all, 
of the conqyanies polled. Although inventory levels 
have not reached targeted levels, they remain at a 
stable and controlled 12 turns a year. There con
tinues to be room for improvement, especially 
regarding DIP standard logic and PLD supplies 
versus forecasts, but generally the inventory 
situation is under control. 

PRICES PREDICTABLY DECLINE IN LINE 
WITH EXPECTATIONS 

Figure 4 illustrates that semiconductor prices 
continue to decline slowly, primarily because of 

^ competition in the DRAM and SRAM markets and 
coinciding with the easing of 32-bit MPU availabil
ity/pricing. Some price stability continues in the 
standard logic DIP segment due to an aggregate 
supplier shift to SMT products that left existing 
DIP demand unmet in some cases. Adequate sup
plies of all semiconductors (TTL PLDs and DIP 
logic included) are now, or soon will be, noticed in 
the maricet. Compared with the unspectacular but 
steady growth of system sales, the chip supply is 
expected to keep downward pressure on overall 
prices for the next four to six months. 

DATAQUEST CONCLUSIONS 

Dataquest believes that semiconductor 
procurement from both a buyer and a supplier 
perspective is currently predictable relative to the 
same situation a year ago. Some areas of improve
ment still remain and are being addressed. The 
"religion" of cost control and the accompanying 
need for forecasting accuracy has become the norm 
for most large users. The ancillary benefit for 
smaller companies is that the increased discipline 
to meet delivery commitments for larger companies 
is improving the overall market. Dataquest ejects 
continued inqvovements in most semiconductor 
supplies throughout the summer months. In the 
absence of a large increase in aggregate demand, 
semiconductor availability and procurement will 
remain predictable. 

Mark Giudici 
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Research Bulletin 
JUNE PROCUREMENT PULSE: INVENTORIES CONTROLLED WHILE 
BOOKINGS AND LEAD TIMES INCH UPWARD 

TTie Procurement Pulse is a monthly update 
of critical issues and market trends based on 
Dataquest's monthly survey of major OEM 
semiconductor procurement managers. This bulle
tin explains what inventory and order rate correc
tions mean to both semiconductor users and 
manufacturers. 

SEMICONDUCTOR ORDER LEVELS 
EXPECTED TO RISE, KEEPING PACE 
WITH SYSTEM SALES EXPECTATIONS 

The order rates for semiconductors are 
expected to increase in June, which is in line with 
the past four months of system sales e^ectations. 

Figure 1 
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Figure 3 
Actual vs. Target Inventory Levels 
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Figure 2 
Averaged Semiconductor Lead Times 
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Figure 4 
Actual vs. Target Inventory Levels 
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JUNE PROCUREMENT PULSE: INVENTORIES CONTROLLED WHILE BOOKINGS AND LEAD TIMES INCH UPWARD 

This month's respondents expect to order 20 per
cent more semiconductors over last month's slight 
dip in bookings. Over the past six months, order 
levels have seesawed around the 150 index level 
(see Figure 1), which indicates that buying patterns 
have stabilized. The contioued optimism of the 
procurement community regarding system sales is 
now considered a trend. For an unprecedented four 
months in a row, the lowest system sales forecast is 
flat, while the highest forecast indicates a 25 per
cent increase. TTie overall average outlook for the 
next six months has risen from last month's 
7.8 percent growth to the current 9.4 percent 
growth. The upcoming slow summer months again 
will be a good test of system sales resiliency. As it 
stands now, the outlook continues to be good. 

LEAD TIMES RISE BY THREE DAYS, 
BUT AVAILABILITY STILL GOOD 

Respondents to this month's survey are seeiag 
lead times stabilize at between 8 to 13 weeks, with 
an average of 9.9 weeks versus last month's 
9.6-week level (see Figure 2). The availability of 
Intel 32-bit MPUs has begun to ease as capacity 
increases begin to be seen in the market. Another 
availability issue is DIP-packaged standard logic, 
which still has an additional two- to four-week lead 
time over similar SOIC logic parts. It appears that 
SOIC capacity has finally surpassed aggregate 
demand levels at the expense of DIP capacity, 
while DIP logic demand has remained steady. The 
continued shift to surface-mount products wiU 
resolve this minor iiritation. The only other availa
bility problem is the TTL PLD supply crunch, 
which is stiU stretching lead times out beyond 16 to 
18 weeks for some parts. As mentioned in last 
month's Procurement Pulse, this crunch appears to 
be a supply problem and not a large increase in 
aggregate demand. Supplies should begin to 
improve within 30 to 60 days as wafer-start 
increases begin to enter the market. 

INVENTORY LEVELS ABOVE TARGET, 
BUT UNDER CONTROL 

As seen in Figures 3 and 4, inventory levels 
have remained voy constant for the past three 
months. Although tffl'geted levels are not being 
reached, the overall level of actual inventory on 
hand hovers at approximately 30 days (currently 
29.9 days). This inventory turn rate of 12 
(360 days/30 days inventory) is being well 
managed, allowing for future improvements toward 
the targeted turn rate of 18 (360 days/20 days 
targeted). Continued scrutiny of overall costs is 
keeping both buyers and suppliers in close commu
nication regarding siq)ply requirements and direct 
inventory levels. Delivery still remains a problem 
for some users in our survey; it couTd reduce actual 
inventory levels further if improved. 

DATAQUEST ANALYSIS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

Stability in the overall electronics market has 
been the norm now for the past four months. With 
electronic system demand in a slow growth mode, 
the corresponding semiconductor supply (with few 
exceptions) is meeting demand adequately at 
reasonable prices. Dataquest believes that the cur
rent situation is not a cosmic flaw in an otherwise 
chaotic business cycle. Rather, the aggregate focus 
on cost control and the mandatory forecast 
improvements have resulted in many, if not most, 
electronics companies keeping material costs down 
in face of unspectacular sales. The avaHabUity of 
semiconductors continues to improve, based on 
aggregate available capacity, and demand levels are 
such that no shortages are foreseen for the rest of 
1990. Dataquest anticipates that the continued 
exchange of accurate forecast information wiU help 
make 1990 a relatively healthy year for both the 
electronics and semiconductor industries in an 
otherwise flat market, 

Mark Giudici 
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Research Newsletter 
RISK AND OPPORTUNITY IN EASTERN EUROPE: 
THE VIEW FROM FINLAND 

SUMMARY 

Mikhail Gorbachev's June 1990 visit to 
Silicon Valley will follow his earlier sweeps 
through Europe's high-tech centers. Systems 
manufacturers in Westem Europe, North America, 
Japan, and Rest of World now confront a broad 
strategic decision: Should they target newly emerg
ing markets in the USSR and Eastern Europe, and 
if so, what will be the time frame and business 
approach? Strategic planners at systems houses 
must carefully weigh the possible benefits of doing 
business in these new markets against an immedi
ate set of hard risks (see Table 1). 

During a recent business trip to London, 
Dublin, Paris, Brussels, Stockholm, and Helsinki 
we found Dataquest clients in Europe consistendy 
stating that investment payback from these Eastern 
regions should occur over the long term—at the 
earUest. For companies committed to success in 
these emerging regions, Dataquest recommends a 

look at Finland as a safe and ultimately cost-
effective stepping-stone to long-term market goals. 

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF 
ENTERING THESE MARKETS? 

The prospective benefits of doing business in 
the USSR and Eastem Europe soimd similar to the 
rationale for entering the Qiina market. These 
benefits include the following: 

• A huge consumer market "hungry" for the latest 
Westem technology and consimier goods 

• The availabihty of an enormous pool of low-cost 
labor for export or domestic market production 

• Access to several specialized technologies (e.g., 
Soviet expertise in thin-film coatings) 

A constant theme in the discussion of these 
benefits is that an early presence in these emerging 

TABLE 1 
Risk/Benefit Trade-Offs of Doing Business in the USSR and Eastern Europe 

Prospective Benefits Possible Risks 

Early stake in emerging regional economic 
markets 

Extended life cycle for mature systems 
(e.g., 80286 PCs) 

Potential low-cost manufacturing locales 

Access to several advanced technologies 
(e.g., thin-film coatings) 

Unfavorable or nonexistent currency exchange rate 
systems 

Legal and political uncertainty (e.g., investment 
expropriation) 

Distant investment payback period 

Continuing limitation on flow of technologies into 
these markets 

Stiff social and linguistic barriers 
Source: Dataquest 

May 1990 
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RISK AND OPPORTUNITY IN EASTERN EUROPE: THE VIEW FROM FINLAND 

regional economic markets should translate into a 
key long-range advantage in terms of market 
success. Indeed, some companies believe that fail
ure to establish a presence now could mean a com
pany's demise in global markets by the end of this 
decade. 

Lengthy investment payback periods 

Continuing and uneven U.S.-Western European 
limits on technology exports 

Daunting social, religious, and linguistic barriers 
to doing business 

f 
Extended Life Cycle for 
Mature Systems 

For electronic systems manufacturers, 
Dataquest already spots some relatively concrete 
opportunities and benefits for suppliers targeting 
the USSR and Eastern Europe. These countries rep
resent newly emerging markets for data processing, 
telecommunications, and related systems. For 
exanqjle, Dataquest expects the installed base of 
personal computers in the USSR to grow from 
150,000 during 1988 to 28 million by the 
mid-1990s. Demand will focus on lower-cost, user-
friendly systems with a well-developed software 
base (e.g., 80286-based systems), hi effect, the 
regional emerging markets could provide an oppor
tunity for system manufacturers to sharply extend 
the life cycle of mature equipment. 

U.SiUSSR "Silicon Summit" 
At the end of Mr. Gorbachev's visit to 

California's Silicon Valley, U.S. systems manufac
turers will meet with the USSR's high-technology 
leaders. Dataquest expects North American com
panies such as Atari to use these meetings as a 
starting point for satisfying long-term Soviet 
demand for PCs and other systems. For example, at 
the time this article was written. Atari was 
negotiating to tirade its PCs for 256K DRAMs 
produced at the Soviet state-owned fab in 
Zelenograd, USSR. 

WHAT ARE THE RISKS OF ENTERING 
THESE MARKETS? 

As discussed with clients in Europe, the risks 
of doing business in the USSR and Eastern Europe 
also sound similar to the reasons for avoiding the 
China market. They include the following: 

• Unfavorable or nonexistent currency exchange 
rate systems 

• Legal and political uncertainty (e.g., dramatic 
domestic political change) 

Unfavorable Exchange Rate Systems 
There is an old saying that the only thing 

worse than an unfavorable exchange rate system is 
a nonexistent exchange rate system. At best, 
foreign manufacturers that enter these newly 
onerging maikets confrxxit primitive and unfavor
able systems. At worst, the dysfunctional systems 
wiU force Western businesses into awkward, 
unfamiliar, and often disadvantageous coimtertrade 
arrangements (e.g., bartering PCs for beer, vodka, 
and raw materials). 

Legal and Political Uncertainty 
At best, legal systems in the USSR and 

Eastern Europe are rudimentary in comparison with 
Western systems. The Eastern legal systems could 
move into synchronization with international busi
ness law over time, but only in the absence of sharp 
domestic political change (as occurred in China 
during the past two years). 

For example, the specter of the Russian 
military hung over Mikhail Gorbachev's shoulder 
during early May 1990 as the Soviet conflict with 
Lithuania, Estonia, and other Soviet Baltic repub
lics continued. Indeed, Mr. Gorbachev's popularity 
seemed higher in Western Eiurope than in the 
USSR. Most European clients quiedy supported 
U.S. President Bush's decision to not pressure 
Mr. Gorbachev about the Lithuania embargo, 
although they also expressed concern for the Soviet 
Baltic people. 

The main point is that legal change in these 
regions wiU take time; nevertheless, virtually over
night, sudden domestic political change can com
pletely alter the investment landscape. 

Limits on Technology Exports 
Systems manufacturers face continuing limits 

on systems technologies that may be sold into these 
new markets. The members of the European 
Community (EC) and the North Adantic Treaty 
Organization (NATO) announce new embargo 
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relaxations each month; however, the process 
remains slow, cumbersome, and uneven in the eyes 
of many would-be exportCTS. Suppliers vigilantly 
honoring tibie law often hear reports—confirmed as 
well as unverified—^that proscribed systems/tech
nologies surreptitiously make their way into the 
Eastern markets or already are being manufactured 
quietly there. In either case, Western systems 
manufacturers confront the risk that the window of 
opportunity will be nairowCT than expected. In like 
fashion, uncertainty regarding technology controls 
makes long-term planning on system "technology 
road maps" and production schedules for these 
emerging markets quite speculative. 

Distant Investment Payback Periods 

The clear message from Dataquest's European 
clients as Europe moves toward 1992 is this: Any 
payback from investment in the USSR and Eastern 
Europe will not occur until after 1995 or perhaps 
early next century. Most European systems 
manufacturers are willing to allow a few global 
giants such as AT&T or Siemens to take the lead 
into these emerging markets. Many European com
panies are waiting to see if Westem Europe reaches 
its economic-financial unification goals by 1992; if 
so, they may target their plans for the Eastern Bloc 
to commence two to five years later. Again, they 
expect the payback from investments in the USSR 
and Eastem Europe to occur much later this decade 
or dtiring the next decade. 

THE VIEW FROM HELSINKI, FINLAND 

Regardless of the enormous risk and chal
lenge, some systems manufacturers want to enter 
these new markets as soon as possible. Strategic 
planners at these companies should consider 
Finland as a base from which to begin the task. 

In terms of geogr^hic proximity, language, 
and business e^erience, Finland marks a safe 
entry point for Westem companies interested in 
doing business in the USSR and the Baltic states 
without making a large, risky initial investment in 
those areas. For example, the Finnish language is 
most like the Estonian language, and Estonia is the 
one region where the Finns can be understood 
while speaking Finnish. The Finnish business com
munity is also comfortable with doing business in 
English. 

Finland has had a long and challenging his
tory of relations with the USSR and the Baltic 
states. For example, since World War n, Finland 
ofren has been the USSR's leading trade partner 
among Westem nations. Finnish companies do 
a good amount of business in these emerging 
regions, and Finnish banks are quite adept at 
handling the exchange rate/currency conversion 
and countertrade arrangements. Helsinki is con
sidered an expensive city. However, establishing an 
office and facility there should prove less expen
sive in the long term than plunging direcfly into the 
USSR or Eastem Europe with costiy physical 
investments. 

Table 2 summarizes how lonland can help 
Westem systems manufacturers minimize the risk 
of doing business in these new regions. 

TABLE 2 
How Finland Minimizes Business Risks in Eastern Europe 

The Risk The Finnish Alternative 

Investment Payback Risk 

Exchange Rate Risk 

Government Risk 

Linguistic Barriers 

Finnish physical investment is not vulnCTable to government expropriation. 
Initial small modular Finnish investment can expand as USSR/Eastern 
European markets prove themselves and eventually allow for large-scale 
investment in these regions. 

Finnish banks and trading companies have long-time experience in Soviet-
style countertrade. 

Finnish facilities are not vulnerable to swings in the USSR and Eastem 
European legal/political/military structure. 

Finnish staff can communicate in both Estonian and English. 
Source: Dataquest 

May 1990 
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DATAQUEST CONCLUSIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

A recent visit to leading European cities and 
high-technology centers reveals that the payback 
from investments in the Soviet Union and Eastem 
Europe should occur in the distant future at the 
earhest. Systems manufacturers that target these 
newly opening markets face a host of risks ia terms 
of monetary exchange systems, technology con
trols, language, and government stability that signal 
caution on the part of strategic decision makers. 
Nevertheless, Dataquest does not advise companies 
to close their eyes to the prospect of doing business 
in these regions, especially ia the glare of 
Mr. Gorbachev's anticipated visit to SUicon Valley 
during early June 1990 and the related U.S./USSR 
"Silicon Summit." 

Balancing prospective return with cur
rent hard risk, Dataquest makes the following 
recommendations: 

• Dataquest recommends that major systems 
manufacturers with deep pockets and a well-
established position in Europe make direct 
investment in these regions during the next 
several years only if the company can endure a 
10- to 15-year investment payback period or, in 
a worse case, withstand a complete loss of 
invested capital. 

For systems manufacturers of whatever scale 
that are firmly targeting the USSR and Eastem 
European markets—^but are averse to risk— 
Dataquest recommends the establishment of 
facilities in Finland and/or the formation of alli
ances with Finnish banks and trading companies. 

- This route should serve as a cost-effective 
way of reducing investment exposure. 

- Should the markets develop, the presence in 
Finland can be expanded or used as a 
stepping-stone for larger direct investment in 
the emerging markets. 

Otherwise, Dataquest recommends that systems 
manufacturers establish a foothold presence in 
these regions now— f̂or strategic information-
gathering purposes on business customs, oppor
tunities, and alliance candidates—^by creating 
small "satellite" offices that can lay tiie founda-
&3a for future expaaaoa within the next 5 to 
10 years. 

Ronald Bohn 
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mm Research Bulletin 
MAY MARKET WATCH : DEMAND REMAINS STEADY 
WHILE SUPPLIERS FINE-TUNE PRODUCTION LEVELS 

Market Watch is a monthly Dataquest bulletin 
that is released after the SIA book-to-bill Flash 
Report. It is designed to give a deeper insight into 
the monthly trends in the semiconductor maiket 
and an analysis of what to expect in the next six 
months (see Figures 1 through 4). 

THE BOOK-TO-BILL STABILIZES 
AT A HEALTHY 1.09 

As seen in Figure 1, the April book-to-bill 
r ^ o has steadied at a strong 1.09 level. This 
stability again reinforces the notion that the overall 
systems business remains steady, with no large 

Figure 1 
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Figure 3 
Semiconductor Inventory Level 
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Figure 2 
DOC Computer Demand 
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Figure 4 
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MAY MARKET WATCH: DEMAND REMAINS STEADY WHILE SUPPLIERS FINE-TUNE PRODUCTION LEVELS 

fluctuations either up or down foreseen. Although 
April 1990 bookings are 2.7 percent lower than 
those of AptU. 1989, they are 3.8 percent higher 
than January 1990 (the last first month of a quar
ter), signifying continued stable growth. Billings 
for April 1990 are also higher than for January 
1990 by 5.8 percent, reflecting an increase in vol
ume as well as price stabilization that has occurred 
over the past three months. Dataquest beheves that 
the positive semiconductor business generated in 
the first four months of this year and the upbeat 
six-month system sales outiook (see SUIS newslet
ter number 1990-19, entifled "Bookings and Lead 
Times Dip, Inventories Remain Unchanged'*), will 
keep the book-to-bill ratio positive through the next 
four months. 

MARCH COMPUTER BOOKINGS AND 
BILLINGS BALANCED, INVENTORIES DIP 

Figure 2 illustrates that both booking and 
bluing 12/12 rates of change for computers in 
March balanced out at 4.0 percent and 4.1 percent, 
respectively. The 3/12 bookings rate of 6.8 percent 
points out that recent bookings continue to outpace 
annualized rates and indicates continued growth. In 
addition, system inventory levels relative to last 
year have fallen, ensuring that replenishments also 
will stimulate semiconductor order levels. As just-
in-time (JIT) philosophies permeate the industry, 
some of this inventory reduction may become per
manent, however. As mentioned last month, these 
data continue to corrobontfe our Procurement Pulse 
findings of purchasing managers' positive system 
sales outlooks. Indicators continue to point to 
gradual improvements for near-term system and 
semiconductor markets. 

SEMICONDUCTOR INVENTORIES 
ALSO STABILIZE 

The gap between target and actual semicon
ductor inventories remained the same as last month 
because of unchanged aggregate levels this month 
(see Figure 3). The continued emphasis on cost 
control is forcing inventory control. This manage
ment of inventory levels is dependent on good 
communication between suppUers and users, and 
the current controllable inventory level (still 
12 tums/year) is evidence that good working rela
tions pay off on the bottom bne. No matter how 

good communication is now, users still require 
suppliers to continue working on delivery perfor
mance inqirovement to increase the inventory turns 
ratio. 

PRICES CONTINUE TO DECLINE 
GRADUALLY 

The combination of DRAM production con
trols, 32-bit MPU demand increases, and now PLD 
allocations has not stopped the gradual price ero
sion shown in Figure 4. Memory prices have con
tinued to decline slowly despite die efforts of major 
Japanese manufacturers to match supplies with 
demand. Both DRAM and SRAM prices continue 
to slip as non-Jq)anese competitors and some 
second-tier manufacturers vie for market share 
increases. Aside fix)m fl»e Intel 32-bit MPU world, 
8- and 16-bit microprocessors are being marketed 
aggressively with some 80286-12 products going 
for under $10! Although currently there is some 
lengthening of PLD lead times, supplies should 
soon increase to meet the unanticipated quick 
upturn in demand. Dsttaquest expects overall prices 
to continue to decelerate slowly or at most remain 
the same over the next few months. We expect 
some suppliers to continue trying to gain market 
share via price reduction in the face of relatively 
steady demand. 

DATAQUEST CONCLUSIONS 

Both users and suppUers continue to closely 
watch the very steady electronics market for any 
signs of change (eith^ up or down) that would 
require changes in procurranent plans. As of now, 
forecast information and semiconductor supplies 
are adequate to match a predictable, if unspectacu
lar, electrcHiics maiket. Although there is always 
room for inqnovanmt in tl» art of forecasting, 
those that are achieving three- to six-month fore
casts as accur^ly as possible are consistently 
keeping their ove i^ inventories and costs lower 
than average. Dataquest expects current tight sup
plies of some key devices to improve, beginning 
next month, in response to production decisions 
made last month. We believe tttat these increases in 
supply combined with accarate forecasts will con
tinue to lower overall inventory costs. 

Mark Giudici 
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Research Bulletin 
MAY PROCUREMENT PULSE: BOOKINGS AND LEAD TIMES DIP, 
INVENTORIES REMAIN UNCHANGED 

The Procurement Pulse is a monthly update 
of critical issues and market trends based on 
Dataquest's monthly survey of major OEM 
semiconductor procurement managers. This bulle
tin explains what inventory and order rate correc
tions mean to both semiconductor users and 
manufacturers. 

SEMICONDUCTOR ORDER RATES DIP, 
YET SYSTEM SALES OUTLOOK 
STILL UPBEAT 

Although this month's respondents expect to 
order ^proximately 24 percent fewer semiconduc
tors in May than in April (see Figure 1), the system 

Figure 1 
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Figure 3 
Actual vs. Target Inventory Levels 
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Figure 2 
Averaged Semiconductor Lead Times 
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Figure 4 
Actual vs. Target Inventory Levels 

(Computer OEMs) 
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sales outlook for the next six months remains posi
tive. Procurement managers' six-month system 
sales forecast for overall OEMs is 7.8 percent, 
while computer OEMs wiU have an 8.0 percent 
increase through October. In addition to the posi
tive forecast, last month's system sales rose by 
4.2 percent overall, while computer OEMs had a 
6.4 percent sales increase. The continued stability 
in semiconductor supplies relative to consistent 
demand is cesulting in a very manageable (on the 
verge of routine) procurement situation. This type 
of market is written about in textbooks but seldom 
lasts—^all participants are carefully watching every 
indicator for any sign of change. For now, the 
"cautious optimism" chche is qnropos. 

AVAILABILITY CURRENTLY GOOD AND 
GETTING BETTER: SOIC LOGIC HAS 
SHORTER LEAD TIMES THAN SIMILAR 
DIP PRODUCT! 

Overall lead times continue to be a very 
manageable 9.6 weeks, as shown in Figure 2. Some 
products stiU have long (over 14 weeks) lead times, 
including Intel 32-bit MPUs, some DIP standard 
logic products, and, new to the list, TTL PLDs. The 
availability of the 386SX and -DX parts will begin 
to improve by mid-Jime as Intel's production 
ranq)-up begins to reach the market. Standard logic 
surface-mount capacity appears to have met 
pent-up demand, yet DIP demand continues to 
remain steady, straining the reduced capacity of 
overall DIP products. The net result is that SOIC 
logic lead times are 2 to 4 weeks shorter than 
comparable DIP lead times. As the trend of user 
demand for SMT increases, this short-term 
imbalance is expected to be corrected in 4 to 
10 weeks. The PLD allocation situation (with lead 
times as long as 20 weeks for some high-speed 
parts) is not due to any large increase in demand. 
AMD's recent sale of its San Antonio, Texas, fab to 
Sony and selected consolidation of some older 
MMI fabs has decreased some of the worldwide 
PLD capacity, but not to the extent of causing 

threefold increases in lead times. Although prices 
have not yet risen appreciably, we wiU be closely 
watching the developments of this situation. 

INVENTORY LEVELS STABILIZE 

The reductions of targeted and actual inven
tory levels accomplished over the past two months 
appear to be stabilizing in line with reduced order 
rates and steady system demand. As seen in 
Figures 3 and 4, the overall level of targeted versus 
actual inventories (20.3 days versus 31.0 days, 
respectively) and computer OEM target (19.6 days) 
versus actual (31.7 days) inventory levels illustrates 
the continued difficulty in reaching an inventory 
goal of less than 30 days. If DRAMs are removed 
from the inventory count, there is less than one 
day's difference to these figures in targeted versus 
actual inventory levels. This fact emphasizes that 
DRAM availability is good and continues to be 
well managed. Lead-time improvement and on-
time delivery remain issues that need attention, 
according to this and last month's respondents. As 
these two areas improve, the chasm between actual 
and target inventory levels wiU continue to shrink. 

DATAQUEST ANALYSIS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

The continued stability of the overall systems 
market provides procurement managers the oppor
tunity to manage both material costs and inventory 
levels because of the absence of any major "fire-
fighting" problems. The user need for improved 
lead times and scheduled deUveries points out that 
although the market is running smoothly, it is not 
the time to become complacent. Most, if not all, 
indicators show ready availability of ICs through 
the summer and faU months. Baiting any large 
upswing in demand, this market will allow users to 
cement good business relationships with their sup
pliers and also let superior suppUers stand out. 

Mark Giudici 
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SEMICONDUCTOR USERS STILL EYE THE RISKS OF 
SOLE-SOURCED CISC 32-BIT MPUS 

SUMMARY 

As discussed in prior newsletters, systems 
manufacturers continue to confront tough decisions 
about which 32-bit complex-instruction-set com
puting (CISC) or reduced-instruction-set computing 
(RISC) microprocessor(s) to use and from which 
manufacturer. The broad strategic decision of 
whether to use single- or multisourced ICs wiU 
challenge systems manufacturers throughout the 
1990s. Currently, although users reported to 
Dataquest a rising interest in future use of RISC 
MPUs, systems manufacturers remain largely com
mitted to 32-bit CISC devices. Table 1 shows that 
using single-sourced 32-bit CISC MPUs carries a 
special set of risk/benefit trade-offs—as illustrated 
by the recent stunning legal ruling on the 68030 
microprocessor. 

OVERVIEW 

This newsletter is based on the information 
presented iu Table 1, with foc\is on the risks 
associated with the use of single-sourced ICs— 
specifically, CISC 32-bit MPUs—and recommen
dations to users for reducing risk ejqxjsure. Table 1 
centers on two critical user issues: competitive 
component/system pricing and global availability 
of single-sourced ICs. Dataquest will provide a 
user perspective on the emerging RISC technology 
in a future newsletter. 

STRATEGIC IC PRICING RISKS 

As shown in Table 1, users typically pay 
higher prices for single-sourced ICs such as CISC 
32-bit MPUs than for components that are available 

TABLE 1 
A User View of Singie-Sourced CISC 32-Bit Microprocessors 

Prospective Benefits for Users Possible Risks for Users 
Enhanced system value and competitiveness by 

use of proprietary technology 

Protection against shortages through long-term 
contracts 

More accurate production forecasts per close 
user/supplier relationships 

Qear systemAechnology road map 

Improved supply/pricing of ICs used along with 
the 32-bit MPU 

Higher IC ASPs (versus second-sourced 32-bit 
MPUs) 

Inconsistent world regional IC supply, quality, and 
pricing 

Periodic allocations to users in times of product 
scarcity 

Inability to meet system production and life cycle 
plans 

Legal uncertainty associated with patent enforcement 
and other claims 
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from multiple sources. In addition, aU component 
buyers, whether of single- or multisourced ICs, 
confront other pricing/availability risks: inconsis
tent IC pricing, supply, and quality among the 
different world regions. 

Higher IC ASPs 

Although the use of sole-sourced ICs in sys
tems typically means higher IC pricing vis-k-vis 
multisourced devices, the use of these higher-priced 
components can translate into enhanced system 
performance and profitability. Users of sole-
sourced ICs must realize, however, that the long-
term pricing trend for these higher-priced devices is 
likely to be different than the historical pattern. 

IC Life Cycle Pricing 

Historically, semiconductor users have grown 
accustomed to rapid attrition in IC pricing during 
the early (or forward) stages of the IC life cycle, 
especially for multisourced devices such as stan
dard logic or memory products. This pattern of 
semiconductor pricing is called life cycle or for
ward pricing. 

Users of sole-sourced 32-bit CISC devices 
should expect a somewhat different pricing struc
ture. The huge e;q}ense (e.g., R&D, fab construc
tion, legal protection) of producing these complex 
chips motivates suppliers of 32-bit MPUs to resist 
stiff price declines during the early years of the 
ICs life cycle. Pricing for these devices typically 
declines between 5 and 9 percent per quarter during 
the growth stage. By contrast, pricing for mul
tisourced devices often declines at a quarterly rate 
of between 10 and 30 percent during the forward 
stages. 

Depending on the CISC 32-bit MPU supplier, 
product pricing for major buyers should either 
stabilize or continue to decline moderately during 
the later years of the life cycle. When pricing 
stabilizes, a higher-speed product typically costs no 
more than a lower-speed version for long-term 
customers (Le., 16-MHz and 20-MHz price parity). 

coordinated international procurement/manufac
turing/marketing plans, management of world 
regional IC supply^nicing trends should become a 
central concern. (Dver the long term, some suppliers 
might be able to sell ICs at uniform prices world
wide, but that remains a future goal. 

For users of CISC 32-bit MPUs, global pric
ing management requires, at a minimum, that iisers 
monitor suppliers' worldwide manufacturing capa
bilities, preferably taking an active role in shaping 
the global fab plans of the sole-sourced supplier. 
This strategy can help reduce the likelihood of 
anoth^ risk associated with use of single-sourced 
products: periodic allocations to users in times of 
product scarcity, as is now occurring for users of 
Intel's 80386/80386SX devices. Depending on sup
ply/demand trends, a product can be on allocation 
in one or more world regions but be more readily 
available in other areas. 

The 32-Bit CISC MPU Global Fab 
Networks of Intel and Motorola 

Table 2 weighs the global manufacturing 
strengths of Intel and Motorola regarding produc
tion of 32-bit CISC devices. These components 
include Intel's 80386, 80386SX, and 80486 
products and Motorola's 68020, 68030, and 68040 
devices. 

Manufacturing by World Region 
Table 2 reveals that Motorola and Intel are 

weU positioned to serve long-term North American 
demand. Motorola's United Kingdom fab puts sup
pliers in a good position to siqiply European users. 
Intel currently supplies European users of 80386 
partly with products from the Israel fab. The 
approach of 1992 could mean e^anded capacity 
for that region. 

Table 2 also shows that users in Ji^an and 
Rest of World (ROW) know firsthand of the 
challenges involved in globally sourcing single-
sourced ICs. Motorola's alliance and joint-fab 
arrangement •with Toshiba should enable Motorola 
to serve the Japan market effectively over the long 
term. 

WORLD REGIONAL SUPPLY RISKS 
Inconsistent IC pricing among different world 

regions relates directly to global supply/demand 
trends. For systems manufacturers diat develop 

The Risk of Allocation 
Nevertheless, imexpectedly strong market 

demand can overwhelm the ability of the 
formidable single-source suppliers to meet aU user 
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TABLE 2 

32-Bit CISC MPU Worldwide Manufacturing Capability—Intel and Motorola (as of May 1990) 

North America 

Europe 

Japan 

ROW 

Total number 

North America 

Europe 

Japan 

ROW 

Total 
'lotel and Motoiola fabs laigely 
'loiat MottHola/Ibsliiba facility 
'knel 

Motorola 
32-Bit 

CISC MPUs' 

2 

1 

V 
0 

4 

76,900 

34,000 

0 

0 

110,900 

Regional 
Total 

Number of Fabs 
by World Region 

4 

3 

1̂  

0 

8 

Square Feet 
of Clean Room 

by World Region 

91,800 

94,600 

23,800' 

0 

210,200 
dedicated to 32-Ut CISC MPUs 

Intel 
32-Bit 

CISC MPUs* 

3 

1' 

0 

0 

4 

72,000 

24,000' 

0 

0 

96,000 

Regional 
Total 

7 

1' 

0 

0 

8 

182,000 

24,000' 
0 

0 

206,000 
Souice: Dataquest 

May 1990 

needs, as is now occurring with Intel's 80386/ 
80386SX products. SUIS clients that forged long-
term contracts with Intel for these products report 
little interruption of supply, unlike buyers that oper
ate on the spot markets. 

At the time of this writing, Dataquest had 
been informed that the supply/demand imbalance is 
not ê qjected to improve in North America and 
Europe until the second or third quarter of 1990. 
The imbalance in Ji^an and ROW also should not 
improve until the third or fourth quarter of this 
year. 

LEGAL RISKS 
Users of 32-bit C3SC MPUs must be ready to 

confront another risk: potential legal uncertainty 
surrounding the validity of sole suppliers' patents 
and other intellectual property. For example, an 
invalid patent ultimately vitiates the benefits 
presented as rationales for using sole-source 
devices. As shown in Table 1, these benefits 
include enhanced system value through use of pro
prietary MPU technology and clear long-term 
system/technology road maps. 

68030 Litigation 

The stunning decision in the Hitachi/Motorola 
case concerning micn^ocessor (and microcon
troller) patent infringement claims shocked users of 
the 68030 microprocessor. Regarding the CISC 
32-bit MPU arena, the case could have severe and 
unanticipated consequences for Motorola and users 
of this device. 

Setback for Users? 

Users continue to receive shipnents of 68030 
products from Motorola during the second quarter 
of 1990. In late June 1990, barring a prira- settle
ment, Hitachi and Motorola will return to court A 
major issue is whether or not Motorola should be 
allowed to continue shqmients during the lengthy 
appellate process. If not (again, barring a settle
ment), users will experience major di^uption of 
1990 system production plans and long-term uncer
tainty regarding their systems life cycles and tech
nology road maps. 
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A Fairly Speedy Settlement? 
Dataquest believes that both Hitachi and 

Motorola have good reasons for seeking a resolu
tion to their Utigation. In Motorola's case, the threat 
of injunction hangs over a product that Dataquest 
believes garnered revenue in the $120 million to 
$150 million range in 1989. As noted, of greater 
long-term significance is the fact that stopping the 
flow of 68030s represents a serious hardship to 
Motorola's customers. Succincdy, major users are 
dependent on the 68030 as the sole-source heart of 
significant portions of their systems sales. 

Hitachi also is motivated to come to terms. 
Although U.S. sales of its H8 product may not be 
as monetarily significant as die 68030, sales of the 
H8 in Japan would be jeopardized if the final 
destination of domestic equipment was the United 
States. As has been demonstrated by Intel and 
Texas Instruments, invoking the powers of the 
Intemational Trade Commission (TTC) in defense 
of one's intellectual property can empower customs 
to seize imports of equipment containing an offend
ing product. Consequenfly, many of Hitachi's cus
tomers also probably want a hasty resolution of the 
issue. 

Given the stakes involved for both Hitachi 
and Motorola, Dataquest anticipates a fairly speedy 
settlement and an end to the jitters felt by 68030 
customers. The setdement may cost Motorola the 
miUions of dollars it ndght have hoped to gain 
from Hitachi when it first pressed its lawsuit more 
than one year ago. Nevertheless, the current bottom 
line is that uso's of the sole-sourced 68030 remain 
waiting for a legal resolution that could occur as 
soon as tomorrow or not for several years. 

A User Eye on Unresolved 
Legal Issues 

Dataquest strongly recommends that users 
carefully monitor legal developments associated 
with all sole-sourced ICs—not only the 68030 
MPU, but also 80386/80386SX products and 
j^lication-specific ICs (ASICs). 

Regarding the 68030 litigation, the resolution 
of the following issues could have a forceful 
impact on users' 1990 production schedules and 
long-term technology road maps: 

• If Hitachi and Motorola do not settie the litiga
tion, how long will users have to wait before the 
case is resolved? 

• Would a cross-license deal, as part of a settle
ment, imply access to selected technologies or 
outright second-sourcing of the 68030? 

Is Hitachi at all interested in producing the 
68030? 

If the 68030 were to be second-sourced to 
Hitachi, how would this affect Motorola's agree
ment with Toshiba, with which it has a DRAM/ 
microprocessor joint venture? 

Wm pricing for 68030 products be higher than 
originally expected (e.g., pass-on of Motorola's 
royalty pajnnents), unaffected, or lower (i.e., 
Hitachi as second source)? 

More Legal Shocks for Users of Sole-
Sourced 32-Bit MPUs? 

Dataquest wiU be tracking the 68030 case 
with an eye on these issues. As noted in previous 
newsletters, the recent events surrounding the 
68030 product augur future shocks for supply-base 
managers at systems companies that use single-
sourced CISC 32-bit MPUs. For example, users of 
80386 devices must monitor the arbitration case 
between AMD and Intel over 80286 products. 
AMD claims a right to produce 80386 devices. 
Should AMD win that argument—as stunning as 
the scenario seems—AMD might emerge as a sup
plier of 80386 products. The unresolved issues 
surrounding the 68030 litigation could become for 
users—^with some modification—the unresolved 
issues surrounding the 80386 case. 

DATAQUEST CONCLUSIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

Dataquest believes that users of sole-sourced 
ICs such as CISC 32-bit microprocessors confront 
a challenging set of risks in terms of pricing, 
worldwide supply, and legal claims. Use of these 
proprietary processors can mean enhanced system 
value and competitiveness, provided that the risks 
are minimized. Generally, risks can be mini
mized through close user/suppUer relations that 
include the mutual sharing of sensitive forecast 
information. 

Specifically, Dataquest also makes the follow
ing recommendations: 

• To manage pricing risks (higher prices; no life 
cycle pricing), users must actively monitor sup-
pUers' R&D/capital equipment plans to make 
certain that these plans coordinate with users' 
long-term worldwide system production goals 
and technology road maps. 
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To manage global supply risks, users must track • To manage legal risks, users must monitor any 
their single-sourced suppliers' worldwide net- legal developments surrounding any single-
work of fabs as well as world regional demand sourced IC and require from suppliers informa-
pattems in order to gauge the periodic likelihood tion on any such products ciirrently involved or 
of limited allocation on a world regional basis. likely to be involved in a legal dispute. 

Ronald Bohn 
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APRIL MARKET WATCH: DEMAND PICKS UP WHILE 
OVERALL SUPPLIES CURRENTLY KEEP UP WITH THE PACE 

Market Watch is a monthly Dataquest bulletin 
that is released after the SIA book-to-bill Flash 
Report. It is designed to give a deeper insight into 
the monthly trends in the semiconductor market 
and an analysis of what to ejqpect in the next six 
months (see Figures 1 throu^ 4). 

THE BOOK-TO-BILL JUMPS HIGHER 
THAN EXPECTED 

The March book-to-bill ratio jumped up to 
1.09 (see Figure 1), which reflects a combination of 
quarter-end business and price firming in memories 

Figure 1 
U.S. Semiconductor Boci<-to-Bill Ratio 
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Figure 2 
DOC Computer Demand 
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Figure 3 
Semiconductor Inventory Levei 
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Figure 4 
U.S. Weighted Semiconductor 
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as mentioned last month. March 1990's bookings 
(3.2 percent) and billings (5.9 percent) show an 
upturn relative to the last five-week month, which 
was December 1989. However, compared with one 
year ago (March 1989), bookings are up only 
0.2 percent and biUings are down 5.3 percent. 
Prices for many product fanulies (e.g., some vola
tile memories, standard logic, 32-bit microproces
sors) continue to stabilize, a fact that is contribut
ing to the higher bookings level in dollars, yet the 
volume in units remains fairly flat. Because of the 
three- to four-month delay in any market effect 
based on any supply changes made now, Dataquest 
expects the book-to-biU to continue to remain posi
tive for the upconung three- to six-month time 
frame. 

FEBRUARY COMPUTER DEMAND AND 
INVENTORY STABILIZE WHILE BOOKINGS 
PICK UP 

As shown in Figure 2, the latest DOC com
puter shipment and inventory rates have remained 
flat relative to last month, while the annualized 
bookings rate has risen slightly. These data corre
late with the Dataquest Procurement Pulse surveys 
that also have shown optimism in the computer 
shipment outlook. What is important to note here is 
that the bookings rate (4.6 percent) finally has 
risen above the shipments rate (4.2 percent) for the 
first time since April 1988! The last time the 12/12 
bookings curve crossed over the 12/12 billings 
curve was in January 1987, when it continued to 
pull shipment rates up for the next 21 months. The 
gradual and steady nature of the 12/12 rate analysis 
ensures that overall computer business will 
improve; the question is, for how long? At this 
point, Dataquest does not foresee any large help or 
hindrance that would alter this gradual, positive 
trend for the remainder of 1990. 

SEMICONDUCTOR INVENTORIES 
FALL FURTHER 

The gap between target and actual semicon
ductor inventory levels again has declined, as 
shown in Figure 3. Besides the target/actual vari
ance reduction, the absolute levels for both have 
remained relatively static. With inventory at low 
and controllable levels (12 turns per year), the 
communications between semiconductor suppliers 
and users that are necessary to maintain this 

momentum are being made. Continued emphasis 
on cost control will keep pressure on inventory 
levels even as systems business picks up. 

PRICE REDUCTIONS CONTINUE AT A 
S-L-O-W-E-R RATE 

Figure 4 shows the continued reduction ia 
overall price based on our biweekly survey in The 
DQ Monday Report. To better reflect changes in 
market demand, Dataquest changes this report's 
product mix on a periodic basis. This month's price 
curve reflects the updated product mix of historical 
pricing for the existing DQ Monday Report product 
mix. Because of the relatively flat pricing for 32-bit 
MRUs, DRAMs, and stantkrd logic, the overall 
price decline curve has flattened and, as mentioned 
last month, will continue to remain flat due to 
production corrections for these product families 
that were implemented in the first quarter of this 
year. As demand picks up in the equipment arena, 
suppliers will want clear signs that it is sustainable. 
Some suppliers will continue to take advantage of 
the current price stability by trying to gain market 
share via price cuts. We forecast continued price 
stabilization through June, but aggressive sup
pliers will keep the price reduction train on track 
thereafter. 

DATAQUEST CONCLUSIONS 

The unspectacular yet positive market dynam
ics train that currently is keeping bookings, ship
ments, and inventory levels manageable continues 
to roU along. Demand for computers and systems 
in general spears to be rising slowly relative to the 
past, and component supplies currently are manag
ing to meet ^ s recent uptick. Barring any overt 
market control scheme (either government or con
sortia devised), suppliers of critical semiconductors 
will manage to meet demand once the average 
three-month fabrication cycle begins. A very com
petitive market still exists for key semiconductors, 
and the siq)pliers involved in no way want their 
constraints to benefit their competitors. The combi
nation of a competitive market and users continu
ing to provide constant, accurate six-month rolling 
forecasts will allow strategically astute suppliers to 
meet this demand and grow with the end markets. 

Mark Giudici 
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The Procurement Pulse is a monthly update 
of critical issues and market trends based on 
Dataquest's monthly survey of major OEM 
semiconductor procurement managers. This bulle
tin explains what inventory and order rate correc
tions mean to both semiconductor users and 
manufacturers. 

SEMICONDUCTOR ORDER RATES 
ACCELERATE WHILE SALES OUTLOOK 
REMAINS ROSY 

This month's survey respondents expect to 
book an average of 17 percent more semiconduc
tors this month over last month because past 
forecasts in system sales have turned into orders 

Figure 1 
Averaged Monthly Semiconductor Orders 

Order Index, 12/88 = 100 
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Figure 2 
Averaged Semiconductor Lead Times 
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Figure 3 
Actual vs. Target Inventory Levels 
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Figure 4 
Actual vs. Target Inventory Levels 

(Computer OEMs) 
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APRIL PROCUREMENT PULSE: BOOKINGS AND LEAD TIMES RISE, WHILE INVENTORIES TUMBLE 

that are now being built and shipped. As seen in 
Figure 1, the semiconductor booking rate of the 
past three months has been relatively steady yet 
higher than the previous three months. Coinciding 
with this procurement activity is an overall system 
sales forecast that continued to rise from 6.0 per
cent in January to the 9.1 percent recorded this 
month. The oudook for computer OEMs is brighter 
than last month, with expected sales of 8.9 percent 
over the next six months compared with a similar 
outlook of 7.4 percent that was taken in our last 
survey. The overall market dynamics that provide 
stability from which consistent, predictable 
procurement plans can be implemented are in 
place. 

OVERALL AVAILABILITY REMAINS 
MANAGEABLE; SOIC LOGIC AND 
32-BIT MRU SUPPLIES STILL TIGHT 

Figure 2 shows a slight uptick in lead times 
over last month's level (10.6 weeks versus 
9.5 weeks). This upturn was mainly due to the con
tinued shortage of SMT standard logic devices, 
Intel 32-bit microprocessors, and, to a lesser extent, 
some high-speed DRAM products. Customers 
under contract note littie or no impact to increased 
lead times that now are affecting the spot market. 
Improvement in the supply of SMT logic has taken 
awhile but is expected to occur by midyear. Intel 
expects to increase shipments of the 386SX and 
DX parts by midyear to meet pent-up demand. The 
reason given for delaying increased supplies (e.g., 
expenditure) has been to see whether or not 
demand for SOIC logic would be sustained. 
Dataquest beUeves that the Motorola-Hitachi patent 
snafu that temporarily sent shock waves through 
the 68030 user base wiU be quickly resolved out of 
court. Supplies for these critical parts should not be 
hampered by legalities. 

BOTH TARGET AND ACTUAL INVENTORY 
LEVELS ARE REDUCED 

In Ught of stable system demand and overall 
reliable supplies of semiconductors, users have 
bwered both targeted and actual levels of inven
tories this montii relative to last month's poll 

(overall levels are 17.4 versus 27.4 days, and com
puter OEM levels are 15.3 Versus 24.1 days, 
respectively). If DRAMs are taken out of the 
inventory equation, inventory targets and actuals 
turn out to be overall at 16.7 and 24.2 days and 
computer OEMs at 14.6 and 20.3 days, respec
tively. This fact emphasizes that DRAM inventories 
are healthy, and shortage fears are unfounded. As 
seen in Figures 3 and 4, there has been a steady 
improvement in inventory control over the past six 
months if February's results are disregarded. This 
progress is partly because of improved communica
tions and impUed trust between suppUers and users 
and the overriding issue of cost control. One of the 
main concerns that arose in this month's responses 
was the need for improvement on delivery commit
ments. On-time delivery, which is the number one 
user issue as noted in our annual procurement 
survey, apparentiy still requires additional attention 
by suppliers. 

DATAQUEST ANALYSIS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

Dataquest believes that the perception of sta
bility in the systems and components markets is 
allowing procurement managers to improve their 
forecasting and intemal cost-control mechanisms. 
Implicit in this control is increased dependency on 
key suppUers by users that require fine-tuned deliv
eries that are on time. With a few isolated excep
tions, overall pricing continues to decline; however, 
not at the pace seen in the first quarter of this year. 
As users shift their focus to supplier performance 
to keep their own costs down, suppliers must strive 
to maintain this level of confidence by meeting 
customer needs to the letter. We do not expect any 
major semiconductor supply disruptions in the next 
six to nine months, which provides an opportunity 
for users to hone their inventory and cost-control 
skills and judge their semiconductor supply base. 

Mark. Giudici 
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SEMICONDUCTOR PRICE SURVEY: USERS SHOCKED BY LEGAL 
RULING ON 68030 MPUs 

SUMMARY 

As shown in Table 1, the sharp downward 
trend in pricing for megabit-density DRAMs per
sisted during the first quarter of 1990. For major 
buyers, the rate of 1Mb DRAM price declines 
should be slower than durmg prior quarters, but 
pricing reductions are expected to condniie during 
the second quarter of 1990. A major shock for 
users occurred as the first quarter ended with the 
ruling in the Motorola-Hitachi case on the 68030 
microprocessors (MPUs). Another shock may be 
coming for users of sole-sourced 32-bit N^Us. 
Table 1 also shows that users can anticipate sharp 

cuts in pricing for CMOS gate airays and cell-
based ICs (CBICs). 

MEMORY TRENDS 
An end to plungiag pricing for 256K DRAMs 

and 1Mb DRAMs marks a new trend in this seg
ment of the semiconductor memory business. Pric
ing for slow SRAMs and EPROMs should be 
aggressive during the first half of 1990. As noted 
Is t̂ quarter, Da^uest expects the 4:1 unit/price 
crossover from the 4Mb DRAM to the 1Mb device 
to occur in North America during the first quarter 
of 1991. 

TABLE i 
Semiconductor Pricing and Lead Time IVends 

Part 

IMbxl 100ns DRAM, 
DIP/SOJ 

4Mbxl 100ns DRAM, 
DIP 

lMbx8 100ns SIMM 

32-Bit MPUs/Peripherals 

74AC 

CMOS 1.5um Gate 
Airays 

CMOS and TTL PLDs, 
^ 20 pins 

Pricing 

First Quarter 

28% down 

44% down 

34% down 

1 to 10% down 

1 to 3% down 

1 to 4% down 

3 to 11% down 

; Trend 

Forecast 

10% down 

24% down 

13% down 

0 to 10% down 

1 to 3% down 

Flat to 4% down 

2 to 7% down 

Lead Times 

Current 

4 to 12 weeks 

6 to 20 weeks 

3 to 10 weeks 

3 to 9 weeks 

8 to 10 weeks 

(Producdon) 9 to 
weeks 

1 14 

TTL: 3 to 14 weeks 
CMOS: 4 to 12 weeks 

Trend 

1 week longer 

Steady 

Steady 

1 week shorter 

Steady 

Steady 

1 week more 
Steady 

Sauce: Dataquest 
Apiil 1990 
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DRAMs 

Some Price Stabilization in the 
DRAM Arena 

As shown in Table 1 and Hgure 1, large-
volume contract buyers in North America can 
expect pricing for IMbxl 100ns DRAMs to decline 
by 10 percent during the second quarter, following 
a 28 percent drop in the first quarter of 1990. The 
moderate price decline of this quarter should bring 
the 1Mb DRAM price to $6.55. Pricing for 256Kxl 
100ns DRAMs should decline by 5 percent during 
the second quarter. As the supplier base shifts, 
pricing for 256K DRAMs should qjproach the 
$2 level in this quarter. 

By contrast, as reflected in TEible 1 and 
Figure 1, pricing for next-generation 4Mbxl 
100ns DRAMs continues to decline at a relatively 
r^id rate: a 24 percent decline during the second 
quarter of this year versus a 44 percent drop in the 
first quarter. Users can expect pricing for the 
4Mbxl product to decline to $40.48 in the second 
quarter. 

SEMICONDUCTOR PRICE SURVEY: USERS SHOCKED BY LEGAL RULING ON 6S030 MPUs 

The Full Range of DRAM Pricing 
As noted last quarter, survey confidentiality 

limits disclosure of exact pricing points; however, 
the sinvey responses capture the dynamics behind 
Dataquest's forecast numbers. For example, Data-
quest bases the forecast second quarter price of 
$6.55 for IMbxl 100ns DRAMs on survey prices 
that range &om a low of less than $6.50 to a high 
of nearly $7.60. One-half of survey participants 
expect a price in the $6.35 to $6.60 range. Similar
ly, the forecast second quarter price of $40.48 for 
4Mbxl DRAMs is based on survey prices that 
range from a low of slightly less than $40 to a high 
of nearly $50. Most respond^its—suppliers .as well 
as users— f̂oresee a second quarter price of $45 or 
less for this device. 

Users recently have expressed concern to 
Dataquest regarding the supply and pricing for 
256K DRAMs. Survey responses reflect the shifts 
in this changing marketplace, which is marked by 
the departure of a few familiar suppliers atid the 
entry of some newer firms. For exan^le, the fore
cast second-quarter price of $2.05 is based on 
survey prices that range from a low of almost $1.50 
to a high of nearly $3.00. Nevertheless, most 

/ 

FIGURE 1 
DRAM Price IVends (North American Bookings) 
(Volume: 100,000 Units) 

Price (Dollars) 
100-

0006727-1 

• 1Mbx9 SIMM (80ns) 
• 1Mbx8 SIMM (100ns) 
X 4Mbx1 ORAM (100ns) 

• IMbx l DRAM (100ns, DIP/fSOJ) 
+ 256KX4 VRAM (100ns, SOJ) 

1990 1991 

Source: Dataquest 
April 1990 
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# 

survey respondents reported pricing close to the 
forecast price of $2.05. 

New Direction to 1Mb DRAM 
Pricing? 

In March, 1Mb DRAM prices stabilized 
somewhat following recent cutbacks in production 
by some suppliers. Dataquest has received some 
reports of an upturn in pricing in the spot market 
Nevertheless, for large-volume contract buyers, 
pricing should continue to decline during the sec
ond quarter of 1990, although at a slower rate than 
in prior quarters. 

Dataquest strongly recommends that North 
American and European buyers avoid panic buying 
(and associated stockpiling) of 1Mb DRAMs on the 
spot markets and instead continue to purchase on 
the basis of long-temi volume contracts with estab
lished suppliers. 

SIMMs: An Expanding User/ 
Suppiier Base 

Both users and suppliers express great interest 
to Dataquest regarding this segment of the memory 
market. Supply^nicing trends for single in-line 
memory modules (SIMMs) link to DRAM market 
developments. For example, when 1Mb DRAM 
pricing plunged during late 1989 and early 1990, 
pricing for lMbx8 and lMbx9 SIMMs fell precipi
tously. As shown in Table 1, pricing for SIMMs 
declined 34 percent and 37 percent during the first 
quarter. Addiag fuel to the pricing decline is the 
recent expansion of the SIMM supplier base. 

Dataquest anticipates that second-quarter 
1990 price declines will be slighdy steeper than 
declines in standard DRAM pricing. Pricing for 
IMbxS 100ns SIMMs should decline by 13 percent 
from the first-quarter level of $69.50 to a second-
quarter price of $60.26. The price of lMbx9 85ns 
SIMMs is expected to decline by 12 percent, firom 
$77.62 in the first quarter to $68 J2 in die second 
quarter. The price of 256Kx9 100ns SIMMs should 
decrease by 13 percent during the second quarter to 
$19.60 versus $22.50 in die first quarter. Pricing 
for 256Kx36 85ns SIMMs should erode more 
slowly—a 5 percent decline fi-om $93.42 in the 
first quarter to $88.20 in the second quarter— 
because of a narrower supplier base than other 
SIMMs. 

SRAMs 

Slow SRAMs: DRAM-Related Pricing 
Declines during 1990 

Cutbacks in DRAM capacity can mean 
increased supply of slow SRAMs (allowing several 
months lag for fab conversion). For example, pric
ing for 32Kx8 100ns SRAMs fell 20 percent during 
the first quarts, following capacity shifts from 
1Mb DRAMs to 256K SRAMs in the second 
half of 1989. The price for die 256K slow SRAM 
should decline by 10 percent &om $6.90 in the first 
quarter to $6.23 in the second quarter. 

Buyer Advisory on 1Mb Slow SRAMs 

Qear links exist between the supply and 
demand for 4Mb DRAMs and for 1Mb slow 
SRAMs. Users must be aware that strong demand 
for 4Mb DRAMs during 1990—^which has not yet 
materialized—^would reduce capacity for 1Mb slow 
SRAMs and stabilize pricing lat^ diis year. By 
contrast, weak demand for 4Mb DRAMs during 
1990 would mean increased supply of 1Mb slow 
SRAMs and lower pricing. Current and prospective 
users of 128Kx8 100ns SRAMs must monitor 
4Mb DRAM market trends for indications of 
in:q)acts on 1Mb slow SRAM supply/pricing. 

Users of the 128Kx8 100ns device can look 
ficnrward to a steady drop in price under current 
market conditions. Users can anticipate a 15 per
cent decline during die secraid quarter to a price 
of $43. 

EPROM: Aggressive Pricing Trends 

Prices of higher-density EPROMs should 
decline sharply during the first half of 1990 
because of increased supplier competition. For 
example, Dataquest expects the price for 
32Kx8 EPROMs to fall to less than $2 during die 
second quarter, a 12 percent decline from last 
quarter. Pricing for the 128Kx8 product plummeted 
by 22 percent during the first quarter and should 
decline 6 percent during the second quarter to 
$7.48. As forecast, pricing for the 64Kx8 product 
broke the $4 bairier during the first quarter of 
1990. Under current aggressive pricing conditions, 
the price should decline by 15 percent during the 
second quarter and approach (or break) the 
$3 level. 
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MICROPROCESSOR TRENDS 

During the first quarter of 1990, some users 
were shocked by the limited allocation of 80386SX 
and 80386 devices from Intel, which is currently 
the sole source. Under current market conditions of 
80386SX/80386 allocation, pricing for the 
80386SX 16-MHz part should be stable during the 
second quarter; however, pricing for the 10-MHz 
and 12-MHz 80286 products should continue to 
decline sharply as suppliers try to cut into unsatis
fied demand for the 80386SX component 

could settle. If so, pricing is likely to be higher (as 
Motorola passes along to customers the cost of 
settlement) or Hitachi might emerge as a supplier. 
Another scenario is that Hitachi could win on 
^jpeal and possibly emerge as the sole source. 

Users of the 80386 devices should be aware 
that an inq>artant element of the arbitration case 
between AMD and Intel over 80286 products con
cerns AMD's alleged right to produce 80386 
devices. As amazing as it seems, if AMD wins that 
argument, it might emerge as a supplier of 80386 
products. 

Another Shock for Users of Soie-
Sourced 32-Bit MPUs 

At the beginning of the second quarter, users 
were shocked by the legal ruling that Motorola's 
sale of 68030 MPUs infringes on patents held by 
Hitachi Motorola is the current sole source of the 
68030 products. A subsequent injunction permits 
Motorola to ship this critical device as the case 
moves through the federal ^>pellate courts. As 
noted in prior forecasts, the recent supply-base 
shocks illustrate that the use of single-sourced ICs 
such as die 68030 and 80386 MPUs involves a 
risky set of system/conoponent performance^ofita-
bili^/availability trade-offs. 

At the time of diis writing, Dataquest had not 
yet assessed the intact of 68030 ruling on 68030 
product pricing. Mth shipments by Motorola con
tinuing, the pricing oudook for the second quarter 
of 1990 should remain in accord with original 
expectations, but pricing could change quickly 
depending on legal events. For example, Dataquest 
expects pricing for the 16-MHz 68030 during the 
second quarter to decline by nearly 10 percent to 
$140.94. This pricing scenario stems partly from 
the fact that 68030 products generally are at an 
earlier stage of the hfe cycle than other 32-bit 
deAdces (e.g., the 68020). Similarly, Dataquest 
expects the price of the 68030 25-MDHz device to 
decline by 6 percent during the second quarter to 
$198.32. This product is now moving through the 
growth stage of its life cycle. 

More Shocks for Users of Sole-
Sourced 32-Blt MPUs? 

The stunning events surrounding the 68030 
product augur future shocks for supply-base 
managers at systems companies that use this com
ponent and other single-sourced MPUs. Motorola 
could win on appeal. If not. Motorola and Hitachi 

STANDARD LOGIC TRENDS 
As shown in Figure 2 and Table 1, suppliers 

are making a market move to newer CMOS fami
lies such as the 74AC and will lower prices for 
these products in the process. Regarding bipolar 
families, suppliers continue to evaluate carefully 
which mature or declining families (e.g., S, LS, 
ALS) they will deemphasize because of narrow 
profit margins. 

Recommendation 
Dataquest restates its recommendation that 

users of mature standard logic—especially lower-
density versions of the HC, LS, and ALS 
families—plan now to migrate fix)m these products 
to a younger logic family such as 74AC or to 
ASICs. In line with that recommendation, we will 
look at the pricing war that appears to be develop
ing among suppliers of CMOS gate arrays and 
CMOS CBICs—and the response by manufacturers 
of CMOS standard logic and PLDs—as suppliCTS 
battle to replace bipolar logic in systems' sockets. 

ASICs 
As noted in prior forecasts, the ASIC siipplier 

base has become very competitive. As shown in 
Figiire 3 and Table 1, users can expect aggressive 
pricing during the second quarter of 1990 among 
siq}pliers of 1.0- and 1.5-micron CMOS gale arrays 
and CBICs. 

For example. Table 1 shows that users of 
CMOS gate arrays can look forward to declines of 
as much as 4 percent in pricing for 1.5-micron 
devices during the second quarter. Similarly, the 
sharp downward trend in pricing for 1.0- and 
1.5-niicron CBICs should maintain momentum dur
ing the second quarter. Users of CBICs can antici
pate declines of as much as 3.5 percent in pricing 
for 1.0- and 1.5-micron products. 
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FiGTJKE 2 

Standard Logic Price Trends (North American Bookings) 
(Volume: 100,000 Units; PDIP) 
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FIGURE 3 

1990 ASIC Price Trends (North American Bookings) 
(Volume: 10,000 Units; Utilized Gates; Excudes NRE) 

Source: Dataquest 
April 1990 
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FIGURE 4 
PLD Price Trends (North American Bookings) 
(Volume: 10,000 Units; PDIF or PLCC) 
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As shown in Table 1 and Figure 2, suppliers 
of CMOS.standard logic are striving for pricing 
con^titiveness against the ASIC onslaught Users 
can anticipate price declines of as much as 
3 percent for 74AC parts during the second quarter 
of 1990. 

PLDs 
As stated in prior forecasts, users of PLDs 

can expect periods of accelerating and decelerating 
price compedtion during 1990. For exaniple, at the 
time of this writing, several suppliers of TTL PLDs 
indicated more stable pricing; however, others indi
cated a continuation of pricing competition. 

Regardless, suppliers of PLDs continue to 
battle against each other as well as i^ainst suppli
ers of standard logic and other ASICs for design 
wins. As shown in Table 1 and Figure 4, of 1990 
users cat; anticipate pricing declines in the range of 
2 to 9 percent for TTL PLDs during the second 
quarter. CMOS PLD prices are expected to 
decrease between 1 and 7 percent this qiiarter. 

DATAQUEST CONCLUSIONS 
The results of Dataquest's first quarter 1990 

price survey show that the rate of 1Mb DRAM and 

256K DRAM price declines should be slower than 
in previous quarters, but reductions are expected to 
continue during the second quarter of 1990. The 
ruling in the Motorola-Hitachi case on 68030 MPU 
patent claims shocked the entire industry. Users can 
anticipate aggressive pridng during the second 
quarter for EPROMs, slow SRAMs, CMOS gate 
arrays, CMOS CBICs, and competitive pricing for 
PLDs and newer families of CMOS standard logic. 
Under current conditions, Dataquest makes the fol
lowing recommendations. 

DATAQUEST RECOMMENDATIONS 

Dataquest strongly recommends that North 
American and European buyers of 1Mb DRAMs 
and 256K DRAMs avoid panic buying and instead 
continue to purchase on the basis of long-term 
volume contracts with established suppliers. Users 
in North America. Japan, and Europe should plan 
for the 4:1 unit/price crossover from the 
4Mb DRAM to the 1Mb device to occur during 
early 1991. 

Dataquest recommends that users give careful 
consideration to the use of SIMMs in prototypes 
and as a hedge as the volatile DRAM market 
moves toward the crossover to 4Mb DRAMs. The 
SIMMs supplier base is expanding. 
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SEMICONDUCTOR PRICE SURVEY: USERS SHOCKED BY LEGAL RULING ON 68030 MPUs 

Users of single-sourced 32-bit MPUs must With the stabilization of bipolar standard 
track legal developments surrounding both the logic pricing, users should take advantage of pric-
68030 products and the 80386 devices. ing competition this year among suppliers of 

Users of 128Kx8 100ns SRAMs should moni- CMOS standard logic, CMOS gale arrays, CMOS 
tor 4Mb DRAM market developments, which can CBICs, and PLDs. 
have an impact on 1Mb slow SRAM supply and 
pricing. Ronald Bohn 
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July - September Index 

The following is a list of the newsletters in this index: 

• Cost Trends—^High Lead^Count Packaging (1989-29)—Input and output (I/O) 
requirements increase as dice become more complex. To minimize silicon 
costs and improve processing speed, feature sizes are being shrunk continually 
so that traditional package assembly using wire bonding is no longer cost 
effective. This newsletter analyzes high I/O package assembly costs and how 
design component engineers need to work with procurement to decrease 
system assembly costs. Dataquest concludes that theemphasis on reducing the 
cost of systems now must focus on the packaging area as well as the silicon. 

• Semiconductor Price Survey: Suppliers Aim to Manage 1Mb DRAM Price 
Decline (1989-30)—Trends for the first half of 1989 continued to mark 1989 as 
a period of declining semiconductor prices and shorter lead times. This 
newsletter highlights the key points of Dataquest's latest North 
America-based price survey and forecast. The year 1989 continues as a period 
of declining semiconductor prices and shorter lead times. Dataquest again 
recommends that users give CBICs a close look, together with gate arrays, for 
systems being designed today for production in the post-1990 period. 

• June Market Watch: Clearer Slowdown Signals as System Demand Weakens 
(1989-31)—This month's Market Watch focuses on the dropping of book-to-bill 
ratios, continuing system demand slowdowns with manageable inventory levels, 
and steady prices. Dataquest believes that despite the inevitability of a 
slowdown, we should be thankful that capacity and inventory are low and 
prices and profits probably will not plunge severely. 

• DRAM-Supply Wild Card: Samsung to the Rescue? (1989-32)—First-tier 
Japanese DRAM suppliers have reaped high profits with their strategy of 
managing supply to control prices. These companies have a plausible 
profit-maximizing strategy, but it hinges on the assumption that other 
manufacturers' production plans will slip. In following their strategy, 
Japanese suppliers will have to trade market share for profits, which means 
that they must ramp-up the 4Mb DRAM successfully in order to keep overall 
worldwide DRAM market dominance. Dataquest believes that Korean and U.S. 
suppliers eventually may prove that Japanese manufacturers do not have as 
tight a control over the DRAM market as they think. 

• U.S. Memories Inc.—A Strategic Response to DRAM Technology Dependence 
(1989-33)—Events in 1988 demonstrated how DRAM technology dependence 
can cut system manufacturers' revenue and profits. A group consisting of U.S. 
DRAM users (Digital Equipment and Hewlett-Packard) and semiconductor 
suppliers (AMD, Intel, LSI Logic, and National Semiconductor), in alliance with 
IBM, have proposed the formation of a company to be known as U.S. Memories 
Inc. Dataquest recommends that North American DRAM users immediately 
investigate the possibility of participation in U.S. Memories Inc. 
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Systems-Demand Slowdown Sparks Sharp Drop in Worldwide 1Mb DRAM Prices 
(1989-34)—An expanding 1Mb DRAM supply from a growing number of 
suppliers hit a midyear demand slowdown that to DRAM suppliers looks like a 
second-half recession. Until worldwide system production/DRAM demand 
patterns change, Dataquest recommends that systems manufacturers on a 
worldwide basis aggressively negotiate for lower 1Mb DRAM prices. 

July Procurement Pulse: Inventories/Orders Down, Memories on a Seesaw 
(1989-35)—This month's Procurement Pulse explains what inventory order rate 
corrections mean to both semiconductor users and manufacturers. Dataquest 
expects low inventory levels (especially for non-DRAMs) to continue and to 
cause more spot orders, or at least more orders that require deliveries within 
three months. It is now a buyer's market. 

July Market Watch: MOS Memory Joins Slowdown, Turns Business Increases 
(1989-36)—This month's Market Watch examines increases in June's 
book-to-bill despite 0.99 ratio, decreasing system demand and inventory, and 
plunging indicator prices. Dataquest believes that the industry will see 
fluctuating, rather than continuously declining, order patterns from month to 
month as buyers adjust their inventory mix or respond to sudden production 
demands. 

Semiconductor Price Survey: MPUs and 1Mb DRAMs Lead Way in Sharp Price 
Break (1989-37)—Suppliers of 16-and 32-bit microprocessors (MPUs) and 
IMbxl DRAMs have cut pricing aggressively in response to a recent slowdown 
in U.S. systems shipments. This newsletter highlights the key points of 
Dataquest's latest North America-based price survey and forecast. Dataquest 
reinforces its previous recommendation that systems manufacturers negotiate 
for better lead times. Dataquest again recommends that users give CDICs a 
close look vis-a-vis gate arrays for these products along with local 
customizing capability. 

The Shape of Post 1992 Distribution in Europe (1989-38)—Today, distribution 
represents 28.2 percent of the European semiconductor market; by 1993, 
Dataquest expects this to increase to 33.1 percent. This newsletter examines 
the current restructuring of the European distribution network and assesses 
the future shape of distribution in Europe after 1992. Dataquest believes that 
more global distributors will emerge in 1992, with a few U.S. distributors in 
the European market. The most dramatic change will occur when Japan-based 
trading houses forge links with some of their global distributors. 
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• August Procurement Pulse: The Orders-Down, Inventories-Up Seesaw 
Continues (1989-40)*—This month's Procurement Pulse survey focuses on 
lower semiconductor orders along with slow system sales and the uncertainty 
of how long lead times will remain stable. Dataquest believes that the seesaw 
composed of inventory levels and order rates will continue to balance and that 
this trend should last through the end of the year. 

• August Market Watch: As the Market Slows, Advantage Goes to the 
Levelheaded (1989-41)—This month's Market Watch reviews dropping 
book-to-bill ratios, further slowdown of computer inventory growth, up-down 
seesawing OEM semiconductor inventories, and declining prices. Dataquest 
believes that semiconductor manufacturers should go back to business 
basics—stay efficient, stay lean, and provide better service. 

• September Procurement Pulse: Orders Continue to Slide While Inventories Rise 
(1989-42)—This month's Procurement Pulse survey continues to indicate slow 
semiconductor orders, lead times remain the same, and because of a business 
slump, inventories will continue to rise. Dataquest recommends that buyers 
need to communicate accurately their 6- to 12-month requirements while 
suppliers need to ensure timely delivery of parts as order levels decline. 

• Solutions to Systems Manufacturers' High-Speed ROM Supply Base Challenge 
(1989-43)—Purchasing high-speed MOS mask ROM (sub-200ns) devices for use 
in leading-edge systems presents a special set of challenges and risks for 
supply-based managers in North America and Europe. This newsletter 
identifies the market factor behind this challenging reality and recommends 
specific courses of supply-based action for adapting to market realities. 

• GaAs PLDs Attack the Silicon TTL PLD Market (1989-44)—GaAs 
programmable logic devices (PLDs) that operate 65 percent faster than 
equivalent silicon parts now are available as a superset of more than 30 of the 
most popular silicon PLDs. These and other GaAs PLDs are expected to have 
a major impact on the silicon PLD marketplace as the 1990s unfold. This 
newsletter discusses the availability and production worthiness of GaAs, the 
benefits of GaAs over silicon, and programming issues. Dataquest concludes 
that the availability of GaAs PLDs with TTL interface is accelerating the 
insertion of GaAs technology into digital systems. 

• September Market Watch: Buyers Put on the Brakes as Market Continues to 
Slide (1989-45)—This month's Market Watch remains unchanged compared 
with last month's forecast. Book-to-bill continues to slip, computer bookings 
are down, inventories are up, and semiconductor prices are falling to new 
lows. Dataquest believes that the September indicators all point to the 
current slowdown as being more than a seasonal blip for both semiconductor 
suppliers and users. 

* The number 39 (e.g., 1989-39) has been omitted. 
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SEMICONDUCTOR PRICE SURVEY: NORTH AMERICA—A GLOBAL 
ISLAND OF HIGH DRAM PRICES DURING THE 1990S? 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Iraq's invasion of Kuwait changed world mar

ket conditions dramatically during the third quarter 
of 1990. The US economy is moving closer to 
recession, and most nations' economies strain 
under the effect of business uncertainty and rising 
oil prices. For users of megabit-density DRAMs, a 
different kind of "big news" has emerged. North 
American buyers of DRAMs right now face a 

pricing disadvantage vis-Jl-vis European 
purchasers—an a|3parent reversal of historic trends 
(see Table 1). Will this trend hold frue? This news
letter focuses on the DRAM issue, but as shown in 
T^le 1, does not ignore recent major shifts in the 
32-bit MPU, SRAM, nonvolatile memory, and 
standard logic markets. 

The pricing analysis presented in Table 1 
correlates with the quarterly price tables mailed to 

TABLE 1 
Semiconductor Pricing and Lead Time Trends (North American Bookings) 

Pricing Trend 
Part Third Quarter Forecast Current Lead Times Product/Market Trends 

IMbxl 100ns 
DRAM, DIP/SOJ 

4Mbxl 100ns 
DRAM DIP 

16Kx4 2Sns 
SRAM 

128Kx8 100ns 
SRAM 

S12Kx8 ROM 
CMOS, 200ns 
and above 

CISC and RISC 
32-bit MPU 

6% down 

17% down 

4% down 

20% down 

12% down 

2-9% down 

15% down 

22% down 

3% down 

15% down 

15% down 

2-11% down 

2-10 weeks 

4-8 weeks 

6-14 weeks 

2-10 weeks 

4-10 weeks 

5-10 weeks 
80386SX, 

except for 
68040 

1Mb price cuts delay 
4Mb crossover until 
second quarter 1991 

Price in Europe 10-15% 
lower than in North 
America 

64K SRAM supply base 
contracticxi 

Crossover from 256K slow 
SRAM likely by seccmd 
quarter 1991 

Signs of pricing war 

New strategies for 80386/ 
80486; ramp up of 68040 

74HC 0-2% up 0-2% up 4-6 weeks 

delayed to fourth quarts 
1990 

Oil-related plastic package 
price rise* 

*>^)ldies to all •bodaid logic in plutic package*. 
Sounse: DataquMt (October 1990) 
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SEMICONDUCTOR PRICE SURVEY: NORTH AMERICA—A GLOBAL ISLAND OF HIGH DRAM PRICES DURING THE 19g0s7 

SUIS clients on September 21, 1990, and the SUIS 
service section entitled Third Quarter 1990 Price 
Update and dated October 1990. For SUIS clients 
that use the SUIS on-line service, the quarterly 
pricing presented herein correlates with the quar
terly price tables dated Sq)tember 1990 in the 
SUIS on-line service. For additional product cover
age and more detailed product specifications, 
please refer to those sources. 

MEMORY TRENDS 

North American and European users of 
1Mb DRAMs continue to enjoy aggressive pricing 
during the second half of 1990. The DRAM spot 
market has been very volatile. In fact, relentiess 
drops in 1Mb DRAM pricing should delay the 
ever-impending 4:1 unit/price crossover to the 
4Mb DRAM in North America and Europe until 
the second quarto* of 1991. 

The midyear 1990 oversiqjply of DRAM 
devices appears to be extending to other memory 
products such as high-density SRAMs, ROMs, and 
EPROMs. 

FlGVKE 1 

DRAM Price IVends (North American Bookings) 
(Volume: 100,000 Units) 

DRAM 

Megabit-Density DRAM 
As shown in Table 1 and Figure 1, large-

volxmie contract buyers in North America can 
expect a sharp decline in pricing for the IMbxl 
100ns DRAM during the fourth quarter of 1990 
and steady declines during 1991. Spot market 
prices for die 1Mb DRAM had fallen below $5 at 
the time this newsletter was written. Volume con
tract pricing in North America should fall by 
15 percent and reach the $5 level or below during 
the fourth quarter. 

North American users can e:q)ect pricing lot 
4Mbxl products to decline to the $24 level during 
the fourth quarts of 1990, a decline of 22 percent 
from the third quarter price. Several siq)pliers con
tinue to call for a market crossover to the 
4Mb DRAM by year-end 1990; as noted, however, 
Dataquest expects a crossover during the second 
quarter of 1991. 

T/ie Range of DRAM Pricing 
As noted in prior newsletters, survey con

fidentiality limits disclosure of exact pricing pomts; 

Price (Dollars) 
100-

• 1Mbx9 SIMM (sons) 
• IMbxS SIMM (icons) 
X 4Mbx1 DRAM (lOOns) 

• 1Mbx1 DRAM (100ns, DIP/SOJ) 
ir 256KX4 VRAM (100ns, SOJ) 

Q3 Q4 

1990 1991 

Source: Dataquest (October 1990) 
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SEMICONDUCTOR PRICE SURVEY: NORTH AMERICA—A GLOBAL ISLAND OF HIGH DRAM PRICES DURING THE 1990s? 

however, the survey responses capture the dynam
ics behind Dataquest's forecast. For example, Data-
quest bases the third quarter contract-volume price 
of $5.97 for the IMbxl 100ns DRAM on survey 
prices that range from a low of $520 to a high of 
nearly $6.45. The third quarter contract-volume 
price of $31.00 for the 4Mbxl DRAM reflects 
survey prices that range from a low of $30.00 to a 
high of $34.00. 

North America and Europe: A 
Reversal of Long-Term DRAM 
Price Trends? 
At the time this newsletter was written, the 

contract volume price for IMbxl DRAMs was 3 to 
4 percent lower in Europe than North America—a 
reversal of a historical pattem. European users of 
the 4Mbxl DRAM were enjoying an even greater 
advantage vis-k-vis North American pur
chasers—10 to 15 percent lower prices. 

This recent anomaly has been the result of the 
Referraice Pricing (RF) system, which is Europe's 
government-mandated system for pricing Japanese-
produced DRAMs. North Amoican semiconductor 
manufacturers have protected Aemselves against 
Jq)anese suppliers' dumping of underpriced ICs in 
North America through die foreign maiket value 
(FMV) system. By contrast, in Europe, IC buyers 
now press, through the Eurĉ )ean Community (EC), 
for protection against higher-priced DRAM prices 
from Japan-based conipanies via the RF system. 

There is no quick answer to the immediate 
concern of some North Amoican buyers: will the 
ebb and flow of regional pricing keep North 
America an island of high DRAM prices vis-k-vis 
Europe, Japan, and Rest of World (ROW)? Hie 
possibility now exists. Conversely, European pur
chasers do not desire a retum to the "status quo 
ante" in which they paid higher prices for DRAMs 
than did most buyers around the globe. Govern
ment and industry negotiators from Europe, Jq)an, 
and North America have begun to confront the 
issue; South Korea might also formally partidpale. 
Even so, government intervention in economic 
markets—like the law of physics—typically causes 
an equal and opposite reaction somewhere in the 
maike^lace. 

Dataquest Recommendation on Global 
Procurement of DRAM 

For SUIS clients that purchase on the global 
spot markets, Dataquest recommends weekly 

monitoring of worldwide 1Mb DRAM and 
4Mb DRAM pricing trends through Dataquest's 
On-JJne DQ Monday service. Dataquest does not 
recommend a sudden shift by North American 
purchasers to Europe-based procurement. Dataquest 
does reinforce prior recommendations that systCTis 
maniifacturers foUow the trend toward "local-
market" procurement— încluding purchasing by 
North America-based companies in Europe as they 
make systems for local European customers and 
procurement by Europe-based companies in North 
America as they produce for local customers in that 
region. 

Fast SRAM: Supplier Base Contraction 
National Semiconductor, Philips-Signetics, 

and VLSI Technology departed the fast SRAM 
arena during die third quarter of 1990. Understand
ably, SUIS clients express concern regarding 
SRAM supply and supply base during 1991. 
Ikble 1 shows that users can expect some contrac
tion of the stq)plier base for fast 64K SRAMs as 
suppUers shifr to higher-density SRAMs or enipha-
size other ICs. At the time this article was written, 
the 64K fast SRAM pricing forecast, which calls 
for steady if not aggressive declines, was 
consistent 

Dataquest Recommendation on 
64K Slow SRAM 
Because of a likely contraction of the 

64K slow SRAM supply base, Dataquest recom
mends diat users of this device either migrate to 
higher-density devices or forge special long-term 
arrangements widi suppliers to assure a steady 
supply of this device. 

Higher-Density SRAM 
Users can ejqiect mcne aggressive pricing 

con^tition for SRAM in densities of 256K. and 
above. For exatiq>le, Dataquest's recent survey 
shows somewhat shaiper declines in pricing than 
originally ê qpected for 256K fast SRAMs and 
128K slow SRAMs. Pricing has been competitive 
for 256K slow SRAMs, especially on spot markets, 
and contract buyers can expect continued declines 
in pricing during the fourth quarter of 1990. The 
256K slow SRAM supply/demand scenario has 
been clouded by the rec«it market events. 

A Buyer Advisory on the 1Mb Slow 
SRAM Crossover 
As shown in Table 1, und^ these market 

conditions siq>pliers might shift enq>hasis to the 
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1Mb slow SRAM device (from lower density slow 
SRAMs) more quickly than originally expected. 
The 4:1 unit/price crossover to the 1Mb slow 
SRAM could occur as soon as the second quarter 
of 1991. Dataquest restates its prior advice that 
prospective users of 128Kx8 100ns SRAMs must 
monitor 4Mb DRAM market trends as a leading 
indicator for 1Mb slow SRAM trends and extends 
this recommendation to a similar monitoring of the 
256K slow SRAM segment. 

Nonvolatile Memory Price Wars? 

Table 1 shows that suppliers of nonvolatile 
memory now face a possible price war. EPROM 
pricing should continue to be competitive following 
a pricing battle earlier this year. At the time this 
newsletter was written, Dataquest had not yet seen 
signs of a sharp downward trend in pricing for 
these devices; however, users are advised to moni
tor ROM market trends that could signal more 
volatile (or stable) EPROM pricing patterns. 

Recent world market events in the ROM 
arena confirm signals garnered during last quarter's 
survey of an intensified pricing conq)etition among 
siq)pUers of CMOS ROM with densities of 512K 
and greater. Current ROM market conditions are 
marked by weak demand from the PC and video 
game end markets. The supplier base has been 
e^anding and now includes a host of con:q)etitors 
from Japan, North America, and Taiwan. 

North American pricing for CMOS 128K 
ROM (ISQns and greater) dropped by 17 percent 
during the third quarter to $2.75. Under these con
ditions, pricing ^ould decrease 9 percent during 
the fourth quarter to $2.50. As shown in l ^ l e 1, 
the price for CMOS 512Kx8 ROMs (200ns and 
greater) declined by 12 percent during the third 
quarter to the $5.(X) level During the fourth quar
ter, pricing is expected to decline more sharply—by 
IS percent—and reach the $425 leveL The results 
of Dataquest's recent survey show a premium of 
qjproximately 20 percent for the 256Kxl6 device. 

MICROPROCESSOR TRENDS 

Table 1 shows that Nordi American and Euro
pean users of high-speed 16- and 32-bit 
microprocessors (MPUs) can e]q>ect continued 
pricing competition among major siq>pliers of 
CISC and RISC ICs. Market demand for more 
mature MPUs appeaccs to be slowing. 

Increased Supply of 80386 and 
80386SX MPUs 

As a result of capacity e:q)ansion by Intel, 
users can expect shorter lead times for 80386 (6 to 
8 weeks) and 80386SX (10 to 12 weeks) products. 
For orders of less than 5,000 units, buyers can look 
forward to a mild downward movement in price of 
the 16-MHz 80386SX to a fourth quarter 1990 
level of $61.50. Pricing for 25-MHz 80386 
products should decline by 5 percent during the 
fourth quarter to $173.00. 

The plunge in 80286 pricing continues. The 
price of the lO-MHz 80286 device should break the 
the $9 barrier during the fourth quarter, and pricing 
for the 12-MHz 80286 is now on a path to con
verge with the price of the 10-MHz version during 
1991. 

Intel's New Product Strategy 
Intel also announced a new product strategy 

for blunting the effort of any prospective 80386 
competition, including RISC MPU suppliers. 
Prospective new products include a more fully 
integrated version of the 80386SX, which could 
counter chip set competitors in the l^top and 
hand-held PC markets. Another product is an 
80486SX device targeted for PC ^>plications that 
do not need floating-point capabilities. Other 
prongs of the strategy include a 50-MHz 80486 that 
is targeted against RISC IC siq>pliers and an 80960 
RISC IC for embedded control applications. 

Expect Learning Curve Price Declines 
for 68040 and 80486 MPUs 

The ramp i^ in output of the 25-MHz 80486 
IC has begun, vnHh the concomitant sharp drop in 
pricing. The scenario for the 25-MHz 68040 prod
uct should be similar as long as Motorola 
experiences no more delays in ran:q)ing up. For 
1,000- to 5,000-unit orders, pricing for die 25-MHz 
80486 should decline by 7 percent during the 
fourth quarter almost to the $700 level. Barring 
production delays during the fourth quarter, pricing 
for the 25-MHz 68040 device in the same volume 
is expected to drop by 11 percent to die $635 level. 

STANDARD LOGIC TRENDS 
As shown in Bgure 2 and Table 1, prices for 

some older standard logic products are increasing; 
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FIGURE 2 

Standard Logic Price Trends (North American Bookings) 
(Volume: 100,(M)0 Units; PDIP) 
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however, the big news this quarter is the rising cost 
of plastic dual-in-line package (PDIF) because of 
higher oil prices. 

Buyer Advisory on Rising PDIP Prices 

Throughout 1990, users of standard logic 
have oiduied a series of siq>ply/demand imbalances 
(i.e., availability of PDIP and surface-mount pack
age). Dataquest advises users of products in the 
PDIP to esipect rising prices—or at least firm 
pricing—unless the Middle East crisis is quickly 
resolved. The cost of plastic epoxy material— 
whether oil-based or not—has been increasing 
n^idly in synch with rising oil prices. As an alter
native, users can move to either surface-mount 
packages or other application-specific ICs 
(ASICs)—^in which the package represents a 
smaller percentage of total device cost 

ASICs 
Pricing for ASICs remains aggressively com

petitive, as evidenced by National SCToiconductor's 

recent departure from the cell-based IC (CBIQ 
business. As shown in Figure 3, pricing for 1.0-
and l.S-micron CMOS gate arrays and 1.0- and 
1.5-micron CBICs coll^sed during 1990. Data-
quest analysts also report sharp price cuts for 0.8-
and 1.2-micron CMOS gate arrays and 0.8- and 
1.2-micron CBICs. Field programmable gate arrays 
(FPGAs) represoit a new source of pricing pressure 
in these markets. 

Fieid Programmabie Gate Arrays 
(FPGAs) 

Dataquest views FPGAs—^which are in fact a 
standard product akin to a programmable logic 
device (PLD)—as a challenging alternative to low-
density masked gate arrays for system design starts. 
FPGA solutions provide systems manufacturers 
with the benefit of faster time to market than gate 
arrays, especially for device densities with 6,000 
gates or less. The major advantage of FPGAs over 
gate arrays is system time to market—not price— 
but more rqud time to market can mean lower 
system cost and higher profit margins for systems 
using FPGAs. 
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SEMICONDUCTOR PRICE SURVEY: NORTH AMERICA—A GLOBAL ISLAND OF HIGH DRAM PRICES DURING THE 1990s? 

FIGURE 3 
1990 ASIC Price lYends (North American Bookings)* 
(Volume: 10,000 Units; Utilized Gates; Excludes NRE) 

Price (Millicents Per Gate) 
155-

145 

135 

• 2.0-Micron Cell-Based IC 
• 1.5-Micron Cell-Based IC 
X 1.0-Mlcron Cell-Based IC 

A 2.0-Mlcron CMOS Gate Array 
+ 1.5-Mlcron CMOS Gate Array 
^ 1.0-Mlcron CMOS Gate Array 

0-1.99K 2K-4.99K 5K-9.99K 

Density (Thousands of Gates) 
'Note: 84-pln PLCC for <tOK gates and 160-pln PQFP for >10K gates 

10K-19.99K 20K-50K 

Source: Dataquest (October 1990) 

PLDs: General Supply/Demand 
Equilibrium 

Supply and demand for PLDs has moved into 
market equilibrium except for slower-speed TTL 
devices. Under tbese conditions, pricing for TTL 
PLDs and CMOS PLDs decHned between 1 and 
9 percrait during the third quarter of this year 
except for an increase in pricing for some 24-pin 
TTL devices that operate at speeds of 15 nano
seconds (ns) or slower. As shown in Figure 4, 
under current market conditions, most PLD users 
can expect steady and, in some cases, such as widi 
newer, faster devices, sharp declines in pricing 
during die fourth quarter of 1990. As stated in prior 
forecasts, PLD suppliers will continue to battle 
each other as well as siqipliers of standard logic 
and odier ASICs for design wins. 

suppliers reveals that contract-volume buyers of 
DRAM can esqiect sharp pricing declines as the 
year raids, with the steep drop in 1Mb DRAM 
pricing delaying die 4Mb DRAM crossover until 
the second quarter of 1991. The big news is that 
North American DRAM purchasers face a pricing 
disadvantage vis-k-vis European buyos, although it 
is too early to say whether Nordi America wiU 
become a global island of high DRAM prices 
during the 1990s. For exaxaple, at the time of the 
writing of this newsletter, Dataquest had learned of 
the likely tramination of the FMV syston during 
1990. Odier significant market shifts include Inters 
increased ci^acity for 80386/80386SX devices and 
a new product strategy; signs of a price war in the 
ROM arena; contraction of the SRAM siqyplin 
base; and rising costs for the PDIP version of 
standard logic via rising oil prices. 

DATAQUEST CONCLUSIONS 

The crisis in die Middle East overshadowed 
significant semiconductor market shifts during die 
third quarter of 1990. Dataquest's August-
Septembo-1990 survey of semiconductar users and 

DATAQUEST RECOMMENDATIONS 

Dataquest recommends that major North 
American and European buyers of 1Mb DRAMs 
should book DRAM orders at a price of $5.05 or 
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SEMICONDUCTOR PRICE SURVEY: NORTH AMERICA—A GLOBAL ISLAND OF HIGH DRAM PRICES DURING THE 1990s? 

FIGURE 4 

PLD Price Trends (North American Booicings)* 
(Volume: 10,000 Units; PDIF or PLCC) 

Price (Dollars) 
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Source: Dataquest (October 1990) 

lower. Do not plan on a fourth quarter 1990 
crossover to the 4Mb DRAM (4:1 unit/price 
ratio). Under current maiket conditions, most users 
shoidd e3q)ect the crossover to occur during ^ 
second quarter of 1991. 

Users also should plan for a second quarter 
1991 crossover (4:1 unit^nice ratio) to 1Mb slow 
SRAMs from 2S<9C slow SRAMs. Sq>ply of 
2S6K slow SRAMs could tighten during 1991, so 
Dataquest recommends that users provide suppliers 
with accurate demand forecasts or book 1991 
orders now, widi a provision for renegotiation of 
256K. product price at a later date. 

Users of standard logic products should 
continue to monitor PDIF pricing-supply-demand 
trends through use of Dataquest's On-Line 
DQ Monday service. 

Dataquest recommends that users facing com
petitive system time-to-mariEet constraints evaluate 
the use of FPGAs, especially for device dmsities 
with 6,(XX) gates or less. 

Ronald A. Bohn 
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DESIGNING FOR DOLLARS: WIN WITH FPGAS 

OVERVIEW 

Wiih the introduction of high-density devices, 
Dataquest e^>ects manufacturers of field program
mable gate arrays (FPGAs) to challenge low-
density masked gate array suppliers for design 
starts. Just as gate arrays have affected the market 
for custom ASICs, FPGAs currently are impacting 
the gate array market at the lower densities. 
Dataquest believes that an FPGA product with a 
6,000-gate density should allow the ASIC 
manufacturer to address one-half of today's world
wide MOS gate array design starts. 

Although FPGAs now can compete with 
masked gate arrays on the basis of density, they are 
far from being price competitive widi their gate 
array counterparts. However, FPGA solutions do 
offer systems manufacturers die benefit of faster 
time to market than a gate array solution. In the 
context of a system life cycle, this time-to-market 
advantage should translate into a healthy increase 
in profitability for systems suppliers. Dataquest 
believes that die choice of an FPGA solution may, 
in fact, increase margin dollars by more than 
25 percent over those attainable with a masked gate 
array solution. 

ASSUMPTIONS 

Our analysis of the time-to-market advantage 
attained through the use of FPGAs is based on a 
number of assumptions, as summarized in Table 1. 
First, we assume a system product lifetime of 
12 months and a system cost of $1,200 for the 
product utilizing the gate array solution. In 

addition, we assume a selling price of $2,000 (at 
introduction) for the complete system and a fixed 
quantity of 5,000 units sold per month for each 
logic array solution. Also, we assume a time-to-
market advantage of 3.3 months for the FPGA over 
a masked gate array. This final assuiiq>tion is based 
on the fact that a gate array will take 3.3 months to 
reach production status once final design is com
pleted, compared with immediate production of the 
FPGA. Dataquest considers 3.3 months the best-
case scenario for gate array production, based on 
fully functional first silicon. 

Our example is based on an ASIC require
ment of 6,000 gates and a volume of 5,000 units 
per month. We assume a price of $6 for a 
6,000-gate masked gate array. The price for a 
6,000-gate FPGA is assumed to be $60. Because of 
the price difference between the solutions, the cost 
of die system using an FPGA solution will be 
$1,254. A final assumption is that systems vendors 
using gate array solutions capture a 40 percent 
margin at the time of product introduction, declin
ing linearly to 20 percent by the end of the twelfth 
month. The price level, then, drops fi'om $2,000 at 
product introduction to $1,500 at the end of the 
product's life. 

THE MODEL 

Figure 1 illustrates the margin dollars availa
ble in the lifetime of a typical system product in a 
conq)etitive market The straight line plots margin 
dollars per month widi respect to time. In this 
model, the product is introduced at month 0, where 

l l ie infonnatian and analysis contaiiied in this puUicalian are provided to cUents for internal leaeatdi and planning pmposes, under flie teims and condi
tions of flieir Dataquest subaciiplian agreement. PeimissioD to exceipt mntnial from ttiis npott for inclusion in a client's own internal lepoits, preseou-
tioos, and studies is hereby gianted, provided that the notalica "Source: Dataquest" tppem on dw exceipt, thereby cleariy attributing die infismalioD to 
Dataquest ReptodiKtian for any other pupose is not permitted. 

Reprints of diis docummt may be provided to clients for a nominal fee. Please contact Dataquest's Reptints Department at (408) 437-8332 for futher 
details. 
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DESIGNING FOR DOLLARS: WIN WITH FPGAa 

TABLE 1 
Assumptions for FPGA Time-to-Market Model 

Logic Anay Density 
Monthly System Shipments 

Market )Mndow 

Gate Array Solution 

Tune to Market 

System Life Cycle 

System Cost without Array 

Gate Array ASP (Includes NRE) 

Total System Cost 

At System Introduction 

Margin per System ($) 

Margin per System (%) 

At System Life End 

Margin per System ($) 

Margin per System (%) 

FPGA Solution 

Time to Market 

System Life Cycle 

Syston Cost without Array 

FPGA ASP 

Total System Cost 

At System httroductioa 

Margin per System ($) 

Margin per System (%) 

At System Life End 

Margin per System ($) 

Margin per System (%) 

6,000 gates 
5,000 units 

12.0 months 

3.3 months 

12.0 months 

$1,194 

$6 
$1,200 

800 
.40 

300 
20 

0 months 

15.3 months 

$1,194 

$60 
$1,254 

746 
37.3 

246 
16.4 

Sauoe: DiUqueit (September 1990) 

the margin is at its maximum leveL Assuming a 
constant rate of monthly unit sales, margin dollars 
per month will decline diroughout the product's life 
until, at month 12, the product is discontinued. 

Figure 2 coinpares the margin dollars earned 
by a system product with a gate array solution with 
a system product using an FPGA solution. If we 
begin widi a 12-month product lifetime, the use of 
an FPGA solution gives us an early introduction by 
3.3 months. Eflfectively, thrai, FPGA use allows us 
to shift the Y axis of Hgure 1 to the left by 
3.3 months. So, the system utilizing the FPGA 
solution is introduced at month 0, while that using 

the masked gate array solution enters the market at 
month 3.3. Each product is discontinued at month 
15.3. 

Because the FPGA-based product is 
introduced 3.3 months ahead of the rest of the 
market, the manufacturer of this system may be 
able to hold prices and margins high prior to the 
introduction of conq)etitive jmMiucts (shown by the 
horizontal segmrait of the line). As the second 
manufacturer, using the gate array solution, enters 
the market, however, the margins for each 
manufacturer begin to decline and continue to 
decline throughout the life of the product 
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DESIGNING FOR DOLLARS: WIN WITH FPGAs 

FIGURE 1 
Margin Dollars Earned—^Typical System Product 

Margin Dollars per Month 
5-

8 10 

Months 
12 14 16 

Source: Dataquest (September 1990) 

FIGURE 2 
Margin Dollars Earned— F̂PGA Compared with Gate Array Solution (Millions of Dollars) 

Margin Dollars per Month 
5-

$4.00 I 
FPQA Advantage 
Gate Array Advantage 

Source: Dataquest (September 1990) 

The line representing the margin dollars of 
the gate array solution is higher than that of the 
FPGA solution, because of the lower cost per unit 
of the system with the gate array solution. So, the 
area betwe^i the two lines represents an advantage 
in margin dollars of the gate array solution over the 
FPGA solution. However, because the system with 
the gate airay solution is not introduced until 
month 3.3, the FPGA solution cq)tures high margin 

dollars for a full 3.3 months before the second 
product is introduced. 

It is easy to see from the gnqph that the FPGA 
solution captures more margin dollars than the gate 
array solution. This time-to-market advantage can 
be evaluated quantitatively by conq)uting the area 
under each Une. The area under the ITGA line 
equals $42.1 miUion, while the area under the gate 
array line equals $33.0 million. This calculation 
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DESIGNING FOR DOLLARS: WIN WITH FPGAs 

shows that the product with the FPGA solution has 
a $9.1 million advantage, in terms of margin 
dollars, over the system with the gate array solu
tion. 

DATAQUEST ANALYSIS 

Obviously, there are many possible scenarios 
with differing margin levels, product lifetimes, and 
early introduction periods. The values we chose for 
these factors are ones that Dataquest believes to be 
quite typical in the current industry environment. 
We believe that this model provides a usefiil frame
work for the evaluation of the FPGA alternative. 

The results of our model show that a time-to-
market advantage may offer significant benefits to 
systems manufacturers. A 27.5 percent increase in 
total margin dollars was realized over the lifetime 
of the system product used in our model. 

The FPGA lead-time advantage is absolutely 
dependent on the production lead time for the gate 
array. For our example, we chose a consovative 
product lead time, assuming working first sihcon in 
the gate array production. In reality, this poiod 
couM be much longer than the 3.3 months we used 
for the purposes of our model. The manufac
turer that achieves early introduction can expect 
to earn high margins throughout the early introduc
tion period and thus eam more margin dollars 
over the lifetime of the product than can odier 
manufacturers. 

A number of other benefits existing outside 
the fr'amework of Has model could provide further 
advantages to users of FPGAs. For exaitq>le, early 
introduction could result in a market leadership 
position in trams of market share, which translates 
into higher unit sales for the vendor that uses an 
FPGA solution, thus leading to an even greater 
advantage in margin dollars. In addition, a 
manufacturer able to gain a time-to-market advan
tage in several generations of systems will be in 
position to gain high margins at die beginning of a 
product life cycle and then exit to a new product 
with higher margins as the margins in the first 
generation deteriorate. 

DATAQUEST CONCLUSIONS 

Dataquest expects FPGAs to increasingly 
challenge masked gate arrays for design starts as 
FPGA products continue to increase in density. 
Despite the large cost differ^itial between FPGA 
and gate array solutions, FPGAs may offer substan
tial returns because of the inherent time-to-market 
advantage of these products. We have shown that 
this advantage can be quite attractive to the system 
manufacturer. As system designers begin to explore 
the FPGA solution more thoroughly, Dataquest 
expects more semiconductor voidors to address 
this growing market, which currently is dominated 
by two players, Actel and Xilinx. 

To our systems clients, we recommend evalu
ating the use of FPGAs in systems products, espe
cially where time to maiket is a crucial issue. To 
our semiconductor clioits, Dataquest recommends 
a hard look at this rapidly growing market segment. 

(This document is reprinted with the per
mission of Dataquest's Semiconductor Industry 
Service.) 

Mark Giudici 
Phil MosakowsM 

Jerry Banks 
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SEPTEMBER MARKET WATCH: SEMICONDUCTOR AVAILABILITY 
EXCELLENT WHILE DEMAND STABILIZES, REFLECTING STABLE 
SYSTEMS BUSINESS 

Market Watch is a monthly Dataquest bulletin 
that is released after the SIA book-to-bill Flash 
Report. It is designed to give a deeper insight into 
the monthly trends in the semiconductor market 
and an analysis of what to expect in the next six 
mondis (see Figures 1 through 4). 

THE BOOK-TO-BILL SLIPS BELOW THE 
1.00 MARK TO 0.99 

This month's book-to-bill ratio slipped 
slighfly to 0.99 from last month's 1.00 level, as 
seen in Figure 1. Seasonality aside, this dip is not 
an unprecedented event. However, looking at the 
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Figure 1 
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Figure 2 
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Figure 4 
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Source: WSTS, US Department of Commerce, Dataquest (September 1990) 
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SEPTEMBER MARKET WATCH 

actual booking and billing dollars highlights an 
interesting situation that may be developing. The 
actual three-month averages of bookings and bill
ings both unexpectedly rose over last month's aver
ages. The 16.6 percent rise in August billings over 
July's levels can be partly attributed to the billing 
of comparatively higher-priced DRAMs that were 
booked in June and July. The 0.9 percent higher 
bookings level in August over July is interesting in 
that Dataquest has not seen any large-scale price 
stabilization or unit order increases that would war
rant this type of growth. It is possible that the 
anticipated year-end sales push has begun a month 
early because the respondents to this month's 
Procurement Pulse (SUIS newsletter number 
19SK)-31) survey expect to order 13.0 percent more 
semiconductors in September than in August. The 
last time a positive annualized billings growtti rate 
occurred in August after a negative rale in July was 
ia. 1986, the beginning of the most recent positive 
growth cycle for semiconductors. 

THE COMPUTER BOOKING RATE 
CONTINUES TO CLIMB, SHIPMENTS RATE 
REMAINS FLAT, AND INVENTORIES DIVE 

The US Department of Commerce (DOC) 
data shown in Figure 2 illustrate that although the 
latest annualized shipment rate slipped to 2.8 per
cent from last month's 3.0 percent, computer com-
pani^ actually had less inventory on hand relative 
to the same time last year. The last time the 1/12 
inventory rate was less than 1.00 was November 
1987. Tbs annualized bookings rate rose again, 
from June's 5.3 percent to July's 6.4 percent, show
ing how continued strength in system demand is 
buoying up an otherwise lackluster market. The 
continued eipansiveness of computer demand may 
be tested, due to the uncertainty surrounding the 
Iraq crisis. It is likely that some percentage of those 
companies planning capital expenditures may delay 
purchases that in turn will affect the aggregate 
near-term demand for systems. The annualized 
shipment rate most likely will not be appreciably 
affected by these near-tenn perturbations due to the 
momentum of prior months' bookings. The trickle-
down effect of postponed (lost) system demand 
most likely will impact the semiconductor industry 
in the mid- to late fourth quarter, exacerbating an 
already abundant supply situation. 

SEMICONDUCTOR INVENTORY LEVELS 
REMAIN CONTROLLED, READY TO 
RESPOND TO ANY DEMAND CHANGE 

The stabihty in the delta between targeted and 
actual inventory levels of 8.5 days relative to the 

last two months' 8.2-day difference points out how 
well inventory levels remain under control (see 
Figure 3). There was a slight increase in both 
targeted and actual semiconductor inventories of 20 
and 29 days versus last month's respective levels of 
18 and 27 days. This increase primarily is due to 
anticipation of stronger fourtb-quarto: system sales. 
The ebb and flow of system demand is being 
directly transferred toward semiconductor inven
tory levels. Any change in system demand (up or 
down) wiU be reflected in semiconductor inventory 
levels, thus keeping the order pipeline flowing. 

STABLE DEMAND + ABUNDANT 
SUPPLIES R CONTINUED LOWER PRICES 

Abundant supplies of all semiconductors con
tinue to allow gradual price reductions for the 
average semiconductor "breadbasket," as seen in 
Figure 4. The largest price declines have come in 
the DRAM (expected) and microprocessor (unex
pected) famihes. Despite efforts of some DRAM 
supphers to match flat demand levels with like 
siq)pUes, other suppliers bent on gaining market 
share have aggressively taken business with lower 
prices. Flat demand for systems has finally caught 
vp with the midrange to high-end microprocessor. 
market. Lead times for most Intel 32-bit 
microprocessors have been reduced to within a 10-
to 12-week interval, and prices also have declined 
somewhat, matching demand levels. The other 
semiconductor families Gogic, ASIC, and linear) 
that already were at rock-bottom prices have not 
had much price movement. 

DATAQUEST CONCLUSIONS 

The inventory controls of semiconductor sup
pliers and buyers are maintaining an adequate order 
flow of chips in the face of static deniand. Now 
that availability is a nonissue, many large users are 
focusing on lead time predictability and reduction, 
which is very feasible in many areas. The uncer
tainty surrounding the overall economy as it relates 
to the Middle East may have some negative fallout 
on semiconductor growth, but it wiU alleviate semi
conductor users' shortage fears. Forecasting 
accuracy and commitments—both of which, to 
date, have been well executed—^are of paramount 
concern for both users and suppliers. 

Mark Giudici 
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SEPTEMBER PROCUREMENT PULSE: 
ORDERS TO PICK UP WHILE INVENTORIES STABILIZE 

Hie Procurement Pulse is a monthly update 
of critical issues and market trends based on semi
conductor procurement managers. This bulletin 
e3q}lains what inventory and order rate correc
tions mean to both semiconductor users and 
manufacture^. 

SEMICONDUCTOR ORDER LEVELS 
EXPECTED TO RISE 

The respondents to Dataquest's monthly 
procurement survey expect to increase their semi
conductor order levels 13 percent over last month's 

Figure 1 
Averaged Monthly Semiconductor Orders 
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Figure 3 
Actual vs. Target Inventory Levels 
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Figure 2 
Averaged Semiconductor Lead Times 
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Figure 4 
Actual vs. Target inventory Levels 

(Computer OEMs) 
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Source: Dataquest (September 1990) 
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SEPTEMBER PROCUREMENT PULSE: ORDERS TO PICK UP WHILE INVENTORIES STABILIZE 

levels. It appears that the overall demand level for 
semiconductors is returning to presummer levels 
(see Figure 1). We still e}q)ect system sales for the 
next six months to be positive on average, ranging 
between negative 20 percent and positive 20 per
cent Continuing the trend of the past six months, 
die only negative sales outlook is that of the mUi-
taty segmoit. The current system sales oudook for 
tiie next six months is for 4.2 percent positive 
growfli con[q>ared with the 5.5 percent six-month 
growth forecast that was e:q)ected last month. The 
conqniter oudook currentiy is for a 6.1 percent 
six-month growth rate versus last month's forecast 
of 8.3 percent. Although one month of increased 
onler oqjectalions does not make a trend, Ifae anti-
c^ated fourth-quarter uptum in business may be 
beginning early. 

No SURPRISE! AVAILABILITY A 
NONISSUE WHILE AVERAGE LEAD TIMES 
REMAIN UNCHANGED AT NINE WEEKS 

Figure 2 shows the closest thing to a straight 
line in lead times, with a variance of no more than 
one week over the past six months. The current 
lead time average is 9 weeks and ranges from 6 to 
12 weeks. All respondents except one are not hav
ing any problems kt procuring parts at this time. 
One respondent still is having some difticulty in 
getting high-end Intel microprocessors. According 
to recent survey work, the availability of Intel 
devices also wiU become a nonissue. The only 
collective issue seen this month is for shorter lead 
times. For die first time, 100 percent of the respon
dents are using surface-mount technology, and only 
one company is noting problems with handling and 
testing. 

SEMICONDUCTOR INVENTORIES RISE 
BY ONE DAY; STILL UNDER 30 DAYS! 

In correlation with anticqiated higher order 
rates in September, invoitoiy levels are e^)ected to 
rise slightly for both targeted and actual levels, as 
seen in Figures 3 and 4. For both the overall and 
computer respondents, the targeted and actual 
inventory levels are forecast to be 20 and 29 days, 
respectively. Inventory control still remains one of 
the most visible areas for cost cutting. There was 
only one day of actual invoitoty increase over last 
month's levels that relates to this month's antici
pated higher order rate. The continued attention 
paid to inqiroved lead times should have a positive 
effect on inventory levels as forecasting accuracy 
continues to iinprove. 

DATAQUEST ANALYSIS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

Despite the imcertainty surrounding the 
Mideast crisis, this month's respondents expect to 
increase order rates and will raise inventory levels 
slightly to account for the anticipated increased 
year-end business push. Forecasting accuracy still 
is a major concern for suppliers and users as both 
continue to work hard at keeping their respective 
inventory levels low and controllable, '^^th inven
tory levels historically very low, the uptum in 
antic^ated system sales should be reflected in 
increased semiconductor orders, as diis month's 
results attest. Currentiy, there are no problems with 
semiconductor availability, and Dataquest does not 
ê qpect to see any future problems through the rest 
of the year. 

Mark A. Giudici 
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AUGUST MARKET WATCH: THE MIDSUMMER SLOWS 
SETTLE IN, AND THE AVAILABILITY IS EASY 

Market Watch is a monthly D^aquest bulletin 
that is released after the SIA book-to-bOl Flash 
Report. It is designed to give a deeper insight into 
the monthly trends in the semiconductor market 
and an analysis of what to e?q)ect in the next six 
months (see Figures 1 through 4). 

THE BOOK-TO-BILL SLIPS TO PARITY 

Continuing the summer slide that began in 
late May, July's book-to-bill declined to 1.00 from 
June's 1.06 level. The expected lower semiconduc
tor bookings, noted in last month's Procurement 

Figure 1 
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Figure 2 
DOC Computer Demand 
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Pulse as being based on seasonal factors, have 
resulted in the current lower book-to-biU ratio. 
Compared with the five-week month of June, July's 
booldngs declined 6.4 percent and billings were 
down 16.7 percent. Because there was 20 percent 
less time to ship product in July than in June, the 
lower figures appear to be in Ikie. Looking at the 
prior quarter's activity highlights seasonality. The 
reduction in booking activity for July was 
12.8 percent lower than the comparable April 1990 
figure (the prior four-week month that followed a 
five-week month), while biUings were 4.9 percent 
less than last April. This slight decline in semicon
ductor business wiU continue because of lower (but 
still positive) growth in system sales expectations 
in the next six months, combined with good inven
tory control. 

SYSTEM SALES AND INVENTORY RATES 
DIP, YET BOOKINGS RATE RISES 

The u s Department of Commerce (DOQ 
historical data (Figure 2) shows that the computer 
shipment rate slipped to an annualized (12 month) 
rate of 3 percent growth compared with the com
parable year-earlier 12-month period ending in 
June. For the same time period, the bookings rate 
rose to 5.3 percent, while the June 1990 inventory 
rate was flat compared with the June 1989 rate. 
Although the shipment rate declined slightly from 
last month's 3.9 percent level, the bookings rate has 
continued to rise as discussed in the past three 
Market Watch issues. This occurrence is due to the 
expanded pervasiveness of computers in the econ
omy and ̂ e current upgrade (not necessarily new 
machine) trend that is being fueled by continually 
lower-cost memory. As noted in this month's 
Procurement Pulse (newsletter SUIS-28), the 
6-month system sales outlook remains positive but 
a bit lower at 7.3 percent versus last month's 
9.5 percent response. This forecast is mostly due to 
year-Old (December) versus January sales expec
tations of most companies. Although concern exists 
regarding the effect of an oil shock on the econo
my, it is too early to determine to what extent the 
events occurring in the Middle East will impact the 
electronics industry. We soon will publish a news
letter on this topic. 

SEMICONDUCTOR INVENTORIES 
REMAIN UNDER CONTROL 

The current delta between targeted and actual 
inventory levels of semiconductors remained 
unchanged from last month's gap of 8.2 days 

(Figure 3). Overall targeted and actual inventory 
levels have declined to slightly lower than average 
levels of 18 and 27 days, respectively, compared 
with the 24 and 32 days seen last period. The 
reduction in average inventory levels points out 
how closely inventory control matches business 
activity levels. Although we are not in the middle 
of a boom market, controlled inventory levels wiU 
ensure that there is a more direct relationship 
between system sales and semiconductor demand. 

SLACK DEMAND FUELS STEADY 
PRICE DECLINES 

Prices continue to sHp, primarily in the spot 
memory arena as some companies resort to aggres
sive pricing to maintain or grow market share in 
the face of steady and/or seasonally lower demand. 
The SRAM and EPROM markets also are being 
affected by market-share-hungry suppliers forcing 
some of tiiese prices down. There appears to be 
relative pricing calm in the mature standard logic 
and linear markets, primarily because of their 
already very low prices. Another area of price 
stability is in the 32-bit microprocessor market, 
where sole-source marketing is gaining few Mends 
in the user community. Although lead times have 
improved for Intel devices, prices have not 
declined as predictably as expected. As overall 
availability improves, prices will continue to 
decline for the rest of the summer, primarily in the 
commodity volatile memory markets and for some 
16-bit Intel devices as well. Logic, linear, and 
32-bit microprocessor pricing will continue to 
remain relatively flat for the different reasons men
tioned above. 

DATAQUEST CONCLUSIONS 

The continued abundance of commodity 
memory and logic semiconductors relative to flat 
demand is forcing lower prices and related lower 
revenue for semiconductor suppliers. Suppliers' 
performance remains a key determinant in 
incremental business and the retention of existing 
business as some long-term contract buyers have 
begun to consider taking advantage of limited spot-
market buys. Inventory control remains the gospel, 
and system companies' requirement for compo
nents will quickly correspond with system sales 
levels relative to past business cycles. Now is a 
good time to solidify long-term supply arrange
ments that win benefit both parties in the upcoming 
year. 

Mark A. Giudici 
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EUROPEAN COMMISSION DRAM REFERENCE PRICES 
BEHIND THE SCENES 

INTRODUCTION 
The reference price mechanism for Japanese-

sourced DRAMs was formally defined by the 
European Commission in Council Regulation 
No. 2112/90 of July 23, 1990. It was provisionally 
defined on January 23, 1990, as Commission 
Regulation No. 165/90 and subsequent extension 
1361/90. The regulations are published in fiall in 
the Official Journal of the European Communities. 

SUMMARY 
Since the publishing of our February 

Research Bulletin (1990-4) on the subject of the 
DRAM reference price, second- and third-quarter 
ref^ence prices have been issued to participants of 
the agreement. The reference prices for the third 
quarter of 1990 are currenfly in force for all 
DRAM orders confirmed in this quarter. 
Documented compliance with reference prices by 
participants of the agreement provides exemption 
from the 60 percent antidumping duty on all 
DRAMs sourced from Japan. 

Only the Commission and the 11 participants 
have direct access to these reference prices. How
ever, in the normal process of a sales negotiation, a 
DRAM buyer may also be quoted the reference 
price by a participant supplier to support the selling 
price. It comes as no surprise, therefore, that the 
electronics press also finds access to the reference 
price as soon as It is released. Bold criticisms of 
the reference price, many of which are open to 
debate, have been made in the media. 

This newsletter takes a detailed look at the 
reference price mechanism, and gives Dataquest 
perspectives of the following issues and their 
impact on the market: 

• Reference price stability, a concern 

Exchange rate stability, a concern 

Reference prices for DRAM SIMMs, a potential 
concern 

Reference prices for new generations of DRAM, 
an explanation 

REFERENCE PRICE STABILITY 

The reference prices (RPs) for IM and 4M 
DRAMs in the third quarter of 1990 are understood 
to have signiticantiy declined from the second 
quarter. In fact, Dataquest believes that the IM 
DRAM RP for the third quarter of 1990 is a 
35 percent decline from the second quarter, whUe 
the 4M DRAM RP is a 55 percent decline. This 
sudden drop has led some critics to accuse the 
European Commission of making an error in the 
calculation of the average cost of production, upon 
which the RP is based. However, the Commission 
has emphasized that, although RPs will follow the 
learning curve for each density of DRAM in the 
long term, there will be short-term deviations on a 
quarterly scale. Dataquest identifies four major 
causes of RP instability, as outlined below. 

Supply and Demand 

Short-term deviations are, in part, a conse
quence of swings in supply and demand, which in 
turn affect production capacity and therefore cost 
of production, upon which the RP is based. 

Cost of Production 

Another short-term factor that can affect RPs 
is the error margin in projected cost of production 
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TABLE 1 

EC DRAM Reference Price Methodology 

1Q90 2Q90 3Q90 4Q90 1Q91 

3Q90 RP 1. 2Q90 Cp estimated 1. 3Q90 RP released 
for new bookings 

2. 2Q90 Ca calculated 

3Q90 RP applied 
to all confirmed 
bookings 

4Q90 RP 1. 3Q90 Cp estimated 1. 
2. 2Q90 (Ca - Cp) 

added to 3Q90 Cp 2. 

4Q90 RP released 
for new bookings 
3Q90 Ca calculated 

4Q90 RP applied 
to all confirmed 
bookings 

1Q91 RP 1. 4Q90 Cp produced 1. 
2. 3Q90 (Ca - Cp) 

added to 4Q90 Cp 2. 

1Q91 RP released 
for new bookings 

4Q90 Ca calculated 

1Q91 RP applie 
to all confirmed 
bookings 

2Q91 RP 1. 1Q91 Cp produced 1. 
2. 4Q90 (Ca - Cp) 

added to 1Q91 Cp 2. 

2Q91 RP release 
for new booking 
1Q91 Ca calculat 

_ HP = Rrfcrence ftice 
5 Cp = Projected Cost of Sal« 
'S Ca a Actual Cost of Sales 
a Source: Dataqaest (Augast 199Q) 

9 ^• 
« p. 
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versus actual cost of production. For instance, the 
3Q90 RP, which applies to orders confirmed in the 
third quarter, is released to participants in the 
middle of the second quarter. It is based on 
projected cost of production for the second quarter, 
as estimated in the first quarter. However, the 
actual cost of production for the second quarter is 
not known until early in the third quarter, and a 
comparison has to be made between the projected 
and actual costs. Any difference is added to or 
subtracted from the calculation of the next quarter's 
RP, as shown in Table 1. The net effect of this in 
the long term is to balance any errors in cost 
projection. But the effect in the short term is to add 
a random element in the calculation of RPs. 

Die Testing 
A long-term factor, which can significanfly 

reduce cost of production, is to miss out die testing 
altogether, with test after assembly only. This move 
is viable only for the largest siqjpliers with high 
yields of a maturing DRAM, although the weight
ing mechanism means that these suppliers also 
have the strongest influence in the calculation of 
the RPs. 

Depreciation 
Another long-term factor that can affect cost 

of production is the unique Jq)anese procedure of 
retrograde depreciation. It is this that is believed to 
be the main cause behind the sudden drop in the 
3Q90 RP. AH capital investment in equq)ment is 
depreciated over the lifetime of the equipment 
This depreciation is accounted for under operatiag 
costs, which is an element in the calculation 
DRAM reference prices. Depreciation also affects 
profit margins, which have been under stress from 
DRAM price erosion through 1989. In fact, by the 
close of die Japanese fiscal year 1989 ending 
March 31, 1990, average selling prices for IM 
DRAM had halved, which strongly affected profit 
margins. 

Dataquest believes that one or more major 
J^anese DRAM suppliers discovered that they 
would have to declare very small margins in fiscal 
1989 unless they found a way of reducing their 
operating costs over the reporting period. One way 
to achieve this is to defer depreciation. However, 
Japsaaese companies are also allowed to backdate 
their depreciation by up to five years, this being 
known as retrograde depreciation. Dataquest 

believes that one or more Japanese DRAM suppli
ers chose to backdate some of their fiscal 1989 
depreciation to fiscal 1987, as profit margins in 
fiscal 1987 were high enough to withstand the 
consequential erosion. Also, as fiscal 1987 
accounts are two years old, only summary revisions 
need to be shown in an annual report. 

The projection for the 3Q90 RP, as outlined 
earlier, was based on production costs available in 
the first quarter, which for one or more major 
suppliers was believed to have excluded some 
depreciation. Therefore, without intervention from 
the Commission, a sharp drop in the 3Q90 RP was 
inevitable. The Commission accepts the legal 
accounting practices of Japan and so had to allow 
the anomaly to take its course. The 4Q90 RPs are 
expected to return to normal levels, with deprecia
tion being counted in the projection of manufactur
ing costs for the third quarter. 

EXCHANGE RATE STABILITY 

AU DRAM reference prices are calculated ia 
yen. This is the natural currency to work in since 
the participants are all Japanese (except for Texas 
Instruments, which has a Japanese factory) and the 
majority of all production, sales, and administration 
costs are determined in yen. llie Commission pro
vides exchange rates to the participants for the 
purpose of translating their overseas costs, such as 
freight, handling, insurance, and sales costs from 
foreign currency into yen. These exchange rates 
remain fixed throughout the reference price calcu
lation to minimize confusion; diat is, they are used 
at the beginning of the process to translate overseas 
elements of cost of sales into yen and at the end of 
the process by European sales offices to translate 
reference prices in yen back into local currencies. 
Hence, to translate a 3Q90 RP into local currency, 
a first quarter exchange rate is used. 

Obviously, if the yen strengthens during this 
period, the RP expressed in local currency accord
ing to Commission exchange rates will be less tiian 
when expressed in local currency according to mar
ket rates; if the yen weakens the reverse is true. In 
fact, throughout 1990, the yen has been weakening 
against European currencies, with the effect that 
local currency 3Q90 RPs derived from Commission 
exchange rates are on average 9 percent higher than 
those derived from maiket rates. 

When DRAM market prices are close to RPs, 
as occurred in the second quarter, Japanese vendors 
and their customers wUl want to know if Commis
sion exchange rates or market exchange rates will 
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provide the lowest floor on pricing. If, as ia the 
present case, market exchange rates provide the 
lowest prices, then the vendor may choose to 
accept payment in yen. However, not all vendors 
are currently able to process local orders in yen. 
Consequently, some users have begun dealing with 
the headquarters of these vendors to negotiate con
tracts in yen for shipment to Europe. The extra 
time and efifort this entails would be saved if the 
Commission chose to use dynamic, rather than 
fixed, exchange rates. Of course, this would make 
the administration of the agreement more complex. 
The gains of using market exchange rates at the 
sales end of the agreement may therefore be lost by 
increasing the complexity of the calculation of RPs. 

There has been no request for a dynamic 
exchange rate as yet, but a slowdown in the 
Japanese economy or further growth in European 
economies may make the currency displacements 
too large to ignore. 

REFERENCE PRICES FOR DRAM SIMMS 

A single in-line memory module (SIMM) 
consists of memory ICs mounted onto a printed 
circuit board, which is mounted vertically onto a 
motherboard as a component with single in-hne 
pins. SIMMs are used primarily to save board 
space when large amounts of memory are required 
in a system. The RP agreement treats DRAM 
SIMMs simply as a collection of DRAMs, and so 
the RP of a SIMM is determined by adding up the 
RPs of the DRAMs mounted on it The cost of the 
board and of mounting the DRAMs is ignored. 
This typically amounts to about 10 percent of the 
total cost. 

Dataquest estimates that between 20 and 
40 percent of Js^anese suppliers' European DRAM 
shipments are in the form of SIMMs, depending on 
their individual customer base. This is expected to 
increase over time as the thin small-outline package 
(TSOP) version of the DRAM gains popularity. 
Large OEMs have oftea mounted dual in-line pack
ages (DIP) and small out-line packages (SOP) onto 
SIMMs themselves, but the TSOP is beginning to 
stretch the limits of their board assembly equip
ment. This is because the TSOP DRAM is difficult 
to mount, being only 1.2n3m thick and having a pin 
pitch of 0.5 millimeter. 

Because Japanese TSOP DRAM manufac
turers already have e3q)ertise in mounting these 
packages on SIMMs, Dataquest believes that 
OEMs will increasingly order them already 

mounted. Also, as a SIMM RP is only the sum of 
the RPs of the mounted DRAMs, pricing is 
expected to be very competitive. The board assem
bly faculties of these OEMs, as well as those of 
related subcontractors, may therefore see 
underutilization of their capacity. 

However, there is no problem in this unless 
there is a complaint from a European manufacturer 
of DRAM SIMMs, and so for the moment it is just 
an interesting exclusion in the agreement. 

REFERENCE PRICES FOR NEW 
GENERATIONS OF DRAM 

The RPs for sample quantities of new genera
tions of DRAM do not follow the same rules as for 
DRAMs in production. In order to encourage 
potential users to sample this new product, a 
DRAM supplier has to sell at below cost for small 
quantities. Yet production costs are the main basis 
for the calculation of an RP, which are very high 
when a new generation is introduced. 

Therefore, in order to allow new generations 
of DRAM to circulate in the market as soon as 
possible, the Commission has stated that while the 
calculated RP of a new DRAM density is greater 
than ten times that of the previous density, the 
explicable RP of the new density is fixed at just 
ten times that of the previous density. When the 
calculated RP of the new density drops below this 
ten-times factor, the calculated RP then becomes 
appUcable. 

The Commission believes that, within 
18 months of the introduction of a new generation 
of DRAM, the RP of that device should reach ten 
times that of the previous generation. For reference, 
Dataquest analysis of worldwide market prices 
shows that the ten-times crossover point for 
4M ASPs versus IM DRAM ASPs occurred early 
in the fourth quarter of 1989, about 16 months after 
the first samples of the 4M density were available. 
The first example of the ten-times rule RP will be 
for the 16M DRAM, e:q)ected early in 1992. 

A further concession is that the Commission 
allows the shipment of one free sample of iq) to a 
thousand pieces per user per supplier. 

DATAQUEST ANALYSIS 

The reference price was always intended to be 
a low-profile safety net against dumping firom 
Japanese suppliers, and in this respect Dataquest 
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believes that it is succeeding, although we do have 
some concerns: 

• The stability of the reference price needs to be 
maintained for it to be a useful benchmark in the 
industry. Short-term instability such as the errors 
between projected and actual costs must be 
minimized, and long-term instability such as 
creative accounting should be corrected. 

• Dataquest believes that the normal patterns of 
purchasing are being influenced by the leaking 
of reference prices to the media. There is evi
dence that the widespread publication of alleged 
3Q90 RPs has influenced some DRAM pur
chasers to wait for market prices to drop closer 
to these RPs before placing overdue orders. This 
modulates the normal quarterly swings in market 
demand and destabUzes the industry. 

The level of the 3Q90 RP should mean that 
DRAM prices are controlled by market forces only, 
as if there was no lower limit. In cases where 
DRAM market prices are close to reference prices, 
as occurred in the second quarter, then suppliers 
offering products manufactured elsewhere than 
Japan have the competitive edge. It is claimed that 
North American and Korean DRAM suppliers have 
been quoting low prices for DRAMs to attract 

business away from J^anese suppUors. The Com-
mission is believed to be examining some of these 
claims. 

Nevertheless, the ultimate issue should not be 
clouded too much by external influences. The 
European semiconductor industry is learning to 
compete in the European market on its own, as a 
stepping-stone to competing on the world market. 
The Commission's reference price agreement 
serves to provide a greenhouse market for 
European DRAM manufacturers to grow their cus
tomer base. It is in^rtant for these manufacturers 
to take fuU advantage of this environment to secure 
sizable market shares in Europe and the world. 

The European Community will soon be host 
to the fabrication facilities of some of the largest 
DRAM manufacturers in the world, and products 
from these facilities wiU not be subject to any 
tariffs or reference prices. The time available for 
European manufacturers to gain a foothold may be 
less than the period between successive generations 
of DRAM, namely three and a half years. 

(This document is reprinted with the permis
sion of Dataquest's European Semiconductor 
Industry Service.) 

Mark Giudici 
Byron Harding 
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Research Bulletin 
AUGUST PROCUREMENT PULSE: SEASONALITY SLOWS ORDERS, 
BUT INVENTORIES STILL UNDER CONTROL 

The Procurement Pulse is a monthly tqxlate of 
critical issues and market trends based on 
Dataquest's monthly survey of major OEM 
semiconductor procurement managers. Hiis bulle
tin explains what inventory and order rate correc
tions mean to both semiconductor users and 
manufacturers. 

SEMICONDUCTOR ORDERS SLIP 
SEASONALLY 

The semiconductor order level of reqxHMlents 
is e3q)ected to decline by 21 percent this month, 
primarily because of the traditional summer slow
down in bookings (see Figure 1). This mcmth's 

Figure 1 
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Figure 3 
Actual vs. Target Inventory Levels 
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Figure 2 
Averaged Semiconductor Lead Times 
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Figure 4 
Actual vs. Target Inventory Levels 

(Computer OEMs) 
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respondents also expea another slight decline in 
system sales primarily because of seasonal demand 
patterns diat were also noticed last month. The 
range of responses still predicts systems sales 
growth to be between negative 20 percent and 
positive 25 percent during die next six months. It is 
important to note diat the only negative forecast 
was from a military-system respondent The current 
six-mraith outlook forecasts 5.5 percent overall sys
tems sales growth and 8.3 percent positive growth 
in the conqniter sector, conqiared with last month's 
rates of 7.3 percent and 11.0 percent, respectively. 
Dataquest e:qpects the seasonal slowdown to con
tinue tilnough Septranber, at which time order levels 
should increase to meet year-end demand. 

18 days and 27 days, reflectively. The conqmter 
segmoot of the sample has stabilized with targeted 
inventories at 20 d^s, but actual levels have risen 
1 day to 27 days. Liventory control still is the main 
cost-cutting "religion," and efforts to cut the target 
to actual deltas are ongoing. '^Ih soniconductQr 
inventories at Aeir currmt low levds, iq>ticks in 
system dfanand expected ibis fall should quickly 
translate into increases in semiconductor order lev
els. The focus on the current inqooved availability 
and lead times will continue through forecasting 
inqnovements as demand picks up. 

DATAQUEST ANALYSIS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

LEAD TIMES STABILIZE AT NINE PLUS 
WEEKS, AVAILABILITY REMAINS 
EXCELLENT 

Although Figure 2 shows a slight lead time 
increase of 9.3 weeks over last month's 9.0 weeks, 
die range in responses has narrowed, with a low of 
6.0 and a high of 12.0 weeks. Aside from some 
isolated problems with 80386SX availability, no 
other product problems were noted. The DIP short-
a ^ in standard logic has been effectively resolved 
with the combination of reduced demand and 
increased cspaaty. Currenfly, there is no differoice 
in price or lead time for most SMT or DIP standard 
logic products. Isolated problems still exist for 
son^ SMT users regarding testing and handling of 
parts and the availability of engineering-status 
SMT devices. 

^ t h the summer slow season in fiill swing, 
the control of inventories and the focus on supplier 
perfcnmance are getting priority because availabil
ity and predictable pricing now are nonissues for 
most users. Forecast accuracy and the 1991 plans 
of many users continue to force the regular com
munication of short- and longo'-tenn needs to sup
pliers. Semiconductor supplies are expected to 
remain abundant for the rest of this year, allowing 
users an opportunity to create or cement siqiplier 
relationsh^s for reliable and cost-effective deliver
ies. Suppliers should continue to see the order 
pqwUne remain constant through the summer, with 
the traditional fall system order increase translating 
readily into soniconductor bookings. 

Mark Giudici 

SEMICONDUCTOR INVENTORIES GO 
WITH THE SEASONAL FLOW . . . LOW 
AND UNCHANGED 

As seen in Figures 3 and 4, inventray levels 
for all of this month's respondoats are e:q)ected to 
decline this month to a targeted and actual level of 
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SUMMARY 

The control of power for lighting, motors, and 
other electrical equipment still is the domain of 
discrete power devices. Less than 22 percent of the 
semiconductor power control market by revenue is 
supplied by power ICs. The demand for high 
currents and high voltages is still best and most 
cost-effectively met by power discrete transistors 
and power thyristors. Although many find the 
power discrete marketplace less exciting than that 
of other semiconductors, it represents a keystone 
for the growth of embedded control and 
application-specific smart power ICs. It has demon
strated a growth rate consistent with that of ICs and 
a continued offering of new products and technolo
gies to answer the needs of the marketplace. 

POWER CONTROL MARKET 

The total power control semiconductor market 
(which excludes power diodes) is divided into three 
main product types—power transistors and thyris
tors, which comprise the discrete side and power 
ICs, which are considered to be part of the analog 
IC category. Table 1 lists the revenue and growth 

TABLE 1 
Total Power Control Device Market 

rates associated with each of these constituent 
product types. 

Power ICs, with a 22 percent market share, 
stUl have considerable room for growth. Smart 
power, the combination of logic and power transis
tors on an IC, supplies less than 8 percent of the 
total power control semiconductor market. 

Definition of Power 

Power semiconductors are defined as discrete 
devices or ICs that can control one or more amps 
of current, dissipate one or more watts of power, or 
are capable of operating with voltages exceeding 
100 volts. In the discrete area, transistors that do 
not meet these criteria are designated as small-
signal transistors. 

Power Transistors 

As a dominant part of the power control 
market and with a continued strong growth rate, 
power transistors are expected to retain their domi
nant position in power control throughout the 
upcoming decade. The power transistor market 

Power Transistors 
Thyristors 

Power Integrated Circuits 

Total Power Control Semiconductors 

1989 Revenue 

($ Millions) 

2,278 

594 

785 

3,657 

1989-1994 Forecast 

CAGR 

11.9% 

6.4% 

13.9% 

11.4% 
Source: Dauquesl (August 1990) 
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POWER TRANSISTORS: MARKET STRENGTH IN AN ERA OF INTEGRATION 

grew at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 
12.9 percent in the five-year period from 1984 to 
1989. Power transistors have shown a strong 
growth trend in recent years as automotive elec
tronics, motor controllers, switching power sup
plies, and other electronic controls have multiplied. 

Dataquest expects power transistors to grow 
by an 11.9 percent CAGR from 1989 through 1994. 
TTiese figures represent a continued strong growth 
rate, although the slow growth of 1989 to 1990 
lowered the CAGR somewhat. Figure 1 shows 
power transistor revenue for the past five years 
(1984 to 1989) as well as the forecast revenue for 
the next five-year period (1990 to 1994). 

Bipolar versus MOSFET Transistors 
Although they have been touted as bipolar 

killers for more than a decade, MOSFET power 
devices are only now making a dent in the bipolar 
market with a 20 percent share in 1989. Significant 
price reductions, coupled with new and improved 
product offerings within the past few years, have 
helped increase the applications and usage of these 
products. 

Why the trend toward power MOSFETs? 
Because of their shorter rise and fall times, power 
MOSFETs can switch substantially faster than 
bipolar power transistors, resulting in higher effi
ciency and lower power dissipation in switching 
applications. However, not aU applications need 
high switching speeds. In some cases, the high 

switching speed of the MOSFET can create 
destructive voltages when driving inductive loads 
(dl/dt) that were not present in a bipolar implemen
tation. Additional advantages of power MOSFETs 
are high-input impedance and gain and a simple 
interface with standard logic circuits. However, the 
bipolar power transistor is stiU the preferred tech
nology for high-voltage, high-current applications 
because of its low ON-state saturation voltage, 
which is significantly lower than the ON resistance 
of MOSFETs. The problem is that power 
MOSFETs have an ON resistance (RQN) ̂ ^at 
increases geometrically (to the 2.6th power) with 
the voltage rating. 

The more recently introduced insulated gate 
bipolar transistor (IGBT) offers a solution to this 
ON resistance dilemma for MOSFETs. The IGBT 
combines the high-impedance input characteristics 
of the MOS transistor with the low-saturation volt
age of the bipolar transistor. The bipolar action in 
the current path of the IGBT offers a low-resistance 
path, even with a high-voltage capability. Although 
IGBTs are slower than their MOSFET counterparts, 
they interface just as readily with MOS logic while 
reducing the power loss and dissipation problems 
that the high ON resistance would normally cause. 
Because of this capability, IGBTs are helping 
expand the market for MOSFET devices. 

IGBTs are also called COMFETs (Conduc
tivity Modulated FETs), MBTs (MOS-Bipolar 
Transistors), or GEMFETs. Dataquest classifies 
IGBTs within the general MOSFET category. 

FIGURE 1 

Power Transistor Revenue History and Forecast 

Billions of Dollars 

4- Bipofar 

E 3 MOSFET 

1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 

$4.0 

Source: Dataquest (August 1990) 
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POWER TRANSISTORS: MARKET STRENGTH IN AN ERA OF INTEGRATION 

The difference between bipolar and MOS 
power transistors is summarized in Table 2. This 
table emphasizes the mixed bipolar/MOS perfor
mance characteristics of IGBTs. 

Smart Power Transistors 

Some power MOSFETs are offered with an 
additional control terminal that provides a "sense" 
output to monitor the current through the device. 
This current sensing allows the control electronics 
to compensate for inductance and monitor current 
overloads and provides a smart power system with 
improved features and performance. 

POWER TRANSISTOR MARKET SHARE 

Dataquest estimates that the top ten world
wide suppliers of power transistors accounted for 
68.7 percent of the $2.28 billion market in 1989. 
The estimated top 20 suppliers are shown in 
Table 5. 

Many of these companies are involved in both 
bipolar and MOSFET power transistors to various 
degrees. Table 6 shows the estimated maricet share 
ranking for the top ten MOSFET power transistor 
suppliers, and Table 7 shows a similar listing for 
bipolar power transistor suppUers. 

MOSFET Prices Dive 

POWER TRANSISTOR FORECAST 
AND HISTORY 

Table 3 shows the five-year revenue history 
and forecast for both bipolar and MOS power 
transistors. The MOSFET segment of the power 
transistor market is growing rapidly and is expected 
to account for 30.0 percent of total power transistor 
revenue by 1994, as shown in Table 4. Power 
MOSFET revenue is expected to grow at a 
20.3 percent CAGR from 1989 through 1994. hi 
contrast, bipolar power transistors should grow at 
only a 9.2 percent CAGR during the same time 
frame. Figure 1 illustrates these different growth 
trends. 

MOSFET average selling prices (ASPs) 
declined dramatically during the past year. As these 
power devices move out of the realm of niche 
products into a more mainstream power position, 
the pressure on selling price increases. In addition 
to this normal ASP decline as MOSFETs compete 
for bipolar sockets, the slow 1989 market caused 
many vendors to cut prices rapidly. International 
Rectifier (IR) and Samsung, in particular, made 
strong moves to gain market share. 

Two casualties of this pricing battle have been 
IR and Siliconix. IR essentially mortgaged the 
company for power MOSFET business and has 
been in tight financial straits for the past three 

TABLE 2 

Performance Comparison: Bipolar versus MOS Power Transistors 
Feature 

Control Parameter 

Switching Speed 

Speed Temperature Sensitivity 

ON Resistance 

Ruggedness 

Input Impedance 

Interface to Logic 

Thermal Runaway 

Can Parallel Devices 

ESD Sensitivity 

Bipolar 
Current 

Low-Medium 

High 

Low 

High 

Low 

Complex 

Yes 

No 

None 

MOSFET 
Voltage 

Fast 

Low 

High 

Moderate 

High 

Simple 

No 

Yes 

Some 

IGBT 
Voltage 

Low 

High 

Low 

Moderate 

High 

Simple 

Yes 

No 

Some 
Source: Dataquest (August 1990) 
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POWER TRANSISTORS: MARKET STRENGTH IN AN ERA OF INTEGRATION 

years. A major competitor, Siliconix, which also 
invested heavily in a 6-inch fab for power 
MOSFET production, has been reeling from its 
losses of the past year and recently filed for 
Qiapter 11 protection from its creditors (including 
IR royalty payments). Siliconix raised prices on its 
power MOSFET line, which will further reduce its 
participation in this market. A recent settlement 
between Siliconix and IR regarding patent 

infringement resulted in a $12 million payment by 
Sniconix to IR over a two-year period. 

Figure 2 illustrates the ASP decline for MOS-
FEIs over the past five years. Mature bipolar 
devices, on the other hand, actually have shown 
ASP increases over this same period. Although 
MOSFETs may not reach price parity with bipolar 
devices any time soon, prices are expected to con
tinue declining over the next five years. 

TABLE 3 
Worldwide Power Transistor Revenue (Millions of Dollars) 

-

Bipolar 

MOSFET 

Total 

Annual Growth 

Bipolar 

MOSFET 

Total 

Annual Growth 

1984 

1,095 

145 

1,240 

1989 

1,801 

477 

2,278 

1985 

993 

143 

1,136 

(9.2%) 

1990 

1,820 

540 

2,360 

3.6% 

1984-1989 

1986 

1,246 

196 

1,442 

26.9% 

1989-1994 

1991 

2,025 

675 

2,700 

14.4% 

Actuals 

1987 

1,598 

273 

1,871 

29.8% 

Forecast 

1992 

2,300 

840 

3,140 

16.3% 

1988 

1,778 

375 

2,158 

15.3% 

1993 

2,585 

1,040 

3,625 

15.4% 

1989 

1,801 

477 

2,278 

5.5% 

1994 

2,800 

1,200 

4,000 

10.3% 

CAGR 

1984-1989 

10.5% 

26.9% 

12.9% 

CAGR 

1989-1994 

9.2% 

20.3% 

11.9% 

Souroe: Dataquest (August 1990) 

TABLE 4 
Worldwide Power Transistor Revenue (Percentage of Total by Type) 

Bipolar 

MOSFET 

Bipolar 

MOSFET 

1984 

88.3% 

11.7% 

1989 

79.1% 

20.9% 

1985 

87.4% 

12.6% 

1990 

77.1% 

22.9% 

1984-1989 

1986 

86.4% 

13.6% 

Actuals 

1987 

85.4% 

14.6% 

1989-1994 Forecast 

1991 1992 

75.0% 

25.0% 

73.2% 

26.8% 

1988 

82.4% 

17.6% 

1993 

71.3% 

28.7% 

1989 

79.1% 

20.9% 

1994 

70.0% 

30.0% 
Source: Dataquest (August 1990) 
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DATAQUEST CONCLUSIONS 

Electronic power control, whether for com
plex systems or simple electronics, embedded or 
accessible, is growing strongly and carrying both 
ICs and discrete devices with it. IC solutions to 
power control applications are limited in their capa
bilities and require significant cost trade-offs. 
Because of this, the discrete power transistor mar
ket continues to grow at a rate only slightly below 
that of the IC maiketplace. This strong growth, 

coupled with the issues of MOS/bipolar competi
tion, the proper partitioning^sitioning of ICs and 
power discretes, and a continuing stream of tech
nology developments, brings to the discrete market 
the same dynamics more commonly seen in the IC 
arena. 

(This document is reprinted with the permis
sion of Dataquest's Semiconductor Industry 
Service.) 

Gary Grandbois 

TABLE 5 

Estimated 1989 Market Share for Power Transistors 

Rank Company 
Percent 
Share 

Revenue 
(Millions of Dollars) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Toshiba 

Motorola 

NEC 

SGS-Thomson 

Hitachi 

Mitsubishi 

Philips 

Matsushita 

Sanyo 

Harris 

Fuji Electric 

Sanken" 

International Rectifier 

Siemens 

KEC 

Texas Instruments 

Samsung 

Siliconix 

Rohm 

Shindengen Electric 

Others 

Total 

13.3% 

13.0 

8.3 

7.0 

5.5 

4.8 

4.6 

4.5 

4.2 

3.4 

3.4 

2.8 

2.7 

2.5 

2.2 

2.0 

1.9 

1.4 

1.3 

1.2 

lO.O 

100.0% 

302 

297 

190 

160 

125 

110 

105 

102 

96 

78 

78 

63 

62 

58 

49 

45 

44 

32 

30 

28 

224 

2,278 
Source: DaUquest (August 1990) 
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TABLE 6 

Estimated Top Ten Suppliers of Power MOSFETs 
Ranked by Revenue 

TABLE 7 

Estimated Top Ten Suppliers of Bipolar Power 
Transistors Ranked by Revenue 

Rank 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Total MOSFET 
Revenue 

Company 
Motorola 

International Rectifier 

SGS-Thomson 

Toshiba 

Siliconix 

f̂EC 

Samsung 

Harris 

Fuji Electric 

Hitachi 

$477 million 

Rank Company 
1 
2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Total Bipolar Revenue 

Toshiba 

Motorola 

NEC 

Hitachi 

SGS-Thomson 

Mitsubishi 

Philips 

Matsushita 

Sanyo 

Sanken 

$1,801 million 
Source: Dataquest (August 1990) 

Souice: Dataquest (August 1990) 

FIGURE 2 

Power Transistor ASP Trend 
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JULY MARKET WATCH: WITH DEMAND FLAT, SUPPLIES 
REMAIN ABUNDANT 

Market Watch is a monthly Dataquest bulletin 
that is released after the SIA book-to-bill Flash 
Report. It is designed to give a deeper insight into 
the monthly trends in the semiconductor market 
and an analysis of what to expect in the next six 
months (see Figures 1 through 4). 

WHAT GOES UP. . THE BOOK-TO-BILL 
SUCCUMBS TO SUMMER 

The June book-to-biU dropped to 1.06 from 
May's 1.14 level, reflecting the seasonal slowdown 
in bookings and the residual high billings levels 

Figure 1 
U.S. Semiconductor Bool<-to-Bill Ratio 

Ratio 

Figure 2 
DOC Computer Demand 

Percent Growth 

• 12/12 Shipments 
• 1/12 Inventory 
X 12/12 Bookings 

1/90 2/90 3/90 4/90 5/90 6/90 

Figure 3 
Semiconductor Inventory Levei 

Days of Inventory (+/-) over Target 

12/89 1/90 2/90 3/90 4/90 

Figure 4 
U.S. Weigtited Semiconductor 

Price Indicator 

5/90 

index 

2/90 3/90 4/90 5/90 6/90 7/90 12/89 1/90 2/90 3/90 4/90 5/90 6/90 7/90 

Source: US Department of Commerce, World Semiconductor Trade Statistics, Dataquest (July 1990) 
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JULY MARKET WATCH: WITH DEMAND FLAT, SUPPUES REMAIN ABUNDANT 

from the last duee months of increased bookings 
(see Hgure 1). Although the "summer slows" are 
not a new phenomenon, the relative level of book
ings decline this June is within the norm. The 
three-month moving average bookings rate for Jime 
is almost 8 percent (7.9 percent) less than May's 
peak. Comparing the last quarter-ending month 
(March 1990) with June, we see also that June 
bookings are down close to 5 percent (4.7 percent). 
Demand for semiconductors remains positive, 
allhou^ at a lower level, primarily due to sea
sonality rather than a real drop-off in end-system 
d^nand. Dataquest still e?q)ects to see positive 
book-to-bill ratios for the next two months because 
of the inertia of the past three months of bookings 
working through the syst^n relative to static book
ing levels that are forecast by the respondents of 
our monthly procurement survey. 

SYSTEM SALES RATE FLATTENS WHILE 
BOOKINGS RATE RISES 

The US Department of Commerce (DOC) 
data on coii:̂ >uter sales and inventory rates shown 
in Figure 2 illustrate the relatively positive demand 
picture that users have been forecasting for the past 
five to six months in our monthly procurement 
surveys. May's 12/12 booking rate of 5.4 percent is 
above the 4.7 percent level recorded for April, 
while the 12/12 billing rate has remained a constant 
3.9 perceat for both months. Quarterly data show 
that the 3/12 bookings and billings rates both 
declined in May to 6.4 percent and 2.9 percent 
from April's 8.2 percent and 5.2 percent, respec
tively. This dq> in near-term (3/12) booking and 
shipment rates is seasonal, historically lasting from 
May through August (pron^ting the semiconductor 
summer slowdowns) and should not be taken as a 
lack of system demand. Continued optimism exists 
for system sales for the next six months, as per our 
sampled procurement managers (see the July issue 
of Procurement Pulse, SUIS newslett^ number 
1990-24). This optimism, as well as the DOC data, 
leads us to anticipate that continued positive system 
sales and readily available semiconductors will be 
the norm for the remaind^ of the year. 

SEMICONDUCTOR INVENTORIES 
REMAIN MANAGED 

The gwp between targeted and actual semicon
ductor inventory levels again declined to 8.2 days 
from last month's 9.0-day delta (see Figure 3). 
Overall targeted and actual inventory levels have 
risen slighdy to 24 and 32 days from 20 and 

29 days, respectively. This rise,is due primarily to 
an increased sample size and is not indicative of a 
trend to downplay tibie importance of inventory 
control. It aiq)ears that, despite good intentions, the 
actual inventcHy levels continue to hover around 
12 turns a year, which is histcnically very good 
considering that 4 to 5 turns a year was considered 
average five years ago. Inventory control remains a 
priority, is being well managed, and is allowing 
more time to be spent on fine-tuning forecasting 
accuracy. 

ABUNDANT SUPPLIES + FLAT DEMAND = 
DECLINING PRICES 

lYices continue to decline, pardy due to flat 
demand levels, but primarily because some DRAM 
suppliers are aggressively pricing 256K and 
1Mb devices in efforts to gain market share. Iso
lated areas of aggressive SRAM and EPROM pric
ing also are keeping overall memory pricing down. 
Pricing for standard logic continues to remain 
unchanged, widi in^ovements in DIP capacity 
now beginning to ease the lead time extensions that 
have plagued these parts lately. Microprocessor 
pricing historically changes very slowly, and this 
month is no exception. Supplies of hitel 32-bit 
devices have increased, easing the three- to six-
month lead times that some customers had to 
accept a few mcmths ago. The overall semiconduc
tor supply picture continues to improve, with prices 
and lead times expected to become increasingly 
manageable. 

DATAQUEST CONCLUSIONS 
The summer slows have arrived, and they 

have brought with them the seasonal forecasting 
and backlog jitters that perennially mark the sea
son. ^ t h flat order rates, focus is being put on 
delivery commitments and iacoming quality levels. 
Looking beyond the near term, even if system sales 
remain at their current levels of 4 to 5 percent 
growth, the corresponding semiconductor growth 
should come very close to Dataquest's forecast of 
negative 3.5 percent US growth for 1990, primarily 
due to the price erosion now being seen. 

On the positive side, inventory levels of 
approximately 30 days ensure that the order pipe
line will remain filled. Component supplies con
tinue to remain predictable and abimdant, while 
demand is steady but low. Solid foundations for 
long-term supplier-user relations can be c^nented 
in markets like this. 

Mark Giudici 
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JULY PROCUREMENT PULSE: DEMAND STABILIZES 
WHILE INVENTORIES REMAIN LOW BUT MIXED 

The Procurement Pulse is a monthly update 
of critical issues and market trends based on 
Dataquest's monthly survey of major OEM 
semiconductor procurement managers. This bul
letin explains what inventory and order rate correc
tions mean to both semiconductor users and 
manufacturers. 

SEMICONDUCTOR ORDERS SEASONALLY 
LEVEL OFF 

As seen in Figure 1, this month's respondents 
e?q)ect to maintain the order levels of last month 
mainly because of the traditional summer-month 
slow period that is affected by vacation schedules. 

Figure 1 
Averaged Monthly Semiconductor Orders 
Order Index, 12/88 = 100 
200 

Figure 2 
Averaged Semiconductor Lead Times 

Weeks 

Days 

2/90 3/90 4/90 5/90 6/90 7/90 

Figure 3 
Actual vs. Target Inventory Levels 

(All OEMs) 

2/90 3/90 4/90 5/90 6/90 7/90 

Figure 4 
Actual vs. Target Inventory Levels 

(Computer OEMs) 
Days 

15-L 

• Current Actual 
• Target 

2/90 3/90 4/90 5/90 6/90 7/90 2/90 3/90 4/90 5/90 6/90 7/90 

Source: Dataquest (July 1990) 
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JULY PROCUREMENT PULSE: DEMAND STABIUZES WHILE INVENTORIES REMAIN LOW BUT MIXED 

Reflecting the seasonal stabilization in semiconduc
tor orders is a slight decline in the six-month 
system sales outlook. There is also a break in the 
last four months' trend of a unanimously positive 
system sales outlook. The range now spreads from 
a low of negative 20 percent to a high of 
25 percent. The only negative respondents (two) 
came &om the militaty and telecommunications 
industries. The current outlook is for 7.3 percent 
overall systems sales growth through January 1991 
(versus 9.4 percent in our last survey). The com
puter company respondents expect to see an 
increase of 11.0 percent in sales compared with last 
month's outlook of 9.6 percent. Even with the 
inqn-oved forecasting and inventory control meas
ures in place, the effects of vacation schedules on 
order rates still impact business. Dataquest expects 
overall semiconductor orders to continue this 
steady to slower pace iintil the end of summer, after 
which most buildups for year-end sales begin. 

the 80386SX parts, but they are expected to be 
resolved by the end of the summer as capacity 
ram^ups are completed. 

OVERALL lNVE n̂'ORlES SLIGHTLY UP, 
COMPUTER COMPANIES DOWN 

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate that overall target 
and actual semiconductor inventories have risen 
while the compata: company subset has declined 
somewhat This is due to an increase of noncom-
puter companies that responded to the survey. The 
overall invoitory situation is still very manageable, 
with an average of 32 days of inventory on hand 
versus a 24-day target Computer companies con
tinue to improve inventory control, with 26 days of 
inventory on the shelf versus a 20-day target With 
inventory under control, attention is focusing on 
suppliers' delivery and lead-time commitments, 
especially for surface-mount devices. 

LEAD TIMES DIP TO NINE WEEKS, 
AVAILABILITY OUTLOOK EXCELLENT 

Reflecting the continued improvement of 
semiconductor availability, current average lead 
times have dropped to 9.0 weeks from last month's 
9.9 weeks with a range of 6.0 to 15.0 weeks for 
this reporting period (see Figure 2). For the most 
part, respondents to this month's survey noted no 
major product problems. The DIP-packaged stan
dard logic shortage is beginning to ease as a result 
of selected increases in ci^acity and the aforemen
tioned stabilization of demand. 

The continued shift to surface mount also is 
easing long^ lead times for DIP products. As 
expected in earlier reports, the TTL PLD availabil
ity also is improving as ci^acity increases catch up 
with demand. Some supply problems still plague 

DATAQUEST ANALYSIS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

The stability in the electronics market is now 
weathering the summer slow season. Inventories 
remain under control, while order rates are 
e?q)ected to remain flat for the next month or so. 
Even with seasonality considered, the focus on cost 
control and accurate f(»%casts combined with read
ily available components is keeping the order pipe
line filled. Semiconductor supplies are expected to 
remain abundant for the rest of 1990. In the 
absence of major problems, the focus now is on 
improving upon current levels of forecasting 
accuracy and delivery schedules. As these fun
damentals of procurement continue to be inqnroved, 
the overall (nder flow pipeline as a result wiU 
remain fulL 

Mark Giudici 
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SEMICONDUCTOR PRICE SURVEY: DRAM PRICE DECLINES-
OTHER GOOD NEWS FOR USERS 

SUMMARY 

Table 1 shows that the steady downward trend 
in pricing for megabit-density DRAMs continued 
during the second quarter of 1990. For major buy
ers, Dataquest's DRAM forecast remains consistent 
with last quarter's outlook. Pricing reductions are 
expected to continue during the second half of 
1990, although not at the torrid pace of the latter 
half of 1989. Demand for 4Mbxl DRAMs has been 
slower than originally expected by leading-edge 
suppliers. Good news for users: Major suppliers 
have inaeased o u ^ of ITL FlDs ^at opaate at 
speeds of greater than 15ns. More good news: 
Motorola and Hitachi ^jpear to have an "agree
ment to agree" regarding settlement of the 68030 

litigation. Lead times for standard logic in a dual 
in-line package (DIP) should improve during the 
third quarter, although supply and demand will not 
balance until year-end 1990. 

Please note that the pricing analysis presented 
here correlates with the quarterly price tables 
mailed to Semiconductor User Information Service 
(SUIS) clients on June 21, 1990, and the SUIS 
service section entided "Second Quarter 1990 Price 
Update" dated July 1990. For SUIS cUents that use 
the SUIS on-line service, the quarterly pricing 
presented here correlates with the quarterly price 
tables dated June 1990 in the SUIS on-line service. 
For additional product coverage and more detailed 
product specifications, please refer to those 
sources. 

TABLE 1 
Semiconductor Pricing and Lead Time Trends (North American Bookings) 

Part 
Pricing Trend 

Second Quarter Forecast 
Lead Times 

Current Trend 
IMbxl 100ns 

DRAM, DIP/SOJ 

4Mbxl 100ns 
DRAM, DIP 

IMbxS 100ns SIMM 

74F 

CISC and RISC 
32-bit MPU 

TTL PLDs, < = 20 
pins 
< 15ns 
> or = 15ns 

12% down 

30% down 

15% down 

3% down to 4% up 

0-10% down except 
for 80386SX 

6%-ll% down 
2%-6% down 

3% down 

9% down 

4% down 

3% down to 4% up 

l%-9% down 

5%-6% down 
l%-3% up 

4-12 weeks 

4-8 weeks 

3-10 weeks 

8-12 weeks 

5-10 weeks except 
for 80386/80386SX 

3-9 weeks 
3 weeks to allocation 

1 week shorter 

Steady 

Steady 

2 weeks shorter 

1 week shorter 

1 week shorter 
1 to 4 weeks 

shorter 
Souice: DataqiKst (July 1990) 
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SEMICONDUCTOR PRICE SURVEY: DRAM PRICE DECUNES—OTHER GOOD NEWS FOR USERS 

MEMORY TRENDS 

The second half of 1990 shows indications of 
aggressive pricing for 1Mb DRAMs—especially on 
contracts to be forged during the last quarter. Spot 
market pricing for DRAMs should continue to be 
erratic and volatile. Users should e}q)ect aggressive 
pricing for higher-density SRAMs (256K and 
above) dining the second half of this year. As noted 
last quarter, Dataquest expects the 4:1 unit^ce 
crossover to the 4Mb DRAM to occur in North 
America during the first quarter of 1991. 

Megabit-Density DRAMs 

As shown in Table 1 and Figure 1, large-
volume contract buyers in North America can 
anticipate steady declines in pricing for IMbxl 
100ns DRAMs for the next six quarters. The sap-
ply/suppUer base continues to expand on an overall 
basis. A modest price decline during the third 
quarter should bring the 1Mb DRAM price to 
$6.15 or lower. On die spot market, 1Mb DRAM 
prices have fallen below $6.00 at the time that this 
newsletter was written, \blume contract pricing 

should fall below fl^ $6.00 level during the fourth 
quarter of diis year. 

Table 1 and Hgure 1 depict learning-curve 
rates of pdce attrition for 4Mbxl 100ns DRAMs, 
although demand has been slowo* than e^)ectBd by 
leading suppUers. North American us^^ can expect 
pricing for 4Mbxl p-oducts to decline below the 
$35.00 level for the third quarter and to a price of 
$26.90 for year-Mid 1990. A few suppliers call 
for a fourth-quarter price in the range of $17.00 to 
$19.00 for 4Mbxl DRAMs—the goal being 
a crossover from the 1Mb part by year-end. 
Dataquest foresees the crossover early next year. 

The Range of DRAM Pricing 

As noted in prior newsletters, survey con-
fidentialityr limits disclosure of exact pricing points; 
however, the surv^ responses capture die dynam
ics behind Dataquest's forecast numbers. For exam
ple, Dataquest bases the forecast third-quarto: price 
of $6.15 for the IMbxl 100ns DRAM on survey 
prices that range from a low of $5.70 to a high of 
nearly $6.45. Two-thirds of survey participants 
expect a price of $6.20 or less for this product. The 

FIGURE 1 

DRAM Price Trends—^North American Bookings 
(Volume: 100,000 Units) 

Price (Dollars) 
IOQTI 

• 1Mbx9SIMM (80ns) 

• 1Mbx8SIMM (lOOns) 

X 4Mbx1 DRAM (100ns) 

• IMbxl DRAM (100ns, DIP/SOJ) 

+ 256Kx4 VRAM (100ns, ZIP) 

^ 256Kx9 SIMM (80ns) 

1990 1991 

Source: Dataquest (July 1990) 
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SEMICONDUCTOR PRICE SURVEY: DRAM PRICE DECLINES—OTHER GOOD NEWS FOR USERS 

4 forecast third-quarter price of $34.00 for the 
4Mbxl DRAM is based on survey prices that range 
from a low of $30.00 to a h i ^ of $35.00. 

Volatile 1Mb DRAM Spot 
Market Pricing 

EhJiing late May and June, Dataquest received 
reports of an oversupply of 1Mb DRAMs and a 
consequent sharp downturn in spot market pricing. 
For large-volume contract buyers, pricing should 
continue to decline during the third quarter of 
1990, although at a slower rate than on the turbu
lent spot markets. 

DRAM Recommendations 

For SUIS clients purchasing on the global 
spot markets, Dataquest recommends weekly 
monitoring of worldwide 1Mb DRAM and 
4Mb DRAM pricing trends through Dataquest's 
On-Line Monday service. This service is geared to 
track trends that signal developments such as a 
wholesale collapse in pricing or supplier cutbacks 
in output. 

For SUIS clients that purchase IMbxl 
DRAMs on the basis of volume contracts with 
established suppliers, Dataquest recommends a 
continuation of that pohcy. Ilie clear market trend 
for second-half bookings, however, should be pric
ing in the lower range ($5.80-$6.00) and not the 
higher range of prices. 

SIMMs: Pricing Competition Increases 

As noted in prior newsletters, Dataquest 
expects steady expansion of the SIMM market in 
terms of supply and demand with concomitant 
downward pressure on pricing. This quarter's 
survey confirms Dataquest's original expectations. 

For example. Figure 1 shows that pricing for 
IMbxS 100ns SIMMs declined by 15 percent dur
ing the second quarter to a price of just under 
$58.00. Users should expect a third-quarter price of 
$55.76 for this device. As a sign of supplier com
petitiveness, third-quarter pricing should run a 
narrow range from $54.00 to $56.00. 

Another sign of competition in this arena— 
pricing for lMbx9 85ns SIMMs—also decreased 
by 15 percent during the second quarter, moving to 
a level of $64. Pricing should approach the level of 
$60 during the third quarter. Pricing for this SIMM 
is expected to range from $58 to $65. 

Slow SRAM: DRAM-Related Pricing 
Declines During 1990 

Oversupply of DRAMs typically means a 
drop in slow SRAM pricing as memcny IC suppli
ers seek non-DRAM business. For example, pricing 
for a 32Kx8 100ns SRAM fell 23 percent during 
the second quarter to a price of $5.55 as suppliers 
responded to competitive forces in the memory 
marketplace. Dataquest expects pricing for 
256K slow SRAMs to approach the level of $5.00 
during the third quarter, with prices ranging from 
$4.00 to nearly $6.00. 

Another example of the DRAM-slow SRAM 
link was discussed in last quarter's newsletter. 
Weak dem înd this year for 4Mb DRAMs means 
increased supply of 1Mb slow SRAI4S. The result 
was a 30 percent slash in pricing during the second 
quarter for 128Kx8 100ns SRAMs and an expected 
decline of 17 percent during the third quarter. 
Third-quarter pricing should range from $25 to the 
low $30s. 

Nonvolatile Memory: Shifting 
Price Trends 

Suppliers of nonvolatile memory confix)nt 
1990 pricing pressure. Howeva:, the pressure has 
hit different product segmente at different times. 
For example, prices for high-density EPROMs 
declined rapidly earlier this year as suppliers grap
pled for market share. The rates of price decrease 
for EPROMs at densities of 256K and greater are 
expected to slow from double-digit rates to single-
digit rates during the third quarter. Prices will 
remain competitive. Pricing for 256K EPROMs 
should range from $1.80 to nearly $2.40 and from 
$6.00 to $9.00 for 1Mb products. 

The results of this quarter's price survey and 
other sources reveal signs of increased pricing 
competition among suppliers of CMOS ROMs 
(especially densities of 512K and greater). Pricing 
for these devices declined at double-digit rates 
during the second quarter, and similar decreases are 
e^)ected for the third quarter. 

Current ROM market conditions are marked 
by expanding North American production by 
Japan-based suppliers and a growing US supplier 
base. Under these conditions, the price of CMOS 
128Kx8 ROMs should range from $2.22 to $3.60 
with CMOS 256Kx8 ROMs rangirg from under 
$4.00 to nearly $5.00 during the third quarter. 
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MICROPROCESSOR TRENDS STANDARD LOGIC TRENDS ^ 

Some users continue to confront extended 
lead times and/or limited supply of 80386SX and 
80386 devices. A 5 percent price increase for 
80386SX 16-MHz MPUs during the second quarter 
refueled price conqietitiveness among suppliers of 
80286 10-MHz and 80286 12-MHz products. Users 
should expect the price of 80386SX 16-MHz 
devices to remain virtually flat at the $64 level 
during midyear 1990. By contrast, users can expect 
pricing for 80286 12-MHz clups to fall below the 
$11 barrier during the third quarter. 

Pricing for 80386 16-MHz devices should be 
relatively stable in the mid-$160 range next quarter. 
Pricing for 80386 25-MHz parts ^ould decline 
by 2 percent during the third quarter to a price of 
$186. 

As shown in Figure 2 and Table 1, pricing for 
standard logic families should stabilize—^with some 
exceptions—during the third quarter, especially for 
DIP devices. 

DIP Supply Constraint 

During the second quarter, the standard logic 
market ej^rienced a supply/demand imbalance for 
standard logic devices in the DIP. Lead times 
stretched by 4 to 8 weeks for families such as 
74LS, 74F, and 74HC in DIP. Users of DIP 
products can expect some relief during the third 
quarter, although the shortage will not ease com
pletely until the. fourth quarter of 1990. 

Prospective Settlement of 
68030 Patent Litigation 

At the time that this newsletter was written, 
Hitachi and Motorola had revealed that progress 
was being made on a settlement of the 68030 case. 
Motorola continues shipping this device. Should an 
accord be reached, a likely date for settlement 
would be August or September 1990. 

Dataquest pricing forecast for 68030 products 
remains consistent with last quarter's expectations. 
For example, pricing for 68030 16-MHz MPUs 
declined as anticipated during the second quarter to 
a price of $141. Dataquest forecasts a third-quarter 
price of $131 with prices ranging from $127 to 
$132. We ejqwct the price of the 68030 25-MHz 
device to decline by 3 percent during the third 
quarter to a price of $193. Prices should range from 
$184 to $195. 

ASIC TRENDS 

Pricing for ASICs remains very competitive. 
As shown in Figure 3, users can continue to look 
for aggressive pricing by suppliers of 1.0-micron 
and 1.5-micron CMOS gate arrays and 1.0-micron 
and 1.5-niicron cell-based ICs (CBICs). Dataquest 
analysts also report sharp price cuts for 0.8-micron 
and 1.2-micron CMOS gate arrays and 0.8-rnicron 
and 1.2-inicron CBICs. 

For example, users of CMOS gate arrays or 
CBICs can look forward to declines of as much as 
5 percent in pricing for 1.0-micron devices during 
the third quarter. Figure 3 illustrates the sharp 
downward trend in pricing for l.O-micron and 
1.5-micron gate arrays. We e^qiect l.O-micron and 
1.5-micron CBICs to maintain momentum— îf not 
accelerate—during the second half of this year. 

Motorola Slashes Pricing of 68030s 
in Surface-Mount Packages 

During the second quarter. Motorola 
announced sharp price cuts for 68030 parts pack
aged in a ceramic quad flatpack (CQFP) vorsus 
devices packaged in ceramic pin grid arrays 
(CPGA). The CQFP product is the surface-mount 
version and is priced as much as 50 percent lower 
than CPGA parts. Motorola's goal is part of a 
long-term strategy to capture a larger share of PC 
design wins. 

PLD TRENDS 

As shown in Table 1 and Figure 4, users of 
TTL PLDs—^which represent the majority of design 
wins—can expect steady pricing declines and 
manageable lead times except for devices that oper
ate at speeds of 15ns or slower. The recent supply 
constraint affecting the TTL PLD segment has been 
alleviated by increased supplier capacity except for 
the slower-speed products. Users of CMOS PLDs 
were not affected by the TTL PLD supply/demand 
imbalance. As stated in prior forecasts, suppliers of 
PLDs will continue to battle against each other as 
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FiGUKE 2 

Standard Logic Price Tirends—^North American Bookings 
(Volume: 100,000 Units) 
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Source: Dataquest (July 1990) 

FIGURE 3 

ASIC Price Trends—North American Bookings 
(Volume: 10,000 Units; Utilized Gates; Excludes NRE) 

Price (IVIillicents Per Gate) 
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• 2.0-Mlcron Cell-Based IC 
• I.S-Mlcron Cell-Based IC 
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• f 1.5-Mlcron CMOS Gate Array 
^ 1.0-Mlcron CMOS Gate Array 
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Source: Dataquest (July 1990) 
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FIGURE 4 

PLD Price Trends—^North American Bookings* 
(Volume: 10,000 Units; PDIP or PLCC) 

Price (Dollars) 
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well as against suppliers of standard logic and other 
ASICs for design wins. 

Varying PLD Lead Times 

As shown in Table 1, lead times for TTL 
PLDs that operate at speeds of 15ns or slower 
stretched dramatically—to more than 20 weeks in 
some cases—during the second quarter. Lead times 
for these parts should slowly iniprove over the 
second half of 1990. Lead times for fasta'-speed 
TIL PLDs aie njanageable and range fiom 3 to 
9 weeks. These times should decrease by 1 week 
during the next quarter. 

Lead times for CMOS PLDs that operate at 
speeds slower than 10ns continue to range from 
4 weeks to 12 weeks. Lead times for faster-speed 
CMOS PLDs range from 4 weeks to 18 weeks. 
CMOS PLD lead times should hold steady. 

DATAQUEST CONCLUSIONS 

The information gathered during Dataquest's 
May to June poU of semiconductor users and 

suppliers and from other sources shows that 
contract-volume buyers of DRAMs can anticipate 
steady or sharp pricing declines during the second 
half of 1990. Pricing has been very aggressive on 
the low side in the volatile and erratic global 
DRAM spot madcets. Motorola and Hitachi now 
appear to have an "agreement to agree" regarding 
a settlement of die 68030 Utigation. N<)rth Ameri
can users can look forward to coiiq>etitive pricing 
during the third quarter for megabit-density 
DRAMs, slow SRAMs, CMOS gate arrays, CMOS 
CBICs, and PLDs (except for slower speed TTL 
devices). Under current conditions, Dataquest 
makes the following recommendations. 

DATAQUEST RECOMMENDATIONS 
Dataquest recommends that major North 

American and European buyers of 1Mb DRAMs 
and 256K. DRAMs should continue to purchase on 
the basis of long-term volume contracts with estab
lished suppliers. For third-quarter bookings, Data-
quest's recent poll shows a IMbxl DRAM price 
range from $5.80 to $6.43. Under current market 
conditions, users should plan to book DRAM 
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orders on the lower side of the range (i.e., below 
$6.00). For another 1Mb memory product— 
128Kx8 100ns SRAMs—users must monitor 4Mb 
DRAM market developments because of the strong 
impact that 4Mb DRAM trends have on 1Mb slow 
SRAM supply and pricing. 

Users of standard logic products and TTL 
PLDs should carefully watch siq>ply/demand tr^ids 
through the use of Dataquest's On-Line Monday 
service. Iliese markets continue to move in and out 
of sujq>ly/demand balance, depending on factors 
such as product package (e.g., DIP vorsus SMT 
standard logic) or device speed (TTL PLDs that 

operate at speeds faster or slower than 15ns). On-
Line Monday is designed to Ciq)ture early signals of 
changes in semiconductor demand and supply and 
assist users in avoiding supply constraints such as 
those that recently affected diese segments. 

Dataquest restates the prior recommendation 
that users that incur firmer bipolar i;tandard logic 
pricing migrate during 1990 to newex CMOS stan
dard logic families, CMOS gate arrays, CMOS 
CBICs, or PLDs (exc^t for slower-speed TTL 
devices). 

Ronald Bohn 
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October-December 



January-March 

The following is a list of the newsletters in this section: 

• January Procurement Pulse: Orders and Inventories Rebound Up, Prices and Lead 
Times Fall (1990-01)—^The Procurement Pulse is a monthly update of critical issues and 
market trends based on Dataquest's monthly survey of major OEM semiconductor 
procurement managers. This month's Procurement Pulse discusses order rates picking up 
appreciably, primarily in anticipation of new systems sales and partially to refill key 
inventory levels. Dataquest believes that the next six-month system sales outlook is 
moderately optimistic and that component availability is at a 12-month high. 

• January Market Watch: The Market Pickup May Be a False Start (1990-02)—The 
Market Watch is a monthly bulletin that is released after tiie SIA book-to-bill Flash 
Report. It is designed to give a deeper insight into the monthly trends in the semiconduc
tor market and an analysis of what to expect in the next six months. This month's Market 
Watch focuses on the existing optimism in the systems markets. Semiconductor suppliers 
are doing an excellent job of supporting their customers through these highly competitive 
times. Until a definite change in the end markets takes shape, we expect this static 
shipment/demand/inventory situation to continue. 

• Semiconductor Price Survey: Megabit-Density DRAM Crossover, Single-Sourced 
ICs Highlight the Start of 1990 (1990-03)—Semiconductor users can continue to look 
forward to lower prices (with several exceptions), although the overall pace of price 
declines should slow somewhat from the pace of 1989. The first quarter of 1990 should 
be a period of declining semiconductor prices, although the declines will not be as sharp 
as during 1989. This newsletter discusses Dataquest's three-point recommendation. 

• Users' Microprocessor Dilemma: The Limited Future of the 80286 Versus a Limited 
Allocation of the 80286SX (1990-04)—Currenfly, systems manufacturers are experienc
ing a change from a multisourced component world to an increasingly sole-sourced 
arena. For users, this strategic concern means a tactical challenge—deciding whether to 
continue building machines based on the 80286 or to move to a product such as Intel's 
80386SX, which is single-sourced. Dataquest believes that the move from a multisourced 
component world to a single-sourced arena means changing strategies and tactics for 
supply-base managers. 

• February Procurement Pulse: Billings, Lead Times, Orders Flat While Inventories 
and Sales Expectations Remain Up (1990-05)—^This month's Procurement Pulse 
examines how stabilizing order rates and lowering lead times, combined with an upbeat 
system sales outlook, set the stage for a moderate growth scenario that hinges on 
accurate forecasting. 

• Will There Be Another DRAM Shortage in 1990? (1990-06)—Dataquest has not 
eliminated the possibility of a DRAM shortage in 1990, considering recent events that 
are similar to those that sparked the two-year DRAM shortage that began in 1987. 
However, other factors make this situation different than in 1987, leading us to conclude 
that a shortage, if it does occiir, should be short and temporary. DRAM purchasers 
should continually give the suppliers a true and accurate forecast of their future 
requirements and not rely excessively on spot buys. 
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January-March 

• 

February Market Watch: Market Still Growing, but Mixed Signals Appear 
(1990-07)—^This month's Market Watch discusses how once again mixed signals are on 
the rise. Dataquest still expects the first quarter of 1990 to be a mild improvement over 
the last quarter of 1989 despite the return of mixed market signals. It is becoming 
increasingly difficult to characterize the improvement because, as in any weak market, 
some companies will feel it and some will not 

1990 Semiconductor User Survey Focus Changes from Availability to Supplier 
Performance (1990-08)—^Three key findings were a result of the Fifth Annual 
Dataquest Semiconductor User Survey. Respondents expect to increase their 1990 
semiconductor purchases by 9.6 percent Medium-size semiconductor users are the most 
optimistic about growth opportunities in 1990. The top three issues are on-time delivery, 
price, and cost control. This newsletter summarizes the presentation given at the 
Semiconductor User and Applications Conference and highli^ts the key findings of this 
survey. 

IVue or False: User/Supplier Relationships to Change in the 1990s? (1990-09)—This 
newsletter summarizes die conference by discussing the changes afiecting the semicon
ductor industry today, ways in which Dataquest clients can seize opportunities while 
hedging the downside. It also covers industry forecasts for the 1990s, and Dataquest's 
second annual "Semiconductor Supplier of the Year" award. 

Global Regional Pricing Strategy Brings Key Advantages to Semiconductor Users 
and Suppliers (1990-10)—At Dataquest's Semiconductor Users and Applications 
Conference, the authors of this newsletter spoke of strategic and tactical IC pricing 
trends. This newsletter highlights Dataquest's key strategic recommendations, with 
special emphasis on the advantages of a global regional pricing strategy. In addition, 
Dataquest recommends that suppliers and users actively track and manage world regional 
IC pricing differentials. 

March Procurement Pulse: Bookings and Sales Outlook Steady; Inventories, Lead 
Times, Prices Decline (1990-11)—Stable semiconductor order rates and the low-key 
optimism forecast in system sales continue to provide optimum conditions for predictable 
supply cost forecasts. Frequent forecasts will allow for the current supply situation to 
continue. 

March Market Watch: The Market Keeps Slowly Chugging Along (1990-12)—This 
month's Market Watch examines rising book-to-bill ratios, computer demands stabilizing 
while inventories plummet, and prices rising slowly. The overall market continues to 
bump along with steady but unspectacular demand, and suppliers have cut supplies to 
match this unexciting goal. Dataquest believes that the test is whether or not users can 
accurately forecast their real six-month needs and suppliers can meet this test 

Chips & Technologies Product Expands Beyond PC Boundary (1990-13)—Chips & 
Technologies, Inc., recently introduced a new chip set product—The Multi-Processor 
Architecture Extension (MPAX). MPAX is a modular system architecture (MSA) 
standard that is designed to allow system OEMs to easily implement multiple-processor 
computer products based on PC platforms. The introduction of a new standard is a 
departure from the typical Chips strategy of bringing to market products based on 
established standards. 
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IBM and Siemens in 64Mb DRAM Project (1990-13)—Siemens, the largest European 
manufacturer of DRAMs, and IBM have teamed up to develop the technology required 
for the 64Mb DRAM. This bulletin discusses the implications of this joint venture for the 
DRAM market and both companies. 
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Research Bulletin 
DECEMBER MARKET WATCH: DEMAND SLOWS, BUT INVENTORIES 
AND PRICING DECLINE IN KIND 

The Market Watch is a monthly Dataquest 
bulletin that is released after the SIA book-to-bill 
Flash Report. It is designed to give a deeper insight 
into the monthly trends in the semiconductor mar
ket and an analysis of what to expect in the next 
six months (see Figures 1 through 4). 

THE BOOK-TO-BILL RATIO DIPS TO 0.90; 
SHORT-TERM ORDER LEVELS MIXED 

The book-to-bill ratio declined to a new low, 
0.9, after two subparity months in September and 
October (see Figure 1). The three-month average 
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DECEMBER MARKET WATCH: DEMAND SLOWS, BUT INVENTORIES AND PRICING DECLINE IN KIND 

bookings level dropped 6.0 percent from October's 
level and fell 5.4 percent from the November 1989 
mark. Total semiconductor billings (three-month 
average) for November rose 2.1 percent over 
October 1990 levels and were essentially flat 
(negative 0.1 percent) compared with November 
1989 billings. The current level of semiconductor 
business as shown in dollars is fairly consistent 
with the end-market business dynamic that is trying 
to maintain a low year-end cost of sales for both 
finished goods and raw materials. The semiconduc
tor inventory bubble discussed in last month's Mar
ket Watch also contributed to a reduction of some 
major companies' orders. As mentioned in the 
December Procurement Pulse (SUIS newsletter 
1990-43), the current low-growth forecast for sys
tem sales has possibly bottomed out, with procure
ment managers e:q)ecting a 4.0 percent six-month 
increase in system sales relative to last month's 
3.1 percent growth outlook. To meet this demand, 
in December buyers ê qwct to increase semicon
ductor orders 29.4 percent over November's levels. 
The steady demand for systems and ready availa
bility of semiconductors combined with controlled 
iaventories is allowing procurement to closely 
match order levels of ICs with end-system ship
ments. Even with proposed cutbacks in Japanese 
memory products, Dataquest expects ibis environ
ment to continue for the next six months. 

COMPUTER INVENTORIES FLAT, 
BOOKINGS STABILIZE, AND 
SHIPMENTS CLIMB 

Figure 2 shows a fairly balanced low-growth 
scenario that is predicated on abundant, stable sup
plies of raw material (i.e., semiconductors). The 
aimuahzed (12/12) shipment level rate rose in 
October to 3.3 percent over last month's 2.0 per
cent level, reinforcing earlier data that shipment 
levels win remain at low-growth levels through 
year-end. The new order bookings 12/12 rate rose 
slightly to 5.0 percent relative to last month's 
4.8 percent level, foretelling steady growth during 
the next two quarters. Looking at the near-term 
historical comparison of bookings, the current 
three-month period (August to October) va:sus the 
previous three-month period (May to July) for new 
con^uter orders shows an increase of 1.0 percent, 
confirming this low-growth trend. Dataquest does 
not foresee any change in near-term demand pat-
tems that woiild alter this low-growth trend. 

SEMICONDUCTOR INVENTORIES 
REDUCED; TIME FOR YEAR-END AUDITS 

Figure 3 illustrates how the delta between 
targeted and actual inventories declined this month. 

Also important is that the targeted and actual 
inventory levels have declined as well, from 
22.2 and 34.9 days to 19.0 and 27.7 days, respec
tively. The ready availability of semiconductors and 
improved forecast reviews have allowed for quick 
corrections to above-plan inventory levels, as seen 
in this month's fix to last month's inventory 
increase. As mentioned in last month's Market 
Watch (SUIS newsletter 1990-40), this correction 
was anticipated as conq)anies finalize their year-
end sales pushes and moderate semiconductor 
orders. Beginning next month, Dataquest e:q>ects to 
see a return to pre-year-end buying pattems that are 
based on system sales expectations. 

PRICES CONTINUE TO DECLINE AS 
DEMAND FLATTENS OUT 

Figure 4 shows how semiconductor abun
dance continues to cause prices to decline as semi
conductor demand becomes more a direct function 
of system sales. Because of the relatively slow and 
steady growth of computers (see Figure 2) and 
electronics as a whole and the overshoot of semi
conductor supply relative to that demand, we 
expect prices to continue their gradual decline for 
the next six months. The direction that the Middle 
East crisis takes will have some effect on capital 
spending plans which, in turn, may negatively 
impact semiconductor sales because of close 
association with system and semiconductor ship
ments. Regardless of the crisis' outcome, semicon
ductor prices are e}q)ected to continue to decline. 

DATAQUEST CONCLUSIONS 

Overall electronic system dentiand remains in 
a low and steady growth mode which, considering 
the alternatives, is relatively positive. The inq)lica-
tions of this market eaviroimient on semiconductor 
prociuement depends on frequent and accurate 
forecast updates with suppliers. 'Nubility of short-
and midterm demand currently is forcing suppliers 
to readjust quickly to changes in annual contracts, 
which results in lower inventories for both users 
and suppliers. Dataquest expects the current 
method of forecast-iq)date-procure on a quarterly 
(or more frequent) timetable to continue as long as 
this slow electronics market continues. Although 
time-consuming and cumbersome, it is proving to 
be the best way yet to control costs and improve 
service. 

Mark Giudici 
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Research Bulletin 
DECEMBER PROCUREMENT PULSE: ENDING THE YEAR ON A 
POSITIVE NOTE 

The Procurement Pulse is a monthly update 
of critical issues and market trends based on sur
veys of semiconductor procurement managers. This 
bulletin e^lains what inventory and order rate 
corrections mean to both semiconductor users and 
manufacturers. 
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Figure 3 
Actual vs. Target Inventory Levels 
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A RISE IN SEMICONDUCTOR ORDERS 
PLANNED 

Figure I illustrates how this month's survey 
re^x>ndents expsct to increase semiconductor or
ders by 29.4 percent over last month's levels. Last 
month's expected 5.0 percent rise in orders was 

Figure 2 
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Source: Dataquest (December 1990) 
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DECEMBER PROCUREMENT PULSE: ENDING THE YEAR ON A POSITIVE NOTE 

tempered by a shght increase in inventories that, as 
shown later ia this bulletin, has been corrected. The 
most recent buying optimism reflects an increase of 
confidence in system sales. For the first time in six 
months, buyers expect a slight rise in system sales 
from last month's overall 3.0 percent growth level 
to 4.1 percent. The computer system buyers' out-
hxk also is up, to 6.7 pacent fix»n last mcmtti's 
6.0 percent level. Although one month does not 
make a trend, this slight uptick in system sales 
expectations possibly signals a bottoming of the 
"low-growth" sales scenario of the past few 
months. Dataquest sees little indication that a large 
downturn in systems or semiconductor business 
will occur in ihe next six months. 

LEAD TIMES REMAIN STEADY-
BELOW NINE WEEKS 

-DIP TO 

This month's average lead time dipped to 
8.9 weeks from last month's 9.8-week level, as 
shown in Figure 2. For the fourth consecutive 
month, all survey respondents reported no problem 
products, attesting that availability continues to be 
a nonissue. Although many products are available 
with sub-eight-week lead times, it appears that 
many users prefer a six-to-eight-week planning 
window that allows for adjustment to month-to-
month system shipment variances. Overall pricing 
declined an average of 2.1 percent since last month. 
Dataquest continues to see no impediment to ready 
availability and lower pricing for all semiconduc
tors for the next two quarters, because current 
capacity should be more than enough to meet 
demand levels for the next six months. Quality and 
obsolescence are the main concems facing semi
conductor users this month; both are areas in which 
suppliers lasy be able to stand out in this very 
competitive market. 

SEMICONDUCTOR INVENTORY LEVELS 
ARE ADJUSTED DOWNWARD 

Both targeted and actual inventory levels 
declined this month, reflecting the combination of 

corrections to last month's uptick and efforts to 
improve financial reports. As shown in Figures 3 
and 4, the overall targeted and actual inventory 
levels decUned to 19.0 and 27.7 days, respectively, 
compared with last month's comparable levels of 
222 and 34.9 days. The computer segment's tar
geted and actual inventory levels dropped to 
21.5 and 30.0 days, respectively, versus last 
month's comparable 22.8- and 35.5-day levels. As 
mentioned in last month's Procurement Pulse, these 
reductions in inventory were expected. Semi
conductor billing levels are expected to rise by 
8.1 percent this month after last month's negative 
3.2 percent average, which effectively reduced 
inventories. The current average billing increase 
illustrates how semiconductor procurement is 
becoming more closely tied to the overall cycle of 
the electronics industry. Despite intentions to target 
inventory levels to about a 20-day average, it is 
becoming apparent that the actual average of 
30 days (±3 days) is the norm. 

DATAQUEST ANALYSIS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

The low-growth systems sales outlook and 
tightly controlled inventory level trend continues. 
Because no large volume "new" product is pulling 
demand, sendconductor capacity levels are able to 
exceed current needs. Availability, predictable 
pridng, and delivery performance have become 
the mainstay at current business levels. Many sup
pliers have noted improvements in forecast 
accuracy from users, which is helping keep overall 
inventory levels (for both users and suppliers) 
manageable. Dataquest continues to expect steady 
(but low) system and semiconductor demand for 
the next two quarters until the overall economy 
sorts itself out and the Middle East crisis is 
resolved. 

Mark Giudici 
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PACKAGING TECHNOLOGY.- FROM AFTERTHOUGHT TO ENABLER 

SUMMARY 

Over the next decade, the demands of high-
performance electronics systems will cause a 
dramatic shift in interconnect technology from the 
traditional dual in-line package (DIP) to advanced 
surface-mount technology (SMT) explications such 
as tape-automated bonding (TAB), flip-chip, and 
chip-on-board (COB). As the semiconductor indus
try approaches the 21st century, single-chip packag
ing solutions will increasingly give way to 
multichip modules (MCM) as the semiconductor 
industry enters an era of high-density interconnect 
(HDI). 

During the next decade, the demands of the 
high-end ASIC business, particularly gate arrays, 
wiU have the biggest influence on the growth of 
SMT packaging. As we approach the year 2000, 
the technical workstation market, especially 
through its impact on microprocessor architectures, 
win play an increasingly important role in the 
advancement of MCM technology. 

Given the necessary investments in develop
ing an HDI infrastructure, the cost of penetrating a 
rapidly expanding packaging market will be 
enormous. As a result, industry particqjants that 
realize the critical performance factors necessary to 
high-performance system design will be forced to 
make investments in interconnect R&D similar to 
those made in semiconductor technology during the 
last decade. The high end of the data processing 
market of the 1990s could very well be dominated 
by the region that ^>proaches the interconnect 
challenge in the most expedient fashion. 

This newsletter looks at ASIC and reduced-
instruction-set computer (RISC) trends as they 
affect worldwide packaging production over the 
next ten years. The analysis and data on which this 
newsletter is based are the result of an 18-month 
multiclient study conducted by Dataquest's 
Semiconductor Consulting Group, which culmi
nated in the June 1990 publication of Dataquest's 

VLSI Packaging Study, a 400-page report on the 
future of the semiconductor packaging market. 

FROM TH TO SMT: THE NEXT 
FIVE YEARS 

Table 1 presents Dataquest's forecast for 
worldwide packaging production over the next 
five years, with a ten-year leap to the year 2000. 
The table describes the market as we believe it will 
act if the emerging interconnect technologies or 
their enhancements are not superseded by 
others. Although the traditional through-hole (TH) 
packages wiU maintain a sizable but declining 
share of the market, as shown in Table 1, SMT is 
expected to reach a 71 percent share of worldwide 
packaging production by 1994. 

T H E ASIC IMPACT 

Over the next five years, Dataquest beUeves 
that the transformation of electronics industry 
designs from standard ICs to ASICs will be the 
most significant force in changing package inter-
coimect. This is true not only because of the trend 
in higher-pin-count devices, but also because of the 
sheer pervasiveness of ASIC devices. Dataquest 
believes that from an $8.6 biUion market in 1989, 
ASIC consumption wiU reach nearly $18.0 billion 
by 1994. 

The largest segment of the worldwide ASIC 
market during this period will continue to be gate 
arrays, which will grow in revenue from just under 
$4 biUion to almost $11 billion. Gate arrays will be 
the product area contributing most to both package 
proliferation and developments through the year 
2000. The shift in gate array package production 
over the next decade from DIP, chip carrier, and 
PGA to SMT and MCM solutions is illustrated in 
Figures 1 and 2. 
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PACKAGING TECHNOLOGY: FROM AFTERTHOUGHT TO ENABLER 

TABLE 1 
Estimated Worldwide Pacltage Production 
(Millions of Units) 

Plastic DIP 

Ceramic DIP 

QUAD 

Ceramic Chip Carrier 

Plastic Chip Carrier 

SO 

Ceramic PGA 

Plastic PGA 

TAB/COB/Flip-Chip 

Total (Single Chip) 

MCM (Units) 

1987 

18,749 

3,479 

281 

138 

203 

1,596 

49 

11 

410 

24,916 

0 

1988 

22,870 

3,958 

735 

191 

332 

2,921 

137 

34 

1,014 

32,192 

0 

1989 

22,632 

3,583 

1,857 

246 

425 

4,737 

181 

85 

1,605 

35,351 

1 

1990 

20,359 

3,251 

2,718 

270 

466 

5,584 

256 

147 

2,219 

35,270 

13 

1991 

18,128 

3,206 

4,312 

302 

623 

7,277 

410 

248 

4,223 

38,729 

99 

1992 

16,209 

3,039 

7,053 

405 

809 

8,860 

641 

554 

7,812 

45,382 

388 

1993 

14,700 

2,922 

14,100 

431 

899 

11,810 

807 

770 

13,042 

59,481 

1,631 

1994 

11,401 

2,621 

14,990 

387 

804 

12,430 

862 

904 

16,204 

60,603 

3,228 

2000 

1,839 

1,327 

28,300 

160 

341 

14,607 

482 

587 

53,843 

101,486 

45,828 
Note: MCM value == number of unit or chip demand. 
Source: Dataquest (December 1990) 

FIGURE 1 
Estimated Worldwide Gate Array Package Production by Package Type 
1990 versus 2000 
(Percentage of Units) 
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PACKAGING TECHNOLOGY: FROM AFTERTHOUGHT TO ENABLER 

FIGURE 2 

Estimated Worldwide Gate Array Package Production by Pin Count 
1990 versus 2000 
(Percentage of Units) 

Source: Dataquest (December 1990) 

THE WORKSTATION EXPLOSION 

Although ASIC devices will be the technol
ogy driver for high-pin-count packages, the next 
generation of microprocessors (MPUs) will be 
the system performance drivers of MCM 
implementation—a trend owing to the continued 
growth of the technical workstation market. At a 
systems level, technical workstations are the 
electronic equipment products that will offer the 
greatest opportunity for change in process and 
packaging interconnect technology during the next 
decade. 

According to Dataquest's Technical Computer 
Systems Industry Service (TCSIS), technical work
station industry revenue currently has a compound 
annual growth rate (CAGR) of 30.0 percent. In 
terms of architectural design, complex-instruction-
set computing (ClSC)-based workstations were the 
primary drivers of revenue growth in the technical 
workstation market of 1988. In the five years fol
lowing 1988, however, TCSIS analysts expect 
RISC-based workstations to grow 57.5 percent in 
revenue and an impressive 89.9 percent in units. By 
1993, as shown in Figure 3, RISC-based systems 
will account for 51.0 percent of workstation unit 
shipments, while CISC-based workstations will 
claim 49.0 percent. 

T H E RISC IMPACT 

Because most systems in the mid-1980s had 
relatively low, 10-MHz clock frequencies, interchip 
travel time was not a major concern of systems 
manufacturers. However, system clock frequencies 
currently are exceeding 30 MHz and are expected 
to reach 50 MHz by 1991 and 100 MHz by 
1994—Cleaving only 20 and 10 nanosecond (ns) 
clock periods for calculation cycles. Currently 
available HDI technologies already have offered 
speed inqn-ovements of 15 percent or more at 
50-MHz clock rates, with greater improvements at 
higher clock rates. HDI, just as much as develop
ments in submicron manufacturing, will be critical 
to the continued improvement of high-performance 
MPUs. 

HITCH YOUR WAGON TO A STAR 
By the year 2000, workstations operating at 

50 MHz and above will constitute 80 percent of the 
workstation market as measured in unit shipments. 
The increased penetration of RISC-based systems 
wUl in turn represent a tremendous opportunity for 
MCM producers. As illustrated in Figure 4, the 
number of workstations requiring MCM solutions 
win grow from ŝ yproximately 70,000 units to over 
2 million units during the next decade. This growth 
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PACKAGING TECHNOLOGY: FROM AFTERTHOUGHT TO ENABLER 

FlGUKE 3 

Estimated Worldwide Technical Workstation Shipments 
CISC versus RISC 
1987-1993 
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FIGURE 4 

Workstations Using Multichip Modules 
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FIGURE 5 
Multichip Module Revenue Potential in Workstations 
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is significant not only in terms of numbers, but also 
because of its relationship to high-margin products. 
The MCM requirements of future workstations 
will create a maiket that could grow fixtm only 
$7 million in 1991 to more than $2 billion by the 
turn of the century, as seen in Figure S. 

THE FUTURE LOOKS GREAT . . . 
BUT FOR WHOM? 

The technical workstation market, and high-
performance data processing and telecommunica
tions applications in general, will offer numerous 
opportunities for SMT and HDI suppliers beyond 
those identified with MPU technology. As has been 
continually demonstrated in the electronics indus
try, new solutions create new problems that in turn 
engender new solutions. As RISC architectures 
answer the performance demands of next-
generation technical workstations, increased CPU 
performance will in turn require new process and 
performance solutions in primary and secondary 
cache memory and the migration of main memory 
from fast SRAM/DRAM approaches to BiCMOS 
processes capable of operating in the 24 to 
4Sns range. Extended memory wUl, in turn, evolve 
from DRAM-based to solid disk-based tech
nologies. The impact of all of these changes on 
memory, logic, and microcomponent package 
requirements will create high-growth markets for 
packaging technology. 

The capital costs involved in making the tran
sition to HDI will be huge, particularly given the 
priority that has historically been placed on process 
development in North American R&D spending. 
Increased en:q)hasis on packaging solutions, how
ever, is now a strategic necessity rather than a 
marketing afterthought. From its historic contribu
tions to form-factor improvements in electronic 
systems to its more recent role in solving the 
pin-count challenges of increased logic integration, 
packaging is becoming an enabling technology 
in meeting the high-performance demands of 
21st century data processing systems. 

The interconnect reqiiirements of the 1990s 
add yet another variable to the make-or-buy 
equation that worldwide systems companies must 
agonize over. Particularly in North America, 
systems companies must hope that their merchant 
IC suppUers not only keep pace in process and 
manufacturing technologies, but also find the 
resources to tackle the changes taking place in 
packaging. North American semiconductor 
suppliers have their work cut out for them: accord
ing to Dataquest's VLSI Packaging Study, MCM 
production by Japan and Europe will account for 
roughly 57 percent of units shipped worldwide in 
the year 2000. 

Note: Contributors to the consulting study 
cited in this newsletter include Mary Olsson, 
Howard Bogert, and Mel Thomsen. 

(This document is reprinted with the permis
sion of Dataquest's SIS Service.) 

Mark Giudici 
Michael J. Boss 
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INTRODUCTION ALLIANCE PACE SLOWS 

Strategic alliances were established as an 
important method of doing business in the semi
conductor industry during the 1980s. Dataquest has 
been tracking alliances in the Ji^anese semicon
ductor sector since 1980. The rate of new alliance 
formation increiased constantly during the early 
1980s, peaked in 1987, and has decreased duriag 
the last three years. However, Dataquest believes 
that Japanese semiconductor companies have not 
had any fundamental change in their attitudes 
regarding strategic alliances. 

This newsletter examines the historical trends 
observed in Js^anese semiconductor alliances dur
ing the past decade and offers some projections 
concemiQg the outlook for 1990. 

Figure 1 shows the number of J^anese semi
conductor alliances that Dataquest recorded 
between 1980 and 1989 and includes an estimate 
for 1990. In 1987, the year following the US-Japan 
Semiconductor Trade Arrangement, the Ji^anese 
semiconductor industry experienced a surge in new 
alliances. The fear of being unable to caaspete with 
collaborating competitors drove many companies in 
the Japanese semiconductor industry to find their 
own form of security, usually in the form of coun
terbalancing partnerships or alliances. This 
phenomenon was fueled somewhat by the Jq)anese 
group mentality, which exists even at the corporate 
level. In comparison widi the 1989 alliance forma
tion rate, when we recorded approximately 9 new 

FIGURE 1 
Number of Japanese Semiconductor Alliances 
(1980-1990) 
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Source: Dataquest (December 1990) 
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JAPANESE SEMICONDUCTOR ALLIANCES 1990 

alliances per month, the pace of ^proximately 
7.4 new agreements per month as of September 
1990 represents a clear slowdown. Several possible 
reasons could explain this trend. The dwindling 
number of potential alliance participants that have 
not yet committed to a prior arrangement could 
possibly be the cause of flie decline in the rate of 
new alliances formed each year. In theory, a finite 
number of participants could cause a saturation, a 
slow decline, or even an oscillation, with a period 
equal to the average alliance contract duration, in 
the new alliances formation rate. 

POLITICAL ENVIRONMENT AFFECTS 
ALLIANCES 

Ikble 1 summarizes related alliance activities 
involving Japanese companies during 1990. Due to 
the impendkig expiration of the 1986 US-Japan 
Semiconductor Trade Arrangement, some recently 
formed Japanese alliances, particularly those that 
boost foreign chip procurement levels, can be inter
preted as efforts to avoid a possible conflict when 
the trade agreement expires. 

i 

TABLE 1 
Japanese Semiconductor Alliances by Specific Categories 

Date 

Foreign Chip 

1/90 

2/90 

2/90 

3/90 

3/90 

5/90 

7/90 

Automotive 

1/90 

6/90 

7/90 

7/90 

8/90 

8/90 

Company 1 

Procurement 

NMB Semiconductor 

Matsushita 

Mitsubishi 

NEC 

Haloito 

NEC 

Fujitsu Device 

Isuzu Motor 

Toyota Motor 

Toyota Motor 

Matsushita Conun. 

Nissan Motor 

Toyota Motor 

European Community 

2/90 

3/90 

5/90 

6/90 

8/90 

9/90 

Old 

Mitsubishi Group 

Sanyo 

Sony 

Kanematsu Trading 

Toshiba 

Company 2 

Intel 

Intel 

AT&T 

AT&T 

Integrated Logic Systems 

National Semiconductor 

Cypress Semiconductor 

Fujitsu 

Five companies 

Delco Electronics 

National Semiconductor 

Hitachi 

Fujitsu 

SGS-Thomson 

Benz 

SGS-Thomson 

Texas Instruments 

Rex Service 

Motorola 

Product 

4Mb DRAMs 

EPROMs, DRAMs, MPUs 

256, 1Mb SRAMs 

ASICs, CAD tools, MPUs 

MP gate arrays 

256 SRAMs 

SRAMs, EPROMs, ASICs 

Automotive electronics 

4Mb DRAMs 

Multiproduct projects 

All semiconductors 

Linear ICs 

All semiconductors 

4Mb DRAMs 

SaoBx: Dotaquest (December 1990) 
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Foreign Chip Procurement 

In March 1990, NEC announced cooperation 
with AT&T on a wide range of semiconductor 
projects. .This arrangement with AT&T is iatended 
to be one of several steps taken by NEC to reach 
its self-imposed goal of 23 percent of intemal chip 
consumption originating from foreign chip suppli
ers. NEC already has reached a level of chip con-
sunq)tion at which 20 percent comes from foreign 
chip manufacturers. In £>ecember 1989, the Elec
tronics Industry Association of Jf^an (EIAJ) pro
posed ten suggestions to both US and Japanese 
semiconductor companies to increase the foreign 
chip market share in Japan. In this proposal, the 
EIAJ recommended more technology exchange 
arrangements, joint ventures, and strategic 
alliances. In October 1990, the United States' 
Semiconductor Industry Association (SIA) and 
Computer Systems Policy Project (CSPP) sug
gested that the US government renew the US-Jq)an 
Semiconductor Trade Arrangement for an addi
tional five years. This extension to the 1986 agree
ment has yet to be endorsed by the US govern
ment; however, it is clear that the Japanese 
semiconductor industry and the Ministry of Interna
tional Trade and Industry (Mm) wish to avoid the 
same circumstances that originally caused the trade 
friction. Hence, many Ji^anese conmanies are con
tinuing to implement their own agendas toward 
purchasing and working with foreign dnp suppli
ers. Alliances often prove to be an efficient means 
of achieving this goal, as well as having many 
beneficial side effects for preparing multinational 
companies for the next round of competition in 
sraniconductor markets. 

Automotive Semiconductors 

Whether because of government pressure or 
for their own reasons, Js^anese automobile conq)a-
nies have been increasingly willing to purchase 
products from foreign semiconductor coiiq)anies. 
To develop sophisticated automobile systems, 
cooperation between semiconductor suppliers and 
automakers, starting from the earUest design stages, 
is an inqKMtant factor in in^lementing control sys
tems that many diverse technologies to integnUed 
circuits. In December 1989, SIA and EIAJ 
organized a meeting of US semiconductor vendors 
and Jqjanese users and distributors for the purpose 
of promoting business transactions and joint ven
tures. To date, most of the US conq)anies working 

with Japanese auto manufacturers are large corpo
rations; EIAJ, however, has been encouraging even 
small US companies to submit job proposals to 
Japanese automakers. 

European Community IMarket 

>\^hing to avoid a repetition of the conflict 
that led to the 1986 US-Japan Semiconductor Trade 
Arrangement, Ji^anese semiconductor companies 
have been careful to establish themselves in the 
European market. In August 1990, the European 
Community (EC) Committee withdrew part of its 
proposal requiring a specific minimum content of 
EC-made semiconductors in board products, which 
previously defined a board as "made in Europe," 
to protect and promote the European semiconductor 
industry. The initial proposal had forced both US 
and Japanese semiconductor conopanies to establish 
manufacturing sites on European territory. The 
recent EC proposal change however, is likely to 
cause a slowdown of US and Js^anese facility 
investments in Europe. Instead of direct invest
ments, US and Japanese semiconductor makers 
may enter into more alliances among themselves 
and with European companies, as relatively inex
pensive and conservative alternatives to establish
ing a presence in the 1992 EC market. 

STEEL COMPANIES ENTER ALLIANCES 

In recent years, diere has been an observable 
tread among Japanese steel and heavy industry 
conq>anies toward diversification into die electron
ics industry. Table 2 shows the semiconductor rela
tionships formed by five Japanese steel companies. 

Although steel companies are not naturally 
coiiq)atible with the semiconductor business, there 
is no doubt that manufacturing semiconductors is 
capital intensive and thus chqnnakers are willing to 
utilize venture capital regardless of soiuce. Steel 
conqyanies in Japan generally are cash-rich indus
tries that have been making a difficult transition 
from a protected industry to one that sees limited 
onshore growdi due to the cost-of-labor advantage 
of less industrialized countries of the Far East. 

DATAQUEST CONCLUSIONS 

Although alliances in Japan have declined 
since 1987, Dataquest believes that this form of 
business practice will remain a permanent fixture 
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TABLE 2 

Japanese Steel Company Semiconductor Alliances 

JAPANESE SEMICONDUCTOR ALUANCES 1990 i 
Company 

Kawasaki Steel 

Kobe Steel 

Kubota 

NKK 

Nippcai Steel 

Date 
5/88 

6/88 

6/89 

2/90 

3/90 

3/90 

3/90 

4/89 

6/88 

11/89 

Partner 
SDA Systems 

LSI Logic 

Harris Semiccmductor 

Kodak, Olivetti 

Texas Instruments 

Rasna Corp. 

Megatest 

Old Electric Industry 

Minnesota Mining 

VLSI Technology 

Product 
ASIC CAD tools 

LSI manufacturing 

LSI chips 

Optoelectronics disks 

ASICs 

CAE software 

LSI testers 

ASICs, DRAMs 

Tape automated bonding 

ASICs 
Souice: Dataquest (December 1990) 

of the global semiconductor business environment. 
For nontraditional businesses such as die automo
bile and steel industries, the alliance mechanisms 
offer additional benefits to the pooling of financial 
resources and the reduction of risk through diver
sification. Automobile companies can use alliances 
to develop ASICs, which they could not otherwise 
develop in a cost-effective manner. Steel companies 
can use alliances to diversify while learning the 
complexities of manufacturing semiconductor 
products. 

The Ji^anese government may be reacting to 
political pressure firom the US government to 
increase the market share held by US chipmakers 
in Js^an. Jiq)anese automobile and steel manufac
turers appear to be receptive to forming alliances 
with foreign semiconductor manufacturers. 

(This document is reprinted with the per
mission of Dataquest's Jiq)anese Semiconductor 
Industry Service.) 

Mark Giudici 
Junko Matsubara 
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NOVEMBER MARKET WATCH: CONTINUED FLAT DEMAND AND 
ABUNDANT SUPPLIES KEEP PRICES DOWN AND LEAD TIMES LOW 

The Market Watch is a monthly Dataquest 
bulletin that is released after the SIA book-to-bill 
Flash Report. It is designed to give a deeper insight 
into the monthly trends in the semiconductor mar
ket and an analysis of what to expect in the next 
six months (see Figures 1 through 4). 

THE BOOK-TO-BILL RATIO STABILIZES AT 
0.95 AND LIFE GOES ON 

The book-to-bill ratio for October remained 
at the 0.95 level set last month for September, 
as seen in Figure 1. On the bookings side, the 
October 1990 three-month moving average for new 

Figure 1 
US Semiconductor Bool(-to-Biil Ratio 
B:B Ratio 
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Figure 3 
Semiconductor Inventory Level 
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Figure 2 
DOC Computer Demand 
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Figure 4 
US Weighted Semiconductor 

Price Indicator 
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Source: WSTS, US Department of Commerce, Dataquest (November 1990) 
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NOVEMBER MARKET WATCH: CONTINUED FLAT DEMAND AND ABUNDANT SUPPLIES 

orders remained flat at September's average level 
and was 5.1 percent higher than the relative book
ing level set in October 1989. The October 1990 
billing level dropped 13.8 percent from Septanber, 
which is in line with a shift from a five-week 
month to a four-week month. The October 1990 
monthly biUings were 0.5 percent lower than the 
October 1989 level. What do these numbers mean? 
When these data are combined with the relatively 
positive six-month procurement oudook (see the 
November Procurement Pulse, SUIS newsletter 
number 1990-39) and the current Department of 
Commerce (DOC) data (see Figure 2), the message 
is that bookings levels are accurately reflecting 
end-system demand levels. Although the semicon
ductor business is not booming, it is stable and 
currently above last year's level. The expected 
steady system demand will continue to keep semi
conductor order levels relatively stable for die next 
three to six months. 

COMPUTER INVENTORIES RATE 
REMAINS FLAT, BUT ANNUALIZED 
SHIPMENT AND ORDER RATES SLIP 

This month's DOC historical data for com
puters again reflect what Dataquest's procuronent 
surveys have intimated earUer fliis year—system 
demand is positive but not spectacular. On an annu
alized basis, the shipment rate remained above 
2.0 percent, at 2.1 percent (down from last month's 
2.7 percent level). This dip is a function of the 
annualized ratio being affected by earher flat book
ings rates set this summer. The 12/12 bookings rate 
shpped from 5.9 percent to 4.9 percent, mainly as a 
result of a past near-term decline in the bookings 
rate that has corrected itself this month. The 3/12 
bookings rate rose in October to 4.3 percent from 
September's zero growth rate, which in turn was 
down from August's 6.6 percent 3/12 bookings 
rate. This uptick in quarterly bookings rates rein
forces the notion that overall system denuind 
remains positive (although low) and that supporting 
semiconductor orders wUl continue to remain flat 
to positive in units if not in revenue. 

USER SEMICONDUCTOR INVENTORIES 
RISE, YEAR-END CORRECTION 
EXPECTED 

Besides the rise in actual (34.9 from 
30.7 days) and targeted (22.2 from 19.5 days) 
inventory levels seen this month, the delta between 
the two also increased, to 12.7 days. This unantici
pated rise is due mainly to lower-than-anticipated 

October system sales, which left some raw material 
on the shelves. Based on past inventory control 
corrections seen this year, Dataquest eq)ects aver
age inventories to drop to approximately the 30-day 
level within two months for, if nothing else, year-
end financials. An expected end-of-year systems 
sales push will eat into inventory levels, although 
many buyers are planning on incrementally increas
ing semiconductor purchases in the short term. 

STABLE DEMAND + OVERABUNDANT 
SUPPLIES = CONTINUED LOWER PRICES 

The semiconductor abundance of the past few 
months has transformed into an oversupply in some 
cases, as suppliers now are able to ship some logic, 
non-32-bit MPUs, and SRAM devices from stock. 
Because users still are closely watching costs via 
inventory control and delivery scheduling (as well 
as price), suppliers that meet or exceed perfor
mance conmiitments are gaining user shiare of 
mind. Overall lead times are still under 10 weeks 
(9.8 weeks), with the longer delivery times going to 
32-bit MPUs. All other products are being deliv
ered with no problems seen by the user community. 
It also appears that the uncertainty over oil prices 
has not and most likely will not affect the cost of 
plastic-packaged parts. The current perceived eas
ing of tensions in the Middle East also is keeping 
orders free of recession-based cutbacks. The abun
dance of semiconductor supphes and the expected 
steady demand over the next six months wiU allow 
for the planning of controlled price declines for all 
conq)onents. 

DATAQUEST CONCLUSIONS 
The demise of electronics industry growth 

presaged by economic doomsayers is a lit prema
ture. Although the madtet is not booming, and 
there are signs of softness in some areas, the over
all picture is for flat to low (less than 5 percent) 
growth for approximately the next six months. 
hiventory control by users and suppliei^ is keeping 
business up to a sustainable level, and the semicon
ductor business is miuoiing &e end-market trends 
remarkably well. What semiconductor users need 
now are ways to keep costs low while simultane
ously inqirovjiig the quality, delivery, and service 
provided by their suppliers. Suppliers in turn 
require forecasts that are accurate and reUable so 
that performance levels can rise. Dataquest expects 
the current uncertain business enviroimient to con
tinue on through the end of the year. Realistic 
performance requests by users and commitnients 
kept by suppUers wUl keep the market buoyant 
through these trying times. 

Mark Giudici 
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NOVEMBER PROCUREMENT PULSE: EXTERNAL ECONOMICS 
AFFECT CURRENT SYSTEM SHIPMENTS—SEMICONDUCTOR 
ORDERS AND INVENTORIES INCH UPWARD 

The Procurement Pulse is a monthly update 
of critical issues and market trends based on sur
veys of semiconductor procurement managers. This 
bulletin explains what inventory and order rate 
corrections mean to both semiconductor users and 
manufacturers. 

SEMICONDUCTOR ORDERS EXPECTED 
TO INCREASE 

Figure 1 shows that this month's respondents 
expect to order approximately 5.0 percent more 
semiconductors than last month's estimate. It is 
interesting to note that for the first time, buyers in 

Figure 1 
Averaged Monthly Semiconductor Orders 
Order Index, 12/88 = 100 
240-

Figure 2 
Averaged Semiconductor Lead Times 
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Figure 3 
Actual vs. Target Inventory Levels 

(All OEMs) 
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Figure 4 
Actual vs. Target Inventory Levels 

(Computer OEMs) 
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NOVEMBER PROCUREMENT PULSE 

aggregate expect to buy at twice the level of the 
12/88 index of 100 shown in the grq)h. The overall 
six-month Systran sales outlook still remains posi
tive at an overall average of 3.0 percent relative to 
last month's 3.4 percent, while the outlook for 
computer sales during the same period is up 
shghtly to 6.0 percent from last month's 5.9 per
cent. This continued relatively positive oudook in 
the face of daily negative economic news high
lights the notion that the electronics industry does 
not necessarily follow the national economic mood. 
The flat-to-positive outlook reflected in this 
US survey is also prevalent in Europe, based on 
feedback from a recent European trip. Although 
pockets of slow growth exist in both regions, the 
overall outlook is for slow, not negative, growth 
over the next six months. 

LEAD TIMES IRRELEVANT AS SUPPLIES 
REMAIN ABUNDANT 

three months begins to be seen in shipment levels. 
On an average. Figures 3 and 4 show that invento
ries of semiconductors incrementally rose this 
month both for targeted and actual levels due to 
these lower system shipments that left some com
ponents on the shelf. The good inventory control 
systems now in place generally take no more than 
two months for any adjustment to be made relative 
to end-system demand. One respondent company 
plans to drastically reduce semiconductor order lev
els in order to control inventories. The targeted and 
actual levels of semiconductors for the overall sam
ple rose to a current 22.2 and 34.9 days, respec
tively (versus 19.5 and 30.7 days last month), while 
the computer segment showed a targeted and actual 
rise of 22.7 and 35.5 days, respectively (versus last 
month's levels of 15.3 and 24.0 days). This large 
rise in the computer segment's semiconductor 
inventories appears to be a one-month aberration 
due to the slowdown in system demand and will be 
watched very closely in the upcoming months. 

The average lead time rose slightly to 
9.8 weeks over last month's 9.3-week level, as seen 
in Figure 2. This increase of two days is not to be 
seen as a tightening of supply or an increase in 
demand. Instead, it reflects minor adjustments of 
users to better coordinate overall system demand 
with component delivery. For the past seven 
months, the average lead time has remained below 
10 weeks, with some averages as low as 6 weeks 
because of abundant supplies. For the third con
secutive month, respondents noted no component 
availability problems. Dataquest expects all semi
conductors to remain plentifiil for at least the next 
six nxHilfas because of cutrent and planned avail
able fab ce^acity and demand levels. Concerns 
over quality and phaseouts of obsolete parts were 
voiced this month, highlighting an area that suppli
ers need to work on. There were no problems with 
surface mount packages again diis month. 

SEMICONDUCTOR INVENTORIES RISE 
SLIGHTLY AS END SYSTEM BILLINGS 
DROP 

Billings for overall end systems were down 
by a negative 3.2 percent for the first mondi in a 
year as the slowdown in demand seen in the past 

DATAQUEST ANALYSIS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

Although semiconductor order levels are 
e:q)ected to increase and six-month system demand 
remains flat to positive (both in the United States 
and in Europe), some signs are evident of near-
term softness in the US electronics sector that is 
being felt by semiconductor suppliers. Availability, 
price, and customer service are not current prob
lems for users, but in some cases, quality issues 
and end-of-life buys are. Inventory control is being 
rigidly maintained to avoid large swings in order 
levels. The clich6 of forecast accuracy continues to 
be a major tool not only to gauge system demand, 
but also to control raw material inventories. The 
end-of-year sales push is now beginning, and many 
companies will ramp up shipments while trying to 
keep inventories lower than average to improve 
financial statistics. Continuous, accurate forecasts 
that fine-tune any change in need (through Decem
ber 31 and then for next year) continue to be the 
way many conq)anies are coping with the current 
market 

Mark A. Giudici 
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CLARIFYING INTEL MICROPROCESSOR MIGRATION PLANS 

INTRODUCTION 

At its third quarts financial analysts meeting 
on October 25, Intel Corporation provided further 
insight into plans for its 1386 microprocessor fami
ly. David House, general manager of the 
Microprocessor Components Group, presented a 
chart illustrating the system segment targets for the 
range of 1386 products (see Figure 1). This infor
mation is important to system OEMs because it 
allows them to better plan their product develop
ment and support strategies. It is also important to 
semiconductor vendors participating in the PC 
peripherals and logic markets. 

SYSTEM SEGMENT TARGETS 

As the chart illustrates, Intel clearly will con
tinue to target and position the 1386 products in 
FIGURE l 

1991 PC Market Segmentation 
(Approximate 1991 Volumes) 

specific system market segments. Intel divides the 
market into four segments that correspond to 
specific system price ranges. The high-end seg
ment, with a system price of about $8,000, was 
addressed by the 486-33 and 486-25 in 1990 and is 
expected to migrate to the 486-50 in 1991. The 
performance midrange segment, at approximately 
$5,000, is a 386-33 market moving to 486-33 in 
1991. The volume midrange segment, at about 
$3,000, is 386-25 and 386-20 going to 486-25 and 
386-33 in 1991. The entry-level segment costs 
approximately $1,000 and currendy is served by 
die 286 and die 386SX. Intel intends to target the 
386-25 and 386-20 as well as the 386SX at this 
segment. (The designations 386 and 486 are regis
tered trademarks of Intel Corporation.) 

System vendors have voiced concern recently 
about the rapid proliferation of new microprocessor 
products and speed grades, which in turn led to a 
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CLARIFYING INTEL MICROPROCESSOR MIGRATION PLANS 

proliferation of system products. Such proliferation 
has caused an increased burden for the system 
vendor, in terms of new product development and 
support, and has helped to blur the lines of product 
differentiation. When asked why Intel continues 
with this proliferation, Mr. House answered that he 
would be glad to slow the pace of development and 
spend fewer R&D dollars if he could only convince 
Intel's competitors to do the same. 

In fact, it is clear from the chart and from 
other remarks made at this meeting that Intel 
understands this issue and is attempting to better 
control product segmentation. Intel intends to con
tinue driving the technology at a rapid pace but will 
not necessarily proliferate products through speed 
upgrades. New products wiU be based on architec
tural and manufacturing process improvements. 
Horizontal versions that address specific {plica
tion or form factor issues, such as the 386SL, also 
will be forthcoming. 

OBSOLESCENCE AND THE ANTICLONE 
STRATEGY 

Mr. House admitted that the 386DX ship
ments had peaked in 1990, the product is being 
"squeezed at both ends" by the 486 and the 
386SX, and it will be phased out. The 386DX-16 is 
not going to be supported, ttierefore, and it is not 
likely that there will be a 40-MHz version of the 
part. Intel's goal is to establish the image of perfor
mance and desirability for the 486 product. This 

goal probably will mean substantial price reduc
tions for the 486, particularly the 486-25, during 
1991. We can see also from Figure 1 that there wiU 
not be a 40-MHz version of the 486. The company 
intends to go directly from a 33-MHz to a 50-MHz 
version. 

As for the 286, apparently it falls off the chart 
in 1991. However, it is not clear from the figure 
either when or if Intel plans to discontinue support 
of the 286. What is clear is that the company does 
intend to continue emphasizing the 386 family 
(which includes the 486 and, presumably, the 586) 
and promoting the move toward 32-bit confuting. 
No matter how strongly some protest, the 286 is in 
the waning years of its product Ufe cycle. The 
product may get a temporary reprieve as a result of 
its use in notebook PCs and possibly from a boost 
in sales to Eastern Bloc countries, but this reprieve 
win be short-lived. 

A more interesting issue than the fate of the 
286 is the potential for 386 clones. Advanced 
Micro Devices is e3q>ected to release a 386 clone, 
and others may follow. Intel's canq>aign to kill off 
the 286 already is giving way to a similar effort to 
obsolete the 386DX, as evidenced by remarks at 
the analysts meeting that the 386DX wiU be phased 
out. Intel hopes that the rapid introduction of new 
generations of microprocessors, along with 
horizontal versions such as the 386SX and 386SL, 
win keep pursuers lagging far behind. 

Ronald Bohn 
Ken Pearlman 
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A MAJOR GLOBAL BREAK IN 4MB DRAM PRICES? 

SUMMARY 

Firm signs of a slowdown in orders for com
puter systems have emerged during the second half 
of 1990 (see Figure 1). Business uncertainty partly 
associated with the Middle East crisis reinforces 
this trend. At the same time, some suppUers now 
report acceleratiag demand for 4Mb DRAMs in 
North America and Europe. A stark prospect— 
excess DRAM capacity. The result—extremely 
volatile 4Mb pricing trends. This bulletin recom
mends that buyers closely monitor 4Mb DRAM 
pricing trends: a current bout of DRAM market 
volatility indicates a break in pricing in some world 
regions, but the market signs are mixed and vary 
by world region. 

TREND IN NEW ORDERS FOR 
us COMPUTERS 

As shown in Figure 1, the growth rate in new 
orders for US computing equipment slowed in July. 
This slowdown continued during August. 
(Septonber-October 1990 results are not yet avail
able.) This figure translates into fierce market 
competition for DRAM suppUers serving demand 
in North America, and a similar picture can be 
drawn for other world regions. 

CURRENT PRICING TRENDS FOR 
4MB DRAMS 

The first signs of a sharp break in 
4Mb DRAM pricing emerged from Europe. From 

FIGURE l 
New Orders for US Computers and Office Equipment 
(Three-Month Moving Average) 
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A MAJOR GLOBAL BREAK IN 4MB DRAM PRICES? 

October 15 to 22, several 4Mbxl DRAM suppUers 
in Europe consistently reported aggressive price 
cuts for 4Mbxl DRAMs. Pricing dropped nearly 
30 percent to $17 (100,000 volume) versus $24 two 
weeks earUer. 

The market signs are less clear and consistent 
in North America. During the same week, some 
4Mb DRAM suppUers in North America reported 
accelerating demand for 4Mb DRAMs but also 
expressed concern about suppliers' ability to 
achieve satisfactory yield rates during the impend
ing ramp-up stage. Lower yield rates mean less 
aggressive pricing. Pricing dropped a modest 
4 percent to $27 (100,000 volume) versus $28 two 
weeks earlier. 

During the week of October 22 to 29, 
Dataquest received reports of dropping 
4Mb DRAM pricing in North America and Japan. 
The market signs are mixed. For example, 
Dataquest analysts in Jsapaoi have firm rqwrts of a 
recent sharp drop in pricing for 4Mb DRAMs as of 
October 25. Pricing, which had been between 
$35 and $40 (100,000 volume), dechned nearly 
22 percent to $30.23 at the same volume and 
exchange rate (US$1=¥137.3). As of October 26, 
some users report that 4Mb DRAM pricing in 
Japan has fallen below the $27 level. 

Once again, the signals are less clear and 
consistent in North America. Dataquest has 
received a few reports of aggressive 4Mb DRAM 
pricing (sub-$20), but most reports confirm 
the aforementioned analysis. Demand for 
4Mb DRAMs has accelerated, but the challenging 
ramp-up process thwarts price slaslung at this time. 

A possible scenario is that suppUers are reducing 
inventory of the 350-mil product in line with a 
market shift to the 300-mil device. 

DATAQUEST CONCLUSIONS 

In the volatile DRAM arena, pricing shifts 
can be swift and deep. If the current global pricing 
trends hold true—and they may not, given this 
market's volatility—^users that source in North 
America may see a price plunge similar to the one 
that occurred in Europe in mid-October. No firm 
signals yet, howevor, point to such an abrupt price 
shift in North America. The effects on the 
4Mb DRAM crossover scenario also remain 
unclear at this time— t̂he response of 1Mb DRAM 
suppUers wiU be a wUd card. 

DATAQUEST RECOMMENDATIONS 

Dataquest recommends that buyers closely 
monitor 4Mb DRAM pricing trends in Europe, 
Japan, and North America; but they should also 
watch 1Mb DRAM pricing, which is approaching 
the $4 level for some spot market orders. Dataquest 
restates its prior recommendation that users evalu
ate DRAM modules as a cost-effective hedge for 
dealing with the in^nding 4Mb DRAM crossover. 

Ronald Bohn 
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OCTOBER MARKET WATCH: AVAILABILITY REMAINS A NONISSUE 
WHILE DEMAND STABILIZES 

The Market Watch is a monthly Dataquest 
bulletin that is released after the SIA book-to-bill 
Flash Report. It is designed to give a deeper insight 
into the monthly trends in the semiconductor mar
ket and an analysis of what to expect in the next 
six months (see Figures 1 through 4). 

THE BOOK-TO-BILL CONTINUES TO 
SLIDE . . . DOWN TO 0.95 

This month's book-to-bill ratio slid to 0.95 
from last month's 0.99 level, indicating at first 
glance that the market is softening (see Figure 1). 

Figure 1 
US Semiconductor Book-to-Bill Ratio 
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Figure 3 
Semiconductor inventory Level 
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Figure 2 
DOC Computer Demand 
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OCTOBER MARKET WATCH: AVAILABILITY REMAINS A NONISSUE WHILE DEMAND STABILIZES 

Although the ratio is below parity for the second 
consecutive month, the absolute numbers show that 
continued strength exists in both bookings and 
billings relative to comparable time periods. The 
good news is that this year's September bookings 
were 9.8 percent higher than last year's September 
booking level, and billings for September tied the 
record high set in March 1989. The not-so-good 
news is that September 1990 bookings were 
0.9 percent lower than August and 7.1 percent 
lower than the last quarter-end month (June 1990). 
Last month's question regarding why August book
ing and billing levels rose over July has been 
partially resolved. The preliminary July figures 
have now been finalized upward, resulting in a 
lower booking and flat billing average for August. 
Once the August book-to-bill totals are final^ed, 
the decline trend noted in the last three months' 
Procurement Pulse should reflect that semiconduc
tor booking levels are in synch with system order 
rates. 

COMPUTER SHIPMENT RATE FLAT 
ORDERS OFF, AND INVENTORIES STEADY 

The Department of Commerce (DOC) histori
cal data on computer and office machine shipment 
and booking activity (see Figure 2) confirm what 
our surveyed procurement managers have been 
forecasting for the past three months. System ship
ment growth has stabilized, and booking rates are 
expected to flatten out througli the aid of the year. 
The actual 12/12 shipment and bookings rates of 
2.7 percent and 5.9 percent, respectively, indicate 
moderate growth for the year, but what is discon
certing is tihe shorter-term 3/12 bookings rate show
ing zero growth in bookings relative to the same 
period last year. This amount conq)ares with the 
6.6 pttcent positive 3/12 rate posted last month. 
This flat near-term system bookings level will 
negatively intact the long-term 12/12 booking and 
corresponding shipment rates by year-end if sus
tained. Refeiring again to the surveyed procure
ment managers six-month outlook, we can expect 0 
to 5 percent system sales growth during the next 
six mont^. Users' low inventory levels of both 
systems and semiconductors should allow for quick 
adjustment of OTder levels, depending on system 
demand. In other words, if there is a system 
demand slowdown, the current inventory situation 
win not allow a repeat of die 1984 to 1985 inven
tory balloon fiasco that effectively stopped orders 
because of large inventory stocks on buyers' 
shelves. 

SEMICONDUCTOR INVENTORY LEVELS 
REMAIN STEADY 

The delta between targeted and actual semi
conductor inventory levels rose slightly to 

11.2 days over last month's 8.5-day difference, 
mainly because of lowering the system demand 
relative to forecast. Semiconductor order rates are 
expected to be reduced to offset this difference, 
because system sales are expected to remain flat 
for the next three months. The average actual semi
conductor inventory level of 31.0 days versus last 
month's 29.0-day level stiU is historically low, and 
inventory control programs should correct this blip 
in inventory within one or two months. Average 
target levels declined shghtly to 19.0 days from last 
month's 20.0-day level. As mentioned in last 
month's Market Watch, shifts in system demand are 
directly affecting inventory levels. 

SEMICONDUCTOR PRICES CONTINUE 
TO DECLINE SLOWLY 

The continued abimdance of all semiconduc
tors, combined with steady but flat demand, is 
allowing buyers the opportunity in some cases to 
lower prices and increase supplier support levels 
above and beyond ongoing long-term supplier/user 
relationships. Respecting long-term arrangements 
and improving supplier support levels have allowed 
many suppUers to cement and gain market share in 
established accounts. Overall lead times remain 
steady at nine weeks. Most of the price declines 
noted were in the volatile memory (DRAM and 
SRAM) area, while logic, linear, and microproces
sors remained relatively stable. We expect to see 
continued price erosion in volatile memory 
products and, to a lesser extent, in the EPROM 
arena. Because of the large percentage of plastic 
(oil-based) package costs in standard logic devices, 
a possibility of future price increases for these parts 
exists because of perceived/real oil price increases 
related to the Middle East crisis. 

DATAQUEST CONCLUSIONS 
Availability, lead times, and quality levels 

currently are given in the market. Suppliers are 
meeting user needs with supply and support. In 
return, users are trying to fine-tune their forecasting 
accuracy in order to prevent excess inventory and 
iniprove deUvery performance in the face of an 
increasingly cost-competitive environment. It is too 
soon to note any intact of the Middle Bast crisis 
on system or semiconductor sales, but If prolonged, 
the crisis may negatively impact market psycholo
gy, which would delay some capital expenditures. 
Order delays are net lost business, and inventory 
controls become even more critical. Forecast 
accuracy and adherence to delivery commitments 
wiU continue to be key areas of concern in the next 
three to six months. 

Mark A. Giudici 
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OCTOBER PROCUREMENT PULSE: 
UNCERTAINTY IN THE MARKET STAGNATES ORDERS, 
OVERALL INVENTORY AND LEAD TIMES REMAIN CONSTANT 

The Procurement Pulse is a monthly update 
of critical issues and market trends based on sur
veys of semiconductor procurement managers. This 
bulletin explains what inventory and order rate cor
rections mean to both semiconductor users and 
manufacturers. 

SEMICONDUCTOR ORDERS TO 
LEVEL OUT 

As seen in Figure 1, this month's respondents 
e}q)ect in aggregate to reduce their semiconductor 
orders approximately 4.0 percent over last month's 

Figure 1 
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Figure 3 
Actual vs. Target Inventory Levels 
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Figure 2 
Averaged Semiconductor Lead Times 
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Figure 4 
Actual vs. Target Inventory Levels 
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OCTOBER PROCUREMENT PULSE 

estimate. This is due in part to the iincertainty of 
overall system demand and to the ready availability 
of components. The overall oudook for system 
demand during the next six months remains posi
tive, although at a much lower rate than last 
month's expectations. The high and low sales out
look range remains at negative 20.0 percent to 
positive 20.0 percent, but the overall average has 
declined to 3.4 percent from last month's 4.1 per
cent average. The computer system oudook aver
age dipped to a lesser extent, from 6.1 percent to 
5.9 percent. Although the market oudook is lower 
than in the past few months, it is important to note 
that the outlook is still positive. We expect the 
market to continue to muddle along for the next six 
months wifli low to flat growth becoming more the 
norm. 

and 4. The current target and actual inventory 
levels of 19.5 days and 30.7 days, respectively, 
compare closely with the corresponding 19.9 days 
and 28.5 days set last month. The computer seg
ment reported a decline in both target and actual 
semiconductor inventory levels. Computer semi
conductor inventories are now down to a target 
and actual level of 15.3 days and 24.0 days, respec
tively, versus last month's levels of a corresponding 
20.6 days and 28.8 days. These low and 
well-managed inventory levels ensure that any 
change in the overall demand for systems will be 
reflected quickly in semiconductor order rates. 
Forecast accuracy and adherence to contracted 
delivery schedules are getting large amounts of 
attention now that inventories have proven to be 
manageable. 

LEAD TIMES VERY MANAGEABLE AS 
AVAILABILITY OF PRODUCT REMAINS 
EXCELLENT 

The average lead time increased slighdy (by 
one day) to 9.2 weeks over last month's responses. 
As seen in Figure 2, the stability of lead times 
gravitating around a nine-week average has been 
the norm for the past six months. This month's 
respondents effectively are having no availability 
problems and Dataquest expects the availability sit
uation to remain good for the next six months. The 
recent ruling favoring AMD in the protracted 
AMD/Intel 80286-80386 litigation still leaves 
many issues unresolved, including the availability 
of second-sourced 80386 devices. There are a 
few surface-mount product problems regarding 
handling and test and some new product offerings. 
Other than these minor irritants, availability is good 
and is expected to remain so. 

DATAQUEST ANALYSIS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

The ripples of uncertainties surrounding the 
Middle East crisis ^>pear to be affecting the overall 
electronics market Although not negative, the cur
rent outlook is less positive than in the past. Semi
conductor availability is currendy excellent and, as 
yields improve with the 4Mb DRAM, will only 
inqnrove. hiventories remain under control, much to 
the reUef of bodi suppUers and users. What is now 
being emphasized is the need to forecast accurately 
and to adhere to delivery commitments. As one 
suppUer mentioned, now that semiconductor inven
tories are in line with end-system demand, "the 
(semiconductor) order pipeline wUl be kept run-
mng, even though it may be a smaller-diameter 
pipe." 

Mark A. Giudici 

OVERALL SEMICONDUCTOR 
INVENTORIES REMAIN STABLE 
WHILE COMPUTER LEVELS DECLINE 

Overall semiconductor inventories remained 
stable conipared with the targeted and actual esti
mates reported last month, as shown in Figures 3 
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SEMICONDUCTOR PRICE SURVEY: NORTH AMERICA—A GLOBAL 
ISLAND OF HIGH DRAM PRICES DURING THE 1990S? 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Iraq's invasion of Kuwait changed world mar

ket conditions dramatically during the third quarter 
of 1990. The US economy is moving closer to 
recession, and most nations' economies strain 
under the effect of business uncertainty and rising 
oil prices. For users of megabit-density DRAMs, a 
different kind of "big news" has emerged. North 
American buyers of DRAMs right now face a 

TABLE 1 
Semiconductor Pricing and Lead Time Trends G ôrth 

pricing disadvantage v i s - i -v i s European 
purchasers—an apparent reversal of historic trends 
(see Table 1). Will this trend hold true? This news
letter focuses on the DRAM issue, but as shown in 
Table 1, does not ignore recent major shifts in the 
32-bit MPU, SRAM, nonvolatile memory, and 
standard logic markets. 

The pricing analysis presented in Table 1 
correlates with the quarter^ price tables mailed to 

American Bookings) 

Pricing TnnA 
Part Third Quarter Forecast Current Lead Times Product/Market Trends 

IMbxl 100ns 
DRAM, DIP/SOJ 

4Mbxl 100ns 
DRAM DIP 

16Kx4 25ns 
SRAM 

12gKx8 100ns 
SRAM 

S12Kx8 ROM 
CMOS, 200ns 
and above 

CISC and RISC 
32-bit MPU 

6% down 

17% down 

4% down 

20% down 

12% down 

2-9% down 

15% down 

22% down 

3% down 

15% down 

15% down 

2-11% down 

2-10 weeks 

4-8 weeks 

6-14 weeks 

2-10 weeks 

4-10 weeks 

5-10 weeks 
80386SX, 

except for 
68040 

1Mb price cuts delay 
4Mb crossover until 
second quarter 1991 

Price in Europe 10-15% 
lower than in North 
America 

64K SRAM supply base 
contraction 

Crossover from 256K slow 
SRAM likely by seccmd 
quarto: 1991 

Signs of pricing war 

New strategies for 80386/ 
80486; ranm up of 68040 

74HC 0-2% up 0-2% up 4-6 weeks 

delayed to fourth quarter 
1990 

Oil-related plastic package 
price rise* 

*Ap!>lies to ill •tandaid logic in plaitic packigo. 
Sottice: Dataiiuetf (October 1990) 
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SEMICONDUCTOR PRICE SURVEY: NORTH AMERICA—A GLOBAL ISLAND OF HIGH DRAM PRICES DURING THE 1990s7 

SUES clients on September 21, 1990, and the SUIS 
service section entitled Third Quarter 1990 Price 
Update and dated October 1990. For SUIS clients 
that use the SUIS on-line service, the quarterly 
pricing presented herein correlates with the quar
terly price tables dated September 1990 in the 
SUIS on-line service. For additional product cover
age and more detailed product specifications, 
please refer to those sources. 

MEMORY TRENDS 

North American and European users of 
1Mb DRAMs continue to enjoy aggressive pricing 
during die second half of 1990. The DRAM spot 
market has been very volatile. In fact, relendess 
drops in 1Mb DRAM pricing should delay the 
ever-impending 4:1 unit/price crossover to the 
4Mb DRAM in North America and Europe until 
the second quarter of 1991. 

The midyear 1990 oversupply of DRAM 
devices appears to be extending to other memory 
products such as high-density SRAMs, ROMs, and 
EPROMs. 

FIGURE 1 

DRAM Price IVends (North American Bookings) 
(Volume: 100,000 Units) 

DRAM 

Megabit-Density DRAM 
As shown in Table 1 and Figine 1, large-

volume contract buyers in North America can 
expect a sharp decline in pricing for the IMbxl 
100ns DRAM during the fourth quarter of 1990 
and steady declines during 1991. Spot market 
prices for the 1Mb DRAM had fallen below $5 at 
the time this newsletter was written. Volume con
tract pricing in North America should fall by 
15 percent and reach the $5 level or below during 
the fourth quarter. 

North American users can expect pricing for 
4Mbxl products to decline to the $24 level during 
the fourth quarter of 1990, a decline of 22 percent 
from the third quarter price. Several suf^liers con
tinue to call for a market crossover to the 
4Mb DRAM by year-end 1990; as noted, however, 
Dataquest e}q)ects a crossover during the second 
quarter of 1991. 

7/ie Range of DRAM Pricing 
As noted in prior newsletters, survey con

fidentiality limits disclosure of exact pricing points; 

Price (Dollars) 
100-

• 1Mbx9 SIMM (SOns) 
• 1Mbx8 SIMM (lOOns) 
X 4Mbx1 DRAM (lOOns) 

• 1Mbx1 DRAM (lOOns, DIP/SOJ) 
+ 256Kx4 VRAM (100ns. SOJ) 

04 

1990 1991 

Source: Dataquest (October 1990) 
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however, the survey responses capture the dynam
ics behind Dataquest's forecast For example. Data-
quest bases the third quarter contract-volume price 
of $5.97 for the IMbxl 100ns DRAM on survey 
prices that range from a low of $520 to a high of 
nearly $6.45. The third quarter contract-volume 
price of $31.00 for the 4Mbxl DRAM reflects 
survey prices that range from a low of $30.00 to a 
high of $34.00. 

North America and Europe: A 
Reversal of Long-Term DRAM 
Price Trends? 

At the time this newsletter was written, the 
contract volume price for IMbxl DRAMs was 3 to 
4 percent lower in Europe than Nordi America—a 
reversal of a historical pattem. European users of 
the 4Mbxl DRAM were enjoying an even greater 
advantage vis-k-vis North American pur
chasers—10 to 15 percent lower prices. 

This recent anomaly has been the result of the 
R^erence Pricing (RF) system, which is Europe's 
government-mandated system for pricing Japanese-
produced DRAMs. North American semiconductor 
manufacturers have protected diemselves against 
Jj^anese siqipUers' duiiq)ing of underpriced ICs in 
North America through the foreign market value 
(FMV) system. By contrast, in Europe, IC buyers 
now press, through the European Community (EQ, 
for protection against higher-priced DRAM prices 
from Japan-based conq>anies via the RF system. 

There is no quick answer to the immediate 
concern of some North American buyers: will the 
ebb and flow of regional pricing keep North 
America an island of high DRAM prices vis-k-vis 
Europe, Japm, and Rest of World (ROW)? The 
possibility now exists. Conversely, European pur
chasers do not desire a retum to the "status quo 
ante" in which they paid hig|her prices for DRAMs 
than did most buyers around the globe. Govern
ment and industty negotiators from Europe, Ji^an, 
and North America have begun to confront die 
issue; South Korea might also formally participate. 
Even so, government intervention in economic 
markets—like the law of physics—typically causes 
an equal and opposite reaction somewhere in die 
maike^lace. 

Dataquest Recommendation on Global 
Procurement of DRAM 

For SUIS clients that purchase on the global 
spot markets, Dataquest recommends weekly 

monitoring of worldwide 1Mb DRAM and 
4Mb DRAM pricing trends through Dataquest's 
On-line DQ Monday service. Dataquest does not 
recommend a sudden shift by Norfli American 
purchasers to Europe-based procurement. Dataquest 
does reinforce prior recommeodations that systems 
manufacturers follow the trend toward "local-
market" procurement— încluding purchasing by 
North America-based con^anies in Europe as they 
make systems for local European customers and 
procurement by Europe-based con^anies in North 
America as they produce for local customeî  in that 
region. 

Fast SRAM: Supplier Base Contraction 

National Semiconductor, Philips-Signetics, 
and VLSI Technology departed the fast SRAM 
arena during the third quarter of 1990. Understand
ably, SUIS clients express concern regarding 
SRAM supply and supply base during 1991. 
Table 1 shows that users can expect some contrac
tion of the supplier base for fast 64K SRAMs as 
suppUers shift to higher-density SRAMs or enq>ha-
size other ICs. At the time this article was written, 
the 64K fast SRAM pricing forecast, which calls 
for steady if not aggressive declines, was 
consistent 

Dataquest Recommendation on 
64K Slow SRAM 
Because of a likely contraction of the 

64K slow SRAM supply base, Dataquest recom
mends diat users of this device either migrate to 
higher-density devices or forge special long-term 
arrangements with suppUers to assure a steady 
siq)ply of this device. 

Higher-Density SRAM 
Users can expect more aggressive pricing 

competition for SRAM in densities of 256K and 
above. For exan^le, Dataquest's recent survey 
shows somewhat sharper declines in pricing than 
originally expected for 256K fast SRAMs and 
128K slow SRAMs. Pricing has been coaqpetitive 
for 256K slow SRAMs, especially on spot markets, 
and contract buyers can expect continued declines 
in pricing during the fourdi quarter of 1990. The 
256K slow SRAM supply/demand scenario has 
beoi clouded by the recent market events. 

A Buyer Advisory on the 1Mb Slow 
SRAM Crossover 
As shown in "nible 1, under diese market 

conditi(ms siq>pliers might shift enq)hasis to the 

61990 Dataquest locoipcaatBd OctobeMleinDduetkni Piobitnted 
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1Mb slow SRAM device (from lower density slow 
SRAMs) more quickly than originally expected. 
The 4:1 unit/price crossover to Ihe 1Mb slow 
SRAM could occur as soon as the second quarter 
of 1991. Dataquest restates its prior advice diat 
prospective users of 128Kx8 lOOns SRAMs must 
monitor 4Mb DRAM market trends as a leading 
iadicator for 1Mb slow SRAM trends and extends 
this recommendation to a similar monitoring of the 
256K slow SRAM segment. 

Nonvolatile Memory Price Wars? 

Ikble 1 shows that suppUers of nonvolatile 
memory now face a possible price war. EPROM 
pricing should continue to be competitive following 
a pricing battle earlier this year. At the time this 
newsletter was written, Dataquest had not yet seen 
signs of a sharp downward trend in pricing for 
these devices; howevo:, users are adviseid to moni
tor ROM market trends that could signal more 
volatile (or stable) EPROM pricing patterns. 

Recent world market events in the ROM 
arena confirm signals garnered during last quarter's 
survey of an intensified pricing competition among 
suppUers of CMOS ROM with densities of 512K 
and greater. Current ROM market conditions are 
marked by weak demand from the PC and video 
game end markets. The supplier base has been 
e^anding and now includes a host of cooqwtitors 
from Japan, North America, and Tsdwan. 

North American pricing for CMOS 128K 
ROM (ISOns and greater) dropped by 17 percent 
during the third quarter to $2.75. Under these con
ditions, pridng should decrease 9 percent during 
the fourdi quarter to $2.50. As shown in Table 1, 
the price for CMOS 512Kx8 ROMs (20Qns and 
greater) declined by 12 pexceat during the third 
quarter to the $5.00 level During the fourth quar
ter, pricing is expected to decline more sharply—by 
15 percent—and reach die $4.25 level The results 
of Dataquest's recent survey show a premium of 
approximate^ 20 percent for the 256Kxl6 device. 

MICROPROCESSOR TRENDS 

IVible 1 shows ibat North American and Euro
pean users of high-speed 16- and 32-bit 
microprocessors (MPUs) can expect continued 
pricing conq>etition among major suppliers of 
CISC and RISC ICs. Madcet demand for more 
mature MPUs iQ>pears to be slowing. 

Increased Supply of 80386 and 
80386SX MPUs 

As a result of capacity expansion by Intel, 
users can expect shorter lead times for 80386 (6 to 
8 weeks) and 80386SX (10 to 12 weeks) products. 
For orders of less than 5,000 imits, buyers can look 
forward to a mild downward movement in price of 
the 16-MHz 80386SX to a fourth quarter 1990 
level of $61.50. Pricing for 25-MHz 80386 
products should decline by 5 percent during the 
fourth quarter to $173.00. 

The plunge in 80286 pricing continues. The 
price of the 10-MHz 80286 device should break the 
the $9 barrier during die fourth quarter, and pricing 
for the 12-MHz 80286 is now on a path to con
verge with the price of the 10-MHz version during 
1991. 

Intel's New Product Strategy 
Intel also announced a new product strategy 

for blunting the efifort of any prospective 80386 
competition, including RISC MPU suppliers. 
Prospective new products include a more fiilly 
integrated version of the 80386SX, which could 
counter chip set competitors in the h^top and 
hand-held PC markets. Another product is an 
80486SX device targeted for PC ^)plications that 
do not need floating-point capabilities. Other 
prongs of the strategy include a 50-MHz 80486 that 
is targeted against RISC IC siqipliers and an 80960 
RISC IC for embedded control applications. 

Expect Learning Curve Price Declines 
for 68040 and 80486 MPUs 

The ramp iq) in output of the 25-MHz 80486 
IC has begun, witii the concomitant sharp drop in 
pricing. The scenario for the 25-MHz 68040 prod
uct should be sinular as long as Motorola 
experiences no more delays in ramping up. For 
1,000- to 5,000-unit orders, pricing for die 25-MHz 
80486 should decline by 7 percent during the 
fourdi quarter almost to the $700 level. Barring 
production delays during the fourth quarter, pricing 
for die 25-MHz 68040 device in the same volume 
is e3q)ected to drop by 11 percent to the $635 level 

STANDARD LOGIC TRENDS 
As shown in Figure 2 and Table 1, prices for 

some older standard logic products are increasing; 
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FIGURE 2 

Standard Logic Price Trends (North American Bookings) 
(Volume: 100,(M)0 Units; PDIP) 
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Source: Dataquest (October 1990) 

however, the big news this quarter is the rising cost 
of plastic dual-in-line package (PDIF) because of 
higher oil prices. 

Buyer Advisory on Rising PDIP Prices 

Throughout 1990, users of standard logic 
have endured a series of supply/dranand imbalances 
(i.e., availability of PDIP and suiface-mount pack
age). Dataquest advises users of products in the 
PDIP to expect rising prices—or at least firm 
piidng—unless the Middle East crisis is quickly 
resolved. The cost of plastic qx>xy material— 
whether oil-based or not—has beea increasing 
rapidly in synda. with rising oil prices. As an alter
native, users can move to either surface-mount 
packages or other application-specific ICs 
(ASICs)—in which the package represents a 
smaller pojcentage of total device cost 

ASICs 
Pricing for ASICs remains aggressively com

petitive, as evidenced by National Semiconductor's 

recent departure from the cell-based IC (CBIQ 
business. As shown in Figure 3, pricing for 1.0-
and 1.5-nucron CMOS gate arrays and 1.0- and 
1.5-micron CBICs colliq)sed during 1990. Data-
quest analysts also report sharp price cuts for 0.8-
and 12-micron CMOS gate arrays and 0.8- and 
1.2-micron CBICs. Field programmable gate arrays 
(FPGAs) represaat a new source of pricing pressure 
in these markets. 

Fieid Programmable Gate Arrays 
(FPGAs) 

Dataquest views FPGAs—which are in fact a 
standard product akin to a programmable logic 
device (PLD)—as a challenging alternative to low-
density masked gate anays for system design starts. 
FPGA solutions provide systems manufacturers 
with fbe benefit of faster time to market than gate 
arrays, especially for device densities with 6,000 
gates or less. The major advantage of FTOAs over 
gate arrays is system time to market—not price— 
but more rapid time to market can mean lower 
system cost and higher profit margins for systems 
using FPGAs. 
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FiGUKE 3 

1990 ASIC Price Trends (North American Bookings)* 
(Volume: 10,000 Units; Utilized Gates; Excludes NRE) # 

Price (Millicents Per Gate) 
155 

145 

135 

• 2.0-Mlcron Cell-Based IC 
• 1.5-Mlcron Cell-Based IC 
X 1.0-Mlcron Cell-Based IC 

A 2.0-Mlcron CMOS Gate Array 
+ 1.5-Mlcron CMOS Gate Array 
^ 1.0-Mlcron CMOS Gate Array 

0-1.99K 2K-4.g9K 5K-g.99K 

Density (Thousands of Gates) 
'No te : 84-pln PLCC for <10K gates and 160-pln PQFP for >10K gates 

10K-19.99K Z0K-50K 

Source: Dataquest (October 1990) 

PLDs: General Supply/Demand 
Equilibrium 

Supply and demand for PLDs has moved iato 
market equilibrium except for slower-speed TTL 
devices. Under these conditions, pricing for TTL 
PLDs and CMOS PLDs declined between 1 and 
9 percent during the third quarter of this year 
except for an increase in pricing for some 24-pin 
TTL devices that operate at speeds of 15 nano
seconds (ns) or slower. As shown in Figure 4, 
under current market conditions, nu)st PLD users 
can e:q)ect steady and, in some cases, such as widi 
newer, faster devices, sharp declines in pricing 
during the fourth quarter of 1990. As stated in prior 
forecasts, PLD siq)pliers will continue to battle 
each other as well as suppliers of standard logic 
and other ASICs for design wins. 

suppliers reveals that contract-voliime buyers of 
DRAM can expect sharp pricing declines as the 
year ends, with the steep drop in 1Mb DRAM 
pricing delaying the 4Mb DRAM crossover until 
ihs second quarter of 1991. The big news is that 
Notfli American DRAM purchasers face a pricing 
disadvantage vis-k-vis European buyers, althoug|h it 
is too early to say whether Nordi America will 
become a global island of high DRAM prices 
during the 1990s. For example, at the time of the 
writing of this newsletter, Dataquest had learned of 
the likely termination of the FMV system during 
1990. Ottier significant nuurket shifts include Intel's 
increased capacity for 80386/80386SX devices and 
a new product strategy; signs of a price war in the 
ROM arena; contraction of Uie SRAM supplier 
base; and rising costs for the PDIP version of 
standard logic via rising oil prices. 

DATAQUEST CONCLUSIONS 
The crisis in the Middle East overshadowed 

significant semiconductor market shifts during the 
third quarter of 1990. Dataquest's August-
September 1990 survey of semiconductor users and 

DATAQUEST RECOMMENDATIONS 

Dataquest reconunends that major North 
American and European buyers of 1Mb DRAMs 
should book DRAM orders at a price of $5.05 or 
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k FIGURE 4 

PLD Price 'Trends (North American Bookings)* 
(Volume: 10,000 Units; PDIF or PLCC) 
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lower. Do not plan on a fourth quarter 1990 
crossover to the 4Mb DRAM (4:1 unit/price 
ratio). Under current nuoket conditions, most users 
shoidd expect the crossover to occur during tbs 
second quarter of 1991. 

Users also should plan for a second quarter 
1991 crossover (4:1 unit̂ price ratio) to 1Mb slow 
SRAMs from 256K slow SRAMs. Supply of 
2S6K slow SRAMs could tighten during 1991, so 
Dataquest recommends that users provide suppliers 
with accurate demand forecasts or book 1991 
orders now, widi a provision for rraiegotiation of 
2S6K product price at a later date. 

Users of standard logic products should 
continue to monitor PDIF pridng-supply-demand 
trends through use of Dataquest's On-Line 
DQ Monday service. 

Dataquest recommends that users facing com
petitive system time-to-maiket constraints evaluate 
the use of FPGAs, especialty for device densities 
with 6,0(X) gates or less. 

Ronald A. Bohn 
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